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MEMOIRS OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF INDIA.

!• Pt. 1, 1856 {out of print) : Goal and Iron of Talchir.—^Talchir Coal-field.

—

Gold-yielding depoBits of Upper AaBam.~Gold from Shue-gween. ^ 2,
1858 (out of print) : Geological structure of a porlion of Khasi Ilillfi.—

Geological structure of Nilgiri Hills (Madras). Pt, 3, 1869 (out. oj print) :

Geological structure and physical features of districts of Bankura, Mid-
napore, and Oiissa.—^Laterite of Orissa.—Fossil fish-teeth of genus
Ceratodus, from Maledi, south of Nagpur.

VoL. 11. Pt. 1, 1860 (out of print) : Vindhyan rocks, and their associates in Bandd-
kand. IH. 2, 1^ (out of print) : Geological structure of central portion
of Nerbndda District.—Tertiary and alluvial deposits of central portion
of Nerbndda Valley.—Geological relations and probable age of systems
of rocks in Central India and Bengal.

VoL. III. Pt. 1, 1863 (out of print) : llaniganj Goal-field.—Additional remarks on
systems of rocks in Central India and Bengal.—Indian Mineral Statis-

tics, I. Goal. PL 2, 1864 (out of print) ; Sub-Himalayan Ranges
between Ganges and Ravi.

VOL. TV. Pt. 1, 1863 [out of print) : Cretaceous Rocks of Tricbinopoly District,

Madras. Pt. 2. 1864 (out of print)

:

Districts of Tricbinopoly, Salem,
etc. Pt. 3. 1865 (out of print) . Coal f>f Assaai, v'c*

VoL. V. Pt. 1, 1865 (out of print) : Sections across N.-W. Hinriiilaya, from Sutlej to

Indus.—Gypsum of Spiti. Pt. 2, 1866 (out of print) : Geology of Bom-
bay. Pt. 3, 1866 (out of print) : Jheria Coal-field.—Geological Observa-
tions on Western Tibet.

Vofc VI. Pt. 1, 1867 (out of print) : Neighbourhood of Lynyan, etc., in Sind.—
Oaolopy of portion of Cutch. Pt. 2. 1867, Rep. 1908 {pT,n 2 Ti** » :

BokArd Coal-field.—Ramgarh Coal-field.—Trap? of Western and Central

India. Pt. 3, 1860 (price 2 Bs. 8 As.) : Tapti and Nerbudda Volleys. - -

Frog-beds in Bombay.—Oxygfosm piaiUuB.

VOb VII. Pt. 1, 1869 (price 3 Rs.) : Vindhyan series.—Mineral Statistics.—Coal.—
Shillong Plateau. PL 2, 1870 (out of print) : Rarharbdri Coal-field.

—

Deoghar Coal-field. Pt. 3, 1871 [out of print) : Aden water-supply.—
Edranpnra Coal-fields.

VoL. VIII. Pt. 1, 1872 (price 4 Rs.) : Kadtipah and Karnul Formations in Madras
Presidency. Pt. 2, 1872 (price 1 Re.) : Itkhuri Coal-field.—Daltonganj
Coal.fleld.-Chope Coal-field.

Vou IX. PL 1, 1872 (prirt 4 Rs.) : Geology of Kutch. Pt. 2, 1872 (price 1 Re.)

:

Geology of Nagpfir.—Geology of Birban Hill.—Carboniferous Am-
monites.

VoL. X. PL 1 (price 3 Rs.) : Geology of Madras.—B^tpura Coal-basin. Pt. 2, 1874
(price 2 Rs.) ; Geology of Pegu.

VoL. XI. PL 1, 1874 (price 2 Rs.) : Geology of DArjiling and Western Duans Pt 2,

1876 (price 3 Rs.) ; Bait-region of Eohfii, Trans-Indus.

VoL. XII. PL 1, 1877 (price 3 Rs.) : Bontb Mahr&tta Country. PL 2, 1876 (price

2 Rs.) : Coal-fields of Naga Hills.

VoL. XTII. Pt. 1, 1877 (price 2 Rs. 8 As.) : Wardba Valley Coal-field. Pt. 2, 1877

(price 2 Rs. 8 As.) : Otology of Rdjmah&l Hills.

VoL. XIV. 1878 (price 5 Rs.) : Geology of Salt-range in Puuj'ab.

VoL. XV. 1^ 1, 1878 (price 2 Rs. 8 As.) : Anrunga and Hntfir CoaT-fields (Palamow)

PL 2,^ (price 2 Rs. 8 As.) ; Ramkola and Tatapani Coal-fields

Voci. XVI. PL 1, (price 1 Re. 8 As.l : Geology of Eastern Coast from Lat. 16^

to Masnlipatam. PL 2, 18B0 (price 1 Re. 8 As.) ; Nellore Portion of

GamaUe. PL 3, 1880 (price 2 Rs.) : Coastal Region of Godfivori

DistricL

VoL. XVII. PL 1, 1879 (price 3 Rs.) : Geology of Western Sind. PL 2. 1880 (price

2 Rs.) : Trans-Indus extension of Punjab Salt-range.
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VOL. XVIII. Pt. 1881 {price 2 Bfl.) : Southern Afghanistan. Pt. 2, 1861 {out of
print)

:

M^nbhum and Singhbhum. Pt. 3, 1881 {price 2 fo.) : Prdnhita^

Goddvari Valley.

VoL. XIX. Pt. 1, 1882 {price 2 Bs.) : Cachar Earthquake of 1868. Ft. 2, 1882 {price

1 Be.) : Thermal Springs of India. Pt. 3, 1883 {price 1 Be.) : Catalogue
of Indian Earthquakes. Pt. 4, 1883 {out of print) : Geology of parts of
Manipur and Naga Hills.

VoL. XX. Pt. 1, 1883 {out of print) ; Geology of Madura and Tinnevelly. Pt. 2, 1883
(out of print) i Geolo^cal notes on Hills in neighbourhood of Sind and
Punjab Frontier between Quetta and Dera Ghazi Khan.

VoL XXT. Pt. 1, 1884 (out of print) ; Geology of Lower Narbada Valley. Pt. 2, 1884
{out of print) : Geology of Kathiawar. Ft. 3, 1885 {out of print) : Coal-
field of South Bewah. Pt. 4, 1885 {out of print)

:

Barren Island.

V^OL. XXI r. 1883 {price 5 Bs.) : Geology of Kashmir, Chamba, and Khagan.
VoL XXIII. 1891 (price 5 Bs.) : Geology of Central Himalayas.
VoL. XXIV. Pt. 1, 1B87 {out of priiit) : Southern Coal-fields of S4tpura Gondwdna basin.

Pt. 2, 1890 (out of print) : Geology of Sub-Himalaya of Garhwal and
Kumaun. Pt. 3, 1890 {out of pr?nt) : Geology of South Malabar, be-

tween Beypore and Ponnani Bivers.
^'o^. XX\' 1896 [out of piint) ; Geology of Bellary District, Madras Presidency.
VoL. XXVI. 1896 {out of prints : Geology of Hazara.
\’0L. XXVIT. Pt. 1, 1895 {out of print) : Marine Fossil from Miocene of Upper

Burma. Pt. 2, 1897 {out of print) : Petroleum in Burma and its techni-

cal exploitation.
V'oL. XXVIII Pt 1, 1898 {price 2 Bs ) : Geological Structure of Chitichun region.

—

AJL'ihbiind in iioith-west of Baxm of Kucnh.—Geology of parts of Myin-
uyan, and Pakokku Districts. Burma.—Geology of Mikir Hills
in Assam.—Geology of Tirah and Bazar Valley. Pt. 2, 1900 {price

3 Bs ) : Charnockito Scries, group of Archaean Hypersthenic Bocks in
Peninsular India.

VuL. XXIX. 1900 {2Jrite 5 Rs.) : Earthquake of 12th June 1897.

\ OL. XXX Pt 1. 1900 iprire 2 Bs.) * Aftershocks of Great Earthquake of 12th June
1897. Pt. 2, 1900 {price 1 Be.) : Geology of neighbourhood of Salem,
Madias Presidency. Pt. 3, 1901 {prict 1 Re.) : Slvamalai Series of
Flirolile-Syenites and Corundum Syenites. Pt. 4, 1901 {price 1 Re.) :

Geological Congress of Paris.

VnL. \X.\l. Pt 1, 1^1 {jirifc. 2 Rs.) : Geology of Son Valley in Bewah State and »>f

Parts of Jahalpur and Mirzapur. Pt. 2, 1901 {price 3 Rs.) : Baluchia-
Un Desert and part of Eastern Persia. Pt. 3. 1901 ijimVc 1 Be.) :

Peridutites, Serpentines, etc., from Ladakh.
\t»r. XX.Mf. pt. 1. 1901 {price 1 Bo.) : Recent Artesian Experiments in India. Pt 2,

1901 (price 2 Bs.) ; Bampur Coal-field. Pt. 3, 1902 {price 3 Bs.) :

** Exotic Blocks " of Malla Johar in Bhot Mahals of Kumaon. Ft. 4,
1904 {price 3 Bs.) : Jammu Coal-fields.

Voh XXX nr Pt. l. 1901 (jwice 8 Rs): Kolar Gold-field. Pt. 2, 1901 {price 2 Rs.) ;

Art. 1 : Gold fields of Wainad. Art. 2 : Auriferous Quartzites of
Porhadiah, Chota Nagpur. Art. 3 : Auriferous localities in North
Coimbatore. Ft. 3, 1902 {price 1 Be.) : Geology of Kalahandi State,
Central Provinws.

\oL XXXn'. Pt. 1, 1901 (price 1 Re.) : Peculiar form of altered peridotite in Mysore
State. Pt. 2, 1902 {price 3 Bs.) : Mica deposits of India. Pt. 3." 1903
(price 1 Re.) : Sandhills of Clifton near Karachi. Pt. 4, 1908 (price
4 Rs.) : Geology of Persian Gulf and adjoining portions of Persia aud
Arabia.

VoL. XXXV. Pt If 1902 (price 2 Bs.) : Geology of Western Rajputana. Pt. 2, 1903
(price 1 Re.) : Aftershocks of Great Earthquake of 12th June 1897.
Pt. 3, 1904 (price 1 Re 1 : Seismic phenomena in British India and their
connection with its Geology. Pt. 4 (in tAe Press) : Geology of Andaman
Islands, with references to Nicobars.

VoL, XXXVT. Pt. 1, 1904 (price 4 Rs.) : (Oology of Spiti. Pt. 2, 1907 (price 3 Rs.) :

Geology of Provinces of Tsang and D in Central Tibet. Pt. 3 (in the
Press) : Trias of the Himalayas.

VoL. XXXVII. 1909. Manganese-Ore Deposits of India . Pt. 1 (price 3 Bs.), Introduction
and Mineralogy; Pt. 2 (price 3 Raj. Geology; Pt. 3 (price 3 Bz.),
Economics and Mining; Pt. 4 (price 5 Bs.), Description of Deposits.

VoL. XXXVIII. 1910 (price 5 Bs.) : Kangra EartnquakA of 4th April 19^.
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PALGONTOLOGIA INDICA.

(Sbb. I, III, V, VI, VIII.)-ORETACEOUS FAUNA OF SOUTHERN INDIA, by
F. STOLICZKA, except Vol. 1, Ft 1, by B. F. BLANFORD.

Bib. I & IIL—Vol. I. The Cephalopoda (1861>65), pp. 216, pis 84 (6 double).

V.—Vol. 11. The Gastropoda (1867-68), pp. ziii, 500, pis. 28.

VI.—^VoL. III. The Pclccypoda (1870-71). pp. xxii, 537, pis. 50.

VIII.—Vol. IV. The Brachiopoda, Ciliopoda, Echinodermata, Corals, etc. (1872-

^)i PP* P^*

(Bn. II, XI, XII.)-THE FOSSIL FLORA OF THE GONDWANA SYSTEM, by
0. PEISTMANTEL, except Vol. I, Ft 1, by T. OLDHAM and J. MORRIS.

Vol. I, pp. zviii, 233, pis. 72. 1863-79. Ft. 1 ; Bajmabil Group, RdjoiahM Hills, Ft. 2

;

The same {continued). Ft. 3; Plants from Golapili. Ft. 4; Outliers on
the Madras Coast.

Vol. II, pp. zli, 115, pis. 26. 1876-78. Ft. 1 $ Jurassic Flora of Each. Ft. 2 : Flora of

the Jabalpur Group.
Vol. Ill, pp. xi, 64+149, pTs. 80 (9 double) (I-XXXT + IA-XLVTIA) 1879 81 Ft. 3

.

The Flora of the Talehir-Karharbari beds. Ft. 2; The Flora of the

Damuda and Panchet Divisions. Ft. 3; The etime {tonchded],

Vol. IV, pp. xxvi, 25+66, pis. 35 (2 double) (1~X>.J * lA Ft. 1 {1882) :

Fossil Flora of the South Rewah Gondwana basin. PL 2 (1686);

Fossil Flora of some of the coal-fields in Wostcrii Bengal.

(Skr. IX,)-JURASSrC FAUNA OF EACH.

Vol. I (1873-76). The Cephalopoda, by W. Waaqek, rp i, 247, pis. 60 (5 double),

Vol. II, pt. 1 (1893). The Ecninoidea of Each, by J. W. GRanoRY, pp. 12. pis. 2.

Vol. II, pt, 2 (1900). The Corals, by J. W. Gregory, pp. 196, 1— IX. pis. 26.

Vol. Ill, pt. 1 (1900). The Brachiopoda, by F. L. Kixcuin, pp. 87, pis, 15
Vol. Ill, pt. 2 (1903). LamcUibranr.hiaLi ; Oenus Trigonia, by F. L. Kitckin, pp. 12'^

pis. 10 {out of print).

(SsB. IV.)-INDIAN PRE-TERTIARY VERTEBRATA.

Vol. I, pp. vi, 137, pis. 26. 1865 85 Pt. 1 (1865); the Vertebrale Fossils from Ihe
Panebet rocks, by T. H. Huxley. Ft. 2 (1878) ; The Vertebrate Fossils

of the Eota-Maleri Group, by Sib F. de M. Grey Eoebton, L. C. Mult.,
and W. T. Blanfoud. PL 3 (1879); Reptilia and Batrachia. by R.
Ltdekseb. PL 4 (1885) ; The Labyrinthodont from the Bijori group,
by B. Lydekbeb {out of print). Ft. 6 (1885); The Reptilia and Am-
phibia of ^e Maleri and Denwa groups, by R. Lydckker lout of privt).

(Bib. X.MNDIAN TERTIARY AND POST-TERTIARY VERTEBRATA, It,

R. LYDEEKER, except VoL. I, Ft. 1, by B. B. FOOTE.

Vol. I, pp. XXX, 300, pis. 60. 1874-80. Pt 1; Rhinoceros deccanensis. Ft. 2; Mular
teeth and other remains of Mammalia. PL 3; Crania of Ruminants.
Pt. 4; Surolement to Pt. 3. Pt. 5; Biwalik and Narbada Proboscidia.

Vol. II, pp. XV, 363, pie. 45. 1881*84. Pt. 1 ; Siwalik Rhinocerotidsp. PL 2 : Supple-
ment to Sivralik and Narbada Proboscidia. Pt. 3; Siwalik and Nartoda
Equtdap. Pt. 4; Siwalik Cameiopardalida. Pt. 5; Siwalik Selonodont
Bairn, eta Pt. 6; Siwalik and Narbada Carnivora.



V'oL. ill, pp. xxiv, 2()4, plH. 38. 1884 86. IH. 1; Additional Snvalik Perissodactyla and
ProboBcidia. Ft. 2; Biwalik and Narbada Bunodont Buina. Ft. 3;
Rodenta and new Buminantii from the Siwalike. Ft. 4 ; Siwalik Birdi.

Ft, 5; Mastodon Teeth fitim Ferim Island. Ft. 6; Siwalik and Nar-
bi^a Ghelunia. Ft. 7; Siwalik Grocodilia, Laueiiilia and Ophidia*
Ft.. 8; Tertiarv Fishes.

VuL. IV, jiL. 1, J886. Siwalik Mammalia (Supplement 1); pp. 18, pis. 6.

VoL. IV, pt. 2, 1886. The Fauna of the Karnul caves (and addendum to pt. 1); pp. 40
(19—68), pis. 5 (vii—^xi).

VoL. IV, pt. 3, 1^7. Eocene Ghelonia from the Salt-range; pp. 7 (59—65), pis. 8 (zii*

xiii).

(Ser. VII, X.IV.)—I’ERTIARV AND UPFEJl GftETAGEOUS FAUNA OF WESTERN
INDIA, Oy MARTIN DUNGAN and W. FERGY SLADEN, except Ft. 1, by
F. STOLIGZKA.

VoL. 1, pp 16-f110+382+01=^599, pis. 5+28+ 58+13=104. 1871—85. Pt. 1: Tertiary
Crabs from Siad and Kaoh. Pt. 1 (new 2) : >Sind Fossil Corals and
Alcyonaria ; by P. Martin Duncan. Ft. 3 : The Fossil Echinoidea of
Sind : i. The Cardita btaamonti beds; Fas. S, The Ranikot Series

in Western Sind; Fas. d. The Khirthar Series; Fas. 49 Nari
(Oligocene) Senes; Fas. G, the Gaj (Miocene) Series; Fas. The
Alukraii (Pliocene] Series ; by Duncan and Sladen. Pt. 4 ; The Fossil

Echinoidea of Kach and Kattywar, by Duncan, Sladen and Blanford.

(SLR XIlI-l-SALT-RANGE FOSSILS, by WILLIAM WAAGEN, Ph.D.

I'l'iiliutuH Liiii'jstoiit Gioup : Vol. I, pt. 1 (1879). Pisces, Cephalopoda, pp, 72. pis. 6.

,, „ „ „ 2 (1880). Gastropoda and supplement to pt. 1,

pp. Ill (73—183), pis. 10 (1 double), (vii

—

XVJ).

„ ,, „ 3 (1881). Felecypoda, pp. 144 (185—328), pis. 8
(xvii—xxiv).

„ „ „ 4 (1882-85). Brachiopoda, pp. 442 (328-770),
pis. 62 (xxv—ixxxvi).

„ ,, 5 (1885). Bryozoa—Annelidas—Echinodermata,
pp. 64 (771—834), pis, 10 (ixxxvii—xcvi).

„ „ „ 6 (1886). CcElcnterata, pp. 90 (835—024), pis. 20
(xcvii—cxvi).

„ „ „ 7 (1887). Cadenteiata. Protozoa, pp, 74 (925—
998), pl.s. 12 (exvii—cxx\iii).

Ff.ssils from tlio Ceratite Formation : Vol. II, pt. 1 (1895). Pisces—Ammonoidea, pp. 324.

pis. 40.

Geological Results : Vol. IV, pt. 1 (1889), pp. 1—88, pis. 4 {out of print).

J „ 2 (1891), pp. 89-242, pis. 8 (out 0/ print).

(Sbr. XV.)-H1MALAYAN FOSSILS.

Upper-trlassie and liassic faiinre of the exotic blocks of Malla Johar in ilie Bhot Mahals of
Kumaon ; Vol. 1, pt. 1 (1908), by Dr. G. Diener, pp. 1(X), pis. 16 (1 double).

Anthracolithic Fossils of Kashmir and Spiti : Vol. I, pt. 2 (1899), by Dr. C. Diener, pp. 96,

pis. 8.

The l*ermocaiboniferous Fauna of Chitichun No. I : Vol. I, pt. 3 (1897), by Dr. C. Diener.

pp. 105, pis. 13.

The Permian Fossils of tho Productus Shales of Kumaon and Garhwal : Vol. I, pt. 4 (1897),

by Dr. C. Diener, pp. 54, pis. 6.

The Permian Fossila of the Central Himalayas : Vol. I, pt. 5 (1903), by Dr. G. Diener,

pp. pis. 10.

The Cephalopoda of the Lower Trias: Vol. 11, pt. 1 (1897), by Dr. 0. Diener, pp. 182,

plB. 23.

The (lephalopoda of the Muschelkalk : Vol. 11, pt. 2 (1895). hy Dr. C. Diener, pp. 118,

pis. 31.



Uptw Iriamc Cephalopo^ Fauon uf the Hinialuya ; \ol. Ill, pt. 1 (1899), by Dr. k
Ton MoiulOTict, pp. 157, pb. 22.

Trial Brachiopoda aod Lamdlibranchiata : VoL III, pt. 2 (1899), by Alexander BitiDer^

pp. 76| pli. 12 (2 deoUe).
The Fauna o£ the Shales : Vol. IV, Pt. 1, Fasc. 1 (1903), pp. 132, pla. 18; Fait. 2

(1910), pp. 133-306, pis. 47 (2 double
The Fauna of the Tiopitea-Limeitone of

Dianer, pp. 201, pis. 17 (1 double).

The I^una oz the Himalayan Mnschelkalk : Vol. V, Memoir No. 2 (1907), by Dr. C.

Dieoer, pp. 140, Ids. 17 (2 double).

Ladinic, Camic and Noric faunn of Spiti : Vol. V, Memoir No. 3 (1908), by Dr. C. Diener,

pp. 167, pis. 24 (3 double).

Lower-Triassic Cephalopoda from Spiti, Malla Johar and Byana : Vol. VI, Memoir No. 1

(1909), by Drs. A. Ton Erafft and C. Diener, pp. 186, pis. 31.

The Fauna of the Traumatocrinus Limestone of rainkhonda : Vol. VI, Memoir No. 2

by Dr. C. Diener, pp. 39, pis. 5.

rian Fossil of Spiti : Vol. VII, Memoir No. 1 (1910), up. 70, pis. 6, by F. R. C.

Reed.

The Ordovician and Silurian fossils from the Central Himalaya . Vol. Vll, Memoir No. 2

(in tht Press), by F. B. C. Reed.

). By Dr. V. Uhlig.

Byans : Vol. V, Memoir 1 (1906), by Dr. C.

(Ser. XVI.)-BALUCHISTAN fossils, by FRITZ NOFTLING. Pn.D., F.G S
The Fauna of the Kellaways of Maz4r Drik : Vol. I, pt. 1 (1895), pp. 22, pis. 13.

The Fanna of the (Neooomian) Belemnite Beds : Vol. I, pt. 2 (1897). pp. 6, pis. 2.

The Fauna of the Dpper Cretaceous Maestrichtien) Beds of the Maii Hills . \ ol 1, pt. 3

(1807), pp. 79, pis. 23.

(NEW SERIES.)

The Cambrian Fauna of the Eastern Salt-range : Vol. 1, Memoii 1 (1890), K. Redlich,

pp. 14, pi. 1.

Notes on the Morphology of the Pelecypoda : Vul. I, Memoir 2 (1899), FriU Noetliug.

pp. 68, pis. 4.

Fauna of the Miocene Beds of Burma : Vol. I, Memoir 3 (1901), Fritz Noeiling, jip. 378,

pis. 25 lout of print).

Observations sur quelques Plantes Fossiles des Lower Condwanas : Vol II, Memoir 1

(10(K), R. ZeiUer, pp. 39, pis. 7.

Permo-Carboniferous (Lower Gondwana) Plants and Vortebrateb fioiii Kashnai’
; ^1)

Plants, by A. C. ^ward; (2) Fishes and Labyrinthodonts, by A. Smith Woodward :

VoL II, Memoir No. 2 (1905), pp. 13, pis. 3.

The Lower Palieozoic Fossils of the Northern Bhau Tjiper lUinna : ^^)1. 11, !\1eniMir

No. 3 (1906], by F. R. C, Reed, pp. 154, pis. 8.

The Fauna of the Napeng Beds or tne Rhstic Beds of Upper Burma ; VoL II, Memoir
No. 4 (1C08), by Miss M. Healey, pp. pis. 9.

The Devonian Faunas of the Northern Shan Stat^^s : Vol. II, Memoir No. 5 (1908), by
F. B. G. Reed, pp. 183, pis. 20.

The Mollusca of the Ranikot Series : Vol. Ill, Pt 1. Memoir No I (1909), pp. XIX, 83.

pis. 8, by M. Cusfonann and G. Pissarro. Introduction, by K. W. Viedeiiburg.

On some Fish-remains from the Beds at Dongargaon, Central Provinces ; Vol. Ill, Memoir
No. 3 (lOCB), by A. Smith Woodward, pp. 6, pi. 1.

The Fossil Giraffidae of India : Vol. Ill, Memoir No. 4 {In tin Prfas). by 0. Fi. Pilgrim.

The price fixed for theAe publi^tions is four nnnas (4 pence) per single pbl«, with a
minimum charge of Re. 1.



RECORDS OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF INDIA.

VoL. 1, 1868.

Part I {out of Annual report for 1867. Coal seams of Tawa valley. Coal in

Ganov^ Hills. Copper in Bundelkund. Meteorites.

Part 2 {out of print).-A^oal-seams of neighbourhood of Chanda. Coal near Nagpur. Geo-

iDgical notes on Surat collectoiatc. Cephalopoduus fauna of South Indian cretaceous

deposits. Lead in Baipur district. Coal in Kastern Hemisphere. MetMriles.

Part 3 {out of pnnt).—Gastropodous fauna of South Indian cretaceous deposits. Notes on

route from Poona to Nagpur vid Ahmednuggui, Jalna, Loonar, Yeotmahal, Mangali

and Hingunghat. Agate-flake in phocene ( 1) deposits of Upper Godavery. Boundary
ot Vindhyan series in Kajputana. Meteorites.

VoL. II, 1869.

Part 1 {out of prtAtl.—Valley of Poorna river, West Berar. Kuddapah and Kiirnuol

formations. Geological sketch of Shillong plateau. Gold in Singhboom, etc. Wells

at Hazareehagh. Meteorites.

Part 5.—Annual report for 1868. Paiigshura tecta and other species of Chelonia from
newer tertiary deposits of Norbudda valley. Metamorphic row of Bengal.

Part 3 .—Geology of Kuch, W^estern India. Geology and physical geography of Nicobar
Islands.

Part {out of pririf).—Beds containing silicified wood in Eastern Prome, British Burma.
Mine.:alugical statistics of Kuinaun division. Coal-field near Chanda. Lead in Baipur
district. Meteorites.

VoL. Ill, 1870.

]*iut 1. Annual report for 1869. Geology of neighbourhood of Madras. Alluvial deposits

of Irrawadi, contrasted with those ot Ganges.
i*urt S {out of %rrint).—Geology of Gwalior and vicinity. Slates at Chiteli, Eumaou.

Jjead vein near Chicholi. liaipur district Wardha river coal-fields, Berar and Cen-
tral Provinces. Coal at Karba in Bilaspiir district.

Part 3 (out of mnt ).—Mohpani coal-field. Lead-ore at SUmanabad, Jabalpur district.

C'oal oust of Uhhuttisgurh between Bilaspur and Kanchl Petioleiim in Burma. Peti>i-

leiim locality of Sudkal, near Puttiiung, west of Bawalpindi. Argentiferous galena
and copper in Maubhum. Assays of iron ores.

Part ^ [out of print).—Geology of Mount Tilia, Punjab. Copper deposits of Dalbhum
and Singbhum : 1.—Copper mines of Singbhimi : 2.—Copper of Dalbhum and Sing-

bhum. Meteorites.

VoL. IV, 1871.

Part /.—Annual report for 1870 Alleged discu\eiy of coal near Gooty, and of .mlualioiie

of coal in Ouddapah district. Mineral stati'^tics i»£ Kuniaon division.
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I.—INTRODUCTION.

The Hfviow (i£ Mint'ral Production published as Part T, V^ol.

XXX II ot these Records surveyed tlie progress made in the years

IS08 to HMK’). In that Keviow it was explained that, although
many valuable mineral products were being worked in <iifTerent

])arts of tin* country, it was impossible to obtain statistics about
some of them siifhcieiitly ])recise to be of any value as figures. The
most conspicuous of these ‘ minerals ’ are the various forms of building

material and slate, which are naturally used extensively in every
district, aiul would form an excellent index of material progress

if we could !t*ly on the figures returned, and could regard those

of one ]»eiiod to be fairly comparable with those of another.

Jn order to olituiii some mental impression of progress, we are

compelled to exclude from the list of

minerals contributing to the statement
of total valins. those about* which we can obtain only partial figures

or lough l(K,.l estimates. The minerals are thus reviewed in two
groups as Ik lore, namely

—

Grouping of the minerals.

(irou]i I I’hose for which approximately trustworthy annual
rei iirns are obtainable ; and

(iiouji 11 —Hiose regarding which regularly recurring and full

])i ticulars cannot be procured.

The niinei.ds now eonsidered in Grou]) 1 are ;

—

('‘hromite.

(''oal.

Diamonds.
Gold.

Graphite..

Iron-ore.

Jadeite.

Magnesite.

Manganese-ore

.

Mica.

Petroleum.

Rubv, Sapphire and Spinel.

Salt*

Saltiietre.

Tin.
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Ufllts recognised.

Unless otherwise stated, the ton referred to in this Beview is

the English statute ton of 2,240 lbs.

Where there are totals likelj" to be of

interest to foreign readers, weights are also expressed in metric tons

of 1,000 kilogrammes each (equal to 0*984 statute ton). Returns in

maunds have been translated into tons. cwts. and qrs. throughout.

The output of petroleum has been given in Imperial gallons, and

totals are expressed also in metric tons assumed to be equivalent

to 249 gallons of crude oil of an average * specific gravity of 0*885.

Values are given in sterling calculated throughout at the rate of

Rs. 15=£1, which has been the fixed rate of exchange, throughout

the period of this and the pre\uous Reviews.

The data employed in this Review have been obtained from

various sources. Previous to ltK)4 the
Soarceiof lfo^n•flon.

Statistics of Mineral Production

were published by the Director-General of Statistics, now the

Director-General of Commercial Intelligenci*. During the period now

under review, the figures of mineral production for India have been

published annually in the Records of the (leological Survey of India.

During the first three years the annual figures of mineral production

were supplied by the Local Governments to the Director-General

of Commercial Intelligence, who passed them on to the (leological

Survey ; but as this did not allow of a thorough and i)rompt

che<'k on the figures, a change was introduced beginning with 1907

and now all returns of mineral prodin-tion are sent by Local

Governments and Political Agents direct to the Geological Survey

OflSce, except in the case of mines under the Mines Act, when

the figures are forwarded direct by the managers of th(‘ mines to

the (Tiief Inspector of Mines who forwards a summary to the

Geological Survey. Information regarding expoits and imports has

been taken from the publications issued by the Director-General

of Commercial Intelligence. Additional information has been obtained

from the following sources :

—

(1) Annual Returns of the ( hief Inspector of Mines in India

and the Chief Inspector of Mines for Mysore.

.(2) Annual Returns of the Gold Mining Compani(*R of the

Kolar, Dharwar, and Hutti Fields, kindly supplied by

the Managing Agents.
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(3) Annual Administration Keports of the various Local Gov-
ernments and Local Administrations in India.

(4) Annual Administration Keports of the Kailway Board.

(5) Returns issued by the various Geological Surveys, and
Statistics relating to Mines and Quarries, published by

‘ the English Home Office.

We are also indebted to the Managing Agents of several Mining
Companies for much information supplied direct.
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II SUMMARY OF PROGRESS.

Tiie following table summarises the values of the principal

Total yaluci
minerals ])roduce(l during the six years

under review. The totals have the

obvious defect of being due to the addition of unlike denomina-

tions ; for export values, being the only returns obtainable in

some cases, are ranged with spot values, while the latter neces-

sarily vary with the position of the mine, representing not the

values^ but the prices obtainable. In the ca'^e of coal, for

instance, the so-called value of a ton of good coal in Bengal is

less than half that of the inferior material raised in Baluchistan

or Burma ; in the case of salt, the values given are the prices

charged, and these, on an average, are but one-seventh of the duty,

which is the principal value of the salt to Government ;
certain

valuable mineral products, such as building-stone, are omitted alto-

gether for want of even approximate estimates.

The values returned for minerals exported are also necessarily

lower than they w’ould be if the minerals vrere consumed in the

country, and it is consequently unfair to com])are this table of

values vrith corresponding returns for countries in which metal-

lurgical industries flourish. Manganese-ore is a conspicuous ex-

ample of a product which, according to its quality, may be worth

30 to 40 shillings a ton to the European steel-maker, but w’hich-is

of less value to the Indian producer by the heavy cost of trans-

port. The country is thus not only so much poorer by the loss

of the metal exported in the ore, but is paid in return little more

than half its market value.

The imperfections of the table are those confessedly inseparable

from all such estimates of mineral

production; and it » of u8o merely

as a means of comparing one year

with another, the same system being carried through the whole period
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Table 1.—Total Value of Minerals for tvhich Returns of Production are

available for the years 1904 to 1908.

Miiiunilb.

i

1908.

1

Average

j

/or the

jtertiid

\J89S-190J

1

• 1904 1906 1007 1008

Average
/or the
period

1904-1908.

£ ' t £ £ i £ £ £

Gold . . ,802,408 J,904,719 2,867.290 !2.428.164 2
,2 :11,479

I

2 ,126.756 2,177,847 ^’,266,307

Coal (a) . 1 ,200.7 Hi 1,223,077 1.80rt,H26 1.419,448 1,012.042 2,600,726 |8,356,200 2,139,249

Miiiif!aiios(*-()rc (r) isri.rioo 164,845
,

142,443
1

202,0()0 874.490 1,861,000 517,166 631,700

rotroloum (a) 8 :14 ,
80:1 183.810 478,071 flli4,2 010,015 702,009 592,887

Salt (f> 880.147 347,807 487 fiSO 441,102
11

420.001 ' 4.14,076 522.704 431, ii9

S.iltpatra (b) 2HS,4h7 202 003 ' 200.840 28.5 72

1

270.547 • 274,070 202.758 268,012

Mkm (h) WO,277 80,120 w i 1«1 142.00K 250,54.1 226 182 180.518 170 126

Kiil>y, Saii|ihiTo

and ^iniiol.

OS.57J 89,345 ‘HI,012 88 140

1

06.8b7 08,258 17.054 84.406

Jadchtniio (b) 47.070 44,770 j9,41K 51,615
1

59,137 62,195 74,402 61,353

(fniplntc («) 10 070 11.US 1 17.02*1 1.5 .500
,

10 022 7 411 11.865 12 S79

Inni-orc (0 14.0(i.i U,uS t 11,055 15 257 1 14 728 12 657 15 140 13,769

Tiii-on* in) 0.1.'.’, <.,S7 5 0 010 1 i 700 11.882 11,015 10.992

('liroiiiiti* ((0 ‘•27 •W 4.1 i7 1 482 7.188 24 404 0..U8 9,110

DiamnndH 2,570 766 2,6.10 2,474 5,160 2,784 940 2,799

MiiKiioMtc (rf) 319 'l.'.l 550 488 50 2,000 659

Ainiicr 414 \(12 h.J.W 045 700 :i85 .164 648

T(n \h . :1,047,201 / 129,927 I'l.tOl.OlO
1

1

|,5,721,774 jo.7.51 ’.47 ,7,80 1.0.50 |7,880.832 6.716,323

(<f) liners (b) Export valurs (e) Export v.iliir^ ot i|ii.iiintio*< aetiialN exported,

(//) r.>4tii)i.iti)d value (r) PrieiN A\irl]oiii diit\ (/) l^Miniated v:tlii«<. tor proviiieis otlier tlinii BeuRai.

under review, hi the iieriod of the previous Review there was a steady

uninterru])ted progress in ])roduetion from a. total of £3,455.565

in 1898 to £5,047,201 in lfX)3, an increase of 4()*0() per cent,

in five years. During the period now under review this uninterrupted

progress has continued from a total of £5,.364.0l(5 in 1904 to

£7,880,832 in 1908. an increase of 5(vl4 j)er cent, in the five

years from the end of tlie previous ])eriod to the end of this

period. Comparing the totals for 1908 of the present jieriod with

those of the last year (1903) of the period jireviously reviewed,

increasea are noticed, in some cases very large, in the values of all

the minerals given, with four exceptions:—(1) tjold, for which there

lias been a slight decline in value from (he maximum reached in
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1905, although the average annual value for the period has been
greater by £360,000 than in the previous period ; (2) ruhieSy for which
there was a heavy drop in value in 1908 owing to a decrease both
of production and prices, although the average annual value during

the period has been only £5,000 less than in the previous period

;

(3) graphiUy although the average value for the period is about £1,000

greater
; and (4) amber, the average value being £286 greater. Dia-

monds and chromite were not included in this table in the previous

Review.

Comparing the average values of the minerals produced during

the period 1904 to 1908 with those of the previous period, an

increase in value is noticed in every case except rubies, the decrease

in this case being small.

On looking over the returns for mineral production in India for

Gcacral character of the niaerals
worked.

the past five years and comparing them

with the previous period of six years.

the two features noticed in the previous

Review are seen to stand out just as conspicuously as before.

Firstly, practically the whole of the remarkable increase is due to

the progress in developing six minerals, four of which—coal, petroleum,

gold, and salt—are consumed by what conveniently may be called

direct processes, and two of which—manganese-ore and mica—are

raised for simple export. Secondly, there has been, with few ex-

ceptions, a continuance -of the remarkable neglect of the metalliferous

ores and the minerals that are necessary to the m6re complicated

chemical and metallurgical industries.

The principal reason for the neglect of metalliferous minerals

is the fact that in modern metallurgical

JJ*
-nlert a .etalUfen..

devclopmentB the bye-

product has come to be a serious and

indispensable item in the sources of profit, and the failure to utilize

the bye-products necessarily involves neglect of the minerals that

will not pay to work for the metal alone. Copper-sulphide ores

are conspicuous examples of the kind : many of the most profitable

copper mines in the world could not be worked but for the demand

for sulphur in sulphuric acid manufacture, and for sulphuric acid

there would be no demand* but for a string of other chemical

industries in which it is used (c/. page 278) • A country like India

must be content, therefore, to pay the tax of imports until industries

arise demanding a sufficient number of chemical products to complete
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an economic cycle, for chemical and metallurgical industries are

essentially gregarious in their habits. •

During the period under review a certain amount of serious atten-

tion has been given to the development of bauxite, copper-ore, and

lead-silver orea, and it is probable that during the succeeding quin-

quennial period, 1909 to 1913, the smelting of some of these ores

in the Indian Empire will become firmly established. The most

promising province in this respect is Buixna, where the smelting

of lead slags from Bawdwin commenced in 1909 (see page 254).

Although such great progress has been made during the period

. .... . .
under review in the development of the

ComparlBOfl with foreign minerai . r t j- ^ i

prodnetiofl. mmeral resources of India, the relative

insignificance of the total value will be

seen by comparing the 1907 figures for India in table 1 with

those for the twelve most important mineral products of the United

Kingdom, the United States of America, and the German Empire

given in table 2. From this it w^ill be seen that the value of the

coal produced in the United Kingdom was fifteen times the value of

the total Indian mineral production ; the value of each of ten

out of the twelve leading minerals of the United States exceeded

the total Indian production
;

whilst the value of the German coal

production was ten times that of the Indian total, and that of

potassium and magnesium* salts only one million sterling less

(as noted on page 12). A factor of great importance to the

mineral development of the country is the output of building

materials, such as clay, slate, and building stones. This is clearly

illustrated in the case of the United Kingdom, where stone, clay,

and shale, and slate, rank respectively 3rd, 4th, and 5th in order

of value
; and in the United States where clay products rank 4th,

" stone ’ ranks 7tli, and cement 8th, in order of value, the value

of the clay products alone, by which is meant clay, bricks, tiles,

pipes, etc., being more than four times the value of the total

Indian production. In the case of Germany no figures for these

substances are available and consequently none appear in the

table. It will further be noticed what an important part in the

mineral production of each of the three, countries cited is played

by the ores of the metals used by the arts, such as those of iron»

lead and zinc in all three countries, of copper in two of the

countries, and of gold, silver, and tin, each in one country.
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Table 2.—Values during 1907 of the Ttvdve Leadimj Mineral Products

in Ike United Kingdom^ United Stales ,
and Germany.

United Eingdom. (a) United States of America, ib) German Empire, (a)

a

£ £ £

Coal . 121.527,378 Coal I26.242,873 Coal (including brown
coal) . . 77,538.9N

Irou-oTu 1,43.1,418 rig-iron IWW,«4S PntaHBiuiu and
niagneBium saltp,

excluding alum . 0,657,700

Stone (r) . 3.870,80(1 Copper 35.887,741 Iron-ore 5,080,000

Clay and shale . 1.850.387 ('lay product'. 32,837,837 Zinc-ore 2,114,050

Slate 1 178,600 Potrolouni 24.882.577 Copper-()ro 1,335,100

Oil-Bhale 806 323 Gold 18,589,958 Salt (B.idiiiin chloride) 1.123 500

Tin-ore (dreBscd) 706,700 Stouc ie) I4.8N,781 Lead-ore 1 006,600

Salt 648,:i00 ('ClllOIlt 11,479,231 Petroleum 352,800

Lead-ore 410,247 Xaturul gas I8.855,8U Alum and aliiniiuiuni

sulphate 210,100

Chalk 200.882 Lead 7,941,172
'

Sodium sulphate 114,050

Gravel and sand 18.1,625 Silver 7,650,076 Iron pyrites 86,100

Zinc-ore . 100,.'’i3J Zinc 5 421.3.17
'

Mniiganese-nro .56,300

(a) Value at miue or quarr>

,

(ft) Value at place of produotidii ; in most i-abos. oE products obtained from the raw iiiutermh.

(e) Limeetone, saudstouo, and igneous rocks.

In this place, also, it will be interesting to note the values

recorded for imported minerals and for

iBports of nioeralg aod lacral products obtained directly froiu inin-
prodncti ^

erals during the period under review.

These figures, exclusive of the values of cutlery and hardware,

nrachinery and niillwork, railway plant and rolling stock, earthen-

ware and porcelain, glass and glassware, jewellery and ]>Iate of

gold and silver, paints and coloms. and alizarin and aniline dyes,

are shown in table 2A. From this table it will be seen that the

imports of minerals and products directly obtained from minerals

have increased from £11,425,962 in 1904 to £14,478,744 in 1908,

the average annual value being £12,037,022. If the figures in

the last column, showing the average values for the period 1904-

08, be compared with the average figures for the three years

1901-03, given on pages 185 and 186 of Volume XXXII of these

Records, it will be seen that there has been an increase, during
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the liver years under review, of nearly £2,000,000 over the aver-

age of the three years referred to, and that this increase has been

distributed over all the items, with the exception of quicksilver,

mineral oil and paraffin, and precious stones and pearls unset, in

which there has been a decrease in the average annual value of

£3,805 £457,781, and £240,241, respectively. The chief increases

in the average annual imports have been in copper, iron, and

steel, the amounts of increase being £394,854 for copj)er, £702,950

for iron, and £999,771 for steel.

Table 2 A.

—

Value of ImpoHs of Minerals and Products obtained directly

from Minerals for the years 1904 to 1908 {includiny Government stores).

— 19U4. 1905. 1906. 1907. 1908. Averagr.

£ £ £ £ £ £

salt . 471,005 417,997 488,127 525.065 502.427 480,942

Metals . Bra^s 60,940 71,806 61,390 84.429 112,796 80,073

(’opi or
;

1,751,744 1,173,110 1,194,489 1.106,190 2,202,050 1,485,697

Gonnan
aihcr.

127,563 113,771 109,01

0

164,210 140,505 131,211

Iron . i 2.608,015 2.287,305 2,845,403 3,434.645 3,352,063 2,945,856

Steel ' 1,799,173 2,090,690 2,401,504 3,113,361 3.174.067 2,517,740

Lead 1 129.315 151,118 118.769 154,667 148,060 140,386

Quicksilver 27,472 23.284 27,258 20,218 24,087 24,464

Tin . 263,194 188,913 187,337 259,403
'

296,839 239,137

Zinc . 110,891 1 93.446 131,000 111,.535 101,880 109,932

rnenumcr-
ated.

81,244 140,776
1

176,354 151,662 110.262 132,460

Total of Metals . 7.M9.457
'

1

4,343.285
{

7,254,320 8,400,320 9.445,408 7,806,958

Inorganic Chemi-
calH.

395.018
1

1

465,280

1

438,755 514,282 404,793 461.626

Mineial Oil and
Paraflln.

2,230,795
i

1

1

1,767,441
j

1,483,138
1

1,946,417 2,572,681 2,000,094

Coal, coke and
1 atent fuel.

325.613
1

1

252,405
j

!

205,456 ! 387,450 491,293 350.462

Precious Stones and
Pearls, unset

580,670
1

1

853,100
'

606,600
'

501,411 334,509 595,078

Blone and Marble . 17,877
j

27,714
;

26,010 28,495 31,876 • 26,574

Other Building
Materials.

226,428
1

206,500 328,880 339,866 385,067 315,288

Total .

-
1

ll,4ZS,Mt
'

1

11.422.911 11,014,184 12,843,304 14.478,744 12,037,022
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There is a satisfactory deduction to be drawn from both the

decreases and increases : the decrease in the imports of mineral

oils indicates the development of our own oil-fields, whilst the

increase in the imports of metals indicates the approach of the

necessary conditions* of market required for the profitable exploita-

tion of the deposits of ore known to occur in this country.

But, in addition to the imports of minerals and of products ob-

tained directly from minerals, shown in table 2A, there is a

large import of products of a more finished nature manufactured

either entirely, or almost entirely, from minerals or mineral pro-

ducts. These exceed in total value the items given in table 2A

;

and, in order to indicate the nature of these imports of more

finished products, we give below the figures for 1908 of the most

important of these imports :

—

Railway plant and rolling stock

£

. 8,49(k408

Machinery and millwork . 4,780,485

Cutlery and hardware . 2,270.854

Glass and glassware 825,508

Alizarine and aniline dyes 572,440

Paints and colors . 531,010

Earthenware and porcelain 289,088

Total £17,576,4C6

Conparlsoo
predsctlofl.

of inporfs with

Considering only the year 1908, it will be seen from these

figures that the total value of the

imports of minerals atid products ob-

tained directly from minerals, and of the

articles manufactured from these, was over £32,000,000, whilst the

value of the mineral production of the country was not quite £8,000,000.

It is evident, therefore, that there is a demand in India for products

manufactured ultimately from minerals to the annual value of over

four times the annual value of mineral production, apart from the fact

that a considerable proportion of the mineral imports of India is

exported. This indicates Better than any other figures the scope there

is for the development of the mineral industries of India for the supply

of the* internal consumption of the country, quite apart from any

markets that might be supplied abroad. That India, in many cases,

possesses the mineral resources requisite for the supply of this demand

can be gauged from the substance of this review.
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Summary for the Minerals of Group I.

The production of chromite—which has been transferred to

Cbromlte
Group I with the commencement of

mining operations in Baluchistan in

1903, when there was an initial output of 284 tons—has averaged

6,745 tons valued at £9,110 during the quinquennium, the
highest returns being in 1907. when there was a production of

18,303 tons valued at £24.404 owing to a sudden large production

in Mysore, where chromite is worked in the Mysore %nd Hassan
districts, particularly in the former. There was a great decrease

in production iu both Baluchistan and Mysore in 1908 owing to a

drop in prices and to accumulations of stocks. Prospecting opera-

tions for chromite are being carried out in Singhbhum district,

Bengal.

Fio 1.—Production of Coal from 18S4 to 1908.

T#tt«rpar« TaJkrUfcna Public Library
Acca. No ;* Date
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In the case of coal, the continuous increase in the Indian out-

put recorded for the previous period

from a little over four million tons in

1897 to million tons in liK)3, has been followed by an
increase during the period under review from a little over 8 million

tons in 1904 to 12^ million tons in 1908 (see fig. 1, page 15). The
increase during the past five years has been nearly 72 per cent,

and during the past ten years 177 per cent. On page 8 of the

previous Beview it is recorded that ‘ India, for the first, though
probably also for the only, time, secured the leading place as a

coal-product amongst British dependencies.^ This has not proved
to be the case. India passed the Australian output in 1902 and
since then has gradually increased its lead over the next two
countries, Australia and Canada, the output from which is about

equal, until in 1907 the Indian output was about a million and a

half tons ahead of each of these two countries. By far the larger

proportion of this phenomenal increase in the Indian coal pro-

duction has been obtained from the Jherria coalfield, the output

of which has grown from 750.000 tons in 1898 to fij million tons

in 1908. So that by 1908 the output of the Jherria field bad
become 50*6 per cent, of the total Indian production and the out-

put of Bengal had increased from 78'G per cent, in 1898, and
85'5 per cent, in 1903, to 90’5 per cent, in 1908.
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The final stages of this remarkable increase in the Indian pro*

duction were marked by what might be called a ' boom ' during
the years 1907 and 1908, when demand kept ahead of supply, so

that the average prices obtained during 1908 were higher than any
previously recorded and in consequence of which many new coal

companies were put on the market, several of which were doomed
to failure from the beginning. .

The greater part of this increase must be ascribed to the
normal development of trade, for there has been no development
of the metallurgical industry within the range of coalfields and the

general nature of the coal-consuming industries has not changed,
'thus the quantity of Indian coal consumed on the railways has
increased from 11 million tons in 1S98 to million tons in 1908,

whilst the Indian coal consumed on railways lias formed 29 per

cent, of the total production during the period now under review,

this being exactly the same figure as held for the previous period

1898— 190;i, and indicating that railway expansion has kept pace
with the coal-consuming industiial enterprises.
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The imports of foreign coal have varied from 200,000 tons to

300,000 tons and the exports between 500,000 tons and 900,000

ions, thus maintaining the relative positions of the figures for

imports and exports first established in 1900 (see fig, 2, page 16). Owing

to the great demand for ooa! during 1906 to 1908 and the en-

hanced prices, the proportion of foreign coal used on the railways,

although still insignificant, rose to 2*1 per cent, of the total con-

sumed on the railways (see fig. 3, page 17).

Diamonds have also been transferred to Group I during this

period. The production has fluctuated,

the average for the period being 306*7

carats valued at £2,799. This production refers to the Central

Indian States of Fanna, Gharkhari, and Ajaigarh. Some attention

has also been given by prospectors to the diamond-bearing deposits

in Anantapur, Banganapalle, and other portions of the Madras

Presidency.

During the period })reviou8ly reviewed a steady increase in the

production of gold was recorded, from

390,595 oz. valued at £1,568,065 in

1897 to 603,218 oz. valued at £2,302,4.93 in 1903. This increase

continued to a maximum of 631,116 oz. valued at £2,428,162 in

1905, since when there has been a small decline, the produc-

tion for 1908 being 667,780 oz. valued at £2,177,847. This decrease

is due to poorer ore having been reached in the lower leyels

of siune of the mines in the Kolar field, from which by far ,the

largest fraction of the Indian gold output is derived. These mines
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Bcem to be improving again and the slight increase in the 1908

output over that of 1907 has been continued into 1909. The
changes in the Indian gold production since 1890 are shown in

fig- 4, page 18.

The reef-mining commenced at the Hutti mine in the Nizam’a

Dominions during the previous period has led to a continuous

production of gold with payment of dividends during the period

under review. There has also been a small production of gold

on the Dharwar field since 1905, but the work there has, so

far, given somewhat disappointing results. Promising development

work has been carried out on the Anantapur field discovered in

1902. There has also been a continuous production by the Burma
Gold Dredging Company operating on the upper reaches of the

Irrawaddy river and one of its tributaries, and the first dividend

was paid in 1908.

The average value of graphite raised during the period under

review has been £12,879 as compared

with £11,981 for the previous period.

The average annual pioduction has been 2,711 tons, this being a

little over 3 per cent, of the world’s production.

The works at Barakar still remain as the one successful attempt

to manufacture iron along European

lines in India ; the annual average

output of pig iron has been 41,919 tons, a slight increase over

the previous period. Near Ealimati in the Singhbhum district,

Bengal, works are now in course of erection for the maiiufactuie of

both pig iron and steel by the Tata Iron and Steel Company, from

iron-ore derived from large deposits proved to exist in the

Mourbhanj State. The native charcoal iron industry continues to

flourish in some of the more remote parts of the Peninsula, but

particularly in the Central Provinces, where there has been during

the period an annual consumption of 2,189 tons of ore employing

an average of 435 small direct-process furnaces, with the produc-

tion of 557 tons of iron per annum.

During the five years und^r review, the average value of the

unfinished and finished iron and steel imports has increased from

£12,883,879 in 19C4 to £22,084,677 In 19C8, the average value for

the period being £16,910,432. The value of the pig iron, iron

bars, and steel bars, sheets and beams, has increased from

£4,608,070 in 1904 to £6,527,930 in 1908, with an average value

c 2
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for the period of £5,465,172, the differences between these totals

and those given earlier in this paragraph being due to the imports

of prcducls manufactured from iron and steel, namely, railway

plant and rohirg stock, machinery and mill-work, cutlery and hard-

ware. The figures for iron and steel imports show that there is

room in the country for a large iron manufacturing industry,

which would soon bring in its train the manufacture of machinery,

railway plant, etc.

We are still compelled to rely upon the export returns of

' jadcstone ’ to the Straits and China
Jadcite.

^ correct idea of the magnitude

of the jad.ite industry of Burma. The average annual quantity

of jad ite exported during the period under review has averaged

3,470 cwt. as compared with the somewhat larger quantity, 3,911

cwt., during the pre\ ious period ; but the declared value has been

much higher, namely, an average of £61,353 per annum against

£44,770 in the previous period. As in the period previously re-

viewed, jad(ite stands ninth in order of value in the Indian mineral

production, its value being five times that of the iron-ore and

graphite and six times that of the tin-ore and not very much less

than that of the rubies.

During the early parts of the period under review the operations

conducted on the magnesite of the
Matncflte.

, mainly

of a prospecting nature, but a plant has now been erected to

calcine the mineral on the spot and future exploitation promises

to be on a larger scale. This is seen in the greatly increased pro-

duction of 19C8, namely, 7,534 tons valued at £2,009, the average

value of the output for the vrhole period being £689.

As in the period previously reviewed the phenomenal increase

in the mining of manganese-ore in
MBDganeteHire.

India is the most conspicuous feature

in the mineral industry of India. Production began in 1892 with

the output of 674 tops of manganese-ore. By 1903, the last

year of the period previously reviewed, the output had risen to

177,821 tons. During the present period, after a slight decrease

in 1904 owing to the low prices prevailing, the production has

increased enormously to a maximum of 9C2,291 tons in 1907,

decreasirg with the fall of prices to 674,315 tons in 1908, the

average for the whole period being 509,143 tons. In 1907 the
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Indian output was but

slightly smaller than that

of Bussia, and, finally, in

1908, India, oii^ing to a

much larger decrease of the

Russian output, assumed

the first place amongst

1 he world's producers of

inangancse-ore (sec fig. 13,

page 133). At the end of

1908 there was a consider-

able surplus of ore—esti-

mated at some 300,000 tons

—lying at the mines, owing

to over-production during

1907 under the stimulus of

the high prices then pre-

valent.

The average annual value

of the ore produced during

the years 1838—1903 was

£154,845.^ This has increas-

ed to £767,319 for the

period 19C4—1918, the maxi-

mum value being £1,807,977

in 1907. Taking the average

values for the period,

manganese now stands thiid

amongst the minerals pro-

duced in India, being ex-

ceeded only by gold and

coal.

Figure 5 shows that, whilst

during the previous period

mangancsc-ore was produced

only in Mr dras and the

Central Pro\inc(H, witli an

1 h'hi • is much greater than the average value recorded in the ))re^ lous Review

wh.ch was £79,44 '. The true export values of the total ]wodv.ciion

betii Sfiven and the revised totals may bo seen by referring to page 530 ol

Memnfh 0. S. /., Vol. XXXVII (1909).
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initial output from Central India in 1903, during the present

period the provinces of Bengal, Bombay, an^ Mysore entered the

list of producers.

The continued export of manganese-ore in the raw condition

with the absence of any attempt to manufacture ferro-manganese

in India cannot, in view of the unlimited fuel supplies l3dng idle

in India and the annually increasing bill for imported steel, be

regarded with uiiniixed satisfaction.

Fio. e.—Exporta of Indian mica during ihe past 15 years.

The three principal contributors to the world’s supply of mica

are India, Canada, and the United

States of America. During the quin-

quennial period, 1894—1898, the total value of the mica produced

in these three countries was £464,154, of which 68' 1 per cent, was

due to India ; the total value of the mica produced by these three

countries during the next quinquennial period, 1899-—1903, was

£709,785, and the Indian contribution had fallen to 60*1 per cent.;

during the present quinquennial period, 1904—1908, the total value of

the mica produced amounted to £1,404,203 and the Indian con-

tribution increased slightly, namely, to 61*8 per cent, of the total.
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The average annual value of the mica produced in India during

these three quinquennial periods has been :

—

£
18S14—1898 03,203

1899-1903 86,370

1904—1908 173,611

The great increase in the present |>eriod is due to the invention

of niicanite, which is manufactured from scrap mica ; the cheapness

of this product has led to the greatly extended use of mica for

electrical purposes.

Fio. 7.

Fig. 6 shows the fluctuations in the total weight and' tlie total

value of the mica exported during the past fifteen years. In the
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Petrolean.

present period Bajputana has risen to a position of importance

as a producer of mica, and has yielded 11-3 per cent, of the total

Indian production by weight.

During the period previously reviewed the production or petro-

leum increased from 19 million gallons

in 1897 to nearly 88 million gallons in

1903 : daring the ])resent period the production has continued to

increase, though at a somewhat smaller rate (see fig. 7, page 23). the

figures being from 118J million gallons in 1901 to 176i million gallons

in 1908. The average annual value of petroleum produced has

increased from £185,810 for the period of the previous review to

£592,887 for the present period. During the refining of petroleum,

paraffin wax^ petrol, and other products are obtained, and then*

has been a great increase during the period in the export ol

paraffin wax, from 42,910 cwt. in 1904 to 83,572 cwt. in 1908.

Next to petroleum, rubies now form the chief soui-ce ol revenue

B ... 1.1 . .
amongst the mineral products in Burma.

R.Ue..S.ppUK...d Spied.

jiaying an annual rent of two lakhs of rupees (£13,333) plus ;U)

per cent, of the annual net profits. The Company lias paid

dividends continuously smee 1898, except on two occasions, the

last being the year ending with the 28th February 1909. owing to

a slump in the ruby market consequent largely on the world-wide

eommereial depression. The value of the output of rubies,

sapphire and spinel, for 1908, was but lialf its usual value, and

consequently the average annual value of rubies, e.tc.. for the period

under review was only £84,406 as compared with £89,345 during

thfe period previously reviewed- In addition to the Burmese rabies

this total includes a small production of sapphire from the mines

in Zanskar in Kashmir, but work in this area has been again

discontinued.

The. annual amount of salt produced during the period 1904- -

1908 has been fairly constant, averaging

1,167,785 tons exclusive of Aden, as

compared with 979,572 tons during the period 1898—1903. This

increase is doubtless partly due to the reductions in the salt tax

from Bs. 2-8-0 a maund to Bs. 2-0-0 a maund on the 18th March

1903 and from Ba. 2-0-0 a maund to Be. 1-8-0 a maund on the

22nd March 1905. Of the salt produced 64-5 per cent, was

obtained from aea-^vater, 25’2 per cent, from snh-Boil brine and
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from lakes in areas of internal drainage, whilst the remaining 10*3

per cent, was raised fiom the rock-salt deposits in the Punjab and

North-West Frontier Province. The average annual import of

foreign salt amounted to 484,940 tons as compared with 433,754

tons during the previous period, of which 88 ‘8 per cent, was imported

into Bengal and 11*0 per cent, entered Burma.

The ])roduction of saltpetre is evidently understated, being

considerably below the quantities

returned as exports. The average

annual exports for the live years amounted to 358,989 cwt. as

compared with 382,353 cwt. during the period previously reviewed.

As, liowever, the value per cwt. was slightly greater, the average

annual value during the period of the present review# was £265.135

as compared with £262,603 during the previous jieriod. Of this

amount 32*8 per cent, by weight went to the United States, 25*0

per cent, to the United Kingdom, and 22*1 ])er cent, to Hongkong,

the United States rising from the position of third most important

<*.onsumer during the period of previous review to the chief posi-

tion during the jn-cstnt j)eriod. 66*1 ])er cent, of the saltpetre

was manufactured in Behar and 28*6 per cent, in the United Pro

vinces ;
98*6 per cent, of the total left India through the port ol

Calcutta. The trans-frontier imports of saltpetre from Nepal

averaged only 4,156 cwt. annually as compared with 9,417 cwt. in

the previous period.

The prosecution of tin mining in South Burma by the priini-

five methods of the Chinese and
TIo,

Siamcete has continued during the

period ; them has also been a considerable amount of piospecting

carried out by European syndicates, one of which is engaged in

erecting concentrating and electrical power plant near Maliwmn in

Mergui and promises to become a producer in the near future,

working both lode and alluvial deposits. Tin has also been won
in the Karcnni State. The average annual production of tin-ore

in Burma has increased from 1,645 cwt. valued at £6,876 in the

period previously reviewed to 1,670 cwt. valued at £10,992 in the

present quinquennial period. The industry is expected to attain

greater magnitude in the future owing to the interest that has

been aroused in these deposits, which are a natural continuation

of those in the Malay Peninsula, from wliich more than half the

world's su])ply ’s cleriviMl,
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III. DETAILED ACCOUNT OF THE MINERALS OF GROUP L

Chromite.

Chromite is known to occur with serpentine and other rocks

of the peridotite family in the “Chalk Hills” near Salem, in the

Andamans, in Baluchistan, in Mysore, and in Singhbhum. Attempts

were made many years ago to work the deposits near Salem,

but were not persisted in. No attempt has been made, to work this

Balochiitsn
mineral in the Andamans. Work was

commenced on the Baluchistan deposits

in 1903, the output for the first year of work being returned

as 284 tons. The production from the two producing districts

—

Quetta-Pishin and Zhob—is shown in table 3, from \rhich it will

Table 3.

—

Production of Chromite during the years 1904 to 1908.

19U4. 19(lo. IIMNS. mi. 1008.

PBUVINCE. 1”
1

,
tity.

i
,

1
tuv.

1

Quan-
tity 1

Value.
Quan-
tity.

\value.
1

\

Tonh. £ 1 Tons. £ Toiih. ! £ T(>n.s. • £ Tons. £

Baluchistan 1 3,59« 4,137 ' 2,708 SM'l
i

4,37.'i
;
7.m 7,274 : 9699 4,135 3,.7l3

Mysore 1 1.02U >l4.70.'Ha)[ l)l(» 823(a)

TOTAL 3JM 4,137 2,7« 3,4S3 4475 7,m 18403
.
34.404

1

4,745 6,333

(a) KHtimated.

be seen that the total production for the period under review is

22,088 tons, corresponding to an average annual output of 4,418
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tons. Tlie chromite is exported from Karachi, and is of high

grade, occurring as veins and irregularly segregated masses in

Berpentines that accompany great basic intrusions of upper Cretaceous

ago.^

In Mysore State chromite has been found in the districts of

Mysore, Hassan, and Shimoga. It has

been worked in the first two districts

only, the production for 1907, the first year of work, being 11,029

tons. As only 201 tons of this total was exported from Mormugao

—

the port of shipment for most of the minerals of Mysore—large

stocks have accumulated, and the production in 1908 feU to 610

tons.

The amount of ore railed to Mormugao by the end of 1908 was
5,947 tons, all derived from the Kadakola area in Mysore district,

and nearly all of it from Mr. J. Burr’s concession. The amount
shipped up to the end of the same year was 3,905 tons.

Shimoga dfatrict.

Chromite seems to have been first found in Mysore by Mr.

H. K. Slater, who found a rock showing

grains of chromite in a talcose matrix near

Harenhalli in the Shimoga district.- Even the richest specimens did

not indicate more than 3'5 to 40 per cent, of CroOj,.

The most important of the Mysore chromite deposits is situated

« ^ . near the village of Kadakola in the
iViyfOK QltlflCI. ^

Mysore district (first taken up on license in

HK)6). The ‘ country ’ consists of gneiss with occasional patches of horn-

blende-schist. It is cut by a couple of ultra-basic dykes of the

dunite series, one of which has been completely altered to serpen-

tine for a length of about two miles. The chromite occurs for

the most part as a narrow vein, averaging, probably, not more

than 9 to 12 inches in thickness. But in one place it forms a

large lens. Several thousand tons of chromite have already been

quarried in this area. The ore is of fairly good quality, often

yielding on analysis from 50 to 52 per cent, of Cr^O., ; but a

considerable proportion of it is probably of lower grade

1 £. Vredoiiburg. Qineral B port, Occl. Surv. 2nd. for 1902-03, p. 0.

2 Bee. JfIgnore Oed. Thpl.^ 11, p. 129.

* Report, Cliiof InBiNHtor of Mine , Ah’soro, foi 1900-07, p. 30.
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Haisaa district

Chromite has been found in the Hassan district in 1906 over

a length of about 20 miles, in some
altered ultra-basic rocks—^tremolite and

enstatite largely altered to talc and serpentine—located in a belt of

homblendic schists. The ore consists, for the most part, of small

grains of chromite embedded in a talcose matrix. Some of the better

portions of the rock probably contain 30 to 40 per cent, of CrgO^.

The Mysore Chromium Company, Ltd., which was formed for the

purpose of working several of the blocks, is erecting a concentrat-

mg plant in Bangalore in order to raise the percentage of CrgO^

up to about . 0.^

In 1907 a specimen found by Mr. K. Saubolle, prospecting on

Slaghbhain.
behalf of Martin & Co. of Calcutta,

near the Suru pass on the road from

Chaibasa to Sonua, Bengal-Nagpur Railwa}% in the Singhbhum
district, Bengal, proved on examination in the Geological Survey

Office to be chromite. The ore occurs as bed-like veins and as

scattered granules in serpentine. A sample taken from a total of

about 10 tons of ore extracted from twelve prospecting pits showed

30-05 per cent, of (VgOj, and a picked specimen 53-19 per cent.

Prospecting operations on this and two other occurrences in the

immediate vicinity ha\e not as yet disclosed any large bodies of

ore, but only irregular veins. Some 400 tons of unclean ore have

been extracted during 1909.

Prsfr^sB In output

Coal.

Since the year 1882 the expansion in the coal mining industry has

been uninterrupted and during the past

eight years the production has been

doubled, while during the quinquennial period under review activity

in coal-mining became marked to such an extent as to constitute

what might well be called a ‘ boom,’ for the demand so far kept

ahead of the supply that the average pncee obtained during 1908

were higher than any previously recorded. The total production

rose from 8,216,706 tons in 1904 to 12.76^,635 tons in 1908', an

1 Report, Chief luspector of Mines, Mysore, for liK)6-07, y. 38 : nUo the repi rt

for ‘jii.
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increase of 55-4 per cent. The annual figures for production and

value during the quinquennial period are shown in table 4.

Table 4.

—

Production and Value of Coal during the years 1904 to 1908,

1

Yeah. Quantity. Total Talae at the aifaiea.

1

1

1
Average value fer ton

j

at the minze.

Tons. Rs. £ I Ks. A. V d

1904 8.21C.703 2.0».82,407 1,396,826 2 9 :i 6

1905 8.417,739 2,12.91,649 1,419,443
1

2 8 3 4

1906 9.763,2r30 2,86.80.655 1.912,042
'

2 15 3 11

1%7 11.147.:i39 7,609,726 !

1

^ 8 4 S

1908 i?,709.(i35 r>.(a43.l30 3,35»,209
j

3 15 5 • $

It should be remembered that the values stated are, in reality,

the prices paid for coal at the pit’s mouth,

and these are necessarilj' dependent upon

the relation between local supply and demand, not indicative of

the actual value of the fuel. Bengal coal, which is all round the

best quality worked in India, is returned as having a lower value

than the coal worked in other provinces, where higher prices c,an

be safely demanded by the miner.

The average cost of coal to the consumer in India is low com-

pared to that of mest of the principal coal-producing countries of

the wrorld. The following table shows the declared pit-mouth

value in some other countries during the five years 1903 to 1907

CountrioH . Per 1 on. Countr.o.«. Per ion.

e. d.
1

s.

United Kingdom
;

7 7}; France (a) . . 1 11 Oj

United States 6 11} Australia .

1

6 Si

Germany 8 ICl :
Japan . . . I

i

7 6}

(a) For lfi03 to 1906 only.
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In the previous review (page 18), it is related how the Indian

coal production overtook that of Canada

gradually approached

that of Australia, until mthe year 1902

the latter country also was overtaken ; but it was anticipated that,

owing to the growth of the iron and steel industries of Canada,

which would lead to a large consumption of coal, India would soon

have to resign to Canada t ie first place amongst the British

dependencies as a coal producer. During the period under review,

the Canadian production of pig-iron and steel continued to

grow rapidly : in 1900, the total Canadian pig-iron production was

96,575 short tons, and the amount of rolled iron and steel 100,690

short tons, some of this being, of course, manufactured from imported

pig-iron. By 1907, this production increased rapidly to 651,962

short tons of pig-iron and 706,982 short tons of steel. The pro-

duction of both products in 1908 was slightly less than in 1907.

But notwithstanding this considerable increase in the production

of iron and steel in Canada, India has not fallen behind as a pro-

ducer of coal during the period under review. On the contrary,

Table 5.

—

Production of Coal in the three large British Dependmeies.

1003. 1904. r 1005. 1906. 1007.

S
If

1 ^ 1c ‘If
COUNTRIES. . aq ,«! 5

1

Metric tons. Metric tonB.I
r

Metric tons. Metric tons. ®
. Metric tons.

®

1

fcl'

1

i

« 9

—. _ ,

'a. fi.

1

- - .V
Australia 7,229.182 2' 77 7,252,785

;

2'74 7.616,248 2«2, 8,734.388 3 02 0,836,453 '3*17

Canada 7,254,420
1

2-78 7,634,670 2 88 7,961,307 294
1

8,005,810 3‘li 0,535,812 [3-07

India 7A67.754 2’89 8,348,561 8 ’ IS 8,552,422 8’ 16 0,040,247 3‘43'^ 11,825.600 |3‘63

TOTAL for
i

Britbfa EbrIk 2M.il4.898 269.929.379 U9JWM1 ..
;
109,671,526 ! ..

I

as will be seen by a reference to table 5, India has continued

to increase, year by year, its lead over both Canada and Australia, ,

this lead amounting by 1907 to 1,600,000 tons over Australia and

1,800,000 tons over Canada. The cause of this is doubtless to be
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found in the greatly increased industrial activity of India during

the period under review, leading not only to an increased consump-

tion of coal in the producing industries, such as jute and cotton,

but also to an increased consumption of coal on the railways en-

gaged in the carriage of the products of India’s industrial and agri-

cultural activity ;
and as but a small proportion of the Indian coal is

exported, this largely increased production may be regarded as an

index of the increase in prosperity of India during the period con-

sidered. 1 n 1902, the Indian output formed 2*95 per cent, of the total

output of coal for the British Empire, and only 0*94 per cent, of

the world’s total output. By 1907, the Indian proportion had

increased to 3*65 per cent, of the total for the British Empire, and

1*02 per cent, of the world’s total output.

A serious competitor •with India for the supply of coal to

Oevlon, the Straits Settlements, Sumatra,
C«.p.ri.M .f India with Jnpno.

Indian coal has, as a rule, little chance of competing on successful

terms with the Japanese coal, owing mainly to questions of freight.

Japan, also, is developing rapidly industrially, and therefore, in these

circumstances, it is interesting to compare the production of coal in

the two countries. A reference to table (i will show' that, in 1885, the

Indian and Japanese productions were practically identical, viz., a little

under 1,300,000 tons. From thence onward the production of Japan

has increase^] at a slightly greater rate than that of India. Thus, in

1900, the Indian production was a little over 6 million tons, and the

Japanese over 7 million
;
in 1905, the Indian output was 8*4 million

tons, and the Japanese 3 millions more. By 1908, the Indian output

had increased to nearly 12*8 million tons, with the Japanese over

2 millions more. The coal exports of .lapan, wrhich by its position

commands the ports of China, have risen to a much larger figure

than those of India. The consequence is that the quantity of coal

retained for consumption in Japan is approximately the same as

the amount consumed in India, as will be seen by a com-

parison of the last column of table 6 with the figures given in

table 7. In making this comparison, however, it must be remem-

bered that a given consumption of coal in Japan registers a much
greater proportional industrial activity than does the same con-

sumption of India, on account of the rnufh smaller population of

the former country.
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I Table 6.—Comparison of the Indian and Japanese Coed StaHsIics.

Yiab.

Prodcctio-v. iMPnRTS. EXFtlRTS. Quantity
r^stained

for eon*

sumption
in Japan.

India. tfa iian. India. Jaiian.

—
India. Ja|iaiu

Ton«. Tons. Tons Tons. Tons.

1885 . 1.204.221 1,204,000 790.930 12,876 750 101,802 1.11.5,074

1890 . 2,168.521 2f.)66,fj«)l 784.1>t>4 12.301 26.649 853,720 1,725,132

1895 3.540,010 4.733.861 761.006 08.031 81,126 1.370.(Ni8 3,426,724

1900 0.118.602 7,300.068 127.318 108..'>03 511.4.53 2.4U2.78.'i .5.074,876

190# . 8,210 700 10..*.90.710 252,393 626.711 594 aio 2.878..503 8.347,918

1905 . 8,417.739 11.407.700 179.9:i5 329.495 8.36.188 2..507,527 9.229,767

190G . 9.783.250 13.(M3.874 257.203 .34.525 9.35.580 2,402.3.54 10,676.04.5

1907 . 11.147.3.39 13.716.488
i
308.348 18.401 728.916 2 922 190 10.812,4.59

1908 . 12.70».6;i.'; |14.82:>,3*i3 455,8(»6 30.640 571.621 2,863.116 11.992,887

Rclatito of cooiomptlon to

prodoctloo.

The market for Indian coal must be limited to (1) the home
industries and (2) the Indian Ocean ports,

where the manufacturing industries re-

quiring coal are comparatively few, and

where India is not the sole supplier of fuel. Tables 7 and 10 show

that, during the past five years, India consumed on an average

92-6 per cent, of the coal produced in the country, and, in addition,

imported annually on an average 256,821 tons of foreign coal.

This compares with an average consumption during the previous

period of 93-1 per cent, of the coal produced in the country, in

addition to an annual import of 298,940 tons of foreign coal.

The actual annual increment of consumption since 1903 has

been, on the average, 1,065,495 tons, whilst the increment of produc-

tion during the same period has averaged 1,066,250 tons. This

is, in each case, about double the rates of increment for the pre-

vious period. As the increments for consumption and production

are so nearly alike, it is evident that the great expansion that

has taken place in the Indian coal trade must be due, as already

noted, to industrial developments in India itself. That it has little
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to do witli intoieased facilities of transport and of consequent access

to new markets is shown by a reference to table 10, from which

it will be seen that the increase in the Indian exports has been

very small, the average annual exports for the five years (1903-04

to 1907-08) being only 721,408 tons as compared with 426,835 tons

for the previous five fiscal years (1898-99 to 1902-03).

Table 7.

—

Relation of Consumption to Production, (a)

Consumption or Indian

Yfah.

Total rou-
sum])ti()n ot

(‘o.l1 in

India.

COAL IN

Quantity.

India.

Percentage

of Indian
production.

Tons. Tons.

11)0-1 8.888,773 7,010.030 926

lOor* 8.848.300 7,030,686 90‘6

1000 0.01 0.608 8,775,798 89-7

1007 10.801.484 10.484,020 940

lOOS 12.5ir».044 12.107.010 948

Arnufp- 10J)14.1?n
\

O.S'iLSlJ ' 92^6

{a) Tho consumption of coal in assumed to be production plus import.s mihu»
(•\]»orts. In the impvtn and oxportn a Ion of coko la taken to l)o oquivalont to

2 tons of »*oiil. Tho imports include (vovernraent stores.

Tho quantity of coal consumed on the railways in India has

steadily increased during the past quin-

quennial period as in the previous period

reviewed. Ten years* ago, in 1899, the

quantity of Indian coal consumed amounted to 1,557,000 tons, while

last year, 1908, the consumption reached 3,604,094. Yet, the

relation between the railway consumption of coal and that of the

various industrial enterprises in the country keeps a very constant

ratio. During the previous period reviewed the Indian coal con-

sumed on the railways was on an average just 29-7 per cent, of
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the total production, and exactly the same ratio holds for the

quinquennial period just ])aBt. The various industries of the

country are thus maintaining their coal consuming capacity with the

growth of railways for tlie variations in exports and imports have

been very slight indeed. The lesson to be drawn from .this cir-

cumstance was pointed out in the previous Be\niew : the general

nature of the coal-cSnsuming industries has not changed
; there

has been no development of the metallurgical industries within

range of the coalfields, and unless these develop the demand for

coal will increase only with the normal development of trade.

Table 8.—Coal consumed on Indian Railways during the years 1904 to

1908.

Ye\k.

Indian rojki.

' Per Per
QiiHniity.

|
cent, of cent, of

1 TatalP
'

Indmn

I

1
output

I

.

Fokeiun On 41.

. Pvr

Quant It cintof
Total,

_ 1

Tstal COB-

1SK)1

Tms..

2.447,341

!

99’3

1

29 ’K

Tun'i.

17.432 0-7

Tobb.

Z.4M,n3

ISO.? . 2.<ifi8.424 09-3
; 317 18.23.-i 0-7 2,«M,U9

ISOii . 2.87ft,281 98-7
\

2»-4 37,289 1-3

19 »7 .

•
3,34.3.219 98'4 2931 rA,m\ 2,29e,IM

190ft .3,«04:094 97-9 28-2 79,«33 21 J,«l,727

Acerngp 2,9SS.272 291
1

41,488 •• 3,089,760

There was a tendency to purchase more foreign coal for con-

*
^
sumption on some of the railways

wtyT***"
durii^ 1907 and 1908, when prices were

forced up and large quantities of second

class coal were put on the market. The quantity of foreign coal

consumed on the railways in 1908 was the highest recorded since

1699, when the amount taken was 82,446 tons. The variations

during the past ten years have, however, been small compared to
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the total coal consumption on the railways
; foreign coal was rapidly

displaced by the Indian product after 1888, when it amounted

to 31 percent, of the total. Since 1900 the Indian collieries have

supplied about 98 per cent, or more of the total railway require-

ments, and the amount of foreign 'materiar now taken is due to

local and chance variations in ocean freights.

The transport of coal forms an important item in the earnings of the

Railway Comtpanies, especially the East

coS*"*"**
of indiim and Bengal-Na^ur systems

which serve the Raniganj, Jherria,

Giridih, and Daltonganj fields. The traffic in coal for all Indian

railways is shown in table 9. This table excludes coal carried by
railways for their own consumption.

Table 9 .—Coal carried for the PiMic or Foreign Raitways duHng
the years 1903 to 1908,

\\m

liMK'i

I MOT

Ji)UK

! Coal t-arried

on Indian
Railways.

Earning of

Railways
from

coal traffic.

:
!

!
Millions o^ - „

Tons.

8'5()

inL»n

1 119

12-19

i:i-24

1-^

1-

71

MW

2ir.

21

2

2-

39

Table 10 shows the relation between the imports of foreign

, _ j coal and the exports •of Indian coal
Inports asd exports.

i ^ I -n udunng the past ten years. It will be

seen that there has been very little change in the total im.ports,

while there has been on the whole a marked increase in the ex-

ports, the maximum having occurred in the year 1906-07, when

the quantity of Indian coal exported excc'^ded 900,000 tons, while

for the calendar year 1906 the exports were just over a million

D 2
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tons. Dining 1907 and 1908, when there was Buch a marked

increase in the indiifitrial activity of India, exports were largely

curtailed, while the demand for foreign coal increased in spite

of the greatly increased production of coal in India. Previous to

1901 the imports of foreign coal always exceeded the exports, while

ever since the balance has been reversed.

Tabli> Imports and Exports of Coal during the years 1898^99 to

1907-08j including Government stores, (a)

Ykau.

•

Imjiorts. Exports.

'Fons. Toii'<.

1898-99 390,616 ;i27.4;io

1899-1900 494,870 rtori.iso

1900-01 544,100

1901-02 525,408

1902-03 432,050

1903-04 212,082 496,072

1904-a‘i
•

282,400 598,208

ino»-oo
•

102.147 840,388

1906-07 272.041 939,312

1907-08 . ;i24.4.3r» 733,061

Average 2S5,373 574,122

(a) The figures include coke iind patent fuel, each ton of coke being reckoned as

2 tons of coal.

Table 11 shews the origin of the coal imported during the past

five years. The principal features of

interest are the increased imports

during the last year from Australia and Natal to meet theexcesrive

ilmutnJa of 1907, when the Indian collieries were unable to keep

pace with the sudden increase in industrial activity, and prices were

raised sufficiently to make importation profitable.
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Table 11.—Origin of Imported Coal, Coke, and Patent Fuel.

Year.
ITiiited

Kingilom.
Austi alia. Natal. ! Japan.

Other
countries.

T«taL

1

Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons,
j

Toils. Tool.

1903-01 . 1G2.474 25,040 1,118 10,424
1

1,707 206,829

1004-05 . 100,801 10,740
1

55»U3
;

5.500 IK2»

imir»-o(i . 144,701 0,250 1.')

'

27.802 IW,9II

IlMMi-OT . 227, 158 25.87.‘l 75 4,50.5 4.075 262,286

J 007-08 . 21 07 .“)0.21H> :j5,:{40 5,288 2.301 309,825

Arnnq . \ WOjrtS 23X43 sjno 2L904 4, i7f)

The distribution of exported Indian coal is shown in table 12

< from which it will be seen that Ceylon
*’ and the Straits remained as before the

principal customers, both having increased their demands. During the

Table 12 .— Exjxirts of Indian Coal.

- 1U03-04. •im-os. 1905-00. llKMi.07. . im-os.

!

Average.

Tons. Tuns. Tons. Tuns. Tons. Tons,

Aden 43,410 14,598 i 29,312 19.233 > 13,835 24,077
British East 19,642 7,162

’

,

,

3,700 2.83() 6,671

Africa.

Mauritius 8,802 13.413 10.»}8 11.332 3,587 9,550

Ceylon . 257.251 374,754 381,045 404,144 384,938 360,427

Java 3,842 0,115 8,171 14,953 6,600 7,936

Straits Sottlo- 142,250 143,729 235,429 293.788 203,419 203,724
mnnts.

1

Sumatra . 13,975 30,802 35,227 > 70,048 101,651 50,461

Hongkong ,

,

.

.

126,069 100,711 45,356

Other countries
j

3,892 4,259 10,278 : 10,811
j1

11,001 0,254

TOTAL, Exports 493J7a
1

594^2 836,149
;

1

935,350 727,881 717,456

1 £
11

^ £
j

£ £ £
Value

.
j

i

254.172

!

310,213

!

436,568 1

1

498,683 393,047 378,536
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previous period reviewed Ceylon took on an average 246,352 tons

of Indian coal a year, against an average of 360,427 tons in the

past quinquennial period. At the same time the quantities shipped

to the Straits Settlements rose from an average of 85,095 tons

in 1897—1903 to an annual average of 203,724 tons in 1903—1908.

Considerable quantities of* coal were sent to Hongkong during

1905 and 1906 to meet the demand caused by cessation of exports

from Japan.

The two tables 13 and 14 show the extent of the two chief

markets for which India has to compete

Inde!***^**

***^*”***” ** expert
Australia, Japan, and Natal. The

British coal taken in Ceylon and the

Straits Settlements is not all in oAmpetition with Indian coal, for

some of the mail steamers must accept the high quality of steaming

. fuel from England in spite of the comparatively low prices of material

obtainable from India and the Pacific. The variations in the share

which India takes in these markets Ui of little value as an index to

the growth of the industry : the collieries liave been barely able

to meet the domestic demand, and Indian consumers complain no
less than outside customers of the quantities of low-grade fuel

forced on them during the past two years.

One cannot say that there is any prospect of India sending

much coal to Pacific ports ; although the principal competitors at

present are Japan and Australia, and these two countries will

find domestic markets for their coal in their own industrial develop-

ments. Ghijw, however, is known to possess large deposits, which

will remain locked up until more perfect transport facilities arc

provided from th^ fields to the coast.

Table 13 .—Foreign Coal Imports of Ceylon for the years 1904 to 1908.

Obiotn of thb
Coal.

1904. 1905. 1906.

—
1907. 1908. Average.

1

Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons! Tons. Tons.

United Kingdom.
British Indu .

Japan
Other conntrioA

308,208
300,638
32,380
%151

215,382
362,690

31,875

;

486

332,263
337,668

8,206

3,361.

294,714
293,569

1

18,960
1

1,008
1

266,630
383,269
15,398

- 32,329

283,419
336,646
21,367
7,866

TOTAL, tapsfts
,

uKtm
1

«M1» MMn 648,197
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Table 14.— Imports of Coal into the Straits Settlemmis for the years 1904

to 1908.

OlUGlN (3W T'lh

Coal. 19M. 1 1905.

1

10U6.

1

1907. 1908. Average.

Tons,
j

Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons.

United King-
dnni.

42,970
•

66,785 90,362 84,805 37,288 64.462

BritiHiL [fidia . 125,61.S 206.057 323,207 209,055 101,578 192,902

Aiisirulia. 38.1197 66.720 218,93] 91.049 210.696 126,212

•Tap-ni 400,628 26] .553 85,209 251.52'; 318,607 206,503

Other countries j 11,892 1

1

41,115

i

41,219
1

j

38.906 73,884 41,403"

TOTAL, Inportg
1

619,779 . ,641,230 7ii8,928 675,432 742^ 687,m

During the previous period reviewed the coal shipped from

Calcutta to other Indian ports aver-
a LU a expor a.

nearly IJ milKoii tons ; during the

past ([uinqueunial period this average exceeded 2 million tons,

and during the last year, 1908, the coal shipped from Calcutta

to other parts of India reached just 2^ million tons. For the

distribution of this coal see table 15. The most marked change

has been the extraordinary increase in the coal sent direct to

Karachi, which formerly received much of its coal via Bon^bay.

During 1908 over half a million tons of Bengal coal went to

Karachi. Bombay remains the chief customer for Bengal coal,

the amiual demand being now steadily over one million tons. A
notable increase has also been made in the case of Chittagong,

where the demands of the Assam-Bengal Railway supplement

the wants of consequently increased shipping. Rangoon has

continued to expand with the rapid development of its oversea

trade, and now takes over liK),000 tons more coal than was
required annually before 190*1.
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Table 16.—Distribution of Bengal Coed from Ctdcutta to Indian Ports

during 1904-1908. .

1

POBTS.
1

1904. 1905.

1

1906. !

1

1907.

' 1

1908. Average.

Tons.
1

Tons.
. 1

Tons.
1

Tona Tons. Tons.

Akyab 5,466 I 3,966
!

1

3,885
'

6,929 8,447 5,738

Bassein 15,372
1

10,641 5,550, 11,030 8,519

Bhownagar . 14.170 9,425
1

16,342 10,223 20.741 14,180

Bombay 796,554 ' 1,013.169

1

1,152,976 1,002,712 1,058,759 1,004,834

Cbandbali . 619 684
1

654 491 322 554

Chittagong . 4,911 4,172 3,482 6,587 12,585 6,347

Coconada . 6,135 344 5,363 2,600 2,889

Cuddalore . 30,024 48,907 25,478 50,009 56,014 42,086

Karachi 245,918 ' 365,301
1

383,862
1

399,247 579,654 394,796

Mandapam. 29,074 7,232 22,777
j

19,750 22,620 20,291

Madras .
’

1 221,035 99,947 139,686
1

281,202 274,876 203,349

Mormugao . 33,350 26,878 22,319 • 32,550 26,164 28,252

Monlmein . 1,835 2,199 217 5,062 2,203 2,303

Negapatam. 30,234 27,149 28,118 19,560 34,499 27,912

Pondicherry. 8,788 2,620

•
4,309 3,375 4,704 4,760

Port Blair . 2,699 6,030 4,900 4,898
,

5,354 4,776

Bangoon 287,356 347,404 372,282 363,351 360,831 346,245

Tnticorin 15,269 11,862 12,441 12,551 18,176 14,060

Other ports 930
1

6,044 3,630 11,483 392 4,496

TOTAL
1

l.734,3M
1

! l,m,796

!

2,213,362 2,235,330
j

2,499,971 2,136,387

Table 16 ^ows the provincial production for the years 1904 to 1908.

PMfisdil prataUoa.
Bengal, which

yields Gondwana coal only, increased
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Table 16.—Output of Indian Coal by Provinces for the yea/rs 1904 to 1908.

rnO\INCK. 1904. 1003. 1906. 1007.

1

1908. TOTAL.

1 Tons.

1

Tons.
:

Tons. Tons Tons. Tool.

Ikiluchibtaii 40,867 !

' 41,723 42,164 42,488 4.'i,212 221,456

Bengal 7,063,680 7,234,103 8,617,820 . 9,093,348 11,359,911 44.468.862

Barma 1,103 1 ooo
2,327

Central India 183,774 137,701 170,292 178,388 133,107 847,462

Central Frovinccb 130,027
!

147,263 92,848 134,088 213,789 727,017

Euetern Bciigal

and Absam 266,763 . 277,063 283,400 295,793 273,224 1,400,339

Hyderabad 410,346
'

434,294 467,023 414,221 444,211 2.200,195

Kashmir . 270 t 270

iCorth-Wc^t Fron-
tier Province . 90 90

Punjab 43,304 62,622 73,110 60,749 34,794 296,878

Rajputana (llikii-

nir)

1

43,078 42,064

t

1

.12,372 1 28,062 21,297 169,773

TOTAL 8,214,706 f.783.250 11»147»339 12,769,635 50,334,669

its output from a little over 7 million tons in 1904 to llj million

tons in 1908. Among the other provinces. Baluchistan shows no

pronounced change since 1903. In the following year the produc-

tion reached nearly 50,000 tons, and. then fell back to between

41.000 and 45,000 tons. The production recorded for Central

India is entirely that due to the I'^maj^^ collieries, where there

have been small ups and downs during fhe past ten years

without any marked change in one direction. In the Central

Provinces, where the production varied for many years between

140.000 and 190,000 tons, there was a sudden drop in 1906, due

to the closing down of the Warora colliery, only partially

compensated by increased activity in the Pench Valley area and

at Mohpani. The rapid rise during the last two years of the

period is 'due largely to increased production in the Pench

Valley field, but partly also to the development of new colli-

eries at Bellarpur in the Chanda district. The production of

Eastern Bengal and Assam is nearly all dw' to the coal mines

in the neighbourhood of Margherita in the Lakhimpur district
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of North-East Assam. The production in this area reached its

maximum in 1907, but is limited mainly* by the difficulties due

to working inclines in thick seams liable to spontaneous combus-

tion. The production recorded for Hyderabad is due to the mines

at Singareni, which have maintained an average output of a little

over 400,0(K) tons for the last ten years. There has been no

noteworthy change in the production of the Punjab, where the

only •coal obtained is from the mines in 'the Tertiary rocks of

• the Salt Range area. The production recorded for Rajputana

is that of the - Palana colliery in the Bikanir State. The
maximum production of this colliery occurred in UK)4, when

45,000 tons were obtained. Since then there has been a noticeable

drop in the output, largely due to the fact that areas of the coal-

seam having got on fire, the whole system of undergrouiKl working

has been recently undergoing reorganisation.

Geological Kelatioas of Indian Coal.

The Gosdwaaa system.

Jhe formations from which 96 jier cent, of the coal supplies of

India is obtained was named the

(ronduma system by H. B. Medlicotl

in 1872.^ It is^ ‘ chiefly composed of sandstones and shales,

which, except for some exposures along the east coast, appear

to have been entirely deposited in fresh water, and probably by

rivers.

The lowest division o^the system is known as the Tahhir

series from its original discovery in the small state of this namit

in Orissa.’* The beds of this series are of small thickness
;

but

they are known and, from their peculiar* features, easily recognised

in most of the coalfields. They include boulder-beds sujiiiosed to

be due to glacial action, and are thus regarded as similar in origin,

probably also corresponding in geological age, to the Dwyka forma-

tion which lies at the base of the similar coal-bearing Karoo

system in South Africa.

1 F. stoliezka, Her. Oeol. Surr. ht/l., JX. p. 28, (I87<i); and r/. Her. firtil.

Sarr. Ini., XIV, p. ii, (1881).

8 k. 1). Oldham, Manual, Gedl. Ind., 2iid Kd.. p. 148.

8 T. Oldham, Mem. Oed. Swrv. Jnd. 1, p. 48, ( 1 856).
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The only section of the Gondwana . system whii^h. is important

from the coal-producing point of view is that .distinguished as the

Damuda series.^ from its development in the valley of the Damuda
river. In- the Raniganj and Jherria fields thii| series can be sub-

divided into three stages, of which that distinguished as the

Barakar l)elow and that known as the Raniganj stage above the

Ironstone shales both include valuable coal-seams. The Bahiganj

stage produces the principal part of the supplies obtained from the

Raniganj field ;
but seams in this stage of the Jherria field are

generally thinner and poorer than those in the Barakar stage.

The absence of marine formations throughout the lower division

of the Gondwana system made it

meaBorci. unpossible at first to detem^me with

any precision the geological age of

th(* coal-measures with reference to * the recognised standard

stratigraphical scale of Europe. The geologists who first separated

the Talchirs from the overlying strata of the Gondwanas, regarded

them on slender indirect evidence as probably not more recent than

Permian in age.*^ On account of the affinities of the plant remains

in the Lower Gondwanas. they were regarded as Triassic in

age, while the Rajmahal beds in the Upper Gondwanas were

considered to be Jurassic.''^ A reconsideration of the fossil evidence

and comparison with similar beds associated with marine forma-

tions in Australia tended to confirm the earlier conclusions

regarding the Palaeozoic age of the Lower Gondwanas.^ The
recent discovery of typical Lower Gondwana plant remains embed-

ded in marine formations in Kashmii'. where they were deposited

probably near the mouth of one of the great rivers fiow'ing from

(Tondwanalancl into the great ocean then covering the area now
occupied by C/entral Asia, confirms the conclusion regarding the

PalflBOZoic age of the Lower Crondwaiias : these Gondwana plants

have been found' in beds that are certainly not younger than

Upper Carbonileroiis." Thus, the Indian coal-measures are not

1 T. Oldham, Journ. Site., HeuguK XXV, p. 2.'iS. (iSTtlS).

2 \V. T. and H. F. Blanford and W. Theobald, Mvw. GtoL Stnr. fvd.. T,

p. 82, (ISoSl).

* O. Kewt mailt el, Kvr. (ietd. Snrr. Tud., TX, p. li). (187ti).

4 See reeaiiit Illation by W. T.* Blanford, Jtec: Grnl. s’w/r. hid.. IX, pp. 711—

8 », ( 187«).

6 H. H. Hayilon, live. ikd. Smo. hid., XXXVI, i*. .18, (mi).



much younger i;han, and may even be of the same age as, those

of Europe.

Although there are coal-seams in the Jurassic rocks of Cutch

and in the Cretaceous beds of Assam, all the coal being worked

outside the Gondwana fields is of Tertiary age.

At Palana in the Bikanir State, Rajputana, a lignitic coal

containing small nodules of resin lies
cese coa . na.

immediately midemcath Nummulitic

limestones,^ from which characteristic Lutetian (middle eocene) fossils

have been obtained.^

Coal of the same age is being worked in the Punjab and

^ ^
Baluchistan, while some of that worked

Tertiary coal in Assam. „ , • “ xv ion a small scale m the Khasi and

Jaintia hills of Assam is also associated with Nummulitic rocks.

The thick seams of the Lakhimpur district, which yield most

of the coal now mined in Assam, belong to a series of beds

whose age is not determinable by direct evidence, as they have

not been found in contact with any fossiliferous marine formations.

The same series yields the petroleum of the Digboi area, and

because of this circumstance together with the fact that the overly-

ing sandstones resemble the Pliocene Irrawaddy series overlying the

Miocene oil-bearing strata in Upper Burma, there is a temptation

naturally to regard the Lakhimpur coal and associated petroliferous

beds as Miocene in age.

Some of the small coal basins on the Assam plateau are said

to be of Cretaceous age, the coal in these basins being always

characterised by containing lumps of fossil resin like those found

in the Palana lignite.

Table 17 shows the origin of the coal produced during * the

years 1901 to 1008. It will be noticed
Geological origin of the ctwL

output from the Gondwana

coalfields, which averaged 95*85 per cent, of the total production,

has gradually become a larger fraction of the total. In 1904,

95*02 per cent, of the coal was obtained from the Gondwana

fields, and 4'98 per cent, from Tertiary beds, while in 1908, 96*9 per

cent, of the total belonged to. the former category and 3*1 per

1 T. D. UTouckc, See. Ged. 8urv, Ini,, XXX. pp 122—12.5, (1897).

2 £. VxndoBburg, Bee. Oed. Siirv. Ind., XXXVI. p. 314, (1907).
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cent, only was Tertiary coal. The increase in the production

of Gondwana coal was mainly due to the extraordinary activity

which characterised the Bengal coalfields during 1907 md 1908.

Table 17.*—Origin of Indian Coal raised during the years 1904 to 1908.

1

From (Jondwvnv Str\t.\.

I

!

From Tkrtiary Strata.

i _

Yfar. !

! Tons.

i

1

Per cent,

of Total.

1

j

IVms.

•
!

Per rent,

of Total.

total
ProdacflM.

1

•

Tons.

i\m . ! 7,a08.(»27 95‘0‘J 408.070 P9S 8,216,706

]0!ir> n4‘<M 424.37ti o'or, 8,417,739

liKMi
.

j

!).;U8.S83 ' 134.387 iU 9,783.250

11»07

• 1

.
[

1(>.720.24.‘. '46 /; 427.0S>i 11,147,339

]!H)H
.

j

12.373.(118

1

S6'90 .3m>.(!17 •no
i

j

12,769,635

Atv}(igr

i

. . 9.64S.707
;

4-7.7 10,066,933

During the previous period reviewed, the contribution from the

Gondwana coalfields rose from 93-4 to
The Gondwana coilflddi. .

. £41. tj-
9o'l per cent, of the Indian total.

During the past quinquennial period this percentage rose to

nearly 97, due to great activity in Bengal, and especially to the

rapid development of the Jherria coalfield. When the last Review

of Mineral Production was issued, the Raniganj field was still the

leading field in Lidia, and it maintained its lead up to the year

1905. In 1906, however, Jherria went ahead of Raniganj, and in

the two succeeding years increased its lead, for in 1908 the Jherria

field yielded just one-half of the total production *in India, while

Raniganj produced one-third of the total (se^fig. 8, p. 47). The

figures of production from the Gondwana coalfields are shown

in table 18. *



Table

18

—

Oubput

o/

(hndvma

Ccalfieldt

for

«Ae

years

1904

to

1908.
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9690
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ita«J8 99 1900 01 0? 03 04 Oh 06 07

Fig. 8.- Prcduction of Coal in (he Ran'ganj and Jhnria fihds, 1898-1908.

The Gondwana coals have been preserved on the eastern part

Oiitrlbutloni of the Gondwana

field!.

of the Peninsula by being faulted

down into the Archopan basement

complex ; but either the faulting or

the softness of the Gondwana rocks has determined the direction

of the Damuda. Mahanadi, and Godavari valleys in which the
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•principal fields are found. In the Central Provinces the Gond-

wana rocks form the Mahadeva or Mahadeo Hills, a portion of

the Satpura hill-range, which stands up above the general peneplain

of the Peninsula.

The fields wliich have been worked to any extent include the

Baniganj and Jherria fields in the Damuda valley ; the Giridih

field occurring as a small isolated
'
patch to the north of the

Damuda valley ;
the Daltonganj field, further west, in the Palamau

district ; the Singareni, Bellarpur, and Warora fields in the Godavari

valley ; the Mohpani and Pench Valley fields lying respectively at

the northern and southern fringes of the Satpura range. Before

the great depressions now occupied by the Indus, Ganges and

Brahmaputra were formed, the Gondwanas probably stretched in

great sheets of sandstones, shales and coals as far north as the

area now* occupied by the Outer Himalaya, and fragments of the

Strata, caught up in the Himalayan folds, are now* preserved* near

Darjeeling, in Bhutan, and in North Assam. The coal in these

cxtra-Peninsular patches of Gondwana rocks has been damaged by

crushing, but prospecting operations in the Darjeeling district have

showm that there is much valuable fuel obtainable in this area.^

The north-w*est ends of the Godavari and Mahanadi belts of

coalfields have been overwhelmed by the great sheets of Deccan trap,

and no one knows, consequently, how much coal lies hidden under

this mantle in the Central Pro^inces and Berar.

The Baniganj field covers an area of about 500 square miles.

Rasigso] field.

most of it witliin the civil district of

Burdw*an, but stretching also across the

boundaries into Bankura, Manbhum, and the Santhal Paiganas.

The field was surveyed in 1858-60 by W. T. Blanford and his

map, published on a scale of one inch to a mile,^ has been the

recognised guide to the colliery managers. Additional detail

regarding seams discovered during subsequent mining operations

have been added by Dr. W. Saise and Mr. G. A. Stonier to a

map published by the Colliery Guardian^ and a map has been

prepared, but not published, by Babu Baidyanath Saha showdng

the distribution of the dykes of basalt and mica-peridotite which

1 P, N. ftjsp. Rec. Ged. Surr. Jnd.. XXTV, p. 212. (1891).

2 With Jllem. O^ol. Surr. Ivd.. Vol. Ill, Part 1.

2 Supplement : Feb. lOtli, 1905, p. 21,
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traverse the field in great numbers. Recently a Committee of the

Mining and Geological Institute of India has been formed to under
take the revision of the geological map on a scale of four inches

to a mile, and Mr. H. Walker of the Geological Survey has been
on special duty during the seasons 1908-09 and 1909-10 compiling

the results obtainable from the mine-plans.

The sub-divisions of the Gondwanas represented on the field

are :

—

3. PancJicts.

2. Damudcis •— •

c. Raniganj stage.

h. Ironstone " shales.

n. Barakar stage.

1. TalcJiirs.

There is a general dip to the south and south-east throughout

the field, and consequently the. Talchirs are exposed as a band
along the northern margin, succeeded by the younger formations

towards the south. As ' the beds dipping to the south-east are

overlai>ped by the alluvium of the Damuda valley, the distance to

which the coal-bearing rocks extend in this direction towards
Burdwan and C^alcutta is unknown. In order to test thci field in

this direction a boring was put down by the East Indian Railway
Compaiiy in tWe years 1903 to ItKXi at Durgapur, 16 miles south-

east of Raniganj, but to the depth of just 3,000 feet the only

rocks penetrated were those of the Panchei series and perhaps

upper part of the Raniganj stage. At this point, therefore, the

^coal-seams are buried to a greater depth than 3,000 feet. As
the Damuda river stretches away to the south-east in an almost

straight line for a distance of about 45 miles beyond the Raniganj
field, and thus runs approximately parallel to some great faults

within the field, it is possible that its alignment is determined by
a great dip-fault, and the Gondw'ana strata possibly continue along
the left bank of the river far beyond the visible liniits of the

field. Although the Durgapur boring shows that the coal-seams

are at that point more than 3,000 feet below the surface, it is

quite possible that the depressing effects of the general south-

easterly dip may be neutralised by strike faults. Whether the coal

measures are brought up in this way to within workable distance

of the surface in the south-east direction, or whether they are

E
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now hopelesBlv beyond reaeli (if they ever were developed in this

area), can only be determined by trial borings to the south-east

of Durgapur. So long as there are abundant supplies nearer the

surface in the Ranigan] and Jhcrria fields, it w31 be to no

one’s financial advantage to risk the money required to test this

interesting question

.

The information at present available for publication regarding

the quality of tlie coal being worked in the Raniganj field is com-

paratively limited, for the correlation of the vanous seams being

worked in the difietent collieries is still doubtful. We are indebted

to Dr. W. Saise for a series of a88a\"s published in 1904 ^ These

show the following extremes and averages —

Table 19 ^Assays of Coal from the Ramtjanj field (W. Satse)

Moisture. .
,

Vul tile Fixed
^ MntUi U III boil

High st Mtri ()0*r>o

Raxk vm
(T’pjier JSeams).

1 Lou e si 4 (lO b 00 26 40 32 40

1 Ainaji of 11 tthsay** € SO )J JJ 45 99

1r Higliest 6 20 22.-.^ 38 2 61 00

"RWU \NT
(Lowei Seams)

Louest 1 oU 884 27-00
1

46 (Kt

(L \infi.g* of 2S assayn 3 81 li54 51 25

r Hiffliest
•

1 Titl 2) (K) S»2o 6100 •

BAnXKAU SLXMS • Lowest 0 lO 11 (N) 1 Zl 7.‘i 49 00

L ffS t^says / 00 17 00 10 75 55 25

With variations bo vide among the samples these assays are

too few to give reliable averages ; but they show that the older

HftTftlrftT seams constantly differ from those of the Baniganj stage

m eAntAifiing less moisture, and generally differ by having a smaller

percentage of volatile hydrocarbons. The same difference has

been noticed in the corresponding stages in the Jherria field. The

1 Ittr. <MA .Sun ItuL, XXXL i>. 1«4.
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higher scaniB of the Baniganj stage also differ from those below by
containing generally more moisture and volatile matter with less

fixed carbon.

In the Jherria field the only Gondwana formations
.
preserved

11 Id
Talchirs and the three divisions of

* *
the Damuda series—the Barakars, Iron-

stone shales, and Baniganjs. The Barakars are by far the most
important to the coal-miner, and no attempts were made* to work
the thinner and poorer seams of the Raniganj series until the
‘ boom’ of 1906-07 led to the opening up of every tolerable seam
of coal within range of the two railway systems that serve the

field.

During 1903 a number of coal samples from the Barakar seams
were taken by Messrs. E. P. Martin and H. Louis at the working

faces in some leading mines in this field. The average of fifteen

assa3rB made on these samples was as follows :

—

Fixml carbon . «3T>4i

Volatile matter . . 21*31

AhIi . 14*29

Moisture . . 0*9(»

Ten of these were tested for sulphur and were found to contain

on an average 0*57 per cent., while the same ten samples showed

an average evaporative power of 12*82 lbs. of water per lb. of

coal.

The Jherria field, like that of Baniganj and Giridih, is traversed

by trap-dykes, the most destructive being a peculiar form of mica-

peridotite,^ which spreads out as sheets in the coal-seams destroying

large quantities of valuable coal. The seams known as Nos. 14

and 15, which otherwise include a high quality of coal, are es-

pecially damaged by trap intrusions in the centre and east of the

field.

The Barakars form a crescent-shaped outcrop along the north

and east boundaries of the field,* the seams of coal being numbered

l Holland, Rec, (7en{. Swrv. Ind., XXVIT. pp. 129— 141, (18041
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fcom the margin inwards from 1 to 18. Small faults occur in

most parts of the field, but generally in the north and cast theie^

is little disturbance and the seams, which dip inwards at gentle

anglea to the south and west, can be followed with fair confidence

;

but the south-east corner is considerably faulted, the seams gener-

ally dip at greater angles,, and the correlation of the seams worked

in this area with those numbered in the rest of the field is often a

matter of. conjecture.

The field was
.
first mapped and described .by the late T. W. H.

Hughes [Mem. GeoL Surv. Ind., Vol. V, part 3, (1866)]. Certain

additions and corrections were made after further examination by

T. H. Ward in 1890 (Rec. GeoL Surv. Ind., XXV, page 110), and

Mr. Ward’s map, with* further additions by G. A. Stonier, was re-

published by the Colliery Guardian in 1904 (Supplement, September

16, page 5).

Few important developments have occurred recently in the other

Bengal fields. A company has been
Bokaro and Ramgarh fidds.

formed to take up land in the Bokaro and

Ramgarh coalfields lying immediately to the west of Jherria in the

Damuda valley. It is proposed to share the land with the two railway

companies—East Indian and Bengal-Nagpur—^i^'ho will construct

branch lines to serve the field.

In the last Review (p. 30) reference was made to the proposed erec-

tion of bye-product recovery ovens on

OwSfcfflil**
Giridih field. The first battery of

eighteen ovens of the Simon Carves type

was readv for work at the end of March 1909, and an extension of

twelve more ovens is now nearly ready. The products recovered arc

tar and ammonia, the latter being converted into ammonium sulphate.

The first trial shows a recovery of 64 lbs. of tar and 11-47 lbs. of

sulphate per ton of coal coked, but this outturn will probably be

improved with practice. The tar is of excellent quality and finds

a ready market in Calcutta. The sulphate gives the following

average analysis :

—

Total Ammonia (NH3 )
2.’i-0H0 per cent.

Moisture 1*42 „

For want of a local demand this product is being exported to

Java for consumption on the sugar plantations.

The sulphuric acid used is manufactured at Konnagar near

Calcutta from imported sulphur by Messrs. D. Waldie k Co., who are
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also recovering in the same way the ammonia in the waste liquors

Itom the Calcutta Gas Works.

Ihe other principal coalfields being worked in the Peninsula are

Otl^r fields
Mohpani, the Pench Valley, and Bel-

larpur, in the Central Provinces, Cmaria
in the Kewah State, and Singareni in the Nizam’s Dominions. Of
these Bellarpur has been opened up during the period of the

present Review, to take the place of the Warora colliery, which was
closed down in 1906.

Ill the preceding Review (p. 33) reference was made to the

failing resources of the Warora colliery

which was at the time expected to last

only another three or four years. The end was, however, determined

in March 1906, when, after a serious subsidence affectmg about 15

acres of the principal workings, it was decided that further work
would not be remunerative or safe. C^oal was raised for another

month from one of the ijnafFccted pits, and work was finally

stopped on the 30th April, 1906. For some years before the abandon-

ment of the collieries, work had been limited to the extraction of

pillars, and in any case the work would hav» been abandoned
within the year. Altogether, since the Warora colliery was
commenced in 1871, the coal raised amounted to 3,086,220 tons,

most of the coal originally proved to exist having been lost by
underground fires.

The working of the colliery resulted in a financial loss up to

1882, but after that year there was a gradual improvement, the

final result being a net balance of Rs. 17,97,506. Table 20
summarises the results of the last five years’ work. The average

cost of a ton of coal during the last five years was Rs. 3-2-5

(4«. 2Jd.), Avhile the average selling price was Rs. 4-7-7 (5^. Hid.).

Both figures are slightly higher than the corresponding averages

for the six years previously reviewed. An analysis of the working

expenses was given in the previous Review (page 32).

Table 21 shows the labour statistics at Warora for the last five

years of its exploitation. The output per person eTiiployed shows

on an average a lower result than in x>^cvious yee.rs ; but in spite

of tl^e special dangers the accidents were comparatively rare, there
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Tabu# 20 .—Financial Results of the Warora Cojlieries for the last five

years of its existence. ^

Financial bksult.

VlSAB.
ClroHs Workiller

ox|iunBe8.

Net prc fit.

For cent, oa

1

capital ox-

1
pendituro.

Rs. Rk. Rs.

1902-(I3 0,92,271 4.44.808 2.47.983 10-24

1903 5.51,780 3.81,009 1,70.777
^

11 -.58

1901-0O 5,40.4<>4 3.74.287 1.72.177 12-32

1905-00 5,52.398 3.57.(42 J.95.350 1505

1900-07 23.231 45.507 ^22,276 --in

being only four deaths in five years among an average of 1,343 workers

employed daily.

The production of fire-bricks contributed a small amount to the

revenue when the mine was being worked, but the fire-clay bed was
necessarily abandoned with the remainder of the coal.

Table 21.—'Labour Statistics for ike last five years of the Warora

Colliery.

— Output
of ooal.

Average
number
employed
daily.

' Produriton
ptr person
employed.

Deaths
from

accidents.

\Ucaiks pir
1.000

,
employed.

1901-02

Tons,
1.50.427 1.580

Tuns.

94 8 1 0-03

1902-03 - ]5(»,339 1.521 OS -9 -•

1903-04 110,901 1.409 S30 1 0-71

1904-05 • 114.718 1,199 95'7 2 1-07

1905-06 . 118,402 999 118-5 ••

Average*. . 1 130J57 1,U3 96-9 OS 0-00
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In anticipation^ of the failure of Warora prospecting operations

were undertaken by Govemment at Bellar-
Bellflrper.

miles to the south-south-east in the

Chanda district, on the left bank of the Wardha river. Coal was proved

by boriiLjgs over an area of 1^- square miles and a shaft was com-

menced. The large quantities of water met with in sinking proved

to be a formidable obstacle, as all fuel used for the pumping en-

gines had to be carried by road from Warora. BeUarpur was

joined to the Great Indian Peninsula system by an extension of

the Wardha-Warora branch, which was opened for traffic on the

Ist February 1908. Meanwhile two 14-foot circular shafts had

been s^ik to the coal at depths of 257 feet (No. J ) and 23G feet (No. 2),

and in lOOG a small quantity of coal was raised for use on the

railway construction works. One of the shafts is lined with brick

and ferro-concrete, and the other with fire-bricks moulded to the

circle of the shaft.

The seam is 50 feet thick, including thin partings of shale
;
but

the only part at present being worked is an 8-foot layer in the

middle of the seam. Tlte workings are on the bord-and-pillar sys-

tem, the pillars left being GO feet square. At present the output

is about 300 tons a day, but arrangements’ are made to develop to

about GOO -700 tons a day.

The prospecting operations and ,
subsequent development were

conducted by Mr. R. Wordsworth while still Manager of Warora,

and he has now transferred his headquarters to Bellarpur.

During the financial year 1907-08 the coal raised at Bellarpur

an'iounted to 23,127 tons. The expenditure • incurred amounted to

Rs. 68,110, and income from sales amounted to Rs. 98,3:30, the

net profit amounting to 4'8 per cent, on the capital cX])cnditiiTc of

Ks. (5,29,941 incurred since the commencement of oj>erations.

The coal^ at Bellarpur, like most of that obtained from the

Gondwanas of the Gentral Provinces, contains a large proportion of

moisture, and also shows inclusions of pyrites. The following two

assays were made in the Geological Survey Jjaboratory on samples

obtained when the seam was being first opened up :

Moisturo

Volatile Miitti*!'

Fixed l*Arlioii

Aeb .

•

nie

. 4rr47

. 11-87

;io (ii

4r>*2i

10-(17

100-w 100-00
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Since the last Review was issued the Pench yalley field in the

Peach Valley
Chhindwara district has been opened up,

and production has risen from 1 ,104 tons
in 1905 to 120,249 tons in 1908. The Bengal-Xagpur Railway narrow-
gauge branch line reached the field in 1906, and the Chandametta
colliery was opened. There is one haulage incline from which about
8,000 tons are drawn monthly, and a separate travelling road, while
a shaft, of 1-5 feet diameter, is do’wn to 200 feet and will be
deepened to 300 feet.

The coal is harder than in Bengal • it is undercut by hand, hewers
being paid on the Lancashire kirving system, and each hewer
takes a bord on which he is paid by measurement made fv^eekly.

The shot-firers and putters are paid also on work done, while the
onsetters of the tubs and the banksmen and pit carpenters ere on
daily pay.

At the Buteria colliery there is one incline and one shaft at
present, 00 feet deep, while at the Barkui mine there is one main
haulage incline and an upcast shaft of 00 feet. In this area the
coal, 7 feet thick, is of better quality tlian that at Buteria or

Chandametta.

The coal is all screened to dust, nuts and steam coal over the

railway cars. An experimental coal-cutting ])lant of the Siskol

type has been installed, and has given results.

Captain^ F. 1. L. Ditmas, late General Manager of these collieries,

has introduced a system of training young men, on behalf of the

Central Provinces Administration, to be foremen and ultimately

Assistant Managers, and the experiment promises encouraging

results.

In addition to the work commenced by the Pench ‘Valley Coal

Company, development on a smaller scale has been attempted by
the Upper Pench Co'al Company, the Pench River C’oal Company,
the Pench Consolidated Coal Company, and the Central Pench Coal

Company. These Companies have taken up portions of the land

originally held by the chief C’ompany, and most probably await a

broad-gauge direct connection with the main railway systems before

development on any large scale can occur.

The average- number of persons employed daily during the year^
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1905 to 1908 was 515; this, with live deaths, gives a death-rate of

2-43 per 1,000. The aimual figures are :

—

1905 101 ])ersons.

I90(i 22S

1907 511 ,,

19/)8 1,217 „

Bazargaon, Nafpur.

Boring operations have recently been undertaken by the Bench

Valley Coal Company Ainder pros-

pecting licenses on the inlier of

Kamthi rocks north of Bazargaon and about IG miles west of

Nagpur. This area was described by W. T. Blanford in Memoirs,

Geol. Su^v. Lidi'f, Vol. IX, part 2, page 3U. No definite

evidence was obtainable as to the existence of. coal in this area,

although W. T. Blanford in a letter dated 12th of February 1867

[Rcc. Geol, Siirv. India, Vol. 1, page 26, (1868)], suggested

that the area might be worth testuig by borings on the

ofl-chance of coal accompanying the Gondwaiia rocks. It is said

that fragments of coal .and carbonaceous shale have been found

recently in wells, and consequently interest has again been aroused

in the occurrence. The borings now being put down are undertaken

with this possibility in view.

The oldest colliery in the (Vntral Provinces is Mohpani. The

Mohpani coalfield is situated in the

Narsinglipur district on the south

side of the Nerbudda alluvial valley, and at the foot of the north-

ern spurs of the Satpuras. The divisions of the Gondwana system

exposed in this field are the Mahadevas, the Barakars, and the

Talchirs, the known coal-seams lying, as usual, in the Barakars.

iVbout forty years ago, the Sitariva Coal Company carried out a cer-

tain amount of work on the field, but the actual development of

the Mohpani coalfield is due to the efforts of the Nerbudda Coal

and Iron Company, Ltd., which commenced operations in 1862, and,

from then until 1604, spent more than £150,000 on the under-

taking. The mines are divided into the old field and the new field.

The old field was abandoned in 1602 after practically the whole of

the coal workable to the existing shafts had been won, the total

amount .so extracted being 450,845 tons, the deepest shaft

being the Helen pit, 405 feet deep, and the number of coal-seams

four.
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The new field, forming part of a second concession adjoining

the old field, was first opened up in 181)2, and up to the end of

1903 the Company had raised 181,0)30 tons of coal and splint from

the two upper coal-seams. As in the old workings on the Sitariva

river, hiulting and heavy water discharge were, in 1903, giving con-

siderable trouble
;

so that, in order satisfactorily to work out the

already proved coal, additional capital was necessary for hauling

and pumping plant. This capital the shareholders of the Nerbudda

Coal and Iron Cempany were unwilling to supply. On the other

hand, the Great ' Indian Peninsula Railway Company, to whose

system the mines are connected by a ten-mile branch line to Gadar-

wada, and who had been taking the output of the Mohpani

Collieries at a uniform rate of Rs. G a ton, was dissatisfied with the

small output
; consequently, after a report by Mr. R. R. Simpson

of the Geological Survey of India, the projierties were sold to

the Great Indian Peninsula Railvray C{m[)any fc»r £40,000 with

effect from the 1st July 1904. The results of the change are seen

in the rapidly increasing output of this colliery, which sunk as low

as 2G,G18 tons in 1904 and 22,998 hi ltK)5 but rose to 48,241 tons

in lt)08 (see table 18).

In the course of his examination of the field, Mr. Sim]>son

made estimates as to the quantity of coal stDl left to be extracted,

and he came to the conclusion that the amount of coal and splint

proved by the workings w^as 1,010,379 tons of coal in Nos. 1 and

2 seams and 411,070 tons ot splint in No. 1 seam. In addition

to these, he estimated that 725,081 tons could safely be assumed

as obtainable from Nos. 3 and 4 seams, and that an additional

quantity of 4,833,fK)2 tons of coal could reasonably be assumed

to be obtainable from seams Nos. 1 to 4 and the upper and

lower seams of the 1895 area, together vrith 426,018 tons of

splint from No. 1 seam. The grand total thus estimated to be

available is 7,1G9,3G2 tons of coal and 837,094 tons of splint.

In making these estimates, Mr. Simpson has assumed an extraction

of two-thirds of the' coal worked. The thicknesses of the four

seams are :

—

\o. ] 11 feet ot cuiil with jin intermediate band of (» feet of Hpiint, tin

Hpec-iiie ^lavitieH of coal and aplint averaging ]'48 on

1*70 rosiHrctively.

„ 2 „ 25 feet.

„ 3 r, 5 feet.

« 4 „ (ijfoet.
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In the 1895 area, the thicknesses are taken as

—

j»l icr scam 1 8 fed

,

Lower scaniH 9 ffM'l,

the extra9t]on assumed for this area being 5U'pcr cent. In addition,

> it is considered possible that a considerable quantity of coal may
eventually be found in the old field to the dip of the Helen pit at

a considerable but by no means unworkable depth ; but, to prove

this, bormg will be necessary.

While examining the field Mr. Simpson took ten average

samples of coal from seams Nos. 1 and 2 and one sample of the

splint in seam No. 1. In 1908, Mr. F. L. G. Simpson, who has

been Manager of the Mohpani (Collieries since 1882, took a series

of twelve samples of coal representing all the four seams (one of

them being of the sjdint) for the purposes of the Nagpur

Exhibition. These samples were subjected to a})proximate analj^es

in the Geological Survey Laboratory. Jn table 22 below are

given the. extremes and s?icans of these twenty-one’ analyses of coal

and of two ajialpes^ of sj)lint ; and also an average of thirty-nine

assays of Bengal coal, taken from Mr. R. R. Simpson’s report.

Speaking generally, the coal is somewhat inferior to the average of

Bengal coals. ’Mr. R. R. Simpson quotes figures for recent trials

on the Great Indian Peninsula Railway showing the following

values :

—

SiiiU'toria (lleiigal) J'OO

Smgareiii . 1-lS

Mohpiini .
1-32

W.irora l^>7

Uin.iriii l(i2

Sanetoria coal is distinctly superior to the average Bengal coal,

and it can be taken that I j tons of Mohpani coal arc equal to

one ton of average Bengal coal.

1 iSonio of these, iogdlier uith Mime ultimate unal^ses and coke assays of

Mohpani ccnaI by Mr. ('. S. of ihingaloie^ ami a complete analysis of ash

from No. 1 bottom Heim, also by Mr. Fawc'itt, are given in' the report (L. L.

Fermor and J. KcUerschon) on the Mining Section ui tht‘ Central Provinces Exhibition

in Tmtift. Mm. Gevl. Inst, hid., IV, ])p. 134 uud 13o, (1909;.
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Table 22 .—Assays of Coal from the Moh'pani Field.

Mois-
ture.

Vola-
tile

mat-
ter.

Fixed
ear-

bOD.
Ash.

j

* Sulp-
hur.

Calorific

value
ill heat
units

Evapor-
ative

value in

lbs. of

Highest 4*00 32*04 37*34 |33*98

Mb. R. R. Simp-
|

Lowest 1*28 17*80 39*30 13*30

son's samples
-J

(1904).
Av rage of
lO a'ft^ays.

24‘51 4S-96 2401

Splint 2*a4 21*02 37*90 38*24

Highest 3*97 34*20 33 03 22*94 0*79 7.187 13*38

Mr. F. L. Loweit 4 06 25*63 43*90 9*70 0*23 5,573 10*38

S I M P s O n's
I

samples
(1908).

f

A^'eragp of
11 asmys 5"28 29 SI 48-34 W57

,
0-37 6,4-27 11-97

Splint 3*08 23*00 31*94 •41*32 0*83 4,400 8*19

Bengal Coal- ( ' Avrag " of

FIELDS. \'\ SOas^ay'i. 31*30 33*70 jLTOO

The average number of persons employed daily at Mohpaai
during the period under review was 868, the annual figures being

as follows :

—

1904 4ili4

UN»3 080

l*KMi 790

1907 979

l!»O.S 1.227

Avrrag- SOS

The number of deaths was two, giving an average death-rate for

the period of 0*46 per 1,000, a very low figure.

The great belt of Gondwana rocks, near the north-west end of

which Warora is situated, stretches down
ofaren.

Godavari valley as far as Kajamundry,

and at one or two places the equivalents of the coal-bcaring Damuda
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Berics in Bengal are found cropping up from below the Upper

Gondwana rocks. One of these occurrences near Yellandu in the

Nizam’s Dominions forms the coalfield well known by the name of

Singareni* The principal seam of coal, some 5 to 6 feet thick,

being worked at the Singareni colliery, was discovered by the late

Dr. W. King of the Geological Survey in 1872, but mining operations

were not commenced until 1886, since when the output has rapidly

risen to over 400,000 tons a year. It has fluctuated between

this figure and 470,000 ever since 1899, except in 1903, when there

was a decline to 362>733 tons, owing to a serious subsidence in

one of the workings (see table 18 and plate 2).

Coal-mining at Singareni has been accompanied by a heavier loss

of life by accidents than in the general run of Gondwana fields.

Table 23 shows the death-rate on this field compared with the rate

in Bengal. The average figure for the five years 1904 to 1908

(1-55 per 1,000) is, however, a little lawer than that for the period

of the previous review (1'87 per 1,000).

Table 23.

—

Death-rate frtm Accidents at Sinjareni compared with

Bengal.

— 1904.
,

1903. I90C. 1907. 1908. Average.

^ fNumber of perBons eni-

fi, 1
ployed 8,742

j
1

7,000

1

7,290
1

7.8(i8 7.047 7.724

1

Deailhs from art uleiils . 11 11 18 1(» 11 12

p 1

55 1
Dcath-rntc pei ?iii-

1

i-2ri
,

I

1-4J 2-4r» 1-27 r3o 7-55

\ Death-rate in Bengal c talfivld'^ 0*.>9 i 000 0-7(i 0-7(i 111 0\S0

The Bilaspur-Katni branch of the Bengal-Nagpur Bailway

passes through the small coalfield of

Umaria in the Rewah State, Central

India. The quantity of workable coal in this field is estimated at

about 24,000,000 tons. During the period of the previous review

a gradual increase of output was recorded from 134,726 tons in

1898 to 193,277 tons in 1903, the average for the five years (1899-

1903) being about 172,000 tons. During the period now under
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review, the output has fluctuated somewhat, the average figure

being nearly 170,000 tons per annum (see table 18). The fluctua-

tions in the output of this colliery are the result of the var3dng

demands of the Great Indian Peninsula Bailway which* takes a

very large proportion of the total output ; the stoppage in the in-

crease is due to the fact that this railwav is now able to obtain

an increasing supply from Mohpani, and also to draw on* the Pench

Valley mines. The Bengal-Nagpur Railway, which formerly took

a small portion of the Umaria output, has ceased its demands during

the last year or .two. The three coal-seams being worked vary

from about 3 to 12 feet in thickness and dip at about 4° to the

north-east. The mines were opened in 1882 under the direction

of Mr. T. W. H. Hughes of the Geological Survey and were con-

trolled by Government until the Ist January 1900, when they were

handed over to the Rewah State, to which they are a source of

considerable profit, the annuaj net earnings during the period under

review amounting to about Rs. 2,50,000, except in the year

1908-09, when the earnings fell to about Rs. 1,50,000.

The average number of persons employed daily at Umaria dur-

ing the period under review was 1,713, the figures for each year

being as follows :

—

1904

1905

190(i

1907

1908

. 1.859

. 1,090

. . . 1,54(»

. 1.710

. 1,702

AvKrttf/e , IJTIS

The number 5f deaths was 3, giving an average death-rate for

ihe period of 0-35 per 1,000 employed.

In the foot-hills of .Bhutan^ coal has been found near the Kala
B“ni as highly-inclined crushed lenticular

seams near the junction of the enclosing

Gondwana rocks with the Siwaliks, which is marked by a reversed

fault. The coal is of 'poor quality, friable, and does not seem

1 G. E, Pilgrim, Ret. Oed. Snrv. Ini., XXXIV, pp. 31—36, (1900).
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to occur ill any large quantity, the total length of outcrop at the

principal locality being 900 feet, and the average total thickness

not more than 12 feet.

Tertiary. Coalfields.
I

As has already been noted (see page 44), all the coal being

worked outside the Gondwana coalfiekls is of Tertiary age. Coal

of this age is found in Baluchistan, Sind, Rajputana, the Punjab,

along the foot-hills of the Himalayas, further east in Assam, in

Burma, and in the Andaman and Nicobar Islands. The most

frequent occurrence Ls in association with nummulitic limestones

(Eocene), although the richest deposits, viz., those in North-East

Assam, are younger, probably Miocene, in age. The output from

each of these Tertiary fields for the years 1904 to 1908 is shown

in table 24. From this table it will be seen that the output of

Tertiary coal during the period unddl* r'evijBW now averrages over

400,000 tons a year as compared with an average of about 342*,000

tons a year during the jieriod previously reviewed. This increase

is due to a con8iderabl5 larger output from the Makum field in

Assam, from the Khost field in Baluchistan, and the Palana field

in Bikanir, offset slightly by a nearly complete stoppage of the output

of coal from Burma.

On the whole, the younger coals, which are being worked in

extra-Peninsular areas, differ from the Gondw^ana coals in contain-

ing a larger proportion of moisture*and volatile hydrocarbons, and

though as variable in composition as they are in thickness of seam,

coals are obtained, as for instance in Assam, with a remarkably

low percentage of ash and having a high calorific value. The

high proportion of moisture in some of these younger coals is, how-

ever, oftfsn a gprious cause of deficiency in calorific value. The differ-

ence between the Tertiary coals and Gondwana coal from Bengal is

well seen in the following table, which gives the extremes and aver-

ages of analyses of five samples of coal from Assam, two from

Baluchistan, one from Burma, and five from the Punjab, given

in a paper on the “ Composition and Quality of Indian Coals ” by

Professor W. R. Dunstan^ ; and also the average of thirty-nine

samples of Bengal coal by Mr. R. R. Simpson, given on page 60.

1 Ree. Qeol. 8urv. Ind., XXXI11, pp. 241-2r»3, (lOOG). The reaiiits tabulated

in this paper are siipplemontary to those given in tlio Indmn Agricultural Ledger,

(No. 14, 1898), and Joum. 8oc. Arts, L, pp. 371-407, (1902).
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Prorfe/diow
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Tertiary

Coal
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Blianwali

|

I

••

I

’’

765

J

702

J

Rajputana—

!

'

I

'

|

*

Bikanir

.

.

.

:

45,078

’55

'

42,964

'SI

32.372

-33

28,062

’25

21,297

!

-17

Mil

.

I

m^tn

4
9S

1

4Z4,37a

5
05

4iiM1

4
44

«im

.

»5jm

.

Tw
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Table 25 .—Average Assays of Tertiary md Gondwana (Bengal) Coals^

1

Mols-

turc.

Vola-
tile

mat-
ter.

1

Fixed
^

ear-
,

A‘<h.

bon.

Sul-

phur.

Caloiifio

vu 1 lie.

in heat
units

(C).

Kva-
i poia-

1

tive

1 value

1
in lbs.

i of water.

1

.•is:] 4(i-48 5V2S 1 !)•.-,(! 4-87 7.71)2

.

14-34

Ttrftauf: hiqhn j

11-22
(jradt‘ : Assam 1

4.‘> 40-42 i41-.")0 . 1-27 0 74 (>.028

and BalucJns-'

inn -

1

Ar('}tiffr 0/ 'i

i

/2‘90
^

z#vsf/7<

l_.

:: If) /;; r,s 4S‘f)9 1 4-24 «,.926

' H lulu'st 1(1 85 47 os HO’ 44 Ub Cl
i

0,730 12r)3

Trtftnni • /nwi') Lowest :j-47
I

2«*8r»
i

27-7!t 80O
1

0-33 4.270 7- 05

gindt : Burma* %
.

1

1

and Punjab -

A nrrngr of (i

1

6
-

•;.v S9
i

i

1 91

j

5.6/0 10‘45

/if itffd! r ,(ij- ( .-1 rf } ntff 0/

1 ‘

j

/»rA/s . t

1

••
i

;/• io ‘tVlo ll'ron

The most ])roiinsing amongst these young coals is the group

of occurrences in North-East Assam,
Norm-East Asiam.

one of which is now being worked

bv the Assam Kailways and Trading Company, which commenced

operations at Makum (27° 15'
;

95° 45') in 1881. The collieries

are connected by a metre-gauge railway with Dibrugarh on

the Brahmap'itra river, which being navigable forms both a

market and a means of transport for the coal. The coal-bearing

rocks to which the Makum field belongs stretch for 40 miles

to the north-cast, and can be traced for 100 miles to the south-

west, along the northern front of the Fatkai range. The most

valuable seams occur between the Tirap and Namdang streams,

where, for a distance of about 5 miles, the seams vary from 16

to 75 feet in thickness. Near Margherita, where the collieries are
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situated, the average thickness of the thickest seam now being

worked is about 50 feet of coal, with intercalations of fire-clay

amounting to 10 feet
; and in the Namdang section it increases to

as much as 80 feet, and is persistent, with little variation, for a

distance of 6 miles. The average dip is 40°
; but as the outcrops

in many places are several hundred feet above the plains, facilities

exist for working the coal by adit levels. The average coal pro-

duction of the Makum mines during the last five years has been

279,833 tons a year, as compared with 227,523 tons during the

previous period. The coal has the reputation of being a good fuel,

and forms an excellent coke. Mr. R. B. Simpson has sampled

the coal-seams being worked in the Upper Ledo and Tikak mines

in this field.^

The average compositions given by three samples from the

Upper Ledo Colliery and representing an aggregate thickness of

49 feet, and five samples from the Tikak Colliery representing an

aggregate thickness of 47 feet, are shown below :

—

Upper Ledo. Tikak.

Moifltiire • I'SO 2-09

Volatile bydrooarbons . 40- 15 37-25

Fixed carbon • 55-59 58-90

^ksb .«•••• • 2*46 1-67

Total 100-00 100 00

Mr. Simpson^ has also examined the Jaipur and Nazira coal-

fields lying to the south-west of the Makum field.

He confirms the estimate previously made b}^ Mr. Mallet with re-

gard to the large quantity of good fuel in these two fields ; in addition

to the estimates of coal that can be proved, there is the probability

of larger quantities hidden by the alluvial deposits ; but in many
places the seams are highly inclined, and, being below the level of

permanent saturation, will be difficult to work except with special

precautions to deal with the water. The most promising mining

proposition is in the neighbourhood of the Dikhu river, where

2J million tons of coal would be certainly obtainable, the chief

1 Jlec. Oeci. Surv. Ind., XXXTV, pp. 239-241, (1906).
2 Etc. Gedl. Surv. Ind., XXXIV, pp. 199^238, (1906).
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difficulty to be overcome in this case being transport. The quality

of the coals from these two fields is shown by a series of analjrses

(Z. c., pages 227—^230), which are summarised below. The sulphur
in five of the Jaipur coals averaged 1*87 per cent., and in five of

the Na^ra coals 3*35 per cent.

Table 26 .—Assays of Coal from the Jaijmr a/nd Nazira CodlfjAis,

— Moisliire. j
Volatile

1

matter.

Fixed
earbon.

Ash.

f|

1

T holiest 16 :u

i

! 40-16

j

r»a-7i 18*18

,1 \TrrR Frr.LD
1

1

1

Lowrst .

1

:i !iri

1

1

1.

41-38 ]‘16

i

1

in t mjt 0 / 'Jo fisHo tf.s

1

6-42 39-80
i

! 48-78 4-82

r
1

1

Hiylirst '
. ,

|

1

I

7

1

1 42-66

1

1
.'l-W U-4.7

Nazika Kielu

1

1

:;s6

1

:54:i6

!

45* 16
1

l! . 1 <7 ; at/t of 1 J a s so tf s 5-49 38-11 50-04 6-36

Coal occurs in various parts of Burma, but the only district

from which there has been any regular

output of coal is the Shwebo district,

from which there were returns varying between 6,975 and 13,302

tons during the period of the previous review. In February 1904,

with the closing of the Tx*tkopin mines, however, this district ceased

to be a producer, and since that year the only output from Burma
has been 1,222 tons of coal obtained in liK)6 in the Upper Chhindwin

district during prospecting operations.

Accounts have been published, however, of the previously known
fields near Lashio^ and Namma and of two new fields near Mansang

and Man-se-le.^

1 T. IJ. LaTouclie and R. R. Simpson, Bee. Giol. Httrr. Ind.. XXXIII, pp. 117

—

121, (1900).

2 R. R. Simpson, Bee. Geol. Surv. hid., XXXJ IJ. ]))>. l2o—106 ; see also pp. 86—88.
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All the four fields are situated in the Northern Shan States, and

form an isolated basin lying on the prevalent Plateau limestones,

and consist of sand, shale, and lignitic coal, probably of Pliocene

age. In all these fields the coal is lignitic containing large quan-

tities of moisture (10 to 23 per cent.), very low percentages of

fixed carbon (9 to 40 per cent.), with very variable, often very

high, quantities of ash. The best lignite seems to be that of the

Namma field, but the cost of mining, briquetting, and transport

of this fuel more than its present value
;

it might be possible

economically to briquette Lashio fuel, when it would be of service

on the railway as far west as Maymyo.

Possibly the most important of the coal deposits in the west

BalachlsUn: Khosf.
occur in Baluchistan, where, however,

the disturbed state of the rocks renders

mining operations difficult, expensive, and often dangerous. Besides the

small mines being worked in the Sor range, south-east of Quetta, and

in the Bolan pass at Mach, collieries have been worked since 1877

at Khost (30° 12'; 67° 40') on the Sind-Pishin Railway. The two

seams being worked have an average thickness respectively of 26

and 27 inches. During the period of the previous review, the

output increased from 10,662 tons in 1898 to 36,444 in 1903.

During the present quinquennial period, the output has averaged

33,228, the maximum being 38,574 tons iji 1904 This consists

mainly of steam and dust coal, with a small proportion of nut. Most

of the dust coal is converted into pressed fuel, the quantity so

manufactured averaging 14,000 to 15,000 tons a year. This is

sold at Rs. 12 to Rs. 17 per ton, the price of the steam coal being

Rs. 10-8 to Rs. 18-2.

During the first two years of the period under review, work

was carried on at a profit at these collieries, which are under the

control of the North-Western State Railway, whilst, during the

last three years, the work has resulted in a loss (see table 27). This

period, therefore, compares- unfavourably with the previous one,

when there was almost uniformly a considerable net profit. The

output per person employed at Khost has averaged only 46 tons

per annum during the period, and although the death-rate (10*9

per thousand) is much less than in the period previously reviewed

(23 '2 per thousand), yet it is abnormally high. Part of this ab-

normally high rate is due to an accident at the Nadir Khan mine,
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where twenty miners were killed owing to an explosion of fire-

damp on the 16th June 1908.

Besides the stratigraphical difficulties arising from working Ter-

tiary coal-seams, which are often irregular in thickness and lie

in disturbed, uncertain ground, there are additional dangers due
to the liability of most of these pyritous coals to spontaneous

combustion, and to the danger of explosion by the large quantities

of dust generally formed in working such friable coals. To these

natural difficulties is added a serious scarcity of trained labour.

Table .27.

—

Samtmry of the Financial Results of working the Khost

Colliery during the years 1904 to 1908.

j

ElNAJfriAL SESULT.

Year.
< iro.ss

1 (‘arnm^.s.

Workiiifi i-

cxpenscs.
1

1

\vt
earmngd.

PtrcenUige.

on capitaL

£ £ £

JiHIl . . . . 2l»,8l7 2i)A'2r> 2,122 11 JG

I*.H)5 . . . .

»

2/J

lilUO JS.LMI —Mol ••

I1K)7 . . . . Jiusn I9.l8t — 2,7ir» ••

19(>8 . 18,980 21,284 —2,298

The coal that has been most worked in the Punjab is that

toiab: Oaadot.
long known to exist in the Jhelum dis-

trict, on the Dandot plateau of the Salt

Range. The only available seam varies in thickness frem 18 to <19

inches, forming a basin under the nummulitic limestones. The

mmes at Dandot and at Fidh, 3 miles to the north-east, have

been worked for the North-Western Railway since 1884. During

the period under review, the output from these collieries has
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fluctuated between 41,407 tons in 1908 and 61,618 tons in 1905,

the average figure being 50,604 tons a year. This is considerably

less than the output during the period previously reviewed, and,

during the whole of the present quinquennium, the mines have been

worked at a loss, except in 1905, when there was a small profit.

The annual output of coal per miner employed at Dandot during

the last five jears has averaged only 30 tons against about 101

tons turned out per man in Bengal
;

but notwithstanding the

difficulties connected with mining in this area, the loss of life

through accidents has been as low, on an average, as 0'71 per

thousand employes.

Coal-seams, similar to those of Dandot and Bhaganwala in

Faj.b:Sh.lip.rdUtrict.
district, are known to

occur further west m the 8hah])ur

district, the principal localities being Tejuwala near the crest

of the southern scarp of the Salt Range, 1 miles slightly w^est

of north from Dhak on the Sind-Sagar branch of the North-Western
Railway, and at Jhakarkot, 3| miles south-west of Tejuwala.

A small amount of work was prosecuted in 1890, but abandoned
after the extraction of a few hundred tons of coal. Work was
commenced on these deposits by Messrs. Bhagwan Das and Ram
Das in 1905, and, during the three succeeding years, some 40,000
tons of coal have been won. The seam of coal being worked at

these two places is of variable thickness, but averages perhaps 3

feet. 4.S at Dandot, "the coal-seam is being worked by means of

drifts from the outcrop, a wasteful method of work, by which
only the coal lying near the edges of a field are won. The quality

of the coal is similar to that of Dandot, as is shown by the two
analyses below, which represent samples taken by Mr. LaTouche.
The total quantity of coal in both areas may be about 1 ,250,000
tons, but borings will be necessary to confirm this figure.

Moisiure .

Tejuwala.

.">08

Jhakarkot.

7'GO

Volatile nuktler . . . . • riroj ;r>-«o

Fixed carbon . . . • • • 40-50

Aoh • • • • 20- GO 10-24

100' 00 100 00
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Minipg operationu ou th« lignite of Palana in the Bikanir State,

Uipatu.: P.l.n..
Rajputana (see page 44). were

commenced in 1898 at a point where

the seam was found to be 20 feet thick, and a branch line,

10 miles long, to the .lodhpur-Bikanir Railway, has been con-

structed tor a systematic development of the colliery. On account

of the uncertainty regarding the horizontal extensions of the seam,

the output is restricted. Thus, whilst the returns for the previous

review show an increase in output from 9,250 tons in 1900 to

21,704 tons in 190.*1, the figures for the period now under review

decrease continuously from 45,078 tons in 1904 to 21,297 tons in

1908. ^The physical characters of the natural fuel form a draw-

back to its use ill locomotives
;
but during December 1908 and January

1909, important trials have been made with briquettes manufac-

tured (by pressure only) in Ueimany fi'om Palana coal, proving

that the coal in briquette-form will be a valuable factor for locomo-

tive work in the future. The proportion of moisture is reduced,

and the fuel made less susceptible to atmospheric action. Briquet-

ting plant cannot, however, be erected until the coal output at the

mines lias been increased—a matter now being taken in hand.

Labour.

foal-mining, from the point of view of laboui’, still remains by far

the most important of all forms of mining in India. During the

period previously reviewed the average number of persons employed

daily was 84,805, but in 1908 the returns showed a total of 129,173.

Earlier figures were probably in excess of the actuals, and are now
by no means perfect, but the administration of the Mines Act by
the Inspectors has resulted in a greatly increased precision in the

returns, and it is probable that the totals now fairly represent the

employment afforded by the coal-mining industry. The provincial dis-

tribution of labour is shown in table 28, from which it will be seen

that the share taken by Bengal has again increased, over 84 per

cent, of the Indian colliery workers being employed in this province.

Attention was directed in the previous review to the low

Effldcacy of the Indian collier.
efficiency of the Indian coal-mmer

compared with that oi the collier

in most other countries. Part of this apparent low efficiency
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has been due to tbe aimplicity of the shallow mining operations,

permitting the use of simple cheap labour with little machinery.

Table 28.—Number of Persons employed in Indian Coed-Mining during

the years lOOd to 1908,

PbOVINCE. lt)04.
j

llMlii.

i

i

j

1007.

1

^ I'.IOB.

1

-4 rvrayi

.

Pjf ecnit.
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.

Buluchistuix 1,072 i.*»82

1

j

082
!

1.044 ! 1.000
j

L05ff 100

Bengal . 7ri,so4 74.072
j

82.88.7
1

Oii.OOl
; 112.210 '

cS’S'.2J0 84-20

Burma . 04 !

1

i
1

1

1

2 ; 02

(kriilr.il India ],S.‘iO i.0!Nl
1

1..7I0 1,710

1

! 1.702

j

J-04

(.’entral Pro\m«'Cfc-
.

|

j.sori i.7«:j 1.880
j

1.811>
1

2.000 ! J.o 1:1 1-01

KaHtorii Bengal and i

Astsam i.:wo J..-V40 1

1

J.840
1

1

1

1.701
i

1
1

1.700

i

j

/.O’Jl I .50

Hyderabad 8.742
^ 1

7.(i()0
1

7,200
1

7,808 7.047 7. 7 'J4 7-38

Nortb-AVost Frontier i

Province
!

*
*

j

i 14 .

.

Punjab . . • l,04.'i
[

3.o:il
1

!

2.522 '

1

1,704 2.100 2*00

lliijiiutuna 82 !
142 i j:n 2:55 2.57 JiJ •17

Total 92,740 89,995
1

99,138
;

i

112,502 129,173 104,7oy 100-00

The strings of coolie women carrying out coal along the inclines

formed the most prominent feature of the fields in the old days.

These are now naturally giving way to well-equipped installations

for haulage, both through inclines and shafts. Table 29 shows

that although there has been a greater output per person employed

during the past quinquennial period than that shown by the returns

for 1898-1903, there has been only a slightly increased efficiency

during the past five years. This apparently slow improvement

is partly due to the fact that little change has occurred in the

numbers of workers required at the surface. The increased use of

machinery with the deepening and extension of the mines shows

up more distinctly in table 30, which gives the output of coal
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per person employed below ground. During the 'past five years

this output has increased from 126‘-1 to 153*5 tons per person

employed below ground.

Table 29,^—Outpid of Coal yer Person employed at hidian Mhics during

the years 1904 to 1908,
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Table 30.—Output of Coal per Person emjduycd Behir Ground during the

years 1904 to 1908,
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Table 31 shows how the efficiency of the Indian worker com-

pares with that of the collier in other parts of the British

Empire ; but it should be remembered that this is not a true

index of personal efficiency : in countries where labour is more

expensive, and where mining operations are necessarily conducted

at greater depths, the use of machinery becomes imperative.

Table 31.—Amount of Coal raised fer Person emphyed at Coal Mines in

the British Empire,

10(15. 100((.

Cloi’VTRIE«i
Persons

empby
ed.

Tons of

COtll

raised.

Tods
per

pci son.

Fjrsons
employ-

ed.

Tons of

coal

raised.

Tons
per

person.

United Kingdon 843.418 23(),128,n3( 27l>!t 8(>7,J52 251 (Mi7,028 280-5

Australia (a) .
lli.442 7,443,9(i3 4.52*7 17,2(>3 H,r>13,.520 404 *0

Oaiuda (<•) 15,187 (i,434,732 423*7 l(i,028 7,7(>5,081 4.58*7

Cape C'olony 2,445 146..520 .51» 0 1.0.50 I27,.5(i0 ()5 2

Natal .5,650 J.l2!Mo: 100*8 (i.O.50 I.2:<H.7I3 2(»4-4

New Zealand 3.2()0 J.585.75f> 485 U 3,(i02 J.72U..>3(i 408 4

Orange River . 043 J47,OH» 155*8 1.200 33H..7()2 ‘ 200 7

Transvaal 8.088 2.327.-l!M» 2.58* 0 0,445 2.582.304

i

273- 1

British Empire,

except Indie .

1

S9M42 255,343,322 284-8 923,764 273393,683
;

2954

Inrlia

1

80,005 8,417,730 03*5
1

00,138 0,783,2.50 98 0

{n) Excluding Tasmania, which produced 52,827 tons of coal in 1905 uud 53,745 tons

in 1906.

(6) Represents British Columbia and Nova Scotia only.
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We are indebted to Mr. J. R. R. Wilson, Chief Inspector of

Mines, for the following note on the use of coal-cutting machinery

and electricity in Bengal :

—

CMl-cuttloK matfalDery and electricity.

Coal-uutting inachincry iiiakcu lioadway but slowly, and opinions are muoli

divided upon its actual utility. The prin-

cipal forms of machines in use in other

countries su-e the disc, rotary bir and i>crcussive coal-cutters. Owing to the

nature and thickness of the seams in Bengal the disc or the bar machine is not

applicable unless the methods of working are radically altered. The question is

worth very serious consideration as to whether many of the thick coals could not

be mined in sections, and the cutting done entirely by machinery. A drawback

to such a method is the scsarcity of timber for pro]) wood, thougii, possibly, it

a demand were created, the sup])ly coulc^ bo organised upon economical lines

;

and as an alternative some form of iron prop might bo devised. At one mine

in Jtcngal, where the seam is tliin and tho roof suitable, almost the whole of the

<'oal is being mined by the long-wall method by compressed air disc machines.

These machines are holing in the coal to a dex)th of 5 feet ti inches, and, though

under Eurojiean su])crvision, are being handled with very considerable skill by

native workmen. After being undercut, the coal is blasted dovin. The timbering

on tho face is systematically carried out, and the roof w'eights come on regularly

in tho goaf or waste and little timber is lost. The irincrs have quite adapted

themselves to tho change, and the system is an unqualified success.

Several firms are using tho percussive form of coal cutter with more or less

success, and there is cictually one mine in the Kaniganj coalfield w'here tho whole

of the output IS obtained from these machines. This type ot machine is used

}<ii both holmg in the bottom or middle of the seam as the case may bo, and

shearing at the sides or centre ; the coal is then blasted off by shots fired elec-

trically. A few years ago the use of electricity w^as practically unknown in the

co.*lfiolds ; it is still in its infancy ; but this source of power has been adopted

.it one or two mines, and some largo installations are being ])ut down tor

hiiulmg, pumping, and lighting. Where there are scattered inclines ujion a pro-

perty, the adoption of electrical haulage should prove very economical. In this,

as in so many other cases, the East Indian Raiiwa^^ ComxMiny’s collieries have

acted as pioneers.

The detailed description of the Equitable Coal t’ompany’s

mines at Dishargarh, given by Mr. W. Miller in the Transactions

of the Mining and Geological Institute of India, Vol. Ill, part 3 (1909),

and the remarks thereon by Mr. W. C. Mountain in Vol. IV, part

2. will give a good idea of the equipment of one of the advanced

types of collieries in Bengal.

Coal-mining has developed so rapidly during the past few

,
years in the Jherria and Raniganj

Sanitation. n u xi, i. n j-
nelds that the mme managers, nndmg

it necessary to spend their main energies in meeting the
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demand for coal, have been able to spare little time and thought

for the general well-being of the rapidly increasing community of

workers. Commendable care has been exercised in individual cases

to provide suitable accommodation for the miners, and filter installa-

tions have been erected to render the available water as nearly as

possible innocuous
; but there has been little or no combination of

the Companies concerned to arrange for systematic sanitation and
a sufficient or trustworthy water-supply for the whole community.

The majority of workers are drawn from the aboriginal tribes, whose

simple habits in sparsely inhabited jungles and cultivated areas are

unsuitable to the more crowded conditions of industrial centres

;

they have yet to learn the value of sanitation and the advantages

of the attempts made by the colliery owners to guard them from their

new dangers. The disastrous epidemic of cholera, which resulted

in about 5,000 deaths on the Jherria and llaniganj fields during the

early months of 1908, impressed upon the owner as well as upon the

worker the dangerous state of unstable equilibrium developed in

the mining community. The subsequent dro}) in the demand

for coal and consequent reduction in the feverish haste to increase

the output has given the owner time to reconsider his methods of

economising his mineral possessions and to give more thought to

the equally important duty of looking after the health and happi-

ness of his miners.

Attention was dii-ected in the jnevious review to the low

. , average death-rate from accidents in
Death-rate from accidents. - i- i • mi. i

Indian coal-mines. The average annual

death-rate per I,U00 persons employed during the years 1898 to 1903

was 0*88, varying between 0*68 (1898) and 1*32 (1899). During

the past quinquennial period the rate was slightly higher, working

out to 0*98 per 1,000 for all Indian coal-mines, and varying

between 0*72 in 1904 and 1*37 in 1908 (see table 32). Kisks

naturally increase'] with the deepening of the mines and general

extension of the workings, while additional dangers may have been

incurred by the haste to increase the output during periods of

urgent demand for coal. The agreement of results with expectations

may, however, be fortuitous, for the totals are so small that an

isolated disaster, such as that which occurred at Ehost in Balu-

chistan on the 16th June 1908, when twenty workers were killed,

would have a disturbing effect on the average.
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Table: 32.—Production of Cod comjwed wU3i Deaths from Cod-Mining

Accidents in India.
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Fio. 9.—Production o/ coal pcrlijr lout liy coal- mining accidnitn.

The coal mines, like all other mines, in British territory are

workf?d under rules framed in accordance with the provisions of

the Indian Mines Act (No. VIII of 1901), and arc subject to

constant official inspection. The Inspectors are also invited at

times to inspect the mines being worked in Native States ; and,

although the returns from these latter show on an average a higher

death-rate from accidents, it cannot be said that the difference is

due to any differences in management, for the great number
of mines in Bengal under the Act (which largely control the aver-

ages) are worked under exceptionally favourable conditions, while

some of those in Native States, as for instance in Bikanir and
Hyderabad, are exposed to special dangers. During the period
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under review the average annual number of deaths from accidents

at coal mines in Native States was 14, against 89 at mines under

the Act, the death-rate being 1*45 per thousand in the former

case against 0-93 per thousand at mines under the Act. The

details for each year are given in table 33, from which it will

be seen that, while there has been very little change in the labour

returns and deaths at mines in Native States, there has been a

great increase of employment at mines worked under the Act from

a total of 80,496 in 1905 to 120,107 in 1908.

Table 33.

—

Comparison of Death-rate from Accidents at Coal Mines

worked under the Mines Act with those in Native States during

1904-1908,

AverAlii: number ur
PERSONS EMPLOYED

Minos
under the

Act.

yntt i't

tituh N.

1904 82,0.57 ]0JiS3

190.5 80.490 9J9S

1900 t)0.1.59 <S,979

1907 l(»2.(i89 9,si::

1908 120.107 9MC

Average 9.5.101 9 OOS

Deaths iicdm

ACXTDENTS.

Djiath-rate per
1,000 PERSONS
EMPLOYED.

Mines
under the

Aii.

Xftftrc

iStntvs.

Mines
under 1 he

Aet.

Xftttrt.

Sffitfs.

J‘2 007 112

.58 li 0-72 V47

80 19 0-88
1

211

89 12 0'80
1

1-22

105 13 1 1 in l-t3

89 14 0*93 145

The returns for accidents at Indian coal mines are compared

with those of other parts of the British Empire in table 34. As

official returns for all other countries cannot be yet obtained for

the year 1908^ the comparison may be a little favourable to India

by the exclusion of our worst year. However, the heavy results

for 1908 are due to special causes which one may justifiably hope

will not recur.
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Table 34.

—

Death-rate from Coal-Mining Aendents in the British Empire,

190.^. 1906'.

1

(.’uUNTRILS. Number
employed.

Dentil .

Death-

•

rate

per

1,090.

Deaths

jwr

l.WtO.OOO

tons

coal

raised.

Number
emplo^^od.

Death?.

Death-
rate

per

1,000.

Deaths

per

1.000,000

tons

coal

raised.

I’ll itcd King-
dom . 84:t.418 1.198 j ;;.5 . 4-74 8r,7.152 1.110 129 4*:57

Austialia (a) . ](U42 - i 1 04 9 02 I7.2(i:$ 21 121 2 4.-i

Canada {b) J.‘».I87 92 2' 10 4*97 IU,92S 49 J-54 r>*59

(
'a pc ( 'ol<»ny 2.44.'. 9 12’i 29 47 1.9.V> 2 102 1 .7 07

Xutal
i

22 :i;U 19*48 (i.O.V.) 99
\

5 ’95 91*48

Xc^’ Zealand
j

:L2(i9 9 1 S4 9*78 :t.(i!i2 0 2*6*.? 3*40

OraiiL'c River 949 1.2li!l •• ••

Tninavanl 8.98S 9i ;; /. ) 1.9*91
1

iU4.') 42 4’45 H)*20

British Empire
except india

1

1

1

896^42

1

1

^

1.259 i-40 4-93

1

923,764

1

1

1

.
i-37

India ' 89.99.-i 1

j

0 SO 8 .).» 99.198

I

1

99 0’99 10*12

(a) Exoludiiig Tasmiini<a.

{b) Represents British Columbhi and Nova Scotia only.

A comparison of the accident returns for India with those of

other parts of the British Empire brings out the fact that, while

our death-rate is low per thousand employed, it looks less favourable

when we consider the lives lost in raising a million tons of coal.

This is due obviously to our low output per person employed.

During the past five years we have lost by accidents on an average

10*2 lives per million tons of coal raised, while for the British

Empire the loss is about half this rate. Still, it is perhaps not

unfair to judge the risks incurred in an industry by the relation

between the loss of life and the numbers who secure a comfortable
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and, under Indian conditions, a fairly happy livelihood. On the

whole, one cannot say that the life of the Indian collier, as com-

pared with the collier of other countries, is an unhappy one, or that

his occupation is specially ‘ dangerous.’

Diamonds.

DIttribatioo in India.

Sontliern group of occaimccs.

Notwithstanding the reputation (stretching back even as far as

Ptolemy in the European, and further

in the Hindu, classics) which India has

had as a diamond-producing country, the output of to-day is

very small and comparatively unimportant. The places which,

according to accounts, have been most productive in the past

form three great groups, each in association with the old im-

fossiliferous rocks of probable pre-Cambrian age, now known as

the Purana group, and distinguished locally as the Cuddapah and

Kurnool systems in South India, and as the Vindhyan system in

the northern part of the Peninsula.

The southern of the three groups of diamond-occurrences includes

localities, with apparently authentic

records, in the districts of Cuddapah,

Anantapur, Bellary, Kurnool, Kistna, and Godavari. Loose stones

have been picked up on the surface of the ground, found in deposits

of alluvium and in workings that have been undertaken in the so-

called Banaganpalle stage of the Kurnool series of strata.

In the second group of occurrences, in the Mahanadi valley, the

stones have been found in the alluvium

ot the Sembelper flumd. die-

tricts, but, though strata similar to those of the Vindhyan s and

Kumools are known in this area, no diamonds have been found in

these older rocks.

The third group of occurrences occupies a tract some sixty miles

long by ten miles wide, with the

Vindhyan conglomerates near Panna as

the centre. The diamond-mining industry still persists in this

area, both in the old conglomerate of Vindhyan age, and in the

alluvium derived therefrom. The States in which diamonds are

found are Panna, Charkhari, Bijawar, Ajaigarh, Kothi, Pathar

J^achhar and Chobepur.

Ceofral iBdlao occarrencci.
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The following scale of strata will give an idea of the position

of the diamondiferous beds with reference to the Upper Vindhvan
rocks exposed in the Central Indian area :

—

BhaS'dbr Series

'^Ui^per Sliander sandstone.

iSirbu shales.

• Ijower Bliander sandstone.

Bhander limestone.

^Gunurgarh shale.

Diamondiferous horizon.

Bewa Series

' I’PT)C‘r Rcwa sandstone.

I Jhiri shales.

I Loik or Bewa sandstone.

^Banna shales.

Diamondiferous horizon.

Katmur Series

"I'piK'r Kaimur sandstone.

I Kaimur conglomerate.

I Bijaigarh shale.

^LoHer Kaimur sandstone.

The following is a sumjnary of the principal results of recent

study, by Mr. E. Vredenburg/ of the diamond-fields of Central

India :—In the neighbourhood of Paima the principal diamond-

bearing stratum is a thin layer of conglomerate, locally known as
‘ inudda,’ lying between the Upper Kaimur sandstone and the

Panna shales. The conglomerate is seldom thicker than two feet

and does not form a continuous bed. Further east, in the neighbour-

hood of Itwa, the diamondiferous conglomerate does not rest

flirectly on the Kaimur sandstone, but is separated from it by a

20-2fi-foot bed of shales and limestone. Another diamondiferous

conglomerate occurs above the Bewa sandstones and under the

Bliander series. This conglomerate differs from that below the Bewa
senes in the abundance of pebbles of vein quartz, instead of . the

different varieties of jasper found so commonly in the man
diamondiferous conglomerate near Panna.

The diamonds in these conglomerates, like the associated large

pebbles of lighter rocks, aie derived from older rocks, and the origin-

al home of the gcm is still unknown, though a precise recognition

of the associated pebbles will gradually indicate the direction in

which the mother-rock once occurred and possibly still exists. The

1 Bcc, GeoL Suri\ hid., XXXlll, pp. 2^1-314, (IDOfi).
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most characteristic pebbles in the diamond iferous conglomerates are

the jasper-pebbles derived from the l^ijawar formation and the vein

quartz similar to that traversing the Bundelkhaiid granites, the latter

being especially abiuidant in the conglomerate lying above the

Rewa sandstone.

Besides the dia^nonds lying still e»nbedded in the conglomerates

others are found in the neighbouring detritus derived from the dis-

integration of the Vindhyan beds. The workings art* developed

accordingly—some with a view to the removal of the undisturbed

conglomerate, and others with the intention of recovering the

diamonds included in the more recently distributed detritus.

The undisturbed conglomerate is often covered bv considerable

thicknesses of younger Vindhya?! rocks, and is reached by workings

which are often, but not alwa}’s, deep. These may be called ^ direct

workings.’ In other places the overlying younger rocks have been

removed by weather agents, and the conglomerate thus exj)csed at

the surface is available for ‘ shallow workings.’ In the detritus

removed from the original conglomerate and dej)osited in river-valleys

the diamonds may be. reached by superficial, shallow, or com-

paratively deep workings, and they may be all spoken of con-

veniently as ‘ alluvial workings.’

The only figures returned for diamonds relate to the j)roduction

in the Central Indian States of Panna,

( harkhari, and Ajaigarh. The produc-

tion during the five years under review is shown in table the

average being 306’ 71 carats worth £2,799.

Table 35 .—Production of Diamonds in Central India during the years

1904 to 1908.

Year.

1904
1905
loots

1907
1908

j

Quantity. Valuo.

(Wutrt. i*

2S(i‘48 2.636
172-41 2.474
305-91 5.160
tS28‘(N) {I 2.7S4
i4o-7ri

j

1

1

• 940
1

30071
j

2.799Average
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The average daily attendance of workers on the diamond-fields is

returned as follows

J904 1 ,9.32 perRuns,
I9(»r» 1,890
]m\ 2,0.31

1907, 1.084
I90K SOo

It is reported that a certain number of diamonds are picKed up
in the neighbourhood of Wajra Karur in the Anantapur district of

the Madras IVesidency, but no figures are available as to actual

production.

GoldJ

The average annual jiroductioii of gold in the w'orld daring the

^ ^ ...... five years 1904 to 1908 is valued at
Comparison with other countries.

i ; o., ir i. r nn. i j*
about 8:i inilbons sterling. Thus India,

with an average annual j)roduction of £2.266,307 (from table 38)

during the same jieriod, contributed only 2 8 per cent, of the

total. During the four yiiars liK)4 To 1907 India occupied the

seventh jiosition amongst the eading gold-jiroducing countries of

the world ,
but in 1908 it lell to the eighth position, as is shown

by table 36.-

Tablk 36. — nf the Gold produced hy the Chief Gold-producing

Countries during 1908.

COUJJTKIES. ValiiC'^.

Transvaal 29,980.469
Uintc«J States 19..->00,000

Auhiralia J 2.342,440

Jlussic .
1

4..300,000

MeMt:o 3.2.50,000

i'aiiada 2,7.50,000

Kliodcsia 2..520,007

India (m) . . 2,177,847

New Zealand 2.02.5,908

West Africa . 1,180.312

Other (*i>iiiitrios 7,7.50,000

TOTAL 87,995.013

(a) Taken from table 38.

1 A general account of the ^oid occurrences of India and Durma is given in Dr.

MacUren* . (lold,’* pp. 238-270, (1908). Considerable) use has been made of this

in preparing this article.

2 Afin. Journ.. Feb. 20th, 1909. p. 261.

g2
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The following table by Mr. H. E. Ede^ shows the position of India

amongst the principal gold-producing colonies and dependencies of

the British Empire :

—

Table 37.

—

Relative Contributions of the Principal Gold-producing

Colonies and Dependencies of the British Empire.

1904. 1905. 1906. 1907. 1908.

Per cent

r

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent.

Transvaal

.

38-4 44-7 49‘G 54*3 56-5

Australasia 38-1 '

1

33'3
,

29*5 26*8 23'3

Canada 81 ! 6-4
1

4-0 3-4 52

India
1

6-7 5*2
j

4-2 4-2

New 2Mand 4‘8 4*5 4-6 4-0 3‘8

Table 38 shows the provincial production for India during the

^ , . ,
_ five years under review. In 1904 no

vn pro 0 on.
2 cent, (by value) of

the Indian output was returned by Mysore, and 1-7 per cent, by

the Nizam’s Dominions, leaving only 0*1 per cent, as the produce

of districts directly under British administration. By 1908, owing

to the development of reef mining in Dharwar and of dredging in

Myitkyina, the proportion derived from districts directly under

British administration had risen to 2*7 per cent. ; and, of the

remainder, 94*4 per cent, came from Mysore and 2*9 per cent,

from the Nizam’s Dominions.

The produce of the Mysore State is solely derived from the Kolar

district, and from a single vein or reef

Kob^Md!
’ ^®^***^*®“* in that district—a reef averaging only

some four feet in thickness, and payably

auriferous for a distance of little more than four miles. As has been

the case with all other known auriferous deposits in Peninsular India,

1 Min. Joum., March 6th, 1909, p. 309.
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(a)

Rough

ayerage

estimates.
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the attention of Europeans was directed to this vein by the numer-

ous old native workings along its strike. During the Wynaad gold
' boom ’ of 1878-1882, several companies with huge capitals were

floated to work portions of a concession over the Kolar field. Of

the capital subscribed the greater portion was devoted to purchase

money, and comparatively little was left for working capital. The

features of the auriferous deposits were not at first grasped, and

much money was wasted in mining in barren ground and amidst

ancient workings, which were eventually found to reach to a depth

of 300 feet. All the companies floated with such extravagant

hopes in 1881-82 were moribund in 1885. and it was only a dying

effort of the Mysore Company in that year that disclosed the great

richness of the reef and incidentally the dis])osition of the auriferous

chutes.

By 1887 the adjacent companies had resumed operations, and

from that time up till 1905 the history of the field has been

one of uninterrupted progress and success. During the last tliree

years, 1906 to 1908, there has been a slight decrease in the

output from this field, due to zones of lower grade ore being

reached in some of the mines. At Ooregum, however, now that

greater depths have been reached, the grade of ore is improving,

and it is hoped that the other mines. Champion Reef and Balaghat.

will show a similar improvement when greater depths are reached.

The deepest mines are Mysore and Ooregum. which have each

reached a depth of considerably over 3,000 feet measured vertically.

Neither mining nor milling offers any serious obstacles on this

field. With the former the necessity for heavy timbering and

filling to keep the roadways open is perhaps the most serious.

But of late years considerable trouble and uneasiness has been

caused by air blasts and quakes. es))ecially in the Champion Beef

and Ooregum mines.^ The ore is not refractory, and yields its

gold to a simple combination of amalgamation and cyaniding.

During the five years under review the annual tonnage crushed

reached a maximum of 781,281 tons in 1905, and since then has

declined slowly to 720,808 tons in 1908. (These figures, returned by

the Chief Inspector of Mines for Mysore, are in short tons.)

In 1905 the gold yield reached a maximum of £2,373,457,

the largest ever recorded in the history of the field. Since then

1 W. F. Smeeth, * Air BIuhIh and Qun 's un tlio K(ilar|(;old Fiold.’ BvU. No. 2,

Mywrt Geo*. Dtp'., ( 11104 j.
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there has been a small contraction in the output, the value of the

1908 output being £2,055,567. For the five years under review the

value of gold extracted was £10,969,811, or 37 per cent, of the

total value (£29,657,692) extracted in the twenty-seven years since the

commencement of work under European supervision. This compares

favourably with the value of £9,729,211 of the gold produced during

the previous five years. In 1905 th«} dividends paid reached their

maximum value (£1,066,615) for the whole period of the industry;

since then there has been a marked annual decline (to £582,488

ill 1908), due chiefly to the falling off of the values of the ore

won at the Chamjiion Reef and Balaghat mines. The total divi-

dends paid during the five year^ were £4,217,836 as c.»mpared

with £4,249,679 paid during the jirevious five years. This is

33‘7 per cent, of the total dividends (£12,505.384' jiaid since the

commencement of the industry.

The above dividends liave been jiaid wholly by five companies

situated on the line of the (liampioii Keef— the Mysore, Champion

Reef, Ooregum, Niindydroog, and Balaghat—except for a small

dividend paid in 1905 bt the Mysore West and Mj’sore Wynaad
(lold Mining (Virnfianics, working jointly the Tank Block Mine.

A considerable amount of exploratory and mining work has been

done by other companies on the Kolar field and elsew^here in Mysore,

but hitherto without profitable result, although in several cases

ore has been nulled and gold won. The comjianies that have

produced gold during the (|ULnc|uenniuni. but have not paid divi-

dends, arc the Oriental, Coromandel, (lold Fields of Mysore and

General Exploration, and^ the Nanjangud Gold Field ('Ompany.

An important improvement scheme, making for the reduction

of working exjumses, and c.onsequently for the prolongation of the

life of the Kolar field, is the iiitrodiictioii of electric jiow’er from

the Cauvery falls. This w’ork w^as comjdeted about the middle

of 1902, and was designed for the conveyan(*.e of 4.000 H.P.

over a double line 92 miles long. Since then, the generating plant

has been increased so as to su}»ply 6,()00 H.P. to tht‘ gold field.

This sup])ly is continuous, except in years of drought, when there

may be short stoppages during the hot weather owing to a scarcity

of water in the river Cauvery. The cost per K.H.P. jier annum
to the mines during the first year was fixed at £29, in order to

reimburse the Mysore (Jovernnient for their (ia|)ital outlay
;
but this

charge w^as subsequently reduced to £18 and later to £10 for the
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fiiBt installation. A tUrd installation to supply 2,000 H.P. is now
in hand. The rate will be flO from the commencement.

In order to supply power for electric lighting and the driving

of motors used intermittently, a company, called the Kolar Mines

Power Station, Ltd., was formed in 1903, the electricity to be

generated by steam power. The company began to supply power

at the end of 1904.

The completion of the scheme of water-supply from the Betha-

mangala Tank, some 6 miles from the field, undertaken by the

Mysore Government, now ensures the mines a supply of filtered

water sufficient for all purposes.

Table 39 shows the various statistics of production for the Kolar

field both for the period under review and for the previoiis quin-

quennium.

Table 39.—Statistics of Production in the Kolar Gold-field.

— Tonnage
crush^.

Value of

gold

extracted.

j

Dividends

1 paid.
1

1
Royalty

1 paid.

Short tons. £
1

£ £
1899 339,526 1,678,404 ! 762.600 83,154

1900 401,687 1,879,085 767,586 93,619
1901 460.272 1,923,081 874,158 96,210
1902 560.792 1,964,509 825.988 97,365
1903 685,848 2,284,072 1,019,347 113,139

TOTALS for im-im . 2,436,125 9,729^211
‘ WldH

1904 730,841 • 2,323,194 1,041,939
;

115,081

1005 781,281 1 2,373,457 1,066,615 117,081

1906(a) .... 744,165 . 2,170,470 866,779 107,427

1907 (a) . . . . 733,809 2,051,773 1 660,015 101,157

1908 720,808 2,050,917 i 582,488 . 101,861

TOTALS tar 1914.1916 .
.

3,7I«,9M a9f94ii 4,217336 542367

(a) Thifl includes 711 tons of ore crushed on the Nanjan^d field in lOOfi with production

of 95 ozs. bar grid, and 464 tons in 1907 with production of gold worth £530.

Total value of gold produced from 1882 to 1908 inclusive £29,657,692

„ „ dividends paid „ „ £12,505,384

Royalty paid to Mysore Government from 1882 to 1908

inclusive. •• •• •• £1,468,881
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’ The woik of the field is carried on by Europeans, Eurasians,

and Natives, in the following proportions, calculated from the

number employed during the year 1907, the latest for which figures

are available :

—

Eur»poany (including Italian miners) 1-70

Eurasians ...... 1-22

Natives : men ...... 91*31

Nathes : women (employed only on the surface) 5 -(12

Natives : children (under 14 jTars : emjdoyed only on the

surface). ....... . . 0*75

The following table indicates the risks attendant on mining

in the Mysore State :— ^
r 1

Table 40.

—

Showing Fatal Accidents in Mysore Mines for the years

1904 to 1908.

Vk.\r.

•

Number ot

jH^rMHis eiii-

ployeil.

DtaVt-utfe

liei IMOO
entployed.

Death rate

ilOO.OOO
worth of gold

obtained.

inw .... Hill 1-53 1*94

1905 2‘51 3*23

inoo ... ... 2 '30 3*23

I'K)7 1-92 2*89

1908 29.259 307 4*37

Average 30,055 2'20 3 10

During the quinquennium prospecting operations for gold have

been prosecuted in the Chitaldrug, Mysore, Shimoga, and Tumkur
districts of Mysore. The only company outside Kolar that has pro-

duced any gold is the Nanjangud Gold Field, Ltd., which pro-

duced 95 ozs. of bar gold in 1906 and bullion to the value of iS30

in 1907.

The only gold-field in India besides Kolar from which there has

„ . ^ ^ .
been a continuous production of vein

Hydsnlnd (Nlun’s DmIoIou). u j • • • xi.
gold dunng the qmnquenmum is the

Hutti field, situated on the Maski band of Dharwar schists in the

Lingsagar district of the Nizam’s Dominions (Hyderabad). The

only company operating on this field is the Hutti (Nizam’s) Gold

Mines, L^. It is an offshoot of the Hyderabad (Deccan) Company,
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and was floated in 1901. Crushing with 10 head of stamps was

commenced in 1903, with a production of 3,809 ozs. of gold in

that year. Since then the number of stamps has been increased

to 30. One of the shafts had reached a depth of 1,500 feet by

the end of 1908. Dividends have been paid regularly since 190^
the total distribution being 75 per cent, on a capital of £50,000 to

the end of 1908. Table 41 gives the production statistics of this

mine
;

it will be seen that the average amount of gold extracted

has been 10*7 dwts. worth £2*035 per ton of quartz crushed.

Table 41 .—Statistics of Production at the HuUi Mine,

Yil.ak.
1 Toima ut*

' CT 118 lied.

gM
ptoduced.

Value uf srold

ext] acted.

Tons. Ozs. £

1903 . •>./,>«> :i,soo

1904 17.206 40,024

1906 24.325
^

* 60,000
•

1906 2."..35(> ' /.7.:.s2

’

62,801

1907 27 nr,ii I3.3S3 .^i<i.210

1908 I-1.30S 64,231

TOTAL 129.515 im.oon 262,437

Tn 1905 another company, known as the* Topuldodi (Nizam’s)

Gold Mines, Ltd., with a capital of £90,000 was formed to take

over from the Hutti Comj)any an option lu‘ld on the ‘Topuldodi

block in the Raichur district of the Nizam’s Dominions. During

1908, 2,132 ozs. of gold, worth £8,319, wvre produced. But .as the

ore developed in the mine j)roved to Ik* of very low grade, the

mine was closed down, and its assets transferred to the Hutti

Company.

The third Indian field

The Dharwar (Md-fflcld.

on which work has been actively

pros(*c.uted during the quinquennium
is the Dharwar field, situated on the

Gadag band of Dharwar schists, partly in the Dharwar district

and partly in the Sangli State, each of which lies in the Bombay
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Presidency. There are at present two series of reefs being devel-

oped in this field. They are each situated on the western side

of the Kappat Gudda range, and in each case the gold occurs in

white quartz. The eastern series has been traced by means of

old workings for a total distance of 8 miles, in a N. N. W.—S. S.E.

direction.* I'he veins, which are lenticular, are arranged m echdon

in association with a carbonaceous member of a series of argillites,

parallel to the schistosity })laneB. The only producing mine on the

field is that near Kabulayatkatti village, originally prospected by

the Dharwar Gold Mines, Ltd., during 1902-1904, and now worked

by the Dharwar Reefs Gold Mining Company, Ltd. Crushing was com-

menced in 1907 w'itli the j)roduction during the year of 4,916

crude ounces, ^orth £18,641, increasing to 7,242 ounces, worth

£27,158, in 19tl8. The other companies woiking on this line of

reels are ihv Dharwar Gold Mines (the company first formed),

Saiigli (iold Mines, tin* (lold Fields of Dharwar, the Gold Fields

of Mysore and General Exploration Company, and the Mysore

Gold Mining Company, the two latt(»r working on option blocks.

The other series of reefs, known as the Hosur series, lies some

four miles to the west. 1’he reefs lie in chlorite-schist and massive

gritty schist near felsit<‘. The companies holding concessions on

this series are the Dharwar Gold Mines, the Hosur Gold Mines

(formerly the Hosur (Jold Mines of Dharwar), the (Champion Reef

Gold Mining Company of India, the Road Block (Hold Mines of India,

and the Mysore. Reefs (1905) and Explorers, the three, companies

last named holding ojitions only. The mine nearest the producing

stage seeme to be Hosur.

In 1902 Mr. E. W. Wetherell, of the Mysore (Geological Depart-

ment, discovered a previously unknown
Aoantapur.

Dharwar schists stretching in

a north and south direction for soiii** S2 miles through the

Anantapur district of Madras, but just touching the* north-east corner

of the Pavagada taluk of the 1'umkur district of M^’sore. Several

large quartz reefs occur in this bc‘U, and near the village of

Ramgiri old gold workings were found. The gold occurs in quartz

veins principally in chloritic and argillaceous schists. A company,

called the Ananta^mr Gold Field, Ltd., was formed in 1905. In

1908 it transferred a portion of its holdings (the Buruju block)

to a new company, the North Anantapur Gold Mines, Ltd., and

another portion (South Jibutil block) under option to the Nundydroog
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Company of Mysore. Although some encouraging results have

been obtained, none of the mines have yet reached any considerable

depth or passed the prospecting stage.^ The mines are situated

about 9 miles westward from Nagasamudram station on the Madras

and Southern Mahratta Bailway.

The Nilgiris, after many vicissitudes, has ceased to be a mining

The Nfliiris
some native workers are

" reported to be making a living by
roughly treating the .waste heaps, from which they extract a small

quantity of gold.

Bc;^ides occurring in the free state in quartz veins, as in all the

noticed above, gold is sometimes
0 srap e 0 es.

found in. sulphide lodes enclosed in the

sulphide minerals. Thus gold occurs in Sikkim among the mixed

sulphide lodes (chalcopyrite, pyrite, pyrrhotite, blende, etc.), and

in the copper-bearing lodes of Sleemanabad in the Jubbulpore

district of the Central Provinces. Assajns in the latter case have

occasionally shown amounts as high as 15 dwts. per ton.

Alluvial gold-washing is carried on in many places in British

ADovlal old
India, but from the fact that the

washers invariably combine this pursuit

with other occupations, and because the individual return is ex-

ceedingly small and is locally absorbed for jewellery, complete

returns are not available.

These, so far as they go, give little hope of the discovery of rich

alluvial deposits in Peninsular India, or indeed in any part of

India affected by the monsoon rains and dependent on (hem alone

for the supply of the rivers. For concentration of gold a com-

paratively equable current is essential—a condition rarely obtain-

able in the gravel river beds of India, where alone gold would be

found, for these are almost dry in the cold weather and roaring

torrents in the rains. The greater possibilities of dredging on the

Irrawaddy appear to arise from the fact that the waters of that river

are derived from ranges where, even in the cold weather, there

is a heavy rainfall.

1 iilsu a note on' the field in the Mining Magazine, II, p. 42, Jan. 1910.
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In Upper Assam^ tributaries, such as the Subansiri, that flow

from the north into the Brahmaputra

carry small quantities of gold. One
small bar near the mouth of the Subansiri gorge was found to

contain more than a dwt. per cubic yard
; but the quantity of

gravel avfailable was very small. It is probable that some of the

gold of this region is derived, immediately, from the Tipam
(Siwalik) sandstones, and that the source of the gold in the Lohit

branch of the Brahmaputra is to be sohght in the metamorphic

rocks of the. Miju ranges.

In the CTiota Nagpur division of Bengal, alluvial gold is found

widelv distributed, but the sold wash-
Chota Nagpar, Benfal. r i. > i.

^
• .li.ing IS of most importance m the

Singhbhum and Manbhum districts, and is chiefly confined to the

valley of the Subarnarekha (‘golden-streaked’) river and its

tributaries. The number of persons engaged in the industry

fluctuates considerably, the figures for 1904 and 1908 being shown

below :

—

1

um.
\

1

urn.
j

M.'inbhuiii
!

2r,r, '

."»I7

liaiK'hi ]fiy 200

Sin^bblniTii . 413 Tl

The average earnings amount to onlv As. 1-6 to 2 a day.

The result of Dr. Maclaren’s^ work was to show that nowhere

in Chota Nagpur had gold deposits—cither alluvial or vein—^been

found worth working on European lines.

The native gold-washing industry is carried on from year to

.
year in several districts in Burma,

Biinna : native {old-washlnc. n i. i x iusually by only a few people in each

district ; the number so engaged varies from year to year partly

in accordance with the character of the seasons. No accurate figures

of production are available. In 1908 gold was washed in the

following districts :—Bhamo, Katha, Lower Chindwin, Myitkyina,

1 Maclaien. Rec. Oecl. Surv. Ind., XXXT. pp. 179-232, (1904).

2 Rec. Ged. Surv. Ind., XXXI, pp. S9-91, (1904).
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Pakokku, Prome, Shwebo, Toungoo. and Upper Chindwin. Actual

figures returned are :

—

Okb.

Katha ... ]

Pakokku . . ... 7W

Upper Chindwin (>2

142

Borma : gold-dradgios ; the

Irrawaddy.

Judging ficim re})OTtB relating to other districts, the total amount
of alluvial gold obtained by the native washers must be much in

excess of this figure. Hence 150 ozs. annually is inserted in table

38 as a figure that is probably well within the mark.

The gold-dredging on the upper reaches of the Irrawaddy is

largely due to the enterprise of Mr.

W. R. Moore who (in association with

Captain .1. Terndrup) was granted in

1901 a five-years’ license for dredging within the bed of the river

for a stretch of some 120 miles from the confluence above Myit-

kyina to the mouth of the Taiping above Bhamo. In lf)04 the

license was extended for a period of thirty years and restricted to

about 88 miles of the river from Sinbo to the confluence, while

sanction was given at the same time to transfer the concession to

the Burma Gold Dredging Company, which was registered at

Rangoon in 1903. In 1907 permission was given to alter the

limits of the concession by exchanging 15 miles of the lowei

end for 10 miles along the ’N Maikha and 5 miles along the

Mali-kha. Application has now been made for a further exchange

of the Irrawaddy part . of the concession for 15 miles along the

eastern river, ’N Maikha.

The gold-bearing alluvium is coarse gravel with the gold dis-

seminated fairly uniformly. The average value of the gravel seems

to be about 3 grains (6 annas) per cubic yard. Small quantities

of platinum and platinoid metals are recovered with the gold.

The annual production of gold (see table 38) has risen from 370

ozs. in 1903 to 7,950 in 1908, of a total value of £58,992. The

first dividend (2| per cent.) was declared in 1908.

The alluvial stretches of the Chindwin river have been found

to contain gold at many points, but

systematic prospecting has inmost cases

shown them to be valueless as dredging propositions, although

The ChfaidwiB.
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they are a source of income to the native gold washers. A con-

cession for 180 miles of the Lower (''hindwin river, stretching from

Minsin to Homalin, was granted about 190.*^ to the Burma Mines

Development and Agency, Ltd., and in 1905 transferred to the

Mandalay Gold Dredging Company, Ltd. A dredger was obtained,

but beeaihe stranded while being towed u]) the ('liindwin river,

and no further vrork was attempted.

1'he iTvu, a tributary of the U]>]>er Chindwin, has also been

])ros])eci ed for alluvial gold, but with little success so far.

In 1905 the Namma tJold Dredging Company, Ltd., with a

ca])ital of £70.000 (£55,000 issued, of
he Naioma.

which ^£:M),000 went to vendors) was

floated in London to work two stretches of the Namma river,

a tributary of the Salwin, in the Shan States. \ careful prelimin-

ary investigation had indicated the existence of approximately

40.000,000 cubic, yards of gravel averaging 5-43 grains of fine gold

per cubic yard. A steam dredger w'as purchased and floated in a

paddock on the Upper Namma, and it was then found that the

de{)osit was unfitted for this mode of exploitation. It consists of

gravel and boulders embedded in a stiff clay, hardened by calcareous

tufa derived from the limestone forming the sides of the valley,

and is therefore not sufficiently loose to enable the buckets of

the dredger to exca\ate it. The venture, therefore, ended in failure.

The alluvial gold deposits of Loi Twang in the Shan States,

w^orked by native washers, have been examined in detail by Mr.

T. D. LaTouche and found to be of no commercial value.^

Other Burmese rivers to which attention has been directed by

Kuropean prospectors, without any tangible results so far, are the

Mole Chaung, Taiping, and Shweli, tributaries of the Irrawaddy

;

the Upper Chindwin ; the Salwin ; and the streams of Tavoy, where

gold has been found associated with tinstone.

Alluvial gold occurs in the sands and gravels of many of the

The Central Provincee.
rivers and streams of the Central

Provinces, particularly in those that

drain down from or run over areas where the ancient cry.<^talline

and metamorphic rocks crop out. According to an Industrial

Monograph on Gold and Silverware of the Central Provinces,”

by H. Nunn, I.C.S., published at Allahabad in 1904, which contains

also the best account yet published of the native gold-washing

1 Rec, GeU. Suu\ Ind., XXXV, pp. 102—113, (1907).
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industry of this province, gold-washing has been carried on at

various times in the following districts :—Balaghat, Bhandaia,

Bilaspur, Chanda, Jubbulpore, Mandla, Nagpur, Baipur, Sambalpur,

and Seoni. During 1908, however, washing for gold is reported

from five districts only—those shown in table 41. From the report

quoted it appears that in addition to the washers of auriferous

sands there are people engaged in a cognate industry, consisting

of the extraction of the gold and silver particles, called in England

“lemel,” from the dust of a Sunar’s shop and furnace by a two-

fold process, first of actual winnowing, and then of washing in a

river. The resultant is treated by refining processes. The persons

practising this ‘Memcl washing, which is recorded for the Bala-

ghat, ffilaspur, and Hoshangabad districts, are Mahomedans,

and it is desirable to distinguish their occupation from that of the

gold washers proper, although there is doubtless at times a certain

overlapping of the two occupations. The gold washers are variously

known in different parts of the province as jharas, jharias, son-

jharas, sonjhirias, and sonzaras. The report cited gives a full

account of the methods of washing and treating the gold as prac-

tised in the Tirora tahsil of the Bhandara district. Table 41 sum-

marises such information as is available with regard to the year

1908, and from this it seems probable that there is an annual

production of not less than 150 oz. of gold in the Central Pro-

vinces, and such has been entered up in the production table 38 given

on page 85.

Table 41.—Statistics of Output and Labour for J908 in the Native Gold

Washing Industry of the Central Promnces.

Distbict.

No. of persons

engaged in gold

Hashing.

Year's pro-

duct ion.

Daily earnings
per worker.

. Oz. Annas.

Balaghat .... 35 30 3 to 4

Bhandar^ .... 40 to 50 in each
band.

9 to 15 per year
per band.'

1
'

3 to 4 per faipily.

Bilaspur .... 20
1

2S 5

Chanda .... 30
1

(«) 6 to 8

Nagpur .... 25 to 40
1

(») 4 to 6

(a) No figuroB available.
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Washing for alluvial 'gold has been practised along the valley

KaBhnlr
Indus in the Baltistan and

Ladakh divisions of Jammu and Kashmir
State. In 1903, 106 oz. of gold were obtained from Ladakh. In

Eargil and Skardo, Baltistan, the washing of ancient gravel de-

posits has been carried out on quite an extensive scale, actual

mining operations having been undertaken to e xcavate the gold-

bearing bands in the old river terraces in the Dras valley. The
production of gold from Kashmir in 1904 was returned as 24 oz.

and in 1905 as 10 oz., and 4*8 oz. in 1906, and nil for the

two succeeding years. A small quantity of alluvial gold is said

to have been obtained by Tibetans from sub-recent gravels on the

Para river on the border between'* Rupshu and the Tibetan Pro-

vince of To-tzo.^

Gold-washing flourishes, also, in some of the Punjab rivers,

especially the Indus, and the production

for the quinquennium totals 1,094 oz.,

giving an average annual figure of 218 oz. In 1908 a prospecting

license for dredging over a length of 48 miles of the Indus, in

the Attock district of the Punjab and the Peshawar and Hazara
districts of the North-West Frontier Province, was granted to

Lieutenant M. Snee, who has, it is understood, given an option

i»ver his concession to the Kashmir Mineral Company, Ltd.

In the United Provinces the industry was ' reported in 1904

,
as emplojnng about 100 workers in the

45, Bijnor dWriet, «.d
smaller numbers in Garhwal and Naini Tal. The tota’ reported

production during the quinquennium is 34 oz.

Punjab.

United Pmylncea.

Graphite.

Graphite occurs in small quantities in various parts of India

—

» . . in the so-called khondalite series of rocks
•ccnrreice.

Vizagapatam hill-tracts and adjoin-

ing Chhattisgarh Feudatory States, in a corresponding series of

rocks in Coorg, in the Godavari district of the Madras Presidency,

and in the Ruby Mines district in Upper Burma ;
and in Travancore.

It has also been discovered recently in Sikkim, where a graphite

vein, averaging about 13 inches in thickness, has been found

1 H. H. HuydoQ, ”jirem. Gc<rf. Surv, Ind,, XXXVI, p. 102, (1904).

9
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during the prospecting operations conducted by Messrs. Burn k Co.

at about half a mile to the north of the road from Tsuntang

and Lachen. The quality of the mineral appears to b^ good, large

bulk samples having given a return of 93 per cent, of graphite.

Other veins of graphite arc Icnown to occur in the area, but have

not yet been examined in detail.^

The graphite deposits of Travancore occur under conditions

similar to those of Ceylon, which is but a continuation of the

charnockite series and associated rocks of South India. The Ceylon

graphite has been made the subject of an elaborate study by

E. Weinschenk, who regards it as of igneous origin," a conclusion

in agreement with its occurrence in South India." Small quan-

tities of graphite have been extracted in Godavari and Vizagapatam,

Prodactioa.
but practically the whole of the Indian

output comes from Travancore, where

13,414 tons of graphite, worth, on the average. £4*74, have been

mined during the period covered by this Review
; for the detailed

figures of production see table 42. Of the world’s total production

of graphite ranging between 70,000 and 100,000 tons annually, about

one-third is obtained from Ceylon.

Table 42 .—Production of Graphite during the years 1904 to 1908,

1 According to a report by C. Wilkinson ; for permission to make use of
this we are indebted to Mr. A. Whyte of Raniganj.

2 Die Graphitlagerstatten der 1^1 Ceylon. Abhand., d. k. Bayer., Akad.,
1901, xxi, 279-335.

3 Holland The Gharnookite aeries, Jfem. Qedi. 8urv. Ind., XXVIII, 1900,

)26 ; and the Sivamalai series, Jfem. Qedl. 8urv. Ind.» XXX, 1901, 174,
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Iron.

Bengal is the only province in India in which iron-ore is mined

Production
smelting by European methods. Table

44 shows the annual production in this

province cluring the five years under review. On comparing this with

table 28 of the previous Review (jiage 52) it will be seen that the

niaxinuiin Output was reached in 1905 (98,‘59S tons). Since then

there lias been a decline to about G7.000 tons in 1907 and 1908,

with a corresponding decrease in the amount of pig-iron produced

at the Barakar Iron works (see iiage 102). The average value of

the ore produced in Bengal during the five years is 3- 26 shillings

per ton. The annual production from other provinces has averaged

4,755 tons. For the total production for each year see table 43.

Iron smelting was at one time a widespread industry in India,

and there is hardly a district away from

imertiin^iiidM^ry^^
** great alluvial tracts of the Indus.

Ganges, and Brahmaputra, in which slag-

heaj)S are not found. But the jnimitive iron-smelter finds no
difficulty in obtaining sufficient su])])lies of ore from deposits that no

Eurojiean iron-master would regard as worth his serious consideration.

Sometimes he will break up small friable bits of quartz-iion-ore schist,

concentrating the ore by winnowing the crushed materials in the

wind or by washing in a stream. Sometimes he is content with

ferruginous laterites, or even with the .small granules formed by
the cementation of the rusty cement ni ancient sandstones. In

ancient times the people of India seem to have acquired a fame

for metallurgical skill, and the re])utation of the famous wooiz

steel, which w’as certainly made in India long before the Christian

era, has probably contributed to the general impression that the

country is rich in iron-ore of a high-class type. It is true that

throughout the Peninsula, which is so largely occupied by ancient

crystalline rocks, quartz-hematite and quartz-magnetite schists are

very common in the Dharw*arian system, the system of rocks that

lithologically, as W'oll as in stratigraphical relationship, corresponds

approximately to the Low'er Huronian of America. But most

of these occurrences consist of quartz and iron-ore so intimately

blended that only a highly siliceous ore of a low grade can be

obtained without artificial concentration. These occurrences of

quartz-ii*on-ore schist are so common iu India that newly recorded

Ii2



Table

^.—QuatUUy

and

Value

of

Iron-ore

ratted

during

the

yean

1904

to

1908.

Total,

Metric

Tons

.

.

72,833

104,

9S«

I

02.933

r

9,829

73,457
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Table 44.

—

Iron-ore raised in Bengal during the years 1904 to 1908

I

1

! Totals fob Bengal.

Year.
|

i

'

1

1

Burd-
wan.

Singh-

blium.

Man-
bhum.

Sambal-
pur.

Hazari-
bagh. Qmo-

tity.
Valw.

Value
per ton.

1

1

•
Tons. Tons. Tons.

_

Tons. Tons. Ton. £

1904
.

1

00,085 5,030 .

.

.. 65,115 0,303 2'86

1905 . i

1

80,029 2,381
1

9,288 700 1

j

1

•• 95398 13,942 2*83

1900
.

;

1

60,991
;

7,503
1

10,932
1

i827
,1

86329 13,357 3-00

1007
.

j

44,488 ! 11,030 10,179
j

7(»0 5 66,414 12,040
i

1

3-03

1008 .

'

34,754 ' 18,007 12,709 802 3 67,175 13,782
j

4-10

Average .

1 1

57,270
1

1

1

9.it2t

1

607 5 7GSH0

i

j

i2.m

1

!
3-26

Note.—Ore raised in Burdwiin, Singbblium and Manbhum is for the Barakar Iron*
works. Tliat raisod in Samba!pur and Hazaribagh is smelted in native
furnaces.

instances are generally passed over as matters of very little im-

mediate economic interest. During the past four years, however,

distinct ore-bodies of considerable size and richness have been re-

cognised in the Central Provinces and in the Mourbhanj (Mayurbhanj)

State.

Earlier attempts to introduce European processes for the manu-
facture of pig-iron and steel, in India, have been such conspi-

cuous failures that there is naturally some hesitation in reposing

confidence in the project now launched by Messrs. Tata, Sons & Co.

About the earliest attempt to introduce European processes

was due to the enthusiasm of Mr. Josiaha^e to htrodiceEEivpe.. Marshall Heath of the Madras ttvil

nervicc, who, having resigned the service

of the East India Company, obtained the exclusive privilege of

manufacturing iron on a large scale in the Madras Presidency. In

1830, trial works were erected at Porto Novo in the South Arcot

district, and were maintained by subsequent financial assistance from

the East India Company. The business was taken over in 1833 by

the Porto Novo Steel and Iron Company, and additional works
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were started at Beypnr on the Malabar Coast. Various concessions

were granted to Mr. Heath and the succeeding Iron Company,

but in spite of these, the undertaking ])roved to be a failure. In

1853, a new Association, known as the East India Iron Company,

was started with the capital of £400,000. Tliis Company obtained

various concessions from Government, and erected two blast furnaces,

one in the South Arcot district and another on the (?auvery river,

in the Coimbatore district. These furnaces were stopped in 1858,

whilst operations at Porto Novo ceased in 1866, and at Beypur

in 1867. Other attempts to introduce Euro])ean ])roceBses have

b^en made in the Birbhum district of ('hota Nagpur and at Kala-

dhungi in Eumaon. But the only scheme wliich has jiroved to

be a financial success is that now in operation near Barakar in

Bengal. Even the Barakar Iron-works passed through various

vicissitudes of fortune, and showed no signs of financial success,

until they w’ere taken over by the juesent Managing Agents, Messrs.

Martin & Co.

The Barakar Iron-works were taken over by the ])re8ent CJom-

imnv in 1889 and completelv re-modelled.

Barakar. There are now three blast furnaces in

.
operation with an annual productive

Production of pis-iron. iuu^ x x • • i 4.

ca])acity of <5.000 tons of ])ig-iron, but

the output is restricted to very much less on account of the limited

demand for pig-iron. During the past five years the production

of pig has been as follow*s :

—

Tons.

The following are average analyses of the pig-iron }jroduced :

—

Graphitu; carijon

Combined
^Silicon

Phosphorus .

Manganese .

Sulphur
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The iron foundries now cover an area of 104,000 square feet,

and include pipe-foundries, sleeper and
* * chair foundries, as well as arrangements

for miscellaneous castings. During the past hve years the production

of castings has been as follows :

—

Tons.

19(U 14,882

1905 18,802

1906 11,764

1907 12,304

1908 11,595

The blowing engines include two Barclay, one Galloway of 750

H. P. and one Parson’s turbo of about the same horse-power.

The eWper heating stoves, ten in number, are 21 x 65 feet,

and foundations are ready for a fourth blast furnace designed for

ferro-manganese manufacture.

The coke used hitherto has been made mostly in open kilns,

and the ash-percentage, already high in

the coal, is correspondingly high in the

coke ; consequently, with the large proportion of flux required, the

furnaces show a comparatively Ioav productive capacity. It is

necessary also to keep the furnaces low on account of the inability

of the coke to maintain a heavy burden. The following is the

average analysis of the coke now used :

—

For cent.

Asli 26*69

Moisture • . 3*88

Carbon G9'43

The Company is now putting up a battery of 36 Simon-Carves

ovens for a production of 40,000 tons of coke per annum. It is

not intended at first to add the usual bye-product recovery plant

;

this will be, however, put up afterivards.

The coal supply is drawn partly from the Company’s collieries

near the works at Kendwa and Ramnagar
and partly from the associated Company
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owning collieries at Noonoodih in the Jherria field. The following

are average assays of the coal used :

—

— Nof/noodih. Ramnagar. K* ndwa.

Per ceit. Per cent Per cent.

Ash 1200 12-25 15-00

Volatile matter 20-50 20-52 20-15

Sulphur •.
.

1

0‘.5(» 0-53 0-55

Fixed carbon (by difference) *
. ! r>8’00

1

57-70

1

55-30

The limestone used as flux is obtained from the Viiidhyan beds

at Satna in the Rewa Stale, and gives

the following average analysis ;

—

Per cent.

Calcium carbonate . 90*02

Silica 0*25

Ferric oxide and alumina 1*10

Magnesium carbonate 1-8G

99*83

The site of the Barakar Iron-works was originally chosen on

Irofl ore
account of the proximity of both coal

and ore supplies. The outcrop of iron-

stone shales between the coal-bearing Barakar and Raniganj stages

stretches east and west from the works, and for many years the

clay ironstone nodules obtainable from this formation formed the

only supply of ore used in the blast furnaces.

The ore of this kind now obtained gives the following analysis :

—

Per rent.

Iron 43'43

Silica 16*44

Manganese 2*16

Phosphorus 0*86

Recently, magnetite and hematite have been obtained from the

Manbhum and Singhbhum districts.
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The average anal
3
rBiB of the Manbhum and Singhbhum ore is

given as follows :

—

Ter cent.

Iron 49'

Silica .......... 17'54

MaugancHo . . . . 0'24

Phosphorus ......... 0*13

The deposits at present being worked by the Bengal Iron and
Steel Cbmi)any in Singhbhum are situated

S b un ran ores.
^ short distance, southwards from Kali-

mati, Bengal-Nagpur Railway. But two deposits, reported to be

of very high grade and large size, have been located in the Saranda

forests of south-west Singhbhum. They are known as Notu Hill and

Buda Hill, and are, respectively, 12 miles east-south-east and 8

miles south-east, as the crow flies, of Manharjnir, Bengal-Nagpur

Railway. The ore of Notu Hill, consisting of hematite with some

limonitc, is said to average 6() to 64 ])er cent, of iron, and that

of Buda Hill, judging from surface samples, about 60 per cent,

of iron. The advisability of laying down a narrow gauge railway

to tap these deposits is under consideration.

The Kalimati ores may be divided into two groups separated

by the Dhoba range of hills : those near Turamdih, and those near

Hakigora. The Turamdih deposits are situated about 4 miles

southwards from the railw^ay and occur in the villages of Kudada,

Turamdih, and Talsa, in some foot-hills on the northern base

of the Dhoba range. The ‘ country ’ is a series of magnesian

schists, not yet studied closely in the laboratory, but in part con-

sisting of steatite. The iron-ore is magnetite, and occurs in five

ways :

—

(1) as scattered granuh^ in the magnesian schists ;

(2) as larger patches of irregular sha])e. in the schists
;

(3) as definite veins traversing the rocks in any direction

;

(4) as veins up to 3 feet thick of magnetite and quartz, with

secondary limonite and chert

;

(5) -as residual accumulations of granules and fragments of

magnetite in the overburden resulting from the weather-

ing and breaking down of the magnesian schists.

An attempt is being made to work the magnetite veins found

in situ, but the chief source of the ore won is the residual ac-

cumulatiouB. from which the ore is obtained by sifting and picking.
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The Hakigora deposits are situated at a distance of about 8
miles southwards from the railway and occur as a line of small
hillocks to the south of the Dhoba range. The ore occurs as the
banded hematite- and magnetite-quartzites so ty^ncal of the Dhar-
wars. Here also a little ore is won in situ, but the chief source
of the ore is in the detrital deiHisits formed by the breaking down
of these ferruginous quartzites. The following are the amounts
of ore won at these two areas in 1906 and 1907 :

—

— 1906.
I

1907.

Turamdih area
Hakigora area

.

•

.

Todk.
8.286
540

1

;

Tond.

1
9,731

1

1,3 ju

Totai. g.835 i 11,106

The following table shows the quantity of ore used during the

past five years :

—

Table 45.—Iron-ore used at the Baralnr Iron-works.

Yk\r. Stilt utr
Tons. TotUi.

1904 . 87.!»2:S SUJlVi
190.'i . . ‘o,*>4!i uum
1906 .

K9.40ti m,H40
1907 7<».t»07 7S,J40
1908 . - 72.051 73, JOT

The average number of persons employed daily at the Barakar
Iron-works, exclusive of labour employed

by contractors, is as follows :

—

Blast
furnacscH.

;
FciuiidrioH

land machine
' NhopH.

804 2,249
1,029 1.947
786 1.921

624 1 ,809
681 2,049

Ykar.
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Since the issue of the Keview for 1898-1903 an important move
towards the utilisation of our resources

The Tata Iroa and Steel iron-ore has occurred through the
ompany.

flotation of the Tata Iron and Steel

Company,, which was registered on the 26th August 1907, with a

nominal capital of Rs. 2,31,75,000 (£1,545,000). The Company holds

concessions for iron-ore in the Mourbhanj (Mayurbhanj) State of

Orissa, near Dhullec, 38 miles south of Rajnandgaon in the Raipur

district of the ('entral Provinces and smaller deposits in the Drug
district. It also possesses a manganese-ore property near Ramrama
in the Balaghat district, Central Provinces, as well as deposits of

limestone near Katni, dolomite in •Cliota Nagpur, and coal in the

Jherria field.

A site for the works has been secured in the Singhbhum district

to the north of Kalimati Railway Station, 153 miles from Calcutta,

and at the junction of the Khorkai and Subarnarekha river, from

which it is proposed to draw the water renuired for the works

and the new town. The site has already been cleared, arrange-

ments made for the water-supply, for the construction of a cooling

tank of 2f)5 acres, and of the branch railway reciuired to connect

the works with the main line of the Bengal-Nagpur Railway.

It is ])roposed to coniimmce with two Idast furnaces for an

annual production of about 120,900 tons of ])ig-iron, and steel

furnaces f(»r an output of about 70,000 tons, mainly in the first

instance of rails and l)eani8.

The Bengal-Nagpur Railway Comi>any, u4th the sanction of the

Government of India, lias agreed to construct the line from the

works to the ore-fields in Mourbhanj. a distance of under 40 miles,

and the Government have agreed to jmrchase at import prices

20.000 tons of steel rails annually for ten years, on the understand-

ing that the recognised B])ecification is comjdied with.

The ])reliniinary ojierations which led to the formation of this

Comjiiny were inaugurated by the late Mr. ,1. N. Tata, and were

carried on by his successors in the. firm of Messrs. Tata, Pons & Co.,

Ltd., Bombay. According to the prospectus, the vendors receive

the exiienses of their preliminary o])eration6, amoiuiting to Rs.

5.25.000 (£35,000), plus Rs. 15,00,000 (£100,000) in ordinary shares,

the cash iiaid for expenses being re-invested in shares plus an

additional sum of Rs. 4,75,000 (£31,666). Messrs, Tata, Sons & Co.

also become the Managing Agents of the new Company for the
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first period of eighteen years on consideration of a remuneration of

5 per cent, on the ^annual net profits, with a minimum remuner-

ation of Bs. 50,000 (£3,333), commencing only from the 1st July

1910.

Although the Tata Iron and Steel Oompany possesses slightly

of Moiirliliiiiil State
purer ore-bo^es in the Baipur

district, it is intended in the first in-

stance to work the deposits in Mourbhanj, which are nearer a

site that is otherwise suitable on account of the required water-

supply, proximity to - the subsidiary requirements in coal and
limestone, and its situation within striking distance of the largest

market for finished products. •

The occurrence of valuable iron-ore deposits in Mourbhanj was
first noticed by P. N. Bose,^ who mentioned the following occur-

rences :

—

(a) Bamanghati sub-division

—

(1) Gurumaishini Hill, over an area of 8 square miles.

(2) Near Bandgaon in Saranda-pir.

(3) Sulaipat-Badampahar range from Kondadera to Jaidhanposi,

a distance of some 12 miles. .

(6) Panchpir sub-division

—

At several places from Kamdabedi and Kantikna to Thakur-

munda, a distance of 25 miles.

(c) Mourbhanj proper

—

Simlipahar range, and the sub-montane tract to the east

(Gurguria, Kendua, and Baldia).

• Subsequently, on the possibility of these ores being suitable for

the proposed iron and steel works, they were re-examined by Messrs.

C. P. Perin and (\ M. Weld, who arranged for detailed prospecting

operations after securing x^^specting rights from His Highness the

Maharajah. A subsequent examination of the ground by Mr. W.
Selkirk having demonstrated the existence of sufiicient ore to

warrant operations on a large scale, a lease was granted to the

Company over 20 square miles on a royalty-scale that will work

out to an average of 2'625d. per ton for the first thirty years and

5d. per ton for the next following thirty years, on an annual output

of 200,000 tons of ore.

1 Bee. Oed. Surv. Ind., XXXI. p. 1S8, (1904).
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Recent prospecting operations have determined the existence of

over a dozen considerable deposits of high-grade ore in the more
accessible parts of the State (S3e hg. 10). Of these deposits three,

namely, Gurumaishini, Okampad (Sulaipat), and Badampahar, so far

overshadow the others that reference will be made in detail to

them alone. The chief yoini of interest in connection with the

smaller deposits is that in every case the nature or type of

occurrence is practically identical with the great deposits, they being

miniature reproductions as it were of the latter. As the main
work of the prospectors has been devoted to the first necessary

problem of determining the superficial disposition of the richer ore-

bodies, very little has been done *o far in the way of studying

the geological relations and genesis of the ores.^

Scale ;—1 inch ~ 16 miles.

Fig. lO.^lMap showing position of the Mourbhanj iron-ore deposits.

The ore-deposits have all been found to take the form of roughly

enticular leads or bodies of hematite, with small proportions of

1 We aro indebted to Mr. C. M. Wold for the observations summarised below.
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magnetite, in close association with granite on the one hand and

gianulitic rocks on the other. These latter have been noted in

the field as charnockites, the term being employed, rather loosely

no doubt, but probably in the main correctly, to cover tyi)eB of

pretty widely varving acidity. In still more intimate association

with the ores than either of the foregoing were found masses of

dense quartz rocks, frequently banded, and banded ((Uartz-iron-ore

rocks. These last are of the types so commonly associated with

Indian iron-ores, but are here not so prominent as is usually the

case. Lastly, there exists a net-w^ork of basic dykes certainly
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cutting the granite and apparently cutting the iron-ores and
charnockitc.

In a vcr3" broad general way the impression so far received

has been that the ore-bodies occur at or near the contacts between
the grcRiite masses and the charnockites. This impression is preg-

nant with* suggestion, but needs a great deal of verification. The
relative age of the granite and charnockitc has not as yet been

determined.

The Gurumaishini hill-mass, with its three prominent peaks,

^ ,
the highest rising to an elevation of

0,000 feet above the sea-level, and its

numerous fianks and spurs, forms* a conspicuous feature in the

topography of the northern part of the State. The enormous bodies

of iron-ore offered at this point and their accessible position have

combined to make it the first point of attack. The ore deposits

of Gurumaishini occur in three parallel and separate leads (see fig. 11),

which are 7,000. 5.500, and 3,000 feet respectively in length, and

vary in width from 300 up to 700 or more feet. Further, there

are three large, isolated, iirrcgularly-shaped masses, the 3,000-foot

peak itself being one of these. The vertical difference in level

between the lowest and highest crops of ore is practically 2,000

feet.

The quantity of ore is certainly very great, the superficial area

occupied by it amounting roughly to ten million square feet. It

is too early to put forward any formal estimate of tonnage, how-

ever, as we are able to judge of the depth of the ore only from

the vertical differences in elevation of the various outcrops. In

addition to this ore in place there are large blankets of rich ore-

‘ float ’ extending over some 750 to 800 acres.

The quality of the ore is best indicated by quoting the follow-

ing analyses of samples taken in the course of the several

examinations to which the deposits have been subjected :

—

Average of eleven saniple8, both solid

and ' float ’ ore ....
Average of twenty Mimples of * float. ' ore

Average of tsn samplen of solid ore «

1

Inm.

1

Phos-

1

phoruH.
1

Sulphur Silic*a.

Per cent

.

Pit mil.
1
Per eonl.

1

Pit cent

.

til -So
j

0-130 0'03ti 4 08
ti] '4ii ! 0‘04S

1
1

tP03t> 3*34

14:13
!

0 075
1

0 021 114
I
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A number of these samples was put through a complete

analysis, thereby proving the absence of titanium, chromium, zinc,

nickel and cobalt (except in one case where 0-090 per cent, was found),

copper, lead, and baryta ; and the presence of arsenic in traces

only (in one case up to 0-008 per cent.). •

The Gurunudshini ore will be mined by open cuts, the breasts

advandng along the ridges in terraces or benches, with gravity

inclines to lower the product to the bottom of the hill, where it

will meet the broad gauge railway. A large proportion of the

first few years" despatches will be ‘ float "-ore, gathered up at

a very minimum of expense. The day when ore below drainage

will have to be drawn upon is .very far distant.

The Okampad ore deposit is situated just west of the Khor-

kai river, where the latter breaks
^ ^ ‘ through the Sulaipat-Badampahar range.

Okampad is a conspicuous peak, only slightly lower than the Sulaipat

peak (2,535 feet elevation) which lies one mile to the south-west

of the former. Gurumaishini lies 12 miles to the north-north-east.

A representative sample of the ore gave on partial analysis :

—

Fe, 63-11; P, 0-029; S, nil; Ti, nil, per cent.

A 13 to 15-mile extension of the Gurumaishini Railway will

tap the Okampad deposit when the time comes for its development.

The ore-body occurs as a single great lens, exhibiting at one

point a scarp about 300 feet lugh, and covering a superficial area

of some 300,000 or more square feet in plan. There are, besides,

two smaller outliers, and about 165 acres of ‘ rich float ’-ore. The

immediate assodates of the ore are banded quartz-iron-ore rock

and a dense blackish quartdte, the latter especially abundant

;

all these are completely enclosed in what has been referred to in

the fidd notes as trap. The low-lying country to the north-west

is occupied by granite.

Four samples of Okampad ore, taken at two different times

and by two different observers, gqye the following average analysis :

—

Fe, 67-65; SiO^, 1-58; P; O’ 043; S, 0-012 percent.

The last of the three major deposits occupies the Badampahar peak

13) Badsassisr
(2,706 feet elevation), in the Sulaipat-

Badampahar range, 8| miles south-west

from Okampad. Here again, as at Okampad, a single great lens

of ore, roughly figured to be 3,000 feet long by 500 feet broad,

with many smaller outliers, occupies the crest of the range, masses
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of rich float extending for many hundreds of feet downwards. Six

hundred vertical feet were measured from the lowest observed massive

outcrop to the liighest. The immediate associates * of the ore were
seen to be banded quartzites and quartz-iron-ore rocks, with abundant
rather basic holocrystallinc rocks, this time recorded in the field

notes as a variety of charnockite. The lower ground to the north-

west was again seen to be completely occupied by granite.

The occurrence of valuable iron-ores in the Baipur district

was not appreciated before. Mr. P. N.

referred to the chief

deposits in a })aper published in the

Records, Geological Survey of India, Vol. XX, page 1G7, 1887.

The district having been explored again on behalf of Messrs. Tata

Sons & Co. by Mr. C. M. Weld, a large area in the Dondi-

Lohara Zamindari^ ni the western jiart of the district was taken

up under prospecting license for detailed examination. The iron-

ores, oil account of their resistance to weathering agents, stand up

as conspicuous hillocks in the general pepeplain. The most striking

of these is the ridge whA;h includes the Dhullee (Dhalli) and Rajhara

hills, extending for some 20 miles in a zigzag, almost continuous

line and rising to heights of sometimes 400 feet above the general

level of the flat country around. The iron-ores are associated

with phyllites and are often of the usual type of banded quartz-

iron-ore schists characteristic of the Dliarwar system. But in

places thick masses, apparently lenticular in shaj)e, are formed of

comparatively pure b.ematite, and one of these in the Rajhara hills

lias been subjected to very careful examination by diamond drill-

ing. The Rajhara mass was carefully sampled across the surface

at each point selected for a drill hole and the cores obtained were

also analysed in lengths rejiresenting successive depths of 10 feet

each from the surface, giving altogether 64 samples which were

assayed for iron, phosjihorus, sulphur, silica and manganese. The

average results obtained for the surface samples were as follows :

—

Fe, GG'SS
;

P, 0-058
; S, 0- 108 ; SiO^, 1 -44

;
Mn, 0* 151 per cent.;

while for the cores the averages were:—Fe, 68- 5G; P, 0-064; S,

0-071; SiOg, 0-71; Mn, 0-175 per cent.

In this mass the prospecting operations thus proved the

existence of million tons of oie carrying about 67-5 per cent.

1 This portion of the Baipur district lias been included in the new district

of Drug formed in 190G.
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of iron and a phosphorus content only slightly below the Bessemer

limit. The quantity estimated is that which may be regarded

as ore in sight, while almost certainly much larger quantities may
be obtained by continuation of the ore-bodies beyond their proved

depth. There are other large bodies of ore in this area which

have not been examined in the same detail. These masses of

hematite include small quantities of magnetite, but separate

determinations of the iron in the ferric state have not* been made
in order to determine the relative proportions of the two minerals.

Id addition to the results of prospecting operations conducted

. . . ...
for the Tata Iron and Steel Company
m Mourbhan] and the Central Pro-

vinces, valuable information has been collected by Mr. E. P-h

Martin and Professor H. Louis in the Jubbulpore district. Pros-

pecting operations conducted in this area on behalf of the Right

Hon’ble Sir E. Cassel showed that while iron-ore is widely dis-

tributed and the formations in which it occurs are prominent in

the district, there are no rich ore-bodies of large size that could

be relied on for an output necessary to maintain an important

industry, and most of the- ore; being in the form of soft micaceous

hematite, would be physically unfit in its natural condition for use

in a blast furnace. Generally, also, the ores in this district contain

a proportion of phosphorus too high for acid Bessemer steel.

The following analyses, extracted from Messrs. Martin and Louis*

report (Agricultural Ledger^ Calcutta, 1904, No. 3), give an idea

of the nature of the ore in the principal occurrences in the

Jubbulpore district :

—

Moist ure.

]. Agaria Lateritic

cap oovering most of the •

hill. 3 sam^eB. <

Soft micaoeouB hematitio
i

BchiBtB. Ore-layers only.*

2 BampleB. '

II. Agiria ridge. Bed of

hematite 4 to 6 feet thiok,

dipplag 60^

III. Javii. Soft, banded
hematite-quartz Bchists.

Picked BsmpleR.
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Noftr Sihora siliceous browu hematites were found poorer in iron

but physically more suitable for the blast fuma<5e, and in this area

there occur patches of nianganiferous iron-ore.^ - The following

analyses wore obtained from samples obtained at Mansakra (Silondi)

near Sihpra :

—

— Fe. Mn. S 1O2 . R. P. liloisture.

Wider hnild 5215 o*:io 14*70 0*022 0*385 0*10

Xarrower band 4405 0*28 14*.")5 0*027 0*352 0*27

.Manga nifcrons iron -ore 24*45 21*47
j

10* (iO 0022 0*103 0*80

Mysore State has long had a reputation for possessing unlimited

supplies of very high-grade iron-ore,

a reputation baaed partly on the

evidence of a once widespread native iron-smelting industry and

partly on the reports of observers who have met with numerous

large outcrops of highly, ferruginous-looking material. But detailed

evidence as to the extent and value of the ore-bodies from a

commercial point of view is still in a preliminary stage, and

is somewhat conflicting. According to notes kindly furnished by

Dr. W. F. Smeeth, State Geologist for Mysore, two areas have

boon examined more carefully during the past two years by

officers .of the Mysore Geological Department ; one of these is in

the neighbourhood of Malvalli near the Cauvery Jails in the Mysore

district, and the other is the Bababudan Hi'ls in the Kadur dis-

trict. Near Malval'i are several runs of quartzose rock containing

magnetite. A lafge sample obtained by deepening a number of

old workings on two beds of ore, each about 10 to 15 feet thick

and steeply inclined, was subjected to magnetic concentration with

analysis of the concentrates.. From the experiments Dr. Smeeth

deduces that largo quantities of ore, say, a million tons, and

probably several times this amount, could be obtained, yielding 1

ton of, concentrates, containing 65 per cent, of iron, for each two

tons of qre, at a cost of about 10s. per ton of concentrates.

1 cy. P. R. Mallot, ifer. OftJ, fiurr. Ind., X VJ, pp. 101-103, (188.3).

'L. L. I^mor, Ttm». Min. CnJ, hint, Ind,, T, |*. IM), (l!HI(i). iiimI J/cm. (7<o/.

Sm,. M., XXXVri. |>)i. KU, 815, 821-823. (HMK)).

i2
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The Bababudan Hills form a liorso-shoe, with the mouth point-

ed towards the west, the total length round the main chain of hills

being about 40 mi^es. Ijarge qi:antities of iroii-oio crop out

throughout the wliolo length of this range ot hills, and numerous

samples taken from the escarpments gave averages of r»2 to 42 per

cent, of iron. An area of {) to 10 square miles in the neighbourhood

of Kalhottigiri on the eastern end of the chain of hills was examined

more closely. Over the whole of this area iron-ore exists practic-

ally at the surface, with a thin cover of soil and grass over the

greater portion. The ore exposed is of fairly high grade, compo’sed

chiefly of hen\atite with some liinonite ; but. in places, with bands

of quartz and containing inagnfttite. Pros])ectiiig pits were dug at

various points and the samples obtained analysed. The surface ore

is apparently better thaii that occurring at greater deptlis
; and as

a result of his exam.mation. Dr. Sineeth concludes that, out of the

9 or 10 square miles examined. 3 square miles are occupied by good

ore. Assuming that the surface ore extends to a depth of at least

10 feet, as seems to be the case, the am.ount cf ore available

over this area to this depth is about 83,000,000 tons. The outer

crusts, some 3 or 4 feet thick on the average, would yield some

25,000,000 tons of ore containing between 60 and 65 per cent, of

iron, and the remaining 6 or 7 feet some 60,000,000 tons of ore

containing 55 to 58 per cent, of iron with about 8 per cent,

of combined witer. The quality of the ore is undoubtedly very

good
;
phosphorus is somewhat high, varying from 0*044 to 0*105

per cent.
;
but this slight excess of phosphorus over that pennissible

for first class Besseropr ore would create no difficulty in an electric

smelting process such as is under consideration. Dr. Smeeth

estimates a cost of Is. 6(/. to 2«. per ton for the ore delivered

at works situated at the mines or the foot of the hills.

• The indigenous methods of smelting iron have been frequently de-

. ^
scribed for various districts in India,

The naflre sncltias iodosiry. , r i. • xi. iand no new features in the methods

have recently been noticed. The industry still persists in a few

districts of Bengal, for instance, in the Santal Parganas, Mongh}rr,

Sambalpur, and Orissa ;
in the Kumaon hills ; in Mysore ;

the

districts of Malabar, Salem, and Trichinopoly ot Madras; in

Hyderabad and in several States in Central India and Rajputana.

The industry shows signs of greater activity in the ’Central Pro-

vinces than elsewhere.
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111 ilic Central Provinces tlie native smelting industry has been

carried on duiiiig tlie five? years in no less

TJ;*
“-"ve •mellteg Industry in than 10 districts, one of which, Sainbalpiu-,

nc®*-
transferred to Bengal in 1905. The

average number of fuiiiaces at work duiing the jieriod was 435,

the most iiii portant disfcriets being Jubbuljiore, Jlaijmr, and Mandla,

as v\ill be seen from table 46. The cjuantity of iron ]>roduced

in these furnaces during the same period is shown in table 46 A, the

average annual jnoduction being 557 tons for the entire jirovince.

This gives an average of the small ijuantity of 1 *:j8 ton of iron

smelted jiei furn iei* pei* year. The production jier furnace per finiium

ill th(^ Jubbulpore district is much* higher tlian this, namely 3-75

tons of iron, over half the total jiroductioii of iron being re-

turned from this district. At one locality, Ghogra, in this district,

m.anganiferous iron-oii is smelled with i>roduetion of a steely iron

known as kheri}

• Taule 4().---Nwhbvr of Iron-Umdimj furnttces at ivork in the Central

Provinces during the period 1904-08,

1$N14 li)05 1900

18 21 10

!»8 129 71

40 r>l (i.j

8 • 3

41 14 9

8 9 7

08 49 173

154 {u) («)

41

441 276 379

(f/) Transferred to Bengal.
1 Mem. tl. S. I., XXXVIJ, II. 590.

District.

haiigor

.rubbiileore ....
Maiidlii .....
Narsinglipiir . . . .

('handa . . • •

Bal<i;;1iai .....
Raipur

Sambalpur ....
Drug

Bilaspur

TOTAL

1907 1908

17 13

47 38

70 58

4 0

11 5

G 3

245 231

(«) (fl)

51 58

•• 214

451 626
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Table 46 A—Quantity of Iron-ore snveUed and Iron produced in the

Centnd Provinces during the period 1901-08,

Iron-ore occurs at numerous places along the outer Himalaya,

the rocks being similar lithologically to
s—mni induitry in

^Qj^e of the Dliarwars of Peninsular

India. Owing to the abuiidance of

timber and, until recently, the absence of railway transport by which

cheap foreign iron and steel have been distributed, tlie hhar^ or

dgaria as the native smelter is sometimes called, flourished to a

later date than 'in the more accessible parts of the Peninsula,

and the industry of iron-smelting still persists in a languishing

condition. The necessity of curtailing the indiscriminate cutting

of forests, the readiness with w'hich a large variety of foreign

implements can be obtained in the bazars, and the higher wages

obtainable on account of the general progress of the countr}' have

all combined to encourage the lohar to leave his ancestral calling

for other industries, although a few workers stili occupy their

leisure during slack seasons in smelting, and the native-made

product is preferred to foreign iron when it can be obtained

readily.

In the higher parts of the Garhwal district the fuel used is the

charcoal of the buran^ (rhododendron) and ayas (oak), while the

chir tree (one of the pine family) is used in the lower hills. The

simple bloomeries ’’ used are not unlike those generally used on

the plainB. The purified wrought iron obtained from about one

maund (82 lbs.) or ore weighs only about 10 lbs., which, when made

up into rough implements like hoes, liammers, and crowbars, sells

at about Rs. 3-12 (fis.), and to produce this amount labour and
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charcoal (1^ maunds) to the coat of Bs. 2-2 (2ff. lOd.) are required.

The hluiTH of Grarhwal are regarded as belonging to a higher of

the low caste doms. They regard as the founder of their caste

one Kaliya loha/r^ who is supposed to have supplied the Pandvas
with their fighting weapons, and he is now propitiated before each

smelting operation with an offer of five pieces of charcoal.

Except for the pig-iron produced at Barakar (which amounted
to 41,919. tons a year during the

past .five years), practically all the

iron and steel used in India is imported
;
for the steel furnaces

in the Government Ordnance Factories and in the East Indian Rail-

way works at Jamalpur are supplied mostly with scrap steel and
imported pig, while the iron produced by indigenous methods

amounts to only about 1,000 tons a year. The imports of pig-iron

averaged 30,974 tons a year during the past five years (1904-05

to 1908-09). The requirements of the country in iron and steel

are indicated by the import returns summarised in table 47. From
this it will be seen that the total value of the unfinished

and finished iron and ; steel products imported into India has

increased from £12,883,879 in 1904 to £22,084,677 in 1908, an

increase of 71 per cent, in four years, the average value for the

period being £16,910,432. More than half of the increase is due

to the increased imports of railway plant and rolling stock, this

item accounting for 27-5 per cent, of the total value in 1904 and

38-5 per cent, in 1908.

Table il Imports into India of Irm mud Steel Materials during the

years 1904 to 1908.

— . 1004.
1

1005.

£ £

Cutlery aud haidwarc 1,801,520 1,766,118

Machinery and mill'

work . 2,025,260 3,177,623

Ballway plant and
rolling atock 3,540,020 4,571,313

Iron ban, pig-iron,

etc. 2,808,807 2,287,365

steel ban. abeeta,

hcama, etc. . 1,700,173 2,000,606

1900. 1007.
I

1908. Average^

£ £ £ £

1,048.439 2,284,873 2.279,854 2,016,163

3,965,381. 4,378.060
^
4,780,485 3,845,:43

5.511,043 5.780,086 8,406,408 5,583,554

2,845,404 3.434.645 3.352.063 2,945,855

2,400,387 3.113,36] 3,174,067 2,519,317

TOTAl^ I2,IU.879 22,M4.477
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The mineral jadeite, like the true jade (nephrite) with which it

is often confused, is especially prized

^ hy the Chinese, and the quarrying of

the mineral forms quite an important industry in Upper Burma.

Some of the mineral raised passes by the overland « route into

South-West China (Yunnan), but most of it finds its way down to

Rangoon, whence it is exported to the Straits Settlements and

China. Table 48 shows the extent of this export trade. From
this it will be seen that the average annual export during the

period under review was .‘1,911 t;wts., as compared with an

average figure of 3,470 cwts. for*the period of the previous review.

The prices paid for rough stone vary too much to permit of

an average figure being given, but the

export values declared give an idea

of the value of the stone
;

from table 48 it is seen that the

value so determined has averaged £17*68 per cwt. during the

five years under review, showing a considerable increase as

compared with the average value for the previous six years,

namely, £11 *45 per cwt.

Table 48 .—Exports of Jadestone from Burma for the years 1003’04 to

1907-08. {a)

Yeab. Weight. Value.
• Viiluo ]H*r

ewt

( 'W l.s. r i:

1903-04 2.77.-i r,%Jis 21-41

19J4-05 4.130 5Lr»h^ 12-40

1905-06 2.693 59,137
1

22-80

1906-07 3,H52 1 62,195 ! 16-14

j

1907-08 4.001
'

74,402
1

18-59

1

1

Average 3,470 61.353
i

17-68

(d) Overhnd trade and cxporls vid Kunguon combinocL
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Amongst prehistoric relics found in various parts of the world, both

^ ^ nephrite and jadeite implements and oma-
ments ar» widely distributed, and an

admiration for the beauty of the stone, descended from a belief

in its magical properties, maintains the value of the mineral in

the eyes' of the Chinese, who are the chief buyers, and to whom
the different varieties of both minerals, and possibly seme others,

are known under the generic name Yu~esh. The softer, serpen-

tiiious mineral bowenite passes on the North-West Frontier

under the name of Sang-i^yeshm

.

and though its characters are un-

mistakably distinct from those^ of nephrite and jadeite, it is

evidently regarded as a poor variety of jade.

Two distinct minerals are included in the term jadestone or

jade, namely, the true jade or nephiite^

which is a silicate of calcipm and

magnesium Ca0.3Mg0‘.4Si0.j, and a member of the amphibole

group; and jadeite, which is a p^Toxene of the composition

Na.j0.Al.j0.,.48i0.j (silicate of sodium and aluminium). They
are very similar in colour and other physical })roperties, but jadeite

is slightly the harder and considerably heavier of the two, and is

more fusible. They are prized equally by the Chinese. No jade

(nephrite) of the kind that would be regarded as a marketable

mineral is known in Lidia. But a mineral, having the essential

composition and approaching coarse jade in physical characters, is

known in South Mirzapur.^ True jade, however, has been largely

„ , , worked in the Karakash valley in
Mode of occurrence.

cj rr , . r x - pSouth 1 iirkestan for many centuries.*

The only jadestone of commercial value found in the Indian Em-
pire is the jadeite found in the basin of the Uru river, e tributary

of the Chindwin, in the Mogamig sub-division of the Myitkyina

district, Upper Burma. Jadeite is now worked at three localities

—

Mamon, Hweka, and Tawmaw (25° 44'
;

96° 14'). At Mamon
the jadeite is found in the form of boulders in the alluvial deposits

of the Uru river, and also in the bed of the river itself, kt Hweka
the mineral is found in the form of boulders in a conglomerate of

Tertiary age. But the most interesting of the three occurrences is

at Tawmaw. Dr. A. W. G.Bleeck ^ describes the jadeite of Tawmaw

1 F. R. Mullet, Jtfc. (Uo\ Sim\ Ind., V, p. 22, (1872).

2 Of. ])ii])erR qiiotecl by A'allet in Maniml, (Jcol. of liul.. Part IV, p. S.'i. (1887).

^ ** Jadeito in tho Kacliin HilH*’ Rcc. G^eof. Surv. Ind.. XXXVI, pp. 254-2059 (1008).
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as oocuEiing in a jmetamorphoiied igneous dyke intruded into ser-

pentine. He concludes that the jadeite is the result of the meta-

morphism of an albite-nephelipe rock originally forming the dyke.

The change would be represented chemically as follows :

—

' NfAlSiO^ (Nephelme) +NaAlSi,Og (Albite)=2NaA18i,0, (2*Jadeite).

Under certain conditions of crjrstallisation nepheline-albite rook

mig^t be formed, while under conditions of high pressure, during con-

solidation or after, jadeite, which has a much lovrer molecular volume,

would be produced, the residual molecule forming albite or nephe-

line, according to which molecule was in excess in the original

magma. (The albite molecule wag the one in excess
; for this mineral

oocnr< in a mixed zone of albite and jadeite on each edge of the

dyke.) The serpentines form a long ridge flanked on either side

by sauBsuritic gabbros, saussuritic glaucophane-schuts, and chlorite-

schists. These rocks are traversed by granits and veins of quartz:

all the rocks- are regard^ as genetically related and as the results

of the differentiation of the same magma, which gave rise succes-

sively to the peridotites, gabbros, nepheline-albite (jadeite) rock,

and the siliceous end-products—^granite and quartz.

Jadeite has also been found in the Mawlu township of the

Katha district.

The following notes on the history of the jadeite industry are

. . .. taken from a copy of the chapter on
IIM«7 Ihejs tine.

jade-mining industry prepared for

the Myitkyina District Gazetteer by Hr. W. A. Hertz, and

kindly supplied by the .Government of Burma. This in its turn

is largfdy based oiv a report by Mr. Warry of the Chinese Con-

sular Service and is so interesting that a perusal of the full chapter

when the Gazetteer is published will well repay the reader for the

rimft spent. In the foUovnng paragraphs the term jvtde is used in

its generic sense, refeiring in the case of Biuma to jadeite.

to Mt. Wsoy, jade-stone or nephrite has been known

in fSiina from a period of high antiquity. It was found m Khotan

and other parts of Central Asia, the most valued variety being the

costly milk-white kind held in high esteem as symholiesl of

purity in private and oflitial life. The discovery that green jade

(jadeite) of fine quality occurs in Northern Burma was made

accidentally by a small- Tunnanese trader in the thirteenth century,
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who, to balance the load on his mule, picked up a piece of stone,

which was later found to be jade of great value. .For some centuries

small pieces of stone found their way across the frontier, but it

was not until 1784, after protracted hostilities between Burma
and China, that a regular trade was opened between the two coun-

tries, and then the Chinese %oon discovered the position of the jade-

producing district. At the beginning of the nineteenth century the

Burmese kings seem to have become aware of the importance of

the jade trade and the revenue it might yield, and in 1806 a

Burmese Collectorate was established at the site, of what is now the

town of Mogaung, which became the head of the jade trade in

Burma. The Kachins, in whose ^country the jade deposits are situ-

ated. and who were regarded as the absolute owners of all the jade

produced, brought the mineral to Mogaung. where it was sold to

the Chinese. When it was ready to leave Mogaung an ad valorem

duty of 33J per cent, was levied and a permit issued. Payments

were made in bar silver—at first fairly pure, but later on debased

with lead (rupees did not come into general use until 1874).

The period of greaU^st prosperity of the jade trade was 1831-

1840, during which time at least 800 Chinese and 600 Shans were

annually engaged in business and labour at the mines. All the

stone went by one of several routes to Yunnan-fu, then the great

emporium of the jade trade, where Cantonese merchants bought

the rough stone and carried it to Canton to be cut and polished.

In 1841 war broke out between Great Britain and China and the

hostilities at ('aliton aoon affected the jade trade, so that the Can-

tonese merchants ceased to go to Yuunan-fii to buy stone. Stocks

accumulated and Yunnan traders ceased visiting the mines. The

trade passed through various vicissitudes, but it was not until 1861

that it really improved again. From, that date, when the first

Cantonese merchant arrived in- Mandalay and made a fortune by

buying up all the old stocks of jade, till now, the bulk of the stone

has been carried by sea to Canton. During the ensuing years, the

jade dues were sometimes collected in the orthodox way—by the

Collector at Mogaung—^whilst in other years the tax was farmed

out ;
but the King of Burma, dissatisfied with the revenue thus

obtained from jade, tried in some years to purchase all the material

himself direct from the Kacliins at the mines. In such years the

Kachins, preferring the former revenue methods, curtailed the out-

put and produced pieces of inferior quality only. The revenue
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accruing to the King from the jade dues varied from Us. 10,000 per

annum to Rs. 50^00, being least when the King tried to. purchase

the jade himself. With the British occupation of Upper Burma
the tax was farmed out to Leonpin, who made himself so unpopular

by his methods of collecting the tax that he was murdered at

Mogaung. T\\g first British visit to the mines was made in 1888

by Major Adamson with a column of British troojjs. The tax of

33J per cent, on output is still farmed out by (jovernment on

triennial leases. It is collected at Mogaung in the case of stone

transported on mules via Kamaing, and at Kindat in the case of

stone transported on bamboo rafts down the Uyu and (liindwin.

The amounts realised on account of this farm during the j)eriod

under review are shown below :

—

1903-

04

1904-

05 .

. ^
Rs. 50,400 pCT aiiiiuiu.

1905-06

1906-07

. ^
Rs. 70.800 per aDiiuin.1907-08

1908-09

The farm includes also the right to collect the royalty on amber

at 5 per cent, ad valorem in the Myitkyina and Upper Chindwin

districts.

In addition to the export duties collected by Government,

various dues are levied at the mines by the Sawbwa of Kansi, who

is the headman of the jade tract.

The actual work of quarrying is carried out by the Kacliins

during the dry months of the year. At Tawmaw, where the

jadeite-iock occurring in ^itu is quarried, considerable difficulty is

experienced in extracting the tough rock, and it is found necessary

to resort to splitting by fire, it is said to the detriment of the

stone. The use of explosives is, however, being adopted.

' Magnesite.

The * Chalk Hills ’ lying between the town of Salem and the

Sales district.

Shevaroy Hills in South India were

loosely so named because of the

general effect of the network of white magnesite veins, which are

prominent over an area of about 4| square miles. The occurrence
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was well known early in the last century, when Mr. J. M.

Heath, then ‘ Commercial Resident ’ (C’ollector) at Salem on behalf

of tlie East India Comi)aiiy, was such an energetic pros])cctor. The
area was dtscribed by \V. King and R. R. Foote in 1864,^ and

the origin of the magnesite by alteration of dunite (olivine-rock)

was firtit noticed in J892.'*

A more com})lete account of the area with map and photographs

was ])iiblished in 189(5 by i\ S. Middlemiss,^ w’ho drew special attention

to the large cjuantities of mineral easily obtainable.

Attention was directed to the place again by Mr. H. 6. Turner,

and through his enlerjmse the Magnesite Syndicate was formed to

develop tin* mineral. A j)aper hy Mr. H. H. Rains recently pub-

lished^ demonstrates the high quality of the material obtainable,

the magnesite containing 9(5-97 ])er cent, of magnesium caibonate

in ordinary, and 99 ])er cent, in picked, sampUs. The follow-

ing analyses have b(»en made on fair sam))les :

—

JUoiiiil.

i

] )<l JUS.

PattuLsoii

(cargo

sHmjtle).

1

L
Fergut'On.

1

J.

1

2,

Silica r.-22 0*29 117 I te31
1

1-70

Iron oxido
Alumina

•

1
irso teti.'i 014 if

{

0-40

(CIO

O-fio

010
MangancM* oxide 0-20 0'(M> .

,

Lim“ : AV 083 e-7s
j

i
,

,

Magnesium oxido 47 -ar. 4ti-4> 4<)-28
1 nT'Uit ' Q7'4

(Wbon dioxide ri-44 Titl 7

1

r,niu J
Sfl 4

Water . 0-27 0 Mi 1 :;o 0 <;o ,
Traces

Sulphurie acid . .
.

1

.

.

0(13
i

Phospborir nci«l . . . ' troi ••

TOTAL 99-58 99-26 99-87 10006(0) ms (a)

Magnesium earbonaie

i

. 9S'19
!

97 Vi S63I 97 -so
I

97-40

(a) Tnrludiiig 0'8o calcium onrbniintc.

1 Mem. Gefil. Surv. Ind., IV, pp. 312-3i7.

2 T. H. Holland, iJer. (7coZ. Surv. Ind., XXV, p. U4 footnote.

3 Bee. G(ol Surv. Ind.. XXTX, p. 31.

4 ‘ The Indian Magnesite Industry ’. Jnurn. Soc. Chrm. Indushy. XXVTII, p. 503,

(
1000).
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The magnesite is calcined on the spot to produce (a) lightly

calcined or Caustic magnesia, obtained at a temperature of about

800 C., and (&) dead-burnt, sintered or slnwik magnesia, obtained

by calcinatitm at about 1,700°C. The following analyses, given by
Mr. Dains, represent the two products as obtained in gas-fired

kilns :

—

— Canatio Magnesia.
Dead-burnt
Magnesia.

Loss oi^igiiition 1-82 2-31 0-34

Silica
*

.. 4-38

Insoluble residue ri3 0 61 .

.

Ferric oxide and alumina ....
•

0(0 0-44 1*12

Lime . - . • 1-00 1-0.3 1-04

Magnesia 03-^0 00*10 03-12

TOTAL 100*44

1

100-42

j

100*00

Experiments made on a considerable scale on behalf of Mr.

H. G. Turner^ showed that when highly heated in an electric fur-

nace the Sdem magnesite yields a hard dense cr}rstalline mass of

the greatest refractory quality.

Magnesite has been largely used as a source of carbonic acid,

.. ^ obtamed either by the use of acid

or by calcination. As a source of

cafbonic acid it is superior 'to ordinary limestone on account of

the greater value of the residue and because of the circumstance

that its carbonic acid is given off at a much lower temperature

in the process of calcination. According to 0. Brill,* who, how-

ever, experimented with artificial and pure materials, magnesium

carbonate begins to give off its' carbon dioxide at about 237°C.

and loses the whole of its gas below red heat at a temperature of

about 610°C., wUle calcium carbonate requires a temperature of

826°C. for complete dissociation.

1 Jimr. lT€m.-8kd Inst., No. 1 of 1004, pp. 400-400.

0 Ziiivhr. fUr anarg. Chim,, XLV, pirt 3, pp. 276-202, (1005).
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The rapid development of the manganese-quarrying industry of

li^dia referred to in the Review for 1898-

190o has continued at a greatly increased

pace during the succeeding five years, so that India now contests

with Russia for the first place amongst the world’s producers of

manganese-ore. The zenith was reached in 1007 with an output of

902,291 tons, the year 1008 witnessing a set-back, owing to the

general commercial depression and fall in' the demand for .steel. The

cause of the very large increase in the Indian manganese-ore produc-

tion for^the years 1005, lOOG, and 1907, was partly the great activity in

the steel trade of the world, and to a smaller extent the political

disturbances in the Caucasus, owing to which buyers who once

satisfied their wants from the Caucasus were compelled to have

recourse to India. The ores found in the Caucasus are soft and

friable, and are worked by a large number of small workers, who
do not trouble to clean their ores to a uniform standard. Moreover,

the railway freights arc very high, whilst rolling stock is said to be

inadequate. The consequence is that iron masters have found it

dangerous to rely too much on the Caucasus for their supplies,

and prefer the Indian ore, which is not only more suitable for

the blast furnaces, on account of its hard lump form, but is also

selected with care by the manganese companies so that the ore* ex-

ported is of a moderately uniform quality. Hence much of the

demand for Indian ore created by the political troubles in the

Caucasus is likely to be of a permanent nature. The depression

that has come over the Indian manganese industry during 1908

effects the Caucasus also, and is due to a lessened demand for

manganese-ore by the steel trade, and not to Russia having recap-

tured any of its lost custom. This lessened demand was not accom-

panied by a commensurately smaller production, and the consequence

is that there are now large stocks of manganese-oie lying at the

mines. The effect of this has been the closing down of a large

number of the Indian mines during 1909, only the large mines near

the railways . being still worked. Towards the end of this year,

however, the price of manganese has shown a tendency to ris6 ;
but

the depression is likely to continue until the revival in the steel

trade leads to markedly increased demand for manganese-ore, and

even then, the actual work of quarrying cannot be expected to
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regain its former magnitude un£il the accumulated stocks of ore

have been disposed of. See also table 50 and figure 12.

The efiect that market prices have on production can be to some
extent gauged by comparing the prices

I
* paid per unit for manganese-ore delivered

at United Kingdom ports during the quinquennium, as shown in

table 50 (from the Mining Journal) vrith the figures of production for

the same period shown in table 51 on page 132.

TAnriE 50 .—Variation in the Price d>f Manganese-ore^ r,i.f., at United

Kingdom Ports.

First-gr\de Second-grade
I

Third-grade
ORE. ORE. ORE.

Dxte.
*

150 per cent. Mil. 47-50 per cent.
' and upwards. Mn.

. 40-47 per cent,

,

Mn.

Ptnce per unit. Pemie per unit.
j

Pence per unit.

January 190-1. . . . 9—9v 8—9 ! 6-8
1

July 1904 9—9^ 8—9 6 -8

January 1905. 8i—91 7 2—8_' 6—8

July 1905 9—10 8—9 ' 6-8

January 1906. 11—12 9—10\ 7—9

July 1906 13—14 11—13
1

9—11

January 1907. 15—16 14-15 13-i4

July 1907 14V-15 13i—14 12—13

January 1908. lOi 91
1

July 1908 9* S
n
•

January 1909. 7i

July 1909 9
1

8
1 . . :

7

January 1910. • 9i 91
i

9



Fig. 12.—Variation in the Prices Sf Manganese-ore at United Kingdom
Ports since 1890.

The great activity of the Indian manganese industry during 1905

CoapaBtei farmed.

to work this mineral.

to 1907 led to the formation of a con-

siderable number of limited companies

In the period covered by the earlier review, only

one limited company was at work—theVizianagram Mining Company ;

the two other principal workers being the Central Provinces Pros-

pecting Syndicate and Jambon & Co. During the period now under

review the following limited companies have been formed, in addition

to numerous small syndicates :

—

Bombay—
1. The Shivrajpur Syndicate.

2. The Bamankua Manganese Company.

Central Provinces—
1 . The Central India Mining Company.
2. The Indian Manganese Company.
.3. The Central Provinces Prospecting Syndicate.

Madras—
1. The General Sandur Mining (Company.

2. The Bobbin Mining Company.

Mysore—
1. The Mysore Manganese Company, converted into

The New Mysore Manganese Company and absorbed

by:

—

The Workington Iron Company in 1909.

2. The Peninsular Minerals Company of Mysore.

3. The Shimoga Manganese Company.
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Table 51 .—Production of Manganese-ore in India for the five years

1904 to cpntinued.

M VDI’.AS Mysore.

Totals f01

whole of

lodla.

Tctala ior
vhoU of

India.
Ysar.

BpU-
arv.

8niidur
Vizuga-
pataiii.

Total.
C'hital-

drtig.
ShiningA.

Tnin-
kur Total.

Ton®. Ton!>. Tcius. Tons. Tons. Ton-. Tons. Tons. Statote

Tons.

Metric
Tong.

1904 53,602 53.492 •“ .. .. 150,190 J5S.001

1905 1,2»0 63,789 44.999 .. . .. 247.427 2u0,i 65

1906 .. :V,2U« lll^riOl 114.710 712 4«>,T7 i 1,^27 44 312 571.495

1907 3,2‘j6 23,o:,0 13C‘,10» 142.455 3,125 67,«in v;,«M»i 113,307 902.291 076,770

1908 94,676 118.099 3,74."i :»7,696 7,1K! 48.424 474,315 C5J,25’ii

TOTAL . 8.236D m 19:1 ,560m S.oSJySSS

Provinaal
Averagea •• mj€9m 4Sfi49 O09J4S

ProdictlOD of forcifn countrici.

The growth of the Indian manganese industry during the past

five years, and its importance as com-

pared with that of other countries, can be

seen from table 52, in which are shown the output figures for

the twelve leading countries. The figures have been obtained from

various . sources.

From this tabic it will be seen that the three leading countries

producing manganese-ore are Brazil, India and Bussia. Whilst the

Brazilian production has remained fairly constant at about 200,000

metric tons annually during this period, the Indian and Russian out-

puts have increased enormously
; that of India from 152,601 metric

tons in 1904 to a maximum of 916,770 metric tons in 1907 ; and

that of Russia from 416,137 metric tons in 1904 to a maximum of

979,554 metric tons in 1906. In 1907 the Indian production ap-

proached that of Russia very closely. In 1908 the Russian produc-

tion fell to 300,000 metric tons, so that India, with an output of

685,135 metric tons, definitely assumed in this year the position so

long held by Russia as the leading producer of manganese-ore (see
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Fiq. 13.—Producttott of MaiitjaHCst-orc tn Ikt: four
leading countrim since 1890.

iig. 13). In both countrieB

there was, by the end of

1908, a large accumulation

of stocks due to the exports

during previous years falling

short of the production*

But this accumulation of

stocks is on a much larger

scale in Russia than in India.

In table 53 similar

figures are given for the out-

Production put of mangani-

ferouB iron-ores,

dre. According to

the practice by which all

ores containing less than 40

per cent, manganese are

(‘lassified as manganiferous

iron-ores rather than as

manganese-ore, a certain,

very small, proportion of

the Indian production

should be classed under

this lieading. Of the ores

mined in the United States,

by far the larger proportion

is very low in manganese

(1 to 8 per cent.).

For comparison with the

annual figures of produc-

tion of man-
Exports.

ganese-ore in

India, the export figures

during the years 1904-05 to

1908-09 are given below

stated separately for each

port ;

—
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()

Figures

not

available.
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Table 53.— WorWs Production of Mawjaniferous Iron-ores from 1904 to

1908.

(In Metric Tons.)

• Year. Germany.
(o)

Greece. Italy.
United
States.

1904 52,886

' •

239,635 Ntl 389,390

nK)5 51,463

1

89.087 Nil 781,592

.

52,485
•

96,382 20,500 1,058,018

1907 . . . . •
.

73,105* 92,970 18.874 1,243,483

1908 .... 67.603 ih) (b) 639,096

\a) Includes ascertain amount of true manganese-ore.

(6) Figures not available.

Table ^\.—Eximts of Indian Manyanesc-orc from April Ist, 1904, to

March 31st, 1909.

(Statute Tons.)

Vizaga-
patam.

Bombay.
1

Calcutta.
j

1

Morimigao.
1

1

Yearly
total.

1904-05 . .

*
. 52,025

11

121,015
1

j

7.<M»5

!

1

180,946

1906-06 .... 1

64,275 230.050 , 1C,360 0.560
1

326.244-

1900-U7 .... 106,535
,

350,543 35,915 61.199

1

1

554,192

1907-08 .... 121,7.35

1

^

384,115 42.579

1

99,962 648,382

10084)0 .... 76.150

j

336,896
1

24,967 69 820 507,833(0)

(a) 14 cwts. returned as exported from Burma refenvd I'eully to wolfram
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. From table 55, giving the total Indian production and exports

for the years 1892 to 1903 and 1904 to 1908, it will be seen that

hy the end of 1908 there was an accumulation in India of over

300,000 tons of stocks, as compared with a very small amount of

stoi^ks accumulated at the end of the previous five years. Even

300,000 tons, however, is a small amount compared with the stocks,

said to be 750,000 to 800,000 tons, of manganese-ore accumulated

in the Caucasus
;
but a large proportion of the Caucasian stocks

is said to be of very poor quality.

Table 55 .—Comparison of Indian MangoMSc-ore Production with

Exports.

(Statute Tons.)

Excess nt

Pfbiod.
Ore

pi-oduced.

Ore
exported.

production
over

ezporla.

1892 to 1003 . 929,145

1892-93 to 1903-04 916,386 12,750

1901 to 1908 . , , . : 2,542,482

1904-05 to 1908-09 • . 2,217,536 324,880

TOTAL 3,471,627 3,U3t962 337,645

The distribution of the manganese-ores exported from India

amongst foreign countries is shown in
JUMMSm et lidisii BUiaim

5g_ three great steel-produmng

countries—England, Germany, and the

United States—^take a lai^e proportion of the Indian ‘manganese-orc

;

the exports to Holland and ^Igium shown in the table were in

part for transmission to Germany, whilst the consignmenta sent to

Egypt were booked to Port Said to await delivery at ports further

west.
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Table 56.—Distribution of export^ Indian Manganese-ore for the years

1901-05 to 1908-09. («)

(Statute Tons.)

Ylau.

1 1

"
lluiU'd
£uig-

1

doiii.

1

Btl-
glUIil.

Fi'ttuce.

1

1

1

1

Gor-
1

many. '

Hol-
land.

Egypt. ! United
,
States.

1

! mi
Total

recoided
export
for the
year.

1904-05 . 64,705 25,015
:

10,800

i

ri,:400
,

1

10,750 1 64.375 180,945

1005-UU . 127,856J 54,101 29,401 2 c\\ ts. 2,400

•

3,000
{

06,835 10 cwts.
Austria-
Hiingaiy
2,200.

316,694

1006-07 . 210,607 96,581 1

1

33,48 :» 2,000
1
139,320

1

Austria*
Hunsar^'
1 cwt.

493.993

1007-08 . 178,348 137,099 51,880 552
*

26,252 153,380 .. 548.420

1008-00 . 151,274 90,344 53,652 164 13,900 115,730 Italy 3,050 438.014

TOTAL .

1

741,7901
j

1

415.040 179,227 716 49,852 14,650 569.640
1

i

I
i.n7.N6

(a) Excluded exports vtd Mormuguu.

Ill Vizagapatam and Mysore an adequate supply of labour seems

to be easily obtainable, but in the Central

Provinces, Central India, the Sandur

Hills, and other jiarts. labour has frequently to be imported. To
reheve themselves of unnecessary trouble and responsibiHtv the

mine managers find it preferable to work through contractors, paying

them at a given rate per 1,000 cubic feet of stacked and cleaned

ore, and for dead-work at a given rate per 1,000 cubic feet of

cavity made in the (juarry in the case of soft ‘ deads, ’ or per 1,000

cubic feet of waste measured in tubs or stacks in the case of hard
‘ deads.’ The daily rates paid to the coolies by the contractors

vary between the following limits in different jiarts of India :

—

Men
Women
Children

Annas.

to 7

1! to 4

1 to 3

The average daily number of workers during the past five years is

shown in table 57.
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TabIe 57.

—

DaUy Number of Worker» employed at the Ma/nganese Quarries

from i904 to 1908.

Yfan. Bengal. Bombay.
Central
India.

Central

Pro. 1

vinoee.
|

Madras.
(r)

Mysore.
[
TOTAL.

1904 • 125 400(6)

;

2,010 ; 1,980 4,515

1005 • 48 876
;

2.rm 2,058 4,148

1

1000 («) 271 h334 5,154 : 0,168 1,815 ]4,742(d)

1907 • 900(c) 1,198 2,211
'

9,233
'

'9,651 1.84P 25,433

1008 • fiOO(r) 1,231 1,000 12,284
.

7,114 2,650 25,179 (/)

Average 360 575 1,164 6 249 5,514 ' 1,261 15,123

(a) Figuros not available.

(5) Estimated.

(e) Roughly 300 poisons employed daily in Singhbhum, and 000 in Oangpur
during the parts of the year when work proceed.

(d) Ezolusive of Singhbhum.

(s) Vizagapatam and Sandur, with Bellary in 1907.

(/) The inerease in the figures for the Central Proviiieeii is due to the inolusion

of 3,142 workers in mines not under Mines Act, not obtained in provious years.

The totals in table 37 are in many cases defective, hence, in

order to permit of the comparison of the manganese with the coal

industry as regards labour, the figures appertaining only to those

mines that come under the Mines Act, 1901, are gvien in table 58.

From these figures it is seen that the average number of persons

employed daily on the manganese mines under the Act has been

11,135, as compared with an average annual output of 383,279 tons

of ore. The number of tons of ore won per person employed has

averaged 34, as compared with nearly three times this amount in the

case of coal (see table 29). The death-rate has been ,0*34 as com-

pared with 0*96 in the case of coal
; whilst, curiously enough, the

number of deaths per million tons won has been almost identical

in the two cases, namely, 10*1 for manganese and 10*2 for coal.
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Table 58.

—

Labour Statistics for Manganese Mines under the Mims Act,

1901.

Yeak.
1

Average
number of

persons
employed

daily.

Production.

!

. Output iier

1

bead.

1

Number of

deaths.

(Tons.)
1

(Tons.)

1904 . . . • • 4,115 138,733 ! 33-7
1

i

1905 . . 5,122 204,194 39*9 3

1906 . 11,275
1

436,422 1
38-7 6

1907 . . 18,751 1 642,082 34*2 4

1908 . . 16,416 404,942
1

301 5

TOTAL 55,677 1,916,373 1

1

19

Avera/g( 11,135 3S3,275 34-4 3-8

The chief items in the cost of placing manganese-ore on the

^ , , , , ^ ^ markets in EuTO})e and America are the
Cost of mlnloff and transport. r n •

followinff :

—

1. Cost of mining (labour, tools, plant, establishment).

2. Cost of transport to the railway.

3. Cost of transport to the port, of sliipment.

4. Cost of handling at the port of shipment.

5. Cost of shipping to Europe or America.

6. Destination charges.

Each of these six items—the first five of which vary according

to the situation of the deposit—has been considered in detail in

Memoirs^ Geol. Sun\ Ind.. XXXVII, C'hapter XXITI, to which the

reader is referred. In table 59 below, however, an abstract is given

showing the average cost of delivering, c.i.f. at English and

continental ports, ore derived from five . of the producing areas,

namely, the Central Provinces, Jhabua in Central India, Sandur

and Vizagapatam in Madras, and Mysore. The figures of most

importance are those relating to Central Provinces ore exported

vi& Bombay. For not only did about two-thirds of the Indian

manganese-ore exports for 1906 pass through this port, but 85 per
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cent, of this amount was derived from the Central Provinces, from
which about 60 per cent, of the Indian production now cemes.

These figures are also the most accurate. It will be seen that the

cost of exporting Central Provinces ore viu Calcutta is considerably

higher than for Bombay. This is due to heavier transport charges,

owing partly to the longer railway lead to Calcutta than to Bombay,
and partly to the unfavourable situation, with regard to the rail-

ways, of the deposits the output of which goes to Calcutta. No
details are available concerning the ore exported from the Panch
Mahals district, Boihbay

;
but it .is probable that this ore costs,

delivered f-o-h- at Bombay, about the same as. or a little more than,

that of Jhabua.

Table 59 .—Average Cost of Indian Manganese-ore delivered c.i.f. at

English and Continental Ports.

Area from which derived.
Vort from
which

exported.

Average
cost per toil.

Conlral Frovinoes . Bombay
Rs.
26

A.

14

Ditto Calcutta 31 10

Jhabua, Ceatral India Bombay 22 3

Vizagapatam, Madras Vizagapatam 23 7

Sandur, Madras Mormugao 23 7

Mysore Do. 29

In the same Memoir some detailed figures are given of the costa

of delivering Brazilian and Russian ores i.i.f. hi London. The total

costs are compared with those for Indian ore in table. 60. From
this it will be seen that with low rates of exchange the BrazHiau

ores can compete on equal terms with those of India and Russia,

but with bigb rates of exchange Brazilian ores are at a considerable

disadvantage. Comparing the Indian and Russian ores it is seen

that the Yizagapatam ores cost less to deliver in London than the

ores of the Central Provinces and Russia, and that the two latter

cost about the same. Assuming the foregoing figures to represent
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Table 60.—Comparison of Cost of deliveriiuj Brazilian, Russian, and-

Indian Manganese-ore c.ij. at London.

Brazil (Minen tioraes).

(o)

Russia (CaiicaMis). India.

A.

At 1,000

milreis« -

7 annas.

1 . . . _

At 1,000

milreiH—
1 4 annas.

.

According
to

Demaret(?0
(1905).

According
to Drake(r)

(1808).

Central
{

ProvineeR •

vi6 Bom-
bay.

Vizaga-
patam.

1

Rs. A. 1*. Rs. \. r. Ry. \. p. Rs. \. p. Rs. \. r. Rr. \. p.

Pii])eps 22 15 11
j

35 !t 10 2(i 0 0
•

20 (i 0 27 4 0 23 11 0

i ft. d. 1mm £ ft. d. £ 8. d.

Sterling 1 10 S m 1 10 2 1 10 4 1 11 7

Trice per uuit at

which the ore

would be sold

at no profit

or loHb.

7-36fL ll‘4d.

•

S-Sd. 9-4d. 87f/.
•

8*2d.

(a) AtterDenia ret, Annal .s d>s mnif'* dr Bdgtqtn, X, p. 843, (100.“i).

{b) Loc. eit., p. 880. ^

(f) Tran'f. Am. Jnsf. Min. Engf., XXVIII, p. 207, (1898).

the average cost fairly, and assuming all the ores to be first-grade,

containing 50 per cent, manganese, except the Vizagapatam ore

'which is assumed to average 4-6 per cent. Mn and fetch second-

grade prices, then the figures given in the last line in table 60 show

the price per unit at which the ore would be sold at neither profit

nor loss. Since the Russian and Indian ores make up a very large

proportion of the world’s total production, it follows from these

figures that the price per unit of first-grade ore can never fall below

about 8^ to 9 pence without automatically so restricting produc-

tion and export of ore as quickly to send the price back to this

level. This is well seen by studying the prices prevailing during

1908 and 1900. By the close of 1908 the price of first-grade ore

had fallen to 9^d. ;
and mining of manganese-ore was in conse-

quence enormously diminished. At the beginning of March 1909 the
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piice declmed farther to 9 pence per unit. By October the effects

of the increasing activity in the steel-trade and the lessened sup-

plies of manganese-ore were felt and the price rose again to 9^.,
with an upward tendency for the lower grade ores also.

- In British India the royalty leviable

on the base metaL^is

—

*2^ per cent, on the gale value at thepit’smouth or on the sarfaee, of the*

drooned ore or metal, oomrertible at the option of the lessee to an equivalent

charge per ton to be fixed annually for a term.’

Since it is inconvenient and very difficult to assess the royalties

separately for each deposit and producer, it is customary in each

area to assume average figures for the composition of the ore and

for the costs of mining, transport, etc., and to apply them* without

distinction to all cases. Table 61 shows the royalties leviable in the

Central Provinces according to the market price of first-grade ore.

Similar tables could easily be constructed for other areas. In

applying them the average price for a period of a year should be

used.

Table 61.

—

Royalties, in Annas per Ton, leviable on Central Provinces

Manganese-ore at per cent, on Pit's MouOs Value.

1 2 3 4

Value of 50 per cent. Pit’s mouth value Royalty leviable

Price per unit of first- ore deliver^ c.t./. (figures in column at2i percent.

grade ore. at English and 2 minus Rs. 24). (given to nearest

Continental Ports. (o) half anna).

Pence. Hs. r. Bs. A. r. Anwu.

R cc 1 0 0
0 1 2S 2 0 4 2 0 1 li

10 31 4 0 7 4 0 3

11 34 6 0 10 6 0 4

12 37 8 0 13 R 0 5i
•13 40 10 0 IB 10 0 61

14 43 12 0 1» 12 0 8

15 46 14 0 22 14 0 0
16 50 0 0 26 0 0 10*
17 53 2 0 29 2 0 m
18 GO 4 0 32 4 0 13

(a) ABSumed average coat oE removing the ore from the pit’s mouth and delivering

it e.t./. at the port of destination.
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In the Native States a fixed royalty irrespective of price is

usuaUy arranged 'when a prospecting license or mining lease is

granted. The rates prevailing in certain States are as follows :

—

Table 62.—Royalty, in annas per ton, levied in certain Native States

and’Zamindari lands.

' Anfuis.

Jhabua State, Central India 4

Mysore State . . . . . . .6 + 2^ per cent, on

profits over 10 per

cent, of capital.

Sandur State, Madras ...... 6

The Viziiinagram Snmastlianum, Madras ... 4

From table TjO and the diagram (fig.l2) on page 131, it will

Valuation of nangancae-orea.
be seen that the price per unit of

manganese, and consequently the price

per ton of manganese-ore obtained on its delivery c.i./. at the port

of destination, is subject to great variations. The prices given

in the table are for 'thcs three grades into which manganese-ores

are, for commercial purposes, classified :

—

Isi grade .

2nd „ .

3rd „ ?

oO per cent. Mn. and upwards.

47-50 per cent. Mn.

40-47 per cent. Mn.

As an example of the way iu which the schedule of prices is

applied we can take the case of a 52 per cent, ore from the Central

Provinces in January 1907. The average price at this time was

15| pence per unit. The price then paid per ton for this ore

would he shillings and 2 pence per ton= £3-7-2.

The prices quoted in the Mining Journal, and given in table 49,

apply of course to ore delivered in the United Kingdom ; and for

this scale to be applicable it was formerly necessary^ that the ore

should .not contain more than 10 per cent, of silica and O’lO per

cent, of phosphorus.

In the United States the schedule of prices is fixed by

the Carnegie Steel Company and the
ScMsie of tte Csnc|le Steel

jjjjjjQjg Steel Company. According to

the schedule given m the * Mineral

Industry ’ for 1905, published in 1906, the ore must not contain

more than 0*1 per cent, of phosphorus, nor over 8 per cent, of silica ;
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deductions are made from tlic price of tlie ore of 15c. per ton for

each 1 per cent, of silica in excess of 8 per cent, and of Ic. per

unit of manganese for each 0*02 per cent, of phosphorus in excess

of 0*1 per cent. The price per unit of manganese given in this

publication is as follows ;

—

Over 40 per rent, of Mn 28 cents.

4(5—49 per cent, of Mn 27 „

43—46 per cent, of Mn 2G „

40—43 per cent, of Mn 25 „

Ore containing less than 40 per, cent, of manganese, or phosphorus,

or silica in excess of the above limits, is sometimes subject to accept-

ance or refusal at the buyer’s option. An additional price per

unit of iron present in the ore is sometimes paid by the steel-

makers ; but the practice as regards this constituent varies. Settle-

ments are based on the anal}’sis of samples dried at 212° F., the

moisture being deducted from the weight of the ore. In the

‘ Mineral Industry ’ for 1903, issued in 1904,* where the price per

unit of manganese for ores containing over 49 per cent, of this

constituent is given as 25c., the price paid by the Carnegie Steel

Company for each unit of iron is given as 5c.

Owing, however, to the rise in prices during lfH)6,' and the great

difficulties steel-makers arc said to have encountered during this

year in obtaining the full amounts of ore required, there has been

a tendency for a slackening in the stringency of the requirements

of the steel-makers, especially as regards manganese and ])hos-

phoruB contents. It is probable that a considerable proportion of

Reqslreincnts made lest striofcot

during 1906.

these restrictions are not always closely

connected with any metallurgical difficul-

ties in the treatment of the ores, but

with the desire of the steel-makers to obtain their supplies of

manganese-ore at as favourable a pric# as possible, and to be able

to cut down the prices paid whenever possible by levying fines for the

presence of a small percentage of a given constituent in excess of

what is stated in their schedule of prices. That this is probably

the true interpretation of the situation is shown by the fact that

during 1906, under the influence of the great demand for Indian

ores, it seems to have been possible to find a market for almost every

variety of ore that could be obtained, except the very siliceous ones,
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There has for some years been a steady demand for the ores of Visa-

gapatam, ranging in phosphorus from 0*25 to 0*45 per cent., and for

the Jhabua ores averaging 0*20 per cent, of phosphorus. During

1905 and 1906 a market was also found for Vizagapatam ores

containing between 30 and 40 per cent, of manganese
;
and during

1907 some .of the ores from Shimoga in Mysore, for which a

market was found, ran as low as 30 per cent, in manganese. The
constituent that seems to be of much more importance than the phos-

phorus as a deleterious constituent is the silica, and we have not

heard of any contracts made for the supply of Indian manganese-ores

containing over 10 per cent, of this constituent.

According to John Birkinbine,^* the requirements of the Carnegie

Steel Company and the Illinois Steel . Company Were made less

stringent in a schedule issued in December 1905. The permissible

phosphorus limits were raised to 0*25 per cent, and the silica limits

left at 8 per cent. The deductions to be made were 15 cents per

ton of ore for each 1 per cent, in excess of 8 per cent, of silica,

and 2 cents per uaiit of manganese for each 0*02 per cent, or

fraction thereof in excels of 0*25 per cent, of phosphorus. Ores

containing less than 40 ])er cent, manganese or more than 12 per

cent, silica or 0*27 per cent, phosphorus to be subject to acceptance

or refusal at the buyer’s option. The price per unit of manganese

is 2 cents higher all round than in the schedule given on page

144, and price per. unit of iron 6 cents instead of 5. This

schedule was in force till July 1st, 1908, when, owing to the fall in

prices, it was withdrawn.

The prices noticed above are these relating to manganese-ores

^ - intended for use in the iron and steel
Vataation for chemical purposcf. ...

. industry. For ores suited for use in the

chemical industries as oxidising agents much higher prices are often

obtained. For chemical purposes it is not the percentage of manganese

that is of importance, but ihe percentage of oxygen liberated on

treating the ore with acid, i.e., the available oxjfgen. This is usually

expressed in terms of the percentage of manganese peroxide, MnO^.
Not only does the percentage of MnO^ affect the price, but also the

ease with which the oxygen is liberated. Further, impurities that

are soluble in acid and so cause an unnecessary consumption of it

1 'Mineral ReBources of the United States’ for 19(t). published in 190r>.
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are deleterious. The best minerals for these purposes are pyrolusite,

psilomelane, and hollandite. For the glass industry the ore must be as

free as possible from iron. The only Indian pyrolusite yet found

sufficiently pure for the glass industry is that of Pali in the Nagpur
district. A picked specimen of this giving 95*57 per cent.' MnO^
showed only 0*06 per cent. Fe^O,j. To show the high prices given

for ores sold for their percentage of peroxide, the following figures

are quoted from the Engineering and Mining Journal for August 3rfl,

1007, page 236 : they refer to errde powdered ore.

Table fill .—Prices of Manganeu'-nres sold for Peroxide.

Percentage of MnO^. Cent** |ier jxiiind. Ecjiiivalent Rlrrling jirirr ])er ton.

£. (/. i d

70-75 u-lt 5 IS K to 7 0 0

75 -85 P-2 7
0* 0 to 9 <• s

85 00- 1 ,-r» s y 4 to 2\\ 9 K

SK) -05 £30 r».K

The price is sometimes as high as 20r. per lb.

It is customary to divide the ores of iron and manganese into

iron-ores, manganiferons iron -ores, and

manganese-ores. The least percentage of

manganese in an iron-ore that is usually

paid for is said to be 5 per cent., and with less than 5 per cent, of

manganese it hardh*' seems necessary to prefix the adjective * mangani-

ferous.’ The . dividing line between manganiferons iron-ores and

manganese-ores was formerly taken at 44 per cent, manganese (= 70

per cent. MnO^). Later, ores with as little as 40 p^r cent, manganese

have been termed manganese-ores, and those below this limit

manganiferons iron-ores. According to this method one often sees an

ore referred to as manganiferons iron-ore that contains much more

manganese than iron. Such a difficulty can easily be avoided by

creating a class for ferruginous manganese-o'^es. Accordingly, in

Memoirs, Ged. Surv. Ind., XXXVII, page 500 (1909), the following
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classification has been proposed. It is applicable to all ores contain-

ing over 50 per cent, of Mn + Fe.

I

,
Mn per cei.t.

,
Fe f>er cent

[anganese-ores ........ 40—03 ()— 10

crrnginoiiH mnnganese-(»res ...... S.'i—.50 10—30

[angan ifcrons iron-ores....... .5—30 30- 0i>

on -ores ......... 0 .5 4.5—70

On pages 501 to 50!) of the work cited above a series of tables

Analyses of maosanese-ores.
of analyses of Indian ores will be found.

A good idea as to the quality of the

ores obtained in differenl ])arts of India can be gleaned from the

range and mean values of these analyses summarized in the two

tables (64 and 65).

For comparison with the figures given in table 64 we give

in table 66 figures, obtained fiom a

byboyer^^
reliable source, showing the range in the

composition of the ores that buyers

expect to obtain when contracting for the purchase of various Indian

ores. It will be seen that they agree very widl, with one or two

exceptions, with the figures given in table (>4. The most marked

exception is the Panch Mahals. The figures given in table 64 are

probably lower than would be obtained in practice, because the samples

were taken from the outcrop without any selection, such as would

naturally take place when the ores were worked. Some of these

samples are, moreover, probably from parts of the outcrop that it

has not been found profitable to work.

In order to .‘show the value of the Indian ores relative to those

of foreign countries two tables (67 and
Analyses of cargoes of Indian fjg) are given below showing the limits

MddlesboniHgb.^^
**”****" ** and averages, respectively, of a large

number of cargoes of manganese-ores and

manganiferous iron- ores landed during the years 1897—1906 at Middles-

borough. They represent not only Indian manganese-ores, but also the

L 2
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Table 66.—Mean of Analyses of Manganese-ores and Manganiferous
Iron-ores from the various Disti icis and Provinces of India—continued.

l»JlOVl*NtE. MADRAS. MYSORE.
- — .

1

1
SHIMOGA.

m a 2
Dlal'Klcr. UA^JAM. SANUllt. I \ i:^UAl*ATAM. Myson;

So
Maiigaiipsc Com-

pany. In
s&t

• CO

Sii|i|»Iifd hv \ t/.ui- KiTriiKiiioiih
• iiagrani Mining iiiauguiim‘-un'.

Jj'iTru-
t'onij>aii>

.

ClaN" fif iiir. ginoiis einoii.s glllOllS . Manga-
iiiMiiKa- iiiniiga- iiianga- iiew'

iirsi'-on

.

m w-orr. in SI -on*.

MaiigH-
I'Vrrii-

glllOllS Jliglii'r Loner

oa*.

lll•bl.•-o^c iiiangM- grade. grade.

*

lll'M'-UIt*.
•

>uiiilirr u* .iiial>hCft. J ti 12 H 7
. Halt the

'
liniit<*.

1)

i7*7r» 12*06 14 :n 7.> 4fl-7.j 27 lO'lO

iron .... n»*7o IJI.l 11*22 • iliiH 1.1*20 10*00 U 7*74

hiliua io*ari
;

(1-61 1*20 i*i.» .>’72(D J-77 4 *2*02

PheephoruE' . OVI O'UliO 0*27 o-.‘J2 0 .i.io u'u:u 0 u2;i 0*085

Moietun' 2'.ir» 1»*90 O'Uu 1

MaiigawM: i Iron . 48'Jl .|« 20
11

.'14*18

1

1 o.i 42 1

1
1

j«*hl .'*2 50*84

maiiganeBe-ures of the CaucaBus, RraziK and Chilo, and the iiiangaiii-

ferouB iron-ores of Greece and (via Carthagciia). From these

figures it will be ^een that the Indian ores contain less moisture

than those of the other countries. Some of the latter contain such

large (]uantities of moisture—Caucasus, 8-67 per cent. ;
Brazil. 11 ‘35

pel cent. ; and Spain, 8’ 44 per cent.—^that it is necessary to reduce the

analyses to their condition when dried at 100®C. before any fair com-

parison can be made. This has been done by assuming that the con-

stituents of the ores not given in the ‘ as received ’ columns would if

determined make the analyses add up exactly up to 100. From the

figures representing the dried ores it will be seen that the Indian

ores stand first as regards manganese contents, with Brazil a
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close second : as regards silicp, Brazil stands first, with India

second : as regards phosphorus, however, India stands last but one,

the only ores containing more phosphorus being those of Russia;

the Indian ores contain much less iron than the manganiferous

iron-ores of other countries ; but of the true manganese-ores they

contain the highest amounts of iron, in spite of the fact that they

also contain the highest amounts of manganese. The high iron

contents of the Indian ores may bo regarded as a point in their

favour, or otherwise, according to the use to wliich the ores are

to bo applkd. It is true that the high iron contents makes

it. more difficult to manufacture the very highest grades of ferro-

manganoso from the Indian orcs^ but, on the other hand, if the

very highest grades are not reciuired, then the iron is of consider-

able value. Both manganese and iron are of use in this case, and

the buyer obtains the following totals of Mn + Fe when he buys

the ores of the different countries :

—

Mu + Fc
Per cent.

India

Brazil

Russia

Chile

Crecec

Spain

5717 •

54 *
01)

50*41

48*40

47 -
1)1)

44*27

As regards phosphorus, the figures for the Indian ores are rather

misleading ;
for an examination of the analyses from which these

figures have been taken shows that the ores consist of two different

varieties. The majority of analyses are typical of the ores of the

Central Provinces, w-hilst four of them probably represent ores from

the Vizagapatam district. I have accordingly separated them into

two groups, of which the mean values are given in table 69.

From these figur|p it will be seen that the Central Provinces ores

average 0-096 per cent, and the Vizagapatam ores 0-291 per cent, in

phosphorus.

The^ valuation of the Indian manganese-ore production is a

.u . ^1
question of some interest. There are

ore prodoctloa. course several ways of stating the

value. Manganese-ore possesses one
value per ton as stacked at the pit’s mouth, another as delivered

* /.o.f. at the railhead, a third as delivered f.o,b. on board the ship
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Table 69.

—

Mean of Analyses of Indian Ores in Table 67 arranged

according to Probable Source

(Source of ore.

Number of oargoee.

Manganese

Iron ....
Silica ....
Phosphorus . . . .

Moisture . . . . .

CSentral Frovinoes. I

and poBsibl.T Jhabua; Vizagapatanu
and Panch Maha a |

51-31 45*95

o' o3 10-29

H13 3-10

(rCMHi 0-291

0-71 0-7(5

at the port of shipiueut, a fourth as delivered c.i.f. at the port of

destmation, and a fifth after it has been converted into ferro*

manganese. For example, with the priiv at fourteen pence per unit,

the average value of Central Provinces ore ma7 be taken as ;

—

Rs. A.

19 10 at the pit's mouth.

21 2 /.o.r.

30 12 /.O.6.

43 12 C.I./.

The question of values is discussed at leugth in Memoirs^ OeoL Surv, Ind.^

Vol. XXXVn, Chapter XXV, and it is there shown that to obtain

a true idea of the valpe of the industry to India the export or

f.o.b. vahieB must be considered. But 't is also pointed out that

the true value of the ore in the world’s, markets is the c,i.f. value.

The export values hitherto given have been obviously much too

low; they were based on figures supplied by the mine operators,

and represent, apparently, the cost of winnmg the ore and placiiig

it on .board a ship at the port, and not the true value of the ora,
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which is the foregoing figuio p2u« the profit. In the work already
cited the export values have been re-calculated from the beginning
of the industry. First the c.i.f. values per ton have been cal-

culated separately for each area, on the basis of the average mar-
ket price per unit of manganese-ore during the year, and an assumed
average cbmposition of the ores. From these c.i.j. values, the f.o.h.

values are obtained by deducting Rs. 14 from the value per
ton. The f.o.h. value per ton is then multiplied by the actual'

production for the year. The figures thus calculated for the years
1904 to 1908 are given in table TQ.

Usually the amounts of ore won and exported are not very
different ; but during some yearsf such as 1907 and 1908, the
amounts of ore won exceed greatly the amounts of ore exported and
the totals obtained as above are considerably more than the total

values actually obtained by the mining community. As figures for

the amounts of ore exported are not obtainable in detail . province

by province the totals may be adjusted for these years by valuing

the exports for tfie calendar years ending 31st December at the aver-

^ vdue per ton derived from the total production. Treated in

this way the total values for 1907 and 1908 become

—

« .

1004 142,443

1900 202,690

1900 »74,499

1907 1,361.990

1008 517.106

and these figures have been used in the table of total values (table 1,

page 9).^

But it must be remembered that stocks of ore left on the mines
will be exported in later years, so that it is better to take the

totals given in table 70 as representative of the true values.

Comparing the export values of the manganese-ore production

with the values for the other chief Indian mineral products given m
table 1 it will be seen that manganese stands third in order of value.

1 The weighto of ore veined are exports for calendar years from Bombay,
and Visagapatam, and for fiscal years from Hormugao, figures for calendar years not
being available in the Ipst case.
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TabIjE 70.—Export Values, f.o.b. at Indian Ports, of the Mam/anrse-ore

produced in India in the years 1904 to 1908.

Year.
Balu-
chi8-

Uh.
. BcngaL Boiulmy.

Gi>ntrAl

India.
.
Central • w-hp—
Proxmoea ’ 3™“*-

i

Totals. 1

1

Totals

sterling.

Ba. Bs. Ba. Ra. Ri. Ra. Rfl. i

1904 . !* ' 1.43,827 13.65,698 3,.'i0.471 20,68.996 137.933

1905 . .. 290 2,87,384 24.34,223 6.20.581 33,51,478, 223.432

1906
,

21.250 2.08,548 10,64,072 1,05.1^414 17.13.174 10,16,673 1,45.30.131' 969,675

1907 .
1

296 75.15H
j 7.0f,543 9,15.914 1,97.16.188 36,30,214 30,65,337

1

2.71,10,650 1.807.977

1908 •• 3.26.250 !

1

3,70,497 !

1

1,33,955 75.43.018 11,88,151 8,00,798
1

1,04.72,669 698.178

TOTALS 296

j

1

4.22.658 . 12.86.878 ! 25.65.152

1

'

5,75,48.924 3,826.595

Avenn/et sy 94,632 2,67,376 6,13,03*!

1

81,14,303 16,46.918 9,94,662 ,1,16.09 781 767,319

R«vi«wing the conree <:f the manganese industry in India during

, . „ the past five years, it may be said that
Other econcMic coBiidcritliHii , , ,

there has been en enormous expansion of

the industrj'. As the industry has sprung up in new areas the methods

of work have as a rule been very crude at the lieginning : but the

general tendency has beer, as knowledge concerning this mineral

substance and its mode of occurrence became more generally disseminat-

ed, towards a distinct improvement in the standards of work. An

account ot the methods of work at present in vogue in India will be

found in Memoirs, Vol. XXXVII, Chapter XXVII. In many cases,

especially in Vizagapatam and the ('entral Provinces, the limits of open-

quarrying are being rapidly approached, so that in some cases it will be

necessary, in the near future, either to resort to underground mining or

to abandon the deposits. There ia every reason to believe that in

many cases, especially m the Central Provinces, the ores continue

to some depth with a -quality good enough to be worth while fol-

lowing by underground mining; but any given deposit, before it

is developed in this way, should be tested carefully by means of

bore-holes to the depth to which it is denrad to work it by under-

ground methods. A beginning has been made in opening up the

lower portions of the deposit forming Mansar Hill by a series of

drives and winses, but this is the only example.
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A. feature of the industry to which attention may be directed

is the waste of smalls and’ low-grade ores that takes place in the

Central Provinces, where large quantities of high-grade lump or^s

can easily be obtained. In years to come there may be a demand
for lower-grade ores than are now exported, and it would not be

much ejQtra trouble to stack separately fiom the waste the low-

grade ores not at present exported, m anticipation of the time

when such ores may be of value. The smslls and dust-ore so

abundant at many of the deposits would undoubtedly be considered

worth saving at many localities outside India where manganese-

ores are worked.

The loss that India suffers throjigh ^exporting its manganese-ore

in the raw condition, instead of luaiiufacturing at least a portion

of it into ferro-manganese. has already been referred to in a previous

review (page 62). Although the question of manufacturing this

commodity in India has. in the Iasi few years, received some
attention from business men. nothing tangible has yet resulted.

The feasibility of such a project is (‘ousidered at some length m
Memoirs, Oeol Smo. Ind., Vol. XXXVII, Chapter XXVIII, pages

584_59o (1909).

Geological relations of Indian Manganese.

The manganese industry has now assumed such importance in

India that it is proposed to give bel<^w a brief skctcli of the

distrilmtion and mode of )cc.urrence of the Indian deposits. Those

ile])osits of economic value can be divided into three main groups.

(.*4) Deposits aaseciated with a series of manganiferoiis iiitru-

sives known as the kodnrite series. Found in- -

Madras :—(3an
j
am . 17zagapatam

.

(B) Deposits associated with rocks of Dharwar age—the man-

ganiferous facies of which is known, when containing spessartite-

garnet, as the gondite series. Found in

—

Bengal :

—

Gangpur,

Bombay :—Narukot, Punch Mahals,

Central India :

—

Jhabua,

Central Provinces :

—

BaUyhaty Blmidara. Chhindwara, Nagpur

^

and iSeoni.
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(0) Deposits occaniDg as lateritoid replacement masses on the

outcrops of Dharwar rocks. Found in

—

,
Bengal :

—

Singhthum.

Bombay :—Dharwar, North Eanara.

Central Provinces :

—

Jyhbidpore.

Goa.

Madras :

—

Bellary, Sandur.

Mysore :

—

Chiteddrug, Kadur, Shwtoga, Tumkur.

Italics denote that ore has been worked for export.

In addition to .the occurrences noted above, ore has been worked

in the low-level laterite of Goa and the high-level laterite of Bel-

gaum (though this occurr^ce-r-Talevadi—might perhaps be more

accurately classed with the lateritoid occurrences). Manganese-ores

have also been found in many other districts in India, but none

of these other occurrences have been shown to be of any value.

Amongst them, the following may be mentioned :

—

In Bijawar rocks :—Dhar, Gwalior, Indore, Hoshangabad.

In Vindhyan rocks :—^Bhopal. ,

In KamtM rocks :—Yeotmal.

In Lameta rocks :—Dhar, Indore. Nimar.

In lateritic soil on the Deccan Trap ;—Satara.
a

Each of the three chief groups will now l)c considered in turn.

A.—The Kodvrite Group.

The kodurite series^ is developed typically in the Vizagapatam

district, where it occurs associated with
” ***

other Archsean crystalline rocks, the chief

groups of which are the khondalite aeries including the calcareous

gneisses, the gneissose granite, and the chamockite series. The kodurite

series is held to be of igneous origin, and probably of later age

than the khondalite series, which is the aeries with which it is

closest associated. The original koduritic magma has been differ-

entiated kit> a series of rocks ranging from very acid (quartz-

orthodase-rock) through basic (kodurite) to ultra-basic (spandite-

rock .and monganese-pyroxenites). The typical rock, kcdurile, is

composed of potash-felspar, spandite (a garnet intermediate in com-

pontimi between spessartite and ondradite), and apatite.

1 Mem. Oeol. Suro. Ind., XXXVII. Chaps. 2U1.. XIII. (1900) ; Btt. Oedl. 8*rv.
Jw»., XXXV, p. 82 (1007).
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The mangaDese-bearing minerals contained in these rocks are

spandite, rhodonite, and two or three other manganiferous pyroxenes,

at present unnamed. Subsequently, the whole series of rocks has been

chemically very much altered with the production from the fels-

pars* of enormous masses of lithomarges and, from the mangani-

ferous silicates, of manganese-ores. Other secondary products are

chert, ochres, and wad.

mode of ocenr-

DimeaslooB of ororbrnliei.

.The manganese-ore bodies thus formed are often extremely

irregular both in shape and size, often

r^nce. showing no definite strike or dip. But m
other cases, as at Garbham, the ore-

bodies have . a well-^marked dip ^nd strike, and apparent bedding,

corresponding probably to similar features in the parent rock, the bed-

ding probably representing original banding ;
for much of the ore has

been deposited so as to replace metasomatically the pre-existing rock.

Some of the ore-bodies are of very large size. The largest,

Garbham, is some 1,600 feet long, and 167
meuBooB 0 orurbodicB.

thick at its thickest section, 100 feet

of this thickness being «9ro and the remainder lithomarge, wad, etc.

From the commenc.ement of work on this deposit in 1896 to the

end of 1908, Garbham has yielded the enormous total of 600,889

tons of ore. The only other very iarge deposit in this district is

Kodur
; but this is really a series of scattered ore-bodies in

lithomarge. It has yielded *106,170 tons of ore from 1892 to 1908.

It was the first manganese-ore deposit to be worked in India.

The ores of the Yizagapatam district are composed mainly .of psilo-

^ ^ , melane with subordinate amounts of P3T0-

lusite, braunite, manganmagnetite, and in
CompoflfflQn of oroB.

one case (Garividi) vredenburgit^. They are usually second and third

grade—although s me first-grade ore has been obtained at Kodur—and

can be divided into manganese-ores (above 40 per cent. Mn) and ferru-

ginous manganese-ores (below 40 per cent. Mn). They are characterised

by high iron and phosphorus contents, and comparatively low

silica (see table 64).

B,—The Goruite Group,
,

The gondite series^

The gondHc icricB.

is composed of metamorphosed mangani-

ferous sediments of Dharwar age. and is

haracterised by the presence of various

1 J/ew. Geol. Surv. Ind., XXXVII, jip. 306—3CC.

M
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manganiferouB Bilicates, the most important of which are the man-
ganese-garnet, spessartite, and the manganese-pyroxene, rhodonite.

The garnet occurs commonly as a rock composed of spessartite

and quartz, and this is the rock that has been called gondite, after

the Gonds, one of the aboriginal races of the Central Provinces. Other
commonYocks are spessartite-rock, rhodonite-rock, and rhodonite-quartz-

rock. The series is developed tj’pically in the districts of Balaghat,

Bhandara, Chhindwara, and Nagpur, in the Central Provinces, but has
also been found in several other areas, namely Narukot State in

Bombay, Jhabua in Central India, Gangpur State in Bengal, and
probably in Banswara State in Rajputana. It probably exists also

in the Seoni district, Central P^o^unces.

Forming an integral portion of the same masses of rock as the

gonditic rocks, there are, at many places, large bodies of man-
ganese-ore, often of large size and first-rate quality, some of the man-
ganese-ore deposits of the Central Pro\dnces being Hie most valuable

• in India, and second to none found in other parts of the

world.

The rocks of the gondite series are supposed to have been
‘ formed by the metamorphism of a series of

sediments deposited during Dharwar
times. These sediments were partly mechanical (sands and clay) and
partly chemical (manganese oxides). When these sediments were
metamorphosed, the sands and clays were converted into quartzites and
mica-phyllites and mica-schists ; the purest of the manganese-oxide

sediments were compacted into crystalline manganese-ores ; whilst

mixtures of the mechanical sediments, sand or clay, with the chemical

sediment, manganese oxide, were converted into rocks composed
of manganese silicates—spessartite and rhodonite—any silica left over

after accounting for the formation of these minerals appearing as

quartz. The rocks thus formed constitute the gondite series. There
is abundance of evidence to prove that the manganese-silicate-rocks

of the gondite series have been subjected to extensive oxy-altera-

tion, subsequent to their formation, but probably in Archaean times.

As a result of this alteration large bodies of manganese-ore have
been formed ; no decisive evidence has yet been obtained indicat-

ing th^ relative proportions of the workable ores that are the

result of the direct compression of the purer portions of the original

manganese-oxide sediments, and that have been formed by the

subsequent alteration of the rocks of the gondite series,
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Nagpnr-Balaghat area : mode

of occarrcnce.

The ore-bodies thus formed occur as lenticular masses and bands

intercalated in the quartzites, schists,

and gneisses ; and, as a result of its mode
of origin, the ore is frequently found to

pass, both laterally and along the strike, into the partly altered or

quite fresh members of the gondite series,* the commonest rock being

gondite itself. The ore-bodies are often well-bedded parallel to the

strike of the enclosing rocks, and several of them are often disposed

along the same line of strike, indicating that they have probably all

been produced from the same bed of manganiferous sediment. A
good example of such a line of dej^osits is one in the Nagpur
district, str(»tching from Dumri KaJan in an easterly direction as

far as Khaiidala, a total distance of 12 miles, this line including

the valuable d(q)osits of Beldongri, Lohdongri. Kacharwahi, and
Waregaon.

The ore-bodies often attain great dimensions. The Balaghat

Dimendongoforebodlei. deposit is l£- miles long
; at Manegaon’

in the Nagpur district the ore-body is

1 \ miles ‘ long ; wliilst. the band running through Jamrapani,

Thirori, and Ponia, in the Balaghat district, is exposed more or

less continuously for nearly (i miles. As exam])les of great breadth

may be quoted Kandri, 100 feet thick of pure ore, and Ram-
dongri, with a combined thickness of 1,500 feet of ore and gonditic

rocks. The depth to which these ore-bodies extend is unknown.
It is, however, almost certain that, in many cases, they extend to at

least 100 to 400 feet below the outcrop, c.f/., some of the deposits

occupying hills in the Central Provinces ; and it is very probable

that some of the Central Provinces deposits extend to depths

considerably greater than these : for the evidence obtained indicates

that the deposits were formed in de})th, so that the position

of the deposit bears no genetic relation to that of the surface.

An idea of the size of some of these deposits can be obtained

from the amounts of ore they have yielded (for details of wliich

see Chapter XXJl of Memnrs, Vol. XXXVII). 300,000 tons of ore

have been won from Balaghat in eight years, over 200,000. tons

from Kandri in nine years, and between 100,000 and 200,000 tons

from each of Mansar, Lohdongri, and Ohikhla in the Central Pro-

vinces, and from Kajlidongri in Jhabua. The total production from

deposits of the gonditic type was over 400,000 tons in 1906 (the

Central Provinces and Jhabua), 500,000 tons in 1907 (the Central

M 2
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Provinces and Jhabua), and 450,000 tons in 1908 (tbe Central

Provinces, Jhabua, and Gangpur).

The typical ores of the Nagpur-Balaghat area of tbe Centra] Pro^

vinces consist of mixtures of braunite
CMipoilttM off om.

and psilomelane of difiPerent degrees of

coarseness of grain. The jiiost typical ore is a hard fine-grained

ore composed of these two minerals. Other minerals found in the

Central Provinces ores are hollandite, vredenburgite, sitaparite, and

rarely pyrolusite. The ores exported from the Central Provinces are

nearly all of first grade, although at times of high prices a small

quantity of second-grade ore is exported. The chief characteris-

tics of these ores are the high ^manganese contents (usually 50 to

55 per cent.), moderately high iron (usually 4 to 8 per cenl. ), rather

high silica (usually about 4 to 8 per cent., and due to the braunite

in tbe. ore), and fairly low phosphorus (about 0-07 to 0*14). For

analyses see table 64, page 148.

In addition to the deposits found in association with spessartite-

, and rhodonite-bearing rocks in tbe Central
Ores io crystalllac Itocitooes. o - ^

x*Provinces, manganese-ores are sometimes

found in association with crystalline limestones, usually containing

piedmontite, and also of Dharwar age. Ores of this character are

found characteristically in tbe Nagpur and Chhindwara districts.

The manganese-ores occurs either as lines of nodules or as fairly

definite beds in the limestone, the latter being the rarer mode of

occiurence. In most cases it is not found profitable to work these

ores ;
but where the bed of ore is of greater thickness than usual,

as in the Junawani forest, it may pay at times of high prices

;

whilst patches of residual nodules accumulated during the dwindling

of limestones will pay to work at any time, if not too far removed

from transport facilities. The ores found thus are usually composed of

braunite and psilomelane or hollandite. These ores, and tbe associated

crystalline limestones and calcareous gneisses, are probably the pro-

ducts of the metamorphism of calcareous sediments with associated

manganiferouB ores, and are thus analogous in origin to the ores

associated vnth the true gonditic rocks.

Tbe remarks in the foregoing paragraphs apply particularly to

the deposits found in the Central Provinces, but apply also in a

general way to tbe deposits found associated with rocks of the

gondite series in other parts of India. A few remarks about these

are given below.
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During 1908 the extension of the gondite series into 'Western

^ ^ .
Bengal has been proved by the discovefv

of manganese-ore deposits in Gangpur
State associated with rocks containing spessartite and rhodonite. The
ores are,typical gonditic ores, containing braunit^ in a mati'ix of

psilomelane. Some 20,000 tons of ore were won at Gariajhor dur-

ing 1908. In quality the ore is similar to that of the Central

Provinces.

The following figures are summarised from analyses supplied

by Mr. I. Shrager of cargoes shipped during 1909, the manganese

and phosphorus figures representiiq); eight analyses on a total of 3,600

tons of ore, and the other constituents four analyses on a total of

1,600 tons of ore :— •

limits (){

analyses.

Metiii of

analyses.

47(4—ri4 13 50' o3

Iron — ()*35 5‘85

iSilii-a 2(» — 8 5-7

Pliosphnnis 0-018— 0143 O' 080

Moisture . 0-7S — rj(i 00(i

Rocks of the gondite series with associated n\angauese-ore have

been found in a small hill at Jothvad in
Nnrnkot, Bombay.

Nanikot State, Bombay. The occurrence

is of no economic importance, but of great scientific interest. The

rock surrounding the hill is a porphyritic biotite-granite presumably

of Archasan age, and apophyses from this pierce the gonditic rocks

of the hill. Isolated pieces of gonditic rocks are included in the

granite, and amongst those inclusions are pieces of manganese-ore,

proving that a fiortion at least of the manganese-ore had been

formed before the time of intrusion of the granite into the Dharwar

rocks of the area.

Manganese-ore deposits are being worked near Sivarajpur in

the Panch Mahals. The rocks with which

thoy are associatc.d are Chatnpauers, that
Pancta Mahals.
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is, Dharwars ; no rocks of gonditic nature-have been found in this area,

but it seems, judging from reports, that, although a' portion of

the ores has certainly been formed by the superficial replacement

of quartzites, a portion may have been deposited contemporaneously

with the enclosing Dharwar rocks ; in this case the deposits may
be classified with the gonditic deposits. The absence of gonditic

rocks would then mean that the rocks—as at the Balaghat

deposit in tht Central Provinces—had not been subjected to such

intense metamorpliism as that which produced the gonditic rocks

associated with most of the Central Provinces deposits. Over 50,000

tons of ore have been won from this area m the three years 1906 to

1908. The composition of the ore«can be seen from table 64.

The chief deposit in Jhabua State is that situated at Eajli-

^ ^ ^ dongri. This is a true gonditic occurrence,

and the rocks associated with the man-
ganese-bearing rocks are those known as Ai'avallis.. which are in this

part of India the equivalents of th'^ Dharwars. In the six years

1903 to 1908 thii deposit has yielded nearly 150,000 tons of man-

ganese-ore. For the quality ot the ore see table 64.

C.—The Lateritoid Group.

In several parts of India manganese-ore deposits are found on

UMMd depMits.
Dharwar age.

associated with the latter in such a

manner as to leave little doubt that the ores have been formed by

the replacement at the surface of Dharwar schistp, pljytlites, and

quartzites. The masses of ore thus formed do not consist entirely

of manganese-ore, but often contain considerable quantities of iron-ore ;

and every gradation is to be found from manganese-ores, through

ferruginous manganese-ores and manganiferous iron-ores, to iron-ores.

The masses of ore thus formed . are often more or less cavernous

and bear considerable resemblance to ordinary laterite. In fact

some geologists would designate such occurrences by this term ;

but others would object : and, therefore, to obviate this difficulty

the term lateritoid—^meaning like laterite—has been introduced

to designate this class of deposit. Lateritoid deposits are, then,

irregular deposits of iron- and manganese-ores, occurring on the

outcrojiB of Dharwar rocks, and resembling in their cavernous and
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rugged aspect masses of ordinary laterite. When the rock replaced

is a schist or phyllite, it is usually found altered to lithomarge

below the capping of ores. The mineral composition of the ores

thus fonned is usually fairly shujile. The manganese-ores are

pyrolusitc, psilomelane, wad, and more rarely pseudo-manganite,

and h\anganito
;

whilst the iron-ores are limonite and, earthy

hem.atite. The harder crystalline minerals—braunite, vredenburgite,

sitaparito, magnetite, and specular hematite—are found rarely or never

in the lateritoid ores. Hollandite may som.etim.es occur. The chemi-

cal characteristics of the n\angancse-ores are high iron, low silica,

and often very low phosphorus. The manganese is usually correspond-

ingly low, so that the ores weyr consist mainly of second-grade

manganese-ores and third-giade ferruginous manganese-ores. Such

deposits can be worked to the greatest advantage when a market

can be found for the iron-ores and manganiferous iron-ores, as well

ae for the manganese-ores.

Sinshbhnm and JubbulpoKc.

Sandnr.

The areas where ores of tliis nature have been found are given

on pago 160. Singhbhum and Jubbul-.

poro have yielded small quantities of

mercliantable ore, but tJie most inijiortant of the lateritoid areas

are Mysore and Sandur. A large number of deposits, many of them

of large size, have been located in the

Santlur Hills, mostly perched up on the

edge of the hills at an average elevation of about 1,000 feet above

the jrlains. When transport difficulties have been surmounted these

deposits may be expected to yield large quaii titles of second-grade

and third -grade ores, with possibly a certain proportion of first-grade

ore from the Kamataru portion of the State. The deposits are

being worked by the General Sandur Mining Company, Ltd,

During the years lOOo to J908 some 50,000 tons of ore have been

won from these deposits, mainly from the Ramandrugand Kannc-

vidalli areas. For analyses see table 04, page 148. The man-

ganese-ore deposits of Mysore are numer-

ous, but very few of them can compare in

size with those of the Sandur Hdls, although they have been formed in

tho same way. The chief exception is the Kumsi deposit in the

Shimoga district, from which some 160,000 tons of ore have been

won in the three years 1906 to 1908. The industry started in Mysore

in 1906 and assumec^ a condition of great activity during 1906 anc*

1907. About 230,000 tons of ore have been won in the thi-ee

Mysore.
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years 1906 to 1908. The chief compaoies operating in this State are

the New Mysore Manganese Company, Ltd., recently taken over

by the Workbgton Iron Company, Ltd., and operating in the

Shimoga district; the Peninsula Minerals Company of Mysore, Ltd.,

operating in the Chitaldrug and Tumkur districts
;

' and the

Shimoga Manganese Company, Ltd., Operating in the Kadur and

Shimoga districts.

The LeUerite Group.

Goi and Balgaaa

Manganese-ores are sometimes found in true laterite
; but such

ores are rarely of much economic value.

The ores of Goa occur in part in

this way (in low-level laterite), as alsi those of Belgaum (in

high-level laterite). They are not economically of great importance,

owing to the irregular manner in which they occur, and their

extrehiely variable composition. Picked ores, however, are similar

in composition to the picked lateritoid ores.

Mica.

The total and provincial production of mica in India during the

rfiiMi
years 1904 to 1908 is shown in table

^
*

'll. From this it will be seen that the

production has risen from 22,164 cwts. in 1904 to 53,543 cwts. in

1908, ^the average annual production during the five years being

41,219J‘cwts., or 2,061 tons, which is nearly double the average

’figure—1,140 tons—^for the previous five years.

From this table it will also be seen that more than half the

Indian production (57-3 per cent.) is contributed by Bengal—the

mica* mines lying in the districts of Hazaribagh, Gaya, and Monghyr.

Madras contributes 31-4 per cent., chiefly from the Nellore district,

but a very small quantity has been won in the Nilgiris (60 cwts.

in 1905). Ajmere and Merwara in Bajputana contribute the

remaining ll'3 per cent. It is only during the present quin-

quennium that the mica-mining industry in I^jputana has assumed

a position of importance.
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Table 71 .—Pfovindal Production of Mica for Oie years 1904 to 1908.

Province. mi4.
1

1005.

!

1 (’^ts. Cwts.

Bengal . i
' 10,520
'

1

14,001

Madias .

1

4,840 i 8,280

Rajputana 1 804 .

i !

2,700

TOTAL 22.164 25,641

1000.

1

1907. 1908. Average.

(^wis. ('•WlB. Cwts. Cwts.

22,360 28,579 30,000 23,624

24.420 < 15,805 11.249 12,931

5.703

•

7,759 0.234 4,664

*

52,543 52,203 53,543 41,119

Table 72 shows the quantity and value of the mica exported

Experts
during the years 1903-04 to 1907-08, the

average quantity being 32,605 cwts-, or
1,630 tons, of an average value of £5’ 07 per cwt. The average
quantity during the period of the previous Review was 19,173 cwts.,

or 959 tons, worth an average of £4*05 per cwt.

Comparison of these figures with those for production shows

letemal ceonaptloa.
an average annud excess

of production over exports of abdut 400
tons. It is probable that the reported figures of production are

below the true ones
;
partly owing to under-statement to escape

royalty, and partly due to mica stealing. This figure—400 tons#

—may, however, be taken as giving a rough idea of the internal

consumption of mica in* India : fora considerable quantity of mica
of the poorer grades is used in India for ornamental and decorative

purposes, and a small quantity of the larger sheets for painting

pictures on.

There was an increase from £4*05 to £5 07 j)er avd. in the

value of the mica, and from £77,613 to

£165,403 in the value of the average

annual production of mica in the present quinquennium (1903-04 to

1907-08) as compared with the period of the previous Review (1897-98

to 1902-03). Table 73 shows the exports arranged according to

province of export. The Bengal and Madras exports are 6t the

mica produced within those provinces ; and the Bombay exports

consist, probably, of mica won in Rajputana. From these figures
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it will be seen that the Bengal mica has the highest average value

—£5*25 per cwt. (£4*26 for the period 1897-98 to 1902-03).

Madras mica stands second—£4*69 per cwt. (£3*67 during the

period of the previous Review) ; and Bombay mica third—£3*80

per cwt. (£3 *30 for the period of the x>teviou3 Review).

TabIiB 72 .—Exports of Indian Mica during the years 1903-04 to 1907-08. •

Yeas. Ouanlity. Value.
Value
Iht ewt.

, (Vis. 1 £
•

l*.H)»-04 L>J,r»48 SfK2i)7 4(5

liM4-05 i0,r»75 U7,y.i2 5(10

zyo3-o« 3 J loOji'jr 5*05

lUUU-07 .... 3\A2ii

1907-08 . . .... 38,022 5-8(i

Aacraije
•

5-07

Tjuilb 73.—Export of Mica for the years 1903-04 to 1907-08.

B]:ngai.. Bombay. Madras.

Ycau.

Weiglit. Value.

1 Value
per
cwt.

Weight. Value.

Value

,

per

Cat.
1 .

Weight Value.

1

Vitae
t*T
cwt.

i

Cwts. £ £ Cwts. £ Cats. £ i:

lUU3-('4 18,001 67,8t)2 3-76 217 374 1-72 3,330 18,121 5-44

1901-C6 13,167 59,187 4-49 74 132 1-78 0,334 38,(il3 6-09

1903-06 21,508 107,904 5-09 198 1.221 6-16 9,788 50,.502 5-16

1906-07 35,490 191,812 r 5-40 034 2.384 3-76 15,290 00,802 3-97

1907-08 25,374 109,810
•

710 2,802 4-03 12,833

(«)

>5,470

(al

4-32

('/)

Average 22J21
’

119.303 5-25 366 1.394 3-89 9,516 4-69

{a) Exclusive of 5 cwts., valued at £13, exported from Burma during 1007-08.
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Mitflbatioo of oica exported.

Table 74 shows the average distribution of exported mica dat-

ing the period under review. The United

Kingdom took the largest share, amount-
ing to 61 -9 per cent, of the average total value, but much of the

mica sent to the United Kingdom is sold there for transmission

to the Continent and America. The mica sent direct to America
broughti a higher price than tliat sent to other countries, because

only the better qualities can stand the heavy import duty imposed

by the Diiigley Tariff in 1897.

Table 74.—Average Distribution ojjndian Mica exiMrrtcd during tlw years

im-OdU) 1907-08.

Exported to

.An LliAl. i: i{l .VNTITN . A\i:n.vt;L v.ni.ul.

Value

1
K*1 cwt

Cwts.
/Vi nut.

of total.

1

t
!

l\r CLHt.

of total.

•

ft
« jjl

i:

riiileil J7,22t. j(»2,:{07 mu r»i»4

I’liiled Slates J . 1 SJ 2!M!I7 I'rS (il7

(loniiaiiy .... 7.:jui 2I.:W7 jj’j 2-8e

J O.ltl •//

1

:i;{s

Er.iii»T .... .v»s 2.1 '.>7 /.i 1 47

()l liei coiiiili les . 1 .rm (i.2J4 .'i 3

Average Total 32,605 lotto 165.403 nwo r»-o7

World’s production.

Over 90 i)er cent, of the world’s output of mica is derived from

India, (^anada. and the United States.

Of the minor mica producers Brazil is the

most im])ortant. In table 75 are shown the. values of the mica

raised during the previous fifteen 3’ears in the threfi leading countries.

From this it will be seen that in the quinquennium 1{^94 to 1898,

India contributed G8'l per cent, of the total : in the next quin-

quennium (1899 to 1903), owing to the increased output from
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Canada, the Indian contribution decreased to 60*1 per cent.; while

during the third quinquennium (1904 to 1908), the Indian mica industry

expanded enormously, but the proportion increased only, to 61 *8 per

cent, owing to a great increase in the American production, and

an abnormally large production by Canada (£116,209) in 1906.

The figures given in table 75 are summarized in table 76, from

which it will be seen that during the fifteen years India has contri-

buted roughly three-fifths of the total and Canada and the United

States roughly oiie-fifth each. The effects of the Dingley Tariff in

America are considered in the previous Review (page 66h

Table 75 .— Value of -Mica raised in the three Principil Producing

Countries during the fifteen years 1894 to 1908.

Year.

1804
1805
1898
J897
1898

TOTAL

Average

18W»
um
1!K)]

1902
1903

TOTAL

Average

1904
1905
i\m
1907
1908

TOTAL

Average

United Itidia's per

Cauadu. India. Slatea of Total. cent, of
Ainerioa. total.

X, £ £ £ •

9.11(» 4*2.510 9,415 61,047 69-64

71.481 7,071 92,152 7767
12,<N)0 7IK81)1 9,223 98,114 7837
ir},2(M) 71,238 2*2,424 106,862 66’44

23.075 53,890 20.414 103,979 6VS3

72,991 316,916 75.147 464,154 ••

! U.59fl
1

t;3,m liMO 92.S31 68'OS

3*2,0(K» 73,37*2 25.,>70 151,548' 66‘7H

33.24K) 10i),ri54 25,079 167,835 06-28

32.<HN)
j

70,o:i4 23,710 128.758 65-69

27,181 87.594 19,385 154,160 66-29

1 36,671
!

80,297
11

28,020 IS8.4M 57-34

m,5S2~ 416,8SI 122,352
, 709,785 ‘ •

32^110 24.477 141.957 60-14

30,584 97?932 24,(H>3 152,579 64-18

33,034 < 159,027 40,331 233,492 68-37

110,209 254,999 r>4.»98 426,206 69-83

00,004 228,101 78,422
‘ 373,187 61-11

^8,320 120,834 t>3,68tj 218,739
\

6797

285,361 "567,553 261*299 1,404,203 • •

67,070 173,511 60,260 2B0M1 ei'78
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Table 76 .—WorWs Production of Mica (Summary of Table 75).

Period.
•

United
Stales.

Total.

i

1804—1898
1898—1903
1904—1008

1 1

•

£
72,991

1

l«0,.Vi2 i

28.L3.-il
1

,

L*

>

310.010
i 420,851

K07.r>53

• £
7.L147
122,382

551,299

£
4HI54
709,785

: 1,404,203

TOTAL 518,894 I.6I0,4M 448,828 2757M42

Prr ct m/. of total JO! tipr, 171 100 0

Incmsed use of mica.

It will be noticed that, commencing with 1905, there has been

a great increase in the world’s annual pro-

duction of mica. This is due largely to

the invention of micanite, in which small and inexpensive sheets of

mica are cemented together with shellac under pressure, with the

production of large sheets costing much less than the natural sheets

of equal size. The decreased cost of this material led to the in-

creased application of mica in the arts,^ especially for electrical

insulation. Furthermore, scrap mica, formerly jthrown away, is

now ground up and useA for boiler and •j)ipe lagging; as a lubricant,

and for wall papers and paints.

Since the last Review was issued an important contribution to

^ our knowledge of the mica deposits in the

Kodarma area has 'been made by

Mr. A. A. C. Dickson,^ who has made a practical modification of the

system of mining suggested in the Memoir published by Geological

Survey in 1902.* Mr. Dickson does not consider that overhand

•stoping, on .account of the dangers incurred in the employment of

a large number of untrained miners, can be universally followed in

working out the mica-bearing pegmatite sheets and masses. He
advocates and practises a system which he describes as ‘ transverse

stoping with filling.’ The pegmatite .is followed to a depth of

about 100 feet or more, and then, the dip being determined, an

exploratory drift is run along the hanging wall of the sheet to

fix its strike, which enables the construction of a main haulage way
for the removal of the mica and associated w'aste minerals during

the process of stoping out the material by a series of transverse

1 Trans. Min and Oeef. Inst, of India, ITT. p. S7. (lOOSf.

2 T. H. Holland, ‘ The Mica DopoHitn of India,’ Metn. Qeol. Surv. Jnd., XXXIV,
part 2, p. 78.
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cuts. Mr. Dickson has confirmed previgus conclusions regarding

the unnecessary cost of labour in carrying out the old system

whereby in a mine, only 75 feet deep, over 200 workers are

often required to deal with the material raised by ten miners at

work below, and he has consequently given some practical suggestions

for the introduction of simple machinery to deal with the water and

disposal of waste materials. He agrees, therefore, that in the Kodarma
area the day of the petty miner has passed, and the organisation of

systematic mining with the help of machinery requires an expenditure

of capital best obtainable by limited liabilities companies.

Most of the mica mines are under the control of the Indian Mines

. ^ ^ ^ Act of 1901, so that the labour statistics
Laboar atatiafJcs. r • i i

tor the period under review, given in

table 77, afford a fair index of the activity of the industry. The

average number of persons employed during the quinquennium was

15,667, so that roughly speaking the mica industry comes, with manga-

nese, next to gold in providing labour. The risks attending mica mining

seem to be somewhat less than those of coal mining in India.

Table 77 .—Labour Statistics of Mica Mines for the years 1904 to 1908.

Province.
|

1

HHCi. 1000. 1007.
1

•

J!W»8. Averagr,

Number of febsons em-

FliOYED—
Bc*ns!al .... 0,122 !

1

•

7.7 JO lo.r.Kii
1

10.287 ft.U!

Madras .... S.! 0.1 (|<)
1 S.no7 7,1."4 4.001 7.72/

Kajpiilana •• 200
'

1

201 140
1

;!2!) 199

TOTAL 13,512 15,581 15,984 1 17.983 15,277 15,667

Number of deaths from
ACCIDENTS AT MiCA MlNES — 1

.3Bingal ^. . . . JO 2 fi

2

12 7 0

Madras .... 2 V2
Knjpntaiia . .

1

. .
• 0'2

TOTAL 12
1

10 3 84

Death-rate per 1,000 fer-

soifs employed at Mica
Mines—

1

0-20 0-84Bengal . . . - 1-44 0-32 104 1-12

Madras .... 0-30 0-21 0-2.5 .

.

O-JS

Rajpiitana •• •• 0-R4 rat

Average ». 0-89 0-25 0‘62

1

0-19

\ 1

0-33

j^’oTE. These figures relate only to mines under the Indian Mines .\ct.
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Petroleum.

During the previous period reviewed the production of petroleum in-

creased from 22^ million gallons in 1898 to
Tetil production.

gg j9Q3 During the

l>ast quinquennium the production has just been doubled, reaching the

record output of 176,646,320 gallons in 1908. The increased pro-

duction. as shown in table 78, has been due mainly to greater

activity in Burma, and especially to the Yenangyaung field, where

richer oil sands have been struck in the Twingon Reserve.

Nevertheless, India still occupies a comparatively low place

among the oil-producing countries, and in

1907 turned out only 1 -66 per cent^ of the

world’s total supply. It will be seen by

comparing table 79 with table 40 of the previous Review (page 71)

that the order of the chief producing countries remains unaltered,

India being sixth on the list, ivhile America has increased its lead

over the other countries by contributing over 63 per cent, of the

world’s output in 1907, when the total petroleum amounted to

36| million tons.

Position of India amongst
producing countries.

oil-

Table 78 .—Production of Petroleum during the years 1904 to 1908,

QVANTri ' .

Yk \i;. {

(i (Moms

i

Mtfrir tons.

(<0

r

um • . 118.401.:i82 47 :1.071

1005 -

•

144,798.444 r,SJ .520 004.203

1000 • • • 140,75:1.122 .564J70 574,238

1907^ . • . .
. •

1

152,045.077 orOMJ'i 010.015

1908 • • • 170,040.320 709J2S 7t»2,009

{a) The tretrir to*i in nsniiniod to bo equivalent to 240 Impel ial gallons of crude
petroleunif most of has an average speeilir gravity of about 0*885. .
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Table 79.

—

WoM'a Production of P^rtdevm in 1902 and 1907,

im ]SN)7.

COUKTBIES.

Gallons. Gallons.
Per uni.

of Mai.

United States . 3.106,842.0(iO 47-94 r>.813,336.72i> 63-34

Russia
Sumatra, Java, and

2,818,901,ri75 43‘50 2.104,775,000 23-59

Borneo 20». 100.000 317 3-33

Cialicia . 144,075,000 2'24 202.01.5.435 3-19

Roumania 72.007,550 Vll 284,137.245 3-10

India .50.007.088 0-S7 152.045,077 1-66

,Tapan

Mexico

4J.75.5,4MM> 0-64 70.372,305 0-77

.

.

. . 35,000,000 0-38

C'anada 18,200.(MN) • 0‘2S 27,010.520 0-30

dermany 12.378.025 0-20 20,482.085* 029
Peru 2.100.000 003 2,291.000 002
Italy 420.000 1,872.5(H>

1

0-02

Other countries 010.(NI0 i "-"l 1 050.(Hm G-01

TOTAL 6.4M,288.m lOO'OO 9,177,430,472 m-00

Foreign mineral oil has been to a certain extent displaced by
the domestic products, but the consump-

lapsrU el kcretcac.
greatly increased in India and

there is thus still a large market in India and Burma for foreign oil,

which has to pay an import duty of one anna a gallon.^ The average

imports of foreign mineral oils during the period 1897-98

to 1902-03 amounted to about 85^ million gallons, valued at 2|

million sterling, while for the five financial years 1903-04 to 1907-08

the average annual import dropped to a little over 73| million

gallons, valued at under 2 million sterling. The largest import

occurred in 1901-02, when nearly 99 million gallons of foreign oil

into India, while the lowest figure was reached in 1905-06

with 61^ million gallons. There was a rise again in the demand

for foreign oil during the last calendar year, 1908, the imports

amounting to 802 minion gallons, partly due to a great incipase

in the quantity of oil brought from America, and a large importa-

tion of nearly 21 million gallons from the rapidly developing fields

1 IiwreaMd in Febnuny 1910 to 1} oniUH a gilloii.
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1907-08.
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of Boumania. The conanmption of kerosene in India during 1908

exceeded 157 million gallons. During the five years 1898-99 to

lf02-03, Russia gradually increased its pndominance over America

in supplying the oil imported into India. In 1898-99, Russia con-

tributed 62 '2 per cent, of the imports, and America 28 *8 per cent.

;

in 1901-02 Russia contributed 85-5 per cent, and America only
9 ‘5 per cent. During the period under review, however, the pro-

portions have been reversed, the amount received from Russia

in 1906-07 falling to 3*6 per cent, and from America rising to

56 ‘2 per cent., with a slight reversal in 1907-08. The average

annual proportion of the total contributed by these two countries

has decreased from 93-5 per cent, during the period 1897-98- to

1902-03 to 64-3 per cent, during the period 1903-04 to 1907-08,

due largely to the part Roumania now plays in supplying the Indian

market (see table 80).

The. values of the imported mineral oil during the quinquennium

I hh
shown in table 81 ; the average annual

s oe ap B.

value was £1,944,175 as compared with an

average of £2,314,802 for the period of the previous review. The

average value per gallon for Russian (6-28 to 6-45 pence) and

American (7*22 to 7-41 pence) oils has risen slightly, and that for

other imported has fallen considerably (7-17 to 5-24 pence).

There is also a small annual export of Burmese oil and of

E^arti. paraffin wax (see table 82).

Table 81 .—Annual Value of Mineral Oil im/ported during the years

1903-04 to 1907-08.

CoraiBlTS.
I

lOOS-04. 1904.05. ' 1906^)6. 1 1906.07. lOOTKW. Avmge.

Bmu .

United Btotei

.

Other coDDtilei

Be.

2,88,78,047

61,2^,505

44,80.544

Be. Be. Be. Be. Be. Penee.

l,62,68,573j 27,07,182. 0,23,064| 84,78,010; 04,47,265| 62B,818| O'dJ

68,86,358il,20,74,855, 1,49,67,259] 1,60,11,649 1,11,08,642| 740,248i 7’4J

1.06,55,676 75,61,382 83,89,737 1,20,21,222 80,11,712| 674,114 6'24

TOTAL .
' l.44,M,1M| AftHtu! 2.a«.l» 2.4M9.M9I 1.U.H.NI I.»1.9I,9l»i OS3
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Tj^le 82 .—Exports of Minted Oil and Paraffin Wax duriny the years

1904(0 1908.

Year. Mineral oil. Paraffin wax.

1

Gallons. Gwt.

1904 3,787,677 42.040

2,422,580

i

63,960

1900 003,545 '

61,007
1

1007 • 1.704.075 76,075

1008 5.720,114 83,572

- 1 17 ruijv 2Mh4O0 65.530

The petroleum resources of India are confined to the two

Occomncc of liidi.ii pcMem. of folded rocks at either end of

the Himalayan are :

—

(1 )
The Iranian system on the west, including the Punjab

and Baluchistan and continued beyond British limits

to Persia, where the oil-fields have attracted interest

for many years.

(2) The Arakan system on the east, including Assam and

Burma, with their southern geotcctonic extension to the

highly productive oil-fields of Sumatra, Java, and

Borneo.

In both areas the oil is associated with Tertiary strata, and has

had, probably, similar conditions of origin in both cases, but the

structural features of these areas are not equally suitable for the

retention of oil in natural reservoirs. In Burma, however, the

conditions have been locally ideal ; the well-known Yenangyaung

field lies in a N.N.W.—S.S.E. flat anticline, the axis of which

by variation in pitch has produced a flat dome in the Kodaung

tract. The rocks in this dome include several porous sands at

various depths, each covered by an impervious clay-bed, which has

helped to retain the o^l until the impervious layers are pierced

by artificial wells. In the Baluchistan area the rock-folds have

been truncated by agents of denudation, or have been dislocated

by earth-movements, and much of the original stores of oil have

N 2‘
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di8appeU6d. (Nl-springB are common enooght but they are mere

*du>ws,* not connected with leservoiis that can be tapped by

artifimal means.

The provinmal production of petroleum in India is diown in

table 83.

In the jhinjab, oil-springs have been known for many years

to exist in the Rawalpindi district and
Psilib ail BttacHrt*®-

jEurther to the south-west, but the total

output of the Punjab (diown in table 83) is v^y small, ranging

during the quinquennium between 400 and 1,700 gallons a year.

For an account of the occurrence of oil in Baluchistan, reference

should* be made to the previous Re\!ew (page 74).

Table 83.—Provinoial Production of Petroleum during the years 1904 tc

' lonx

PB0VI5CE. 1904. 1905. 1906. 1907. 1908.

Gallons. OallonB. 1
Gallons. Gallons. Gallons.

Burma . 115,903,804 142,063,846 137,654,261 148,888,002 173,402,790

Aasam . 3,686,920 2,733,110 2,897,tKM) 3,156,665 3,243,110

Punjab . 1,658 1,488 871 1,010 420*

TOTAL,
118,491,382 144,798,444 .141,553,122 lS2,S45,Sn 17Sp64S,320

ToUd,
Metric

tone {a) 475M9 581,520 564,470

i

709,423

(at The metric ton is aBsumed to be equivalent to 249 gallo ui of crude petroleum.

Oil-spzingB are known in vaiioua parts of Assam, the most
prominent being those at the southern foot

of the Khan and Jaintia hills, and those

appemng in the coal-bearing series in North-Ejat Assam, especially

in the Lsldiimpni district. The only marketable obtained

comes from the LaUiimpur district, where systematic drilling haa
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been conducted . during the past ten years by the Assam Oil

Company, Ltd.

The fiist concession granted for prospecting in this area

was obtained by Mr. Ooodenough in 1867, the first boring being

put down at Nahore-pung near Jaipur. After spme unsuccessful

operations (all by diallow hand-borings) near Jaipur, work was

attempted on the Makum-pani, a small tributary of the Dobing

river. Eight weUs of only about 120 feet depth were drilled, and

gave small quantities of oil. In 1882 the Assam Railways and

Trading Company purchased the rights shared by Mr. Goodenoogh

and Messrs. Killop, Stewart & Co., and made various unsuccess-

ful attempts to exploit the oil in* the Makum area'. The Company’s

operations connected with timber extraction also led to the discovery

of oil * pungs ’ at Digboi, situated in the
‘

' low hills crossing the railway line, about 8

miles from Margherita. Drilling was commenced at this locality in 1890

on a concession of 4 square miles leased to the Ciompany for twenty-five

years. In 1893 a Syndicate obtained a doncession of 4 square miles

adjoining that granted to the Railways and Trading Company, while in

1899 the Assam Oil Company, with a capital of £310,000, was floated

to take over the oil-winning rights of both the Syndicate and the

Railway Company, and the work of drilling for oil was thence-

forth pushed on with greater vigour ; but the Company has had

to face unusual difficulties on account of the cost of labour in an

unhealthy area, soft yielding strata to bore through, and imperfect

exposures to guide the selection of sites. During the past five

years, however, the footage drilled has amounted to 23,250,

representing 11 wells, the deepest being 2,400 feet. The best results

have been obtained from depths of about 1,400 to 1,700 feet. The

total expenditure in drilling during the past five years has amount-

ed to about £60,000.

The village of Digboi is connected by the line of the Assam
Railways and Trading Company with Dibrugarh on the Brahma-
putra river, a distance of 54 miles. The Brahmaputra thus forms

a channel for the distribution of the products to stations below,

while a certain amount of the products are distributed by the

Assam Bengal Railway, which jmns the Dibrugarh line at Tinsukia,

a distance of 20 miles from Digbm. To the north, east and west

of Digboi there are flourishing tea-gardens, which also take some

of the products, of the refinery. *
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The population of Digboi iiumberB .about 4,500 souls, all de-

pendent on the oil industry and their small patches of cultivation

on the land which has been cleared of the thick jungle that still

covers the country around. The place is still highly malarious,

the labour is almost all imported from India at expensive rates and

the working expenses of the Company are thus increased in a way
unknown in the productive fields of Burma. The country being

covered with an impenetrable jungle and a heavy mantle of decom-

position products, it is difficult to establish the geological structure

of the area with sufficient precision to assist liiaterially in the

location of the oil-wells. The strata are highly inclined (always

dipping at angles above 50°) and any errors in selecting the sites

of new wells result in serious additional expenses in drilling.

There is no certainty that the oil is held by an anticlinal fold,

for the only determinable dips in the area being drilled are all in

one direction—to the S.S.E. or S.E. ; but to the north and

north-westwards of the wells the country is thickly jungle-clad

and the rocks are covered with alluvium, which extends as a flat

plain to the banks of the Brahmaputra. The outcrops of sand-

stone are often seen in freshly-made cuttings to be clogged with

brown wax, and as the crude oil obtained in the deep wells is

always highly charged with paraffin, it is probable that the oil on

approaching the cooler surface, where the lighter hydrocarbons can

escape, becomes solidified, thus preventing the free escape of

further material. It is* probable that this deposition of wax in the

superficial parts of the sandstones accounts for the storage of crude

oil in this area, without the aid of the anticlinal folds of alternat-

ing impervious shales and oil-bearing porous sands.

The output of prude oil in the Digboi field for the past ten

years has been as follows :

—

1890 . . • . 023,372 gallons.

1000 753,049 ,,

1001 031,571. ,,

1902 m 1,^56,759 ,*

1903 • • 2,628,785 »«

1904 • • 2,586,920 ft

1905 • • • • • 2,733,110 ff

1000 • • • • • • 2,897,900 It

1997 • • • • • • • 3,156,005 It

1008 • •• • • • 3,243,110 ,1
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The principal productB marketed are petrol, jute-batching oil,

lubricating oils, parafiBn ‘wax, and a comparatively low grade of

kerosene suitable for bazar consumption. The paraffin wax, sold

as such or in the form of candles, appears to be of excellent

quality with a melting point of 13^ F. and over. Table 84

shows the amounts of the various products turned out during the

past five years.
I

It will be noticed from this table that there has been a marked
increase in the quantity of “ batching ” oil manufactured, there

being a growing demand fqr this material in Eastern Bengal. The
“ batching ” and lubricating oils turned out during the year 1908

formed 12*7 per cent, of the cqide enrployed. The proportion of

j)etrol has also been increased from 0*44 per cent, of the products

in 1904 to 2 ‘14 per cent, in 1908. The output of can^cs and

wax is fairly steady, forming on an average 6*17 per cent, of the

toial products, while the kerosene manufactured amounted on an

average to just under 49 per cent, of the total. About one-

quarter of the crude oil is burnt in the works as fuel.

Table 84.—Ovtfvi, of the Digboi Oil Refineries in the yean 1904 to 1906 .

19M. 1905. 1900. 1907. 1908.

I
I

' I

1.445,010
I
1,033,558 ' 1,508,4.‘>0

.
1,481,025 I 1.513,600

I '

, 1

15.978
:

49.203 ' 200,044 !
285.(K)0

;
400,808

13,844 20,880
j

22.425
j

48,309 ' 08,493

1,370,007 1,297,088 1,003,003
j
1.030,872 1,083,072

93,438 91,333 , 112,303 132,590 ' 137,107

i 782.300 ' 707.044 897,283 ' 78.5.207

(«) Imperial gallon!:.
| (() Lbs.

The whole of the sulphuric acid, caustic soda, ammonia and tin-

plate required for the refinery is imported. The sulphuric acid

used during the five years amounted to 834 tons, edbting about

£20 a ton delivered at the refinery.

The labour statistics are given in table 85.

KcTOHenc (a)

Batcliing oil (a) .

Petrol (a) .

Wax (and candles) (6)

.

Sundry oils (a) .*

Puel oil (a)
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Table 85<—Average number of toorkers employei daily on ihe Digboi

Odifidd during (he yea/rs 1904 to 1908}

1
1005. 1906.

1

j

1907. 1008.

Men *
. . . .

1

341 I 400 372
I

^10 493

Women ....
1

103
'

los 120 15ti 120

Children .... 24 . 37

t

.‘i.i r>o 30

I f

TOTAL . 468 611 753 715 649

The most productive oilfields of Burma are those on the east-

side of the Arakan Yoma, in the

Irrawaddy valley, forming a belt stretch-

ing from the Magwe district, in which the well-known field of Yenang-

yaung occurs, through Myingyan, in which Singu occurs, across the

Irrawaddy into Pakokku, where Yenangyat is situated. The production

of the Burmese oilfields for the years 1904 to 1908 is shown in

table 86. Yenangyaung,^ the oldest and best known of the fields,

still holds an easy lead as a producer,
* * and has undergone excessive development

recently, owing to the advent of rival companies. Of the total

1| square miles of petroliferous territory, all that outside the two

native ‘ reserves
*
of Twingon and Berne, is held under lease by the

Burma Oil Company, the pioneers of this field. It is within the

two small’ reserved tracts covering jointly some 450 acres, and

especially within the Twingon Reserve that competition has been

so keen as to threaten injury to the oil-sands by water liberated

from water-sands, and danger of fire in the midst of a congested

forest of greasy wooden derricks covering highly productive flowing

wells emitting immense quantities of inflammable gas. In the

Twingon area, besides the Burma Oil Company, three other com-

panies have been actually at work and others intend to commence

'

3 The figures in this table show the numbers regularly employed in the reflnsry

and on the field ; but for buildings and similar works, outside contractors are employed
and pzoYide their own labour requirements, which may amoudt to about an aYerage of

100 workers daily.

2 We are indebted to Mr. E. H. Fascoe for the following account of petroleum

in Burma.
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operatioiiB as soon as posable. The great increase in output for

1908 is a result of tUs competition. Such excessive exploitation

is bound to be followed by premature exhaustion, and our next

quinquennial report will have to record a decline, unless Ehodaung

and other extra-reserve areas are attacked with sufficient energy to

compensate for the deficiency. The native industry will soon be

a thing pf the past, most of the grants having been sold or other-

wise disposed of to the various companies in the field.

Table 86.—Production oj t!ie Burma OUfidds during the years 1904 to

1908.

OlUIELD AND
DXSTBICT.

1

1004. •
. 1005. *1906. 1007. 1008. Avenge.

'

Gallons. Gallous. Gallons. Gallous. Gallons. Qallons.

AkyBb 47.082 63,455 35,423 28,877 35,667 io,m

XyBiikphyu . 89,827
'

60,647 53,420 40,587 46,372 59,972

Yeuangy uuug,'
ICagwc.

73,428,060 85,648,740 89,540,252

•

06,857,510 123,708,630 93,856,622

Siugu, Myingyim . 23.677,450 37,641,177 34,843,621 43,543,506 43,048,048
;

36,530,953

Ycnang y i. t,
'

PihkOkku.
18,060.485

,
18,759,818 13,172,130 ! 8,407,825 0,472,545 13,004,562

Thayetmyo . •• •• 400
1

628 028 552(a)

TOTAL-GdIoH . Ut,Wl,8N
i

142,065,846 137,664,261
i

148,868,M2 173,412,790
;

t

Taltti MdrtcTws. 465,477 . S70,537 532,828 597,944 696,596 ! 576,656

(a) Thne yeuB only.

The output of the Yenangyat field, which was never a very

Vcoangyat
declining in spite of the

fact that a new portion—^the Sabe

area—^has, chiefly on the recommendation of the Geological Survey

of India, been recently opened up. The oil from the Sabe field

proved at first to be what is known in America as ‘ roily,’ spout-

ing in the form of an emulsion with water, dear oil has however

now been obtained, and some satisfactory wells met with. This

new field is not likely to be remarkable for productiveness or

longevity, but 'will be found useful as soon as attention is with-

drawn from the Twingon area.

Although inferior to Tenangyaung, Singu is a promising field,

and has up to the present been treated

more or less as a reserve. It is now
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being steadily and sdentifioally devdoped by the Burma Oil

Company.

Among other areas in the Irrawaddy basin offering inducements

Olhsr Helds.
operators, the following have been

tested, but so far with disappointiDg

results : Minbu, Padaukpin and Bambyin (Thayetmyo), Prome,

Tetma and Payagyigon-Ngashandaung (Gwegyo Hills, Myingyan),

Sattein and Kyatti (Myingyan), and Chindwin.

Besides the Upper .Burma oilfields, the islands off the Arakan

. ^ ( . coast, noted for their mud volcanoes,
Arakaa ceift. 1.11.1/have also been known for many years to

contain oil deposits of uncertauu value. The chief operations have

been carried on in the Eastern Barongo Island near Akyab and on

Ramri Island in the Eyaukph}^! district. Flooding and denuda-

tion in these regions have been too severe to warrant the expecta-

tion of oil in much quantity. The output from the Kyaukphyu

wells has steadily declined and the average for the past five years

is 40,261 gaUons less than the average for the six years 1898 to

1903. In the case of Akyab, the decline in this average is only

2,826 gallons.

A considerable length of the Burma (Ml CJompany’s 4-inch pipe-

line connecting Singu with Yenangyaung

.

has been replaced by 6-inch and ^inch

pipes, and this improvement is still in progress. The 10-inch

pipe-line connecting Yenangyaung -with Rangoon, a distance ot

275) miles, has been completed and is now working. The three

principal oilfields of Burma are therefore directly coimected with

RRTignnif by pipe-line, and unless any difficulty is experienced

with the latter, a continuous supply of oil is ensured.

Roby, Sapphire, and S|dael.

During the period covered by the previous review, the whole

PMdscliM
output of these stones in the

Indian Empire was derived from Upper

Burma. But during the years 1906 to 1908 the sapphire deposits of

Kashmir were again worked, with results at first ^ly satisfactory,

but so poor in 1908 as to offer no incentive for further work.

Table 87 shows the annual output figures for Burma and Kashmir

during the quinquennium, the average aimual value bring £84,406.
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The prosperous condition noticed -in the previous review of

Bms ruby-mining industry as conducted by
*

,
the Burma Ruby Mines, Ltd., in the

Mogok area, continued during the period under review until towards

the end of
j
1907, when the demand for rubies suddenly fell away

and prices' declined, *owing to the world-wide 'commercial depression

that then set in. The slump continued during 1908, so that the

output of stones was curtailed considerably, .the value of the pro-

duction, which was £95,114 in 1907, fsiting to £47,921. The effects

of the commercial depression have probably been accentuated by
the successful manufacture on a commercial scale of artificial

stones. The average annual vfilue of the stones won during the

five years was £83,505, as compared with £89^45, the average

figure for the period of the previous review (1898 to 1903). A small

proportion of the value
d
of the output is due to sapphires and

spinels, thel amount of which is indicated by the following figures

for the company's years ending 28th February 1907 and 1909 :

—

1906-07. 1908-00.

.
« ^

Rubies 93,023 43,072

Sapphires 1,132 636

Spinels ....... 1,386 434

'

96,640 44,042

On account of the slump the company was unable to declare a

dividend for the year ending 28th February 1909, for the second

time since 1898, when the company first entered the dividend-pa3dng

stage. This depression is also reflected in the royalties derived by

the company from the issue of licenses to native miners. These

are shown below :

—

Yeab. u £

1004 .

1006 .

1006 .

1007 .

1008 .

17,441

12,120

17,013

10,840

8,061
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The Burma Ruby Mines, Ltd., was granted a new lease for

28 years with effect from the 30th April 1904, for the collection of

precious stones in the townships of Mogok, Kyatpyin and Katha
in the Ruby Mines District. The company is required by the

lease to pay an annual rent of, Rs. 2,00,000 (£13,333), 'plus 30

per cent, of the net profits made each year, this being a contin-

uance of the arrangement previously in force.

The following are the labour statistics

Labour. the ruby mines under the Mines

Act :

—

Yeab.
Average number

of persona
employed daily.

1904 .

1905 .

1906 .

1907 .

1908 .

1,553

1,793

2,367

^,188

1,140

The number of deaths during the period was 15, giving an

average death-rate of 1*66 per 1,000. In addition large numbers

of persons are engaged in working on their own account under

licenses issued by the Burma Ruby Mines, Ltd. Thus in the year

ending February 28th, 1907, the company issued 3,866 licenses cover-

ing 13,639 men at Rs. 20 each.

Rubies are also known to occur at Naniazeik in the M3dtkyina

district near the jadeite tract but the -fees derived from licenses

to work in this ‘area have been very small—varying from Rs. 50

in 1904 to Rs. 440 in 1906, and no output has been reported.

Licenses have also been granted for rubies in the Sagyin Hills,

Mandalay district, and in the Shwebo district, but no favourable

results seem to have been obtained.

The sapphires of Kashmir seem to have been first discovered in

Kashmir
or -early in 1882, when a landslip

disclobbd the sapphire-bearing rocks.

The actual locality is a valley near Soomjam in Padar, Zanskar, at

1 Bee. Oeol. Swv. InL, XXXVI, p. 16f
, (1907).
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an devation of about 13,600 feet ; here the gem has been found both
in situ in a felspathic igneous rock in a cliff 1,600 feet above the
valley, and in the debris in the valley itself. For some years the
Kashmir Darbar derived a considerable revenue from the sapphire

mines, which were then left unworked for some years on the supposi-

tion that they had liecpme exhausted. But in 1906 the

Ifineral Ocnnpany, Ltd., started work under license from the
Darbar, and has obtained a considerable return of valuable stones.

One stone obtained in 1907 was sold for £2,000. The very small

value of the 1908 output is due to the very inferior quality of

this year’s production ( ' rock-sapphire ’), Rs. 500 being the actual

price obtained in Jammu for thft whole output. Owing to the
high altitude of the sapphire locality, the ground is 'under snow and
inaccessible for the greater part of the year, work being possible

during the months of July, August, and September only. Work
has again been abandoned.

The average annual production of salt in India during the five

PMadisa.
years 1904 to 1909 was 1,167,785 statute

tons (see table 88), exclusive of that

manufactured at Aden, which averaged 81,996 tons per annibq

during the same period. During the last year of the quinquennial

period there was an increased output, as well as an increased

import of foreign salt, to meet the greater demand which followed

the last reduction of the salt tax. The salt manufactured in the

country and imported by sea amounted to If million tons in 1^8.
The consumption thus amounted in this year to about 13| lbs. per

head of the population.

Table S8j>—Production of Sedt in India {eeduding Aden).

Metric Tons.

1904 1 ,105,051 iji22jrn

1905

1 ,193,410 1,212,604

1906 1 ,157,745 1,176.269

1907 1,102,783 1,120,427

1908 1 ,279,937 1,300,416

1,167,786 1,186,460Average
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The salt produced in iBdia is obtained from, three principal

.. sources as before, but there has been
a heavier output of sea-salt and a

corresponding depression of the share contributed by the other

sources. The proportions are as follows for 1904-08 :

—

(1) Se^-water, from which 64*5 per cent, of the total produc-

tion was obtained

;

(2) Sub-soil water and lakes in areas of internal drainage, giving

25*2 per cent.
; and

(3) Rock-salt beds, from which there was no increased pro-

duction and consequently a sl'ghtly lower proportionate

contribution to the increased total, nemely, 10*3 per cent.

IVovInclal production.
Tabic 89 shows the provincial pro-

duction for the five years 1904 to 1908.

Table 89 .—Provincial Production of Salt during the years 1904 to 1^08.

Province. 1904. 1905. 1906.

1

1907.
i

' 1908.

1

Average.

Statute

Tons.
Statute
Tons.

Statute
Tons.

Statute
Tons.

1 Statute
Tons.

Statut'

Tvm.

\den 97,727 67,535 90,385 88,324 81,996

Bengal . 88 3 61 26 48 48

Bombay. 425.090 390.535 385,441 454,991 417,293

Burma . 21.387 1 2.3.132 ' 29,847 30,022 ii 31,336 27,145

Owalior
State . 374 84 249 189 1 297

Madras . 356,834 388,646 412,717 353,271 435,120 389.317

Northern !

India

.

282,421 342,100 312,550 320,689 341,694 319,911]

Sind . 1

1

13,MO 14,265 11,777 13,145 16,311 13,807
_

TOTAL,
;

1

1.

Ststuto

Tons 1,171,060 1,291,137 1,225,280 1.193,168 !

i

1,368,261 l,269;7>l

Total,

Mftrie .

Tons . i,m,m l,244,m

1

i,2is,ess It890aS3 1,299,777
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The leturnB provincial production show a marked inorease

in the amount of salt manufactured at Aden, from 54,428 tbns, the

average for the years 1898 to 1903, to 81,996 tons a year in the

qumquennial period 1904-1908. There was also an increase in Bom-
bay from an average of 357,507' tons to 417,293 tons per annum

;

in Burma from 21,664 to 27,145 tons ; in Madras from ' 297,666 to

389,317 tons ; in the North Indian lakes and mines from 290,535

to 319,911 tons ; and in Sind from 11,695 to 13,807 tons per

annum. The small quantities manufactured in Gwalior, 267 tons,

and that separated in the manufacture of saltpetre in Bengal; 45

tons, are unimportant. The average annual total of salt production

has thus risen from 1,038,000 tohs for 1898-1903 to 1,249,781 tons

for 1904-08.

Bombay, as before, is the chief producer, most of the salt

being obtained Irma sea-water, supplemented by the use of sub-

soil brine on the border of the Rann of dutch in an area where

possibly the brines are directly derived from sea-water. In

the Madras Residency, small quantities of salt are collected in the

Masulipatam area, but the rest is manufacture from sea-water.

In Upper Burma, salt is obtaine from sub-soil brines in the dis-

tricts of Sagaing, Shwebo, Myingyan, Yamethin, Lower Chindwin,

Minbu, Meiktila, and the Hsipaw State. It is often difficult in

some of the districts in the 'dry zone ’ of Upper Burma to obtain

deq> well water that is not noticeably saline.

A special account of the brine wells being worke near. Bawgyo
in the Hsipaw State has been published

Brisc w § • awgyo.
^ LaTouche.* The only well

now being worked is 45 feet deep, and in December 1905 the crude

brine included 25-58 per cent, of dissolved salts, which are com-

posed of about 60 per cent, of sodium chloride, 36 per cent, of

the sulphate, with small quantities of other salts.

> The most important of the areas worked for sub-soil and lake-

^ I ir M desert region of Raj-
Sab- aad e.

putana, from which nearly 300,000 tons

of salt are manufactured every year. The whole country is

impcegnated with salt from the Coast of Cutch and Sind

north and north-eastwards to the borders of Delhi district and

Bhawalpur .State. In maiiy areas of internal drainage there are

1 Jtm. Ota. Svrv. Jnd. XXXV, p. 97. (1907).
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Sambhar Lake.

small temporary salt-lakes, which are utilised, as at Sambhar and
Didwana ; while in other places sub-soil brine is raised, as at

Pachbadra. Most of the salt in this region appears to be brought
in as fine dust by the strong winds which blow from the south-
west and south-south-west during the hot weather. These winds
blow across the salt-incrusted Kann of Cutch, and carry away the

finely-poyrdered salt in large quantities into the heart of Bajputana,
where it becomes fixed when the following monsoon brings rain

enough to wash the salt into the small lakes in areas of internal

drainage.^

Sambhar, the largest of the Bajputana salt-lakes, covers an
area of 60-70 square miles during the

monsoon, but dwindles, generally, to a
small central puddle by the following March or April. It has been

shown by careful sam])ling at regular intervals that the mud form-

ing the bed of the lake contains on an average 5-21 per cent, of

sodium chloride down to a depth of * at least 12 feet, and the

amount stored in these higher layers of salt cannot thus be less

than about 54 million tons. Since the lake was taken over by
Government in 1870-71, about 4| million tons of salt have been

removed. and sold away from Sambhar. During the past five years

the average annual production amounted to 166,518 tons, most of

which went to the United Provinces.

Table 90 shows the average annual distribution of Sambhar
salt for the five years 1903-04

to 1907-08. From this table it will be

noticed that Sambhar has be^n able to increase its slender hold on
the (Vntial Provinces and Behar in spite of the influx of

foreign salt. In the case of the Central Provinces, the average

annual amount supplied rose from 716 tons in 1897—1902 to 1,586

tons in the five financial years ending with 1907-08, while for the

corresponding periods in Behar the rise was from 175 to the still

small quantity of 371 tons.

The average annual despatch of salt from Pachbadra during the

vears 1903-04 to 1907-08 amounted to
Dhtribdtloo of Pachbadra salt. . • i. oo i.only 20,558 tons, against 33,677 tons in

the years 1897-98 to 1902-03. Of this amount, 8,287 tons, or 40 per

Distribution of Sambhar salt.

1 T. H. Holland and W. .A. K. ( hristie, Ncr. Qtot, Surv, Ind.. XXXVTII. pp. 154-186.

(1609),

0
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cent., lemained in Rajputana
; 6,244 tons,, or 30 per cent., going to

Central India ; 3,904 tons, or 19 per cent., going to the Centnal

Provinces, and 2,098 tons, or 10 per cent., being sent to the United

Flovinces. There were thus great changes in the distribution of

Pachbadra salt, for during the previous period reviewed the largest

fraction (46 per cent.) went to the United Provinces, and only about

27 per cent, remained in Rajputana.

Table 90.—Average, amuei dUAribuliou of Sambhar Salt.

1897-98 to 1902-03. 1903-04 to 1907-08.

Quantity.
s

Pe* cent,

\

Quantity. Per cent.

•

United Provinces ....
Tons.

91.443

Tons.

114.711 68-9

•

Rajputana 20,371 23»190 141
*

Central India ..... 11,713 8’8 16.058 . 9-6

Punjab and North-West Frontier Pro-

vince ...... 9,109 6'8 10.302 6'2

Central Provinces 716 0-5 1,586 PO

Behar 176 371 02

ATeraie Tefal

•

I33AZ7 MibSIS 100-0

There has been an increase in the average annual .output of

_ . „ rock-salt from 109,640 tons in the period
PnMtoa af rack-Hlt.

1898—1903 to 120,439 tons per annum in

1904—0^; but, on account of the heavier output*fram other soutces,

especially sea-water, the rock-salt makes a smaller proportion of the

total, being only 10-3 instead of 11*2 per cent, of the total pro-

duction of India, excluding Aden. The details 'are shown in table

91, from which it will be seen that the increase in production of

rock-salt is due to the mines on the Salt Range, whmh gave an

average annual output of 100,839 tons in 1904—^08, against 89^023
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tons in the preceding period. The changes in Kohat and Mandi
State are less than the annual variations.

A general account of the occurrences of rock-salt in the PuAjab

and North-West Frontier- Province will be found in the previous

Beview (pp. 83, 84) and in the Sketch of the Mineral Besources

of India, 1908, pp. 56-58.

Table 91.—Production of Bock-Salt during the period 1904—1908

compared with the period 1898—1903.

Year.
Salt

Kangt-,

Punjuli.

•
Koluit,

North-
Wfist

Frontiei

.

Manrii

State.
TOTAL.

Percentagr
ot total

salt iJi'u-

dnotlon of

India.

•

Statute
Tout-.

Statute
Tons..

Statute

Tons.

Stetnte

Tone.

lfl04 • . . . .

im
190« . . .

1907
1908

107.40;j

94.048

i 107,194

101,779
93,774

iKtitU

14.897

13.431)

17.228
16,049

4,607
3..671

3,609
4.08.5

3,954

128,574

112,516

124,239

123,092

113,777

11*6

9-4

.
10-7

11-2

8-9

Average for 1904—1908 100,839 QQI 3,MS
""

120,439

Per cent, of average total

(1904—19081.
Averagp forISOS—1903 •

83-7 13(1 3-3 1000 • •

S9,0-i3 13.S42 4Ji75 109 UO 11*2

Per cent, of average total for

1898—1903.
81-2 I4r> 4-3 ...

There was a larger increase of foreign salt during the past five

years than during -the previous period
^iBportf and origin off ffdrcign

^{^g principal increase being

during the last three years. The prin-

cipal feature of interest is the importation from Spain, which

reached the large quantity of 85,966 tons in the financial year

1907-08 and to 103,479 tons in the calendar year 1908. The

demand from the .United Kingdom has been falling at the 'same

time, the share ,of the average annual total dropping from 56 to

45 per cent., while for the calendar year 1908 the salt imported

from the United Kingdom was under 35 per cent, of the total (see

table 92),

o2
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MoBt of the Balt imported is landed at Calcutta, the next larger

importer being the Province of Burma which, however, only takes

between abotit 60,000 and 60,000 tons a year.

TaitLE 92 .—Imports of Salt during 1903-04 to 1907-08 compared

with the period 1897-98 to 1902-03.

Imported from

1897-98 to 1902-03.

1

1903-04 to 1907-08.

Quantity.

• ’

1

1

Pet cettU

of Mol.

1

1

^ . 1

Quantity.
Per cent.

<4 Mol.

Tons. 1 Tons.

United Kingdom • 243.2] 0 561 219.347 - 452

Germany . 50.928 131 07.824 ' • ]P0

Aden 49.350 11-4 (iH.nOS ' 144

Arabia 42,887 9-9 1
• 124

Egypt • • 28,377
' 6‘5 2(i.))01 ! 56

SfNiin

j

35,744 .

I

74

Persia . 12,441 ' 2'9 1.758
1

0-4

Gt her countries . • • • .555 '

1

O’l 3.12.'> !

1

0-6

ATCiaic Annsl Total 433,754 . m-0 484,94l

1

1000

CMdUiMS
fsnwlloe el sallHtR*

csMellal for tke

Saltpetre.

For the formation of saltpetre in a soil the necessary conditions

are (1) supplies of nitrogenous organic

matter, (2) climatic condition^ favourable

to the growth and action of Wino-

gradsky’s so-called nitroso and nitro bacteria, converting urea and

ammonia successively into nitrous and nitric acids, (3} the

presence of potash, and (4) meteorological conditions suitable for

the efflorescence of the potassium nitrate at the surface. An ideal

combination of these necessary circumstances has made the Behar

section of the Gangetic plain famous for its production of saltpetre.
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In this part of India- we have a population of over 500 per

square mile, mainly agricultural in occupation, and thus accompanied
by a high proportion of domestic animals, supplying an abundance
of organic nitrogen. With a mean temperature of 78° F., con-

fined to an annual range of 68°, and for a large part of the year

when the air has a humidity of over 80 per cent., with a diurnal

range i^ol- exceeding 8° above or below 84° F., the conditions are

unusually favourable for the growth of the so-called ' nitrifying
’

bacteria.

With a population largely using wood and cow-dung for fuel,

the soil around villages naturally would be well stocked with potash,

and finally, with a period of continuous surface desiccation following

a small rainfall, the sub-soil water, brought to the surface by capil-

lary action in the soil, leaves an efflorescence of salts, in which,

not surprisingly, potassium nitrate is conspicuous. Under these

conditions Bchar has for many years yielded some 20,000 tons of

saltpetre a year.

ne system of manufacture has been very frequently described

in detail,^ and consists essentially in
yiten o mann ac ure.

. jissolving out the mixed salts contained

in soil around villages, and effecting a first rough separation of

the two most prominent salts—sodium chloride and potassium

nitrate—by fractional crystallisation. The impure sodium chloride

is consumed locally, whilst the saltpetre is sent to refineries for

further purification before export.

The returns for production arc so manifestly imperfect, being

^ .
considerably below the amounts of

Production and export. ^ xi. "I x £ x i.
export, that the export figures must be

taken as the olily index, though still an imperfect one, to the

extent of the manufacture. The export figures for the past five

years are given in table 93, showing an average annual export of

358,989 ewts., valued at £265,135.

There is no definite directional change indicated by these figures,

„ . ^ but a comparison with the returns for the
Varlatlona In exports. x x x /• xt_ x xl

past twenty-five years shows that there

has been only a small reduction in the amount of exported s&ltpetre.

1 G. Watt. Dic‘lionary of tho Ecoiiomiu Products of India, Vol. VI, paitIT, s.

G86, p. 433, and litcraturo quoted. Also D. Hooper, Agricultural Ledger, 1905,

No. 3, giving many aualyses.
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in spite of *tiie oonstantlj increasing production b other parts

of the wodd of nitrates, both derived from natural deposits and
artificially’ manufactured ; and of wholesale changes - m the sub-

stances used for manures and for the manufacture of explosives.

For the six years 1878—^1883 the average quantity of saltpetre ex-

ported amounted to 405,568 cwts. a year ; for a similar period ten

years later, namely, 1888 to 1893, the average annual exports were

389,989 cwts
;
whilst for the period 1897-98 to 1902-03 the average

annual e^orts were 382,353 cwts., valued at £262,592. The
highest values, rangbg from about £600,000 to nearly £900,000 a

year, occurred at the time of the American Civil War from I860

to 1864, but saltpetre was then 'an essential constituent of explo-

sives and India had almost a monopoly of supplies.

Table 93.—Total Exports of Sodtpetre by Sea and Lcmd during the

years 1903-04 to 1907-08.

•

Ybab.
•

1

•

j

Quantity,

j

Value.

•
Value per

CWto
CwlF, Metric tons.

•

£ Shillings.

15)03-04 392.1G0 19.922 271,725 13-85

15)044)5 ... 348,715 17J16 241,502 13*85

HIOI-OP. 336,4r4 17,093 256,885) 15-27

15)064)7
1

353,471
1

17.966 276,247 15*63

15)07-08 .

1

304,104

1

18,496. 275),221 15*33

Averagf 368.989 18.236 265,135 U*77

st n^orted 'mH-

As m the period covered by the previous Beview, the percentage

of the total - exports 'taken by the

three lesdmg consumers, United States,

United Ebgdom, and Hongkong, has

remamed at about 80 per cent., but the United States has risen

from third to first place (from 24*0 to 32*8 per cent.), the

United Ebgdom has sunk to second place (from 30*7 to 26*0
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pet cent.), and Hongkong to third place (from 25 *7* to 22*1 per

cent.)- The distribution figures are shown in table 94.

Table 94 .—Average Distribution of Saltpetre exported by Sea during

the years 1903-04 to 1907-08.

1 ^

Expoktkd to
Average
annual

quant it}'.

Per cenfm of
average

total.

rnitiul Stair > . . . . . • .

Cwts.

117,7W 328

I'liitcil Kingdom......... 8{hH04 250

Hbngkong ........ 79.435 221

Mauritius ........ 22,756 63

Fraiiro 21,716 61

Straits Set tlomoiits........ 10,075 •

Couloir 10.029 2-8

Other countries 7.524 21

— —
Afcrage Total for the years 1903-94 to 1907-08 358,923

Proyloclal

exports.

shares in the

Calcutta is still, as it always has been, the chief port through

which saltpetre leaves India, the

exports during the period under review

having amounted to 98*6 per cent, of

the total, as compared with 98*5 per cent, during the previous

period. Of tlie small remaining amount exported, 1 *1 per

cent, left via Karachi. The average annual exports from the

different provinces have been as follows during the years 1903-04

to 1907-08 :

—

Cwls.

Bengal

Sind 4.00r>

Bombay 1,(K)()

Madras ... * 10

368,923Total
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Tlie CalSutta diipply is obtained mainly from Behar, as shown

in table 95, which has been compiled from returns published each

year by the Commissioner of Northern India Salt Bevenue.

Table 95 .—Average Annual hnyori^ of Saltpetre into Calcutta for

the years 1903-04 to 1907-08.

Averuge Fer cent, of
Okt.\ineu tUOM annual

tjuantity.

ax^rage

total.

Behai

•
Cwts

j

212^870
,

56-1

United Provinces . 108.470 28-6 •

Punjab • r>4.()70 1

1

14-4

Other provinces 3,570 1 09

«

Average Total 379,580 1000

Only very small quantities oi saltpetre for chemical and medi*

* 1-—. puri)OBes are imported into India
by sea, but a considerable quantity

comes from Nepal. During the past five years the imports from
Nepal have, as shown below, averaged 4-156 cwts., as compared
with 9*417 cwts. during the previous six years.

Saltpetre imported from Nepal,

ltM)6-07

1907 -US

Cwts.

2,872

4,317

4,5dr>

4,753

Average , 4,150

But, although the saltpetre from Nepal constituted practically

the whole of the imports in three of t^e years, the total annual

imports averaged 6,077 cwts. This was largely due to an import

in 1905-06 of 1,723 cwte. by land from Afghanistan, and of 4,848
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cwtB. by sea from Hongkong, making the total for the "year 10,988
cwts.

; and in 1907-08 of 2,621 cwts. imported by land from
Khelat, making the total for the year 7,401 cwts. The annual
values returned for the total imports give an average of £3,178-5

or of 10-46 shillings per cwt.

Tin.

Unworked ocenmnees.

Tin has a wider distribution than is generally recognised, and
its minerals are often overlooked

through the difficulty in distinguishing

them from other heavy minerals Isolated crystals of cassiterite

or tin-stone have been found in })egmatites associated with

gadolinitc in the Palanpur State,^ whilst in the Hazaribagh

district of Chota Nagpur instances have been recorded of the acci-

dental production of tin from river sands by the native iron smelters,

ill addition to the known occurrences of ores in situ. The latter

are two in number—Nurunga and (%appatand—and the ore

occurs in the unusual form of a cassiterite-granulite, which is

very rich in tin.^ The Nurunga occurrence has been opened up

a little during the period under review, but has not proved to

be workable.

The persistent attempts to work tin in Burma reported in the

^ ^ previous Review have been continued
Worked deposits. ^ ^ -

durmg the present qumquennium. In

Burma cassiterite is obtained by washing alluvial gravels in the

Mergui and Tavoy districts of South Burma, and in the Bawlake

State, Karenni, Southern Shan States. But, although several

syndicates and companies have been formed to develop and work

these deposits, the production has hitherto been on a much

smaller scale than might have been expected from the favourable

reports that have been made as to their extent and richness. Thus

table 96« shows that the amount of tin-ore raised annually during

the years under review in Mergui, Tavoy, and Karenni, averaged

1,670 cwts. worth £10,992, compared with 1,645 cwts. worth £6,876

raised during the period 1898—1903 in Mergui and Tavoy alone.

The average value set on the tin-ore during the two periods has

increased from £83-5 per ton during the period 1898 to 1903 to

1 T. H. Holland, Rer, Oed. Surr. Ind., XXXI, ]>. 43. (11H4).

* L. L. Fermor, op, cit, XXXIII, p. 23f», (190<i).
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£131'9 per ton during the period under review. These production

figures are to be regarded as very approximate, whilst the Values

ascribed to the output for the present quinquennium are much too

high. The ai;^rage value of tin during the five years 1904 to

1908,* taking the mean of the quotations for Straits tin as given in

the Mining Journal for the first week in January, April, July, and

October of each year, was £150, so that the average value of 70

per cent, concentrates—^this is what the so-called tin-ore usually is

—

would be £105 per ton. Hence, in view of the average figure of

£132 per ton for the tin-ore produced during the quinquennium,

it is probable either that some block tin has been, included in

the figure, or that the value *o£ block tin has been by mistake

ascribed to a certain proportion of the ore.

Table 96.

—

Production of Tin-ore m Bunna during 1904-1908.

•

Year. Tavoj'. Mergui.

•

Karenni.

1

Totai..

1

QaafltHy. Value.

• (VtH. CwU. Cwtb. Cwts. £

1!M)4 .... .32 ] ,3.3(i 2r>
.

1.414 HMH

J'NI.) .... .31 l.m .32 1,527 0.0 Hi

lINMi..... 2.3 1.84.3 40 1919 13,709

hM»7 . ... J3 1..30(> ‘ li.3 1484 n,K82

19(»8 .... 30 1,8715 Na 1,916

Average. 26* 1,009 34
•

1.070

The metal is exported partly in the form of block tin and

partly as tin-ore, almost all of the
Ferelga experts of Mock tta.

foreign exports going to the Straits

Settlements. These two, during the years 1903-04 to 1907-08,

averaged 323 cwts. and 215 cwts. per annum respectively, as

shown in table 97, the average total annual value of the foreign

exports of Burmese tin being £3,053, compared with £3,144 for the

period of the previous review.
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TiALS 97 .—Exports of Burmese Block 'Tin and Tin-ore for Oie

years 1903-04 to 1907-08.

Yeae.

1

BLurri Tin. Tin-ub£. Totau •

Quantity. • Value.

'
.

Quantity. Value. QnaBttty. Value.

CwtK. £ CVtK. £ Cwts.
(tin ore),

(a)

£

1903-04 . 281 1,678 197 899 . 618 2,577

1904-05 .
.* 4.50 2,r,3r>

,
1 13 682 2,548

]905.0(i . 401 2.346 25 105 626 2,451

1906-07 . 239. 1,819 604 2,883 962 4,702
1907-08 . 243 1,981 243 1,007 607 2,988

An^raar .123

1

2.072
•

9S1 69U 3,053,

(a) Assumed that 3 cwts. of tin-ore are equivalent to 2 cwts. of block tin.

The foreign exports of Burmese tin account for only about one-

third of the production ;
the remainder is partly exported in the form

of block tin to other provinces of the Indian Empire, and partly

consumed within the province. In some years, however, turned

iron sheets (‘tin plates’) have been entered in the trade returns as

block tin, and consequently it is not now possible to give any

accurate figures representing the distribution of the Burmese tin

amongst the other provinces of India. The difference between the

average total in tables 96 and 97 may, however, be taken as a

rough measure of the consumption of Burmese tin in the Indian

Empire, the amounts being 967 cwts. of tin-ore (equivalent to 645

cwts. of block tin) worth £7,939 per annum during the period under

review.

But the amount of Burmese tin consumed in the Indian Empire

I hi k II
^ ® small quantity compared to the

sports o oc n.

requirements of the country. Table 9Q

shows the amounts of foreign unwrought block tin which have

been consumed in India during the period under review, and

in addition to these quantities, smaller quantities of tin-plates are

imported. By far the largest quantity of block tin imported into

IniWsL comes from the Straits Settlements. Out of the average

total of 30,469 cwts., the quantity coming from the Straits averaged

27,680 cwts. per annum. A curious feature connected with the
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imports is the fact that the quantities .of foreign tin imported have

.not increased since statistics of weight were first recorded in 1875-76.

In that year the tin imported was reported to amount to 36,159

cwts., of whicS 31,479 cwts. came from the Straits.

Table 98.—Consumption of foreign Block Tin in India,

Year.

iMPUKT^f.

Be.cx7K)rtfc.

Coo-
samp-
tloo.Quautit3\

1

-

1

Value.

1

A Cwts. £ Cwts. Cwtf.

1003-(U 40.3.58 2l5(».84(r 3.2.53 )7.IM
1904-0.) 39.187 2(51 227 703 38.484

1905.0(i 20.939 ir>p,4U!) 844 t»m
1906-07 19.9(57 2.419 I7A8
1907-08 ;fl.892 2Ri>.nn2 7.98.5 1

1

23,987

Avertigt 31.469
'

232.215 3.041 27,428

.Hode of occnmocc aod econo.

Ic conildcrafloni.

The country in which the Burmese tin-ore is found forms a belt

—

comprising Karenni, Tavoy, and Mergui

—

linking Yunnan, the south-west pro*

vince of China, in which tin-mining

is said to support a large population,^ to the well-known tin-ore

deposits of the Straits Settlements (now the Federated Ma^y
States) to the south, from which, in 1908, about 58 per cent,

of the world’s supply of tin was obtained. In both Burma and

Malaya by far the larger proportion of the ore is won from

alluvial deposits, but a beginning has been made in working lode

tin in both countries. During the period under review several

syndicates and companies have been formed to work the Burmese

tin deposits on a large scale (mostly in Mcftgui) : but, judging from

the fact that the average annual output* of tin during the

quinquennium has not increased, as compared with the period of

the previous Review, it is evident tliat none of these companies

have yet become large producers.

^ A. Lecldre,
* Exploration gdologique des IVovinces chinoises voisines du

Tonkin.* C, R,, 29efne Session, Assoc, Fr,. 1900, ii, 016*926. AbS. Trans, Inst,

Mining Engineers, XXll, 1901^2, 715. Also :

—

W. F. Collins, ' Tin-Pk-oduction m fhe Province of Yunnan, China,* BuU,
No. 63f Inst, Min. Met,, pp. 1*14 (1010).
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During 1907 and 1908. Mr. J. J. A. Page of the Geological

Survey of India was engaged in investigating the tin deposits of

the Mergui and Tavoy districts. The results .of his investigations

are summarised in the Annual Reports of the Department.

^

In the Mergui district,- the principal hill ranges have a north to

Mcrful district
south trend and are composed mainly

of granite, with flanking hills cut. out

largely of unfossiliferous schists, slates, sandstones, and quartz-

ites, belonging to the so-called Mergui series. The granites

appear to be intrusive into the sedimentary rocks
; and are exposed

in a series of bosses that do not form a continuous outcrop. There

appears to be more than one generation of granitic rocks, and

they are traversed by quartz-porphyry dykes. Isolated patches

of strata, probably Tertiaiy in age, are found resting unconformably

on the highly inclined Mergui slates and quartzites. The country

is largely covered with laterite and recent alluvial deposits, and is

very heavily jungle-clad ; roads are scarce and most of the trans-

port is effected along the numerous creeks.

The only tin-ore worked is cassiterite, which is widely distributed

throughout the district pd is invariably found near the granitic

hills. The. mineral is found under the following four conditions :

—

(1) As a constituent of deromjmed 'pegmatite rich in tourmaline

and muscovite, hnjown locally cls "^hra at numerous localities.

(2) In meuiswe quartz-segregations in and on the outskirts of

granitic hills. Some of these segregations are several feet in thick-

ness. and sometimes carry also wolfram, pyrite. and chalcopyrite,

as for example at North Hill near Maliwun.

(.*!)* /w quartz veins and stringers hi ground adjacent to d-ecom-

jming 'pegmatite.
^

(4) Hill-side talus acci^mulations due to the disintegration of classes

(J), (2), and (5), extending to gravel deposits along the stream

valleys and in alluvial flats. These form the deposits most gener-

ally worked by the Chinese and Siamese immigrants.

The tin mines are divided by Mr. Page into the following

groups ;

—

(1) Mergui tonmship ; the tin-stone averages 3 pounds per cubic

yard.

1 T. H. Holland, Bcr. Geol. Stirr. Ind.. XXXVTT, pp. .38-41 (1908) ; XXXVIII,

pp. f>3.r)7 (1909).
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(2) Tenasserim toumship; Thabalik, Tagu and Thendaw groups

of mines
;

in one of the Thabalik mines the pay dirt .was 10 feet

thick and contained 15 pounds of tin-stone per cubic yard.

(3) Bokpyin toumship

;

Manoron, Yengan, Bokpyin, and Eara-

thuii groups ; there are many more tin mines in this township than

in the whole of the rest of the district.

(4)

' Victoria Point ; Maliwun and Banhuni
.

groups ; it is in the

Maliwun area that the concession of the Burma Development Com-
pany is situated.

‘ •

Most of the tin won in this ^strict is obtained by Chinese

and Siamese working on the alluvial deposits by ground-sluicing

methods. 'The tin concentrates i)btained are in some cases smelted

locally and in others exported as ore to the Straits.

As the general result of ‘ his work is, Mr. Page finds ^ that

cassiterite is widely distributed in the district and exists in quanti-

ties that should be payable on either side of the granitic axes of

the chief ranges. The bulk of the cassiterite was formed in the

numerous pegmatite intrusions into granites and other rocks, and the

deposits now being worked have been derived from the disintegra-

tion of the pegmatites. It is possible that in soine areas system-

atic prospecting would prbve the existence of deposits suitable

for dredging. The tin industry in this district is at present in a

very backward condition. The causes of this being :

—

(1) the lack of water during a considerable portion of the

year, so that native workings* can be carried on in most

. places for only three to five months,

(2) lack of capital,
* •

(3) scarcity of labour,

•
(4) difiSculties of transport,

(5)

the dense jungle and overlying superficial deposits.

With adequate capital, however, and sufficient skill and foresight

most of thm difficulties can be overcome.

Of the syndicates and companies formed to work tin in Mergui

only one need be mentioned, the Burma Development Syndicate,

1 Agreeing thus with his predeoeBBore, Dr. T. Oldham (1855), Mr. Mark Fryer (1871)

and Mr. T. W. H. Hughes (1889). See Hughes* 'Tin-mining in Mergui District,'

Hee. 8wrv. Ind., XXn, pp. 188-208, (1889). Also a separate report by Hn|[lies

published in Rangoon in three parts (1889-91).
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Ltd., registered in London on Stli April 1903 with a capital of

£5,000. ^ prospecting license was taken out on behalf of the

Syndicate by Mr. A. B. Snow on the 13th March 1905 over the

Maliwun property ; this was converted to a mining lease on Is^;

July 1906. On October 8th of the same year the Syndicate

appealed to the public for £65,000, about half of which was taken

up. T})e Syndicate’s concession is 3 square miles (1,955 acres) in

area, and includes Khow Maung Hill (Centre Hill) and North Hill

—

granite hills containing stanniferous quartz segregations. The Syn-

dicate also holds 40 acres of alluvial ground and 1,000 acres on

which it is proposed to plant rubber. With the tin-stone on these

concessions there is a certain proj^ortion of wolfram. Concentrating

plant and electric power plant are being erected, but no recent

information as to progress has been received.

In the Tavoy district ^ Mr. Page found the tin mining industry

district

practically at a standstill. In
Tavoy dis ct.

several places tin lodes have been found,

some of them carrying a considerable or even a large quantity

of wolfram. The cassiterite has been found in granite, in quartz

veins fit the slate-granite junction, and in quartz stringers pene-

trating sandstones near the granites, and in the slate of the

Mergui series, some of the veins carr}dng wolfram, as well as tin.

The veins discovered range from very small thickness up to 30

inches. Alluvial deposits containing tin-stone, wolfram and gold

are found at many places, specially in the Hindu Chaung and its

tributaries and along the eastern shore of the Heinza Basin.

The (xolden Stream Syndicate with a capital of £25,000 was

formed to work the alluvial gold and tin deposits 'in the Tavoy
district. A prospecting license over 350 square miles in this district

was obtained on the 20th September 1905. Gold and tin were

found in the Hindu Chaung and its tributaries, and in certain tri-

butaries of the Khamaung Thway, the northern brtfnch of the

great Tenajiserim river (particularly in the Hindu Chaung and the

Shwe Chaung, a tributary of the Hindu Chaung). Tin-orp was

also found in the Hinda Chaung, a tributary of the Bean river, the

southern branch of the great Tenasserim river. No recent infor-

mation concerning this Syndicate is available.

1 Ber. Oeol. 8urt\ Ind,. XXXVUl, pp. 57-GO, (1909),
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IV.—MINERALS OP GROUP II.

Alum and Aluminium-ore.

The separation of sulphate of alumina from decomposed p3rritous

shales, and the })reparation of the

double sulphate of alumina and potash,

by the introduction of nitre and wood-ashes, was formerly an im-

portant industry in a few places, and, on a smaller scale, was
practised at numerous places ii). India. But the importation of

cheap alum, principally from the United Kingdom, and its wide distri-

bution by the gradually extending system of railways, have now
nearly killed the native industry. Table 99 shows that during the

five years under review the consumption of foreign alum in India

has averaged 65,507 cwts. as compared with an average annual

consumption of 66,086 cwts. during the preceding six years.

Table 99.

—

Gonsurn'ption of Foreitj^ AJum in India.

Yeab.

Imfc

Quantity.

>BTS.

Value.

Re-exiK>rtB.
CoflsuDpfloa sf

foreign slnai.

(’wtB. £ C’wis. Cwti.

1903-04 . 67,930 20,499
‘

2,ll«6 45,864

1904-05 , . 60,170 18,389 2,264 57,986

1905-06 . 70,803 21,204 2,073 68,730

1906-07 . 72,344 21,294 2,4G3 69,881

1907-08 . 67,305 19,929 2,152 65,153

Average . 67,710 20,263 2,203 65,507

The only portion of India for which returns are available is the

Mianwali district, Punjab, where, during the five years under review,

there was an average annual production of 5,688 cwts. (284 tons)

valued at £2,047 (see table 100)^
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The raw material is a pyritous shale found at Kalabagh, Kotki

and other localities in the Isakhel tahsil. The average sulphur-

content in the workable patches of these shales is, according to Mr.

N. D. Daru,^ 9*5 per cent. After roasting, the shale is lixi-

viated and concentrated. A mixture of crude chlorides, nitrates,

and sulphates of sodium (chiefly) and potassium is then added, the

alum crystallised out, and then fused in its water of crystallisation

and allowed lo recrystallise. 7'he product is mainly soda-alum, and

is used at Delhi, Hissar, 'Sirsa and other centres of the tanning and

dyeing industries. The alkaline salts used are obtained by concentrat-

ing and crystallising the product of lixiviation of the scrapings of the

soil of various localities in the Miaitwali and Shahpur districts.

Pyritous shale, suited for the manufacture of alum, is also known

at Dandot Collierv in the Salt Kange.

Alnnite, a suljdiatc of aluminium, is found associated with sul-

|)hur in veins traversing Siwalik clays

in the Sauni sulphur mines in Ehelat,

Baluchistan.^

Table 100.—Production of Alum in Mianwali District, Punjab, during

the years 1904 to 1908,

Year. Quantity. Value,

evts. £

1904 . . . . 2,580 700

1905 . . . . 7.126 2,038

1906 . . . . 11,022 4,000

1907 . • . . 5,511 2.500

1908 .

•

. . 2,204 1.000

AfHfrage 5,688
'

2,047

In the previous Review, page 95, attention is drawn to the dis-

covery that many of the lateritic

deposits of India are highly aluminous,

such aluminous varieties being identical with, the substance known

1 Rec. Ged. Surv. Ind., XXXVIII* p. 3, (1909).

2 Cl. H. Tipper, Ree. Oedl. Svrv. Ind„ XXXVIII, p. 214, (1909).
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as bauxite. Field work carried out since 1903 by the officers of

the Gtoologjical Survey has revealed the existence of extensive deposits

of this mineral substance in various parts of India, and chemical

investigation in the Geological Survey Laboratory and at the

Imperial Institute has shown that certain of the Indian bauxites

compare very favourably with the Irish, French and Apierican

bauxites placed on the English market.

The richest areas yet discovered in India are the Baihir plateau

in the Balaghat district, and the neighbourhood of Katni in the

Jubbulpore district, both in the Central Provinces. But valuable

ores have also been found in Ealahandi State and Chota Nagpur,

Bengal, in Bhopal State, Central India, in the Satara district,

Bombay, and in various parts of the Madras Presidency. The

bauxites to which the moat attention has been up to the present

devoted are those of Balaghat and Jubbulpore. Eight analyses of

specimens and samples of the Balaghat bauxites have given results

ranging betweea the following limits :

—

Alumina, AI2O3

Ferric oxide, Fe203 .

Titanic oxide, Ti02 .

Silica, Si02

Combined water, H2O
Moisture

5l fi2 to 58-8.1

2-70 to 10*58

6-22 to 13*7«

0*06 to 2-05

22*70 to 30*72

0*40 to 1*14

corresponding to 71*2 to 80*8 per cent, of Al^O^ after calcina-

tion. With these may be compared the following figures showing the

range of analysis of some Irish, French and American bauxites of

commerce analysed at the Imperial Institute :

—

AI2O3
FesOs

Ti02

SiOs

H2O
Moisture

42 to 03

2 to 21

2 to 6

3 to 13

12 to 28

5 to 16

Two Katni bauxites gave the following analyses :

—

N0. .I. No. 2.

AlsOs 6&48 62-67

FesOs 3-77 r04

TiOs . : 11-61 7-61

SK>2 0-38 1-26

HsO . . 10-38 20-83
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From these figures it will be seen that the Balaghat and JubbuK
pore bauxites are of very high grade. There seems also to be little

doubt that large quantities of the mineral are available, and the
question therefore arises as to the commercial feasibility of making
use of these deposits. There are three ways in which the Indian

bauxites might be developed :

—

I

(1) Simple export of the raw or calcined material to Europe or

America for use in the alumina factories. •

(2) Manufacture of pure alumina locally by extraction with

alkali, and export of the pure oxide to European or

.American aluminium wqrks.

(3) Manufacture of the metal in India.

The first proposal is impracticable on account of the low prices

of raw bauxite at European ports (22a. to 23a. per ton is an

ordinary price), whilst the third would involve a heavy capital out-

lay under untried conditions, and an elaborate preliminary investi-

gation before power works could be erected. The second proposal

involves much smaller risks, and it has been found on investigation

that there are no technical difficulties in the way of manufacturing

alumina from Indian bauxites;^ and in this connection it is of

interest to note that the price obtained for manufactured alumina in

England varies from £12 to £38, according to its purity, and, to

some extent, its physical condition. Several concessions have been

taken out for working the bauxites of the Central Provinces and
elsewhere, but with two exceptions little progress has been made
in opening up the, deposits.

In one case, the lateritic plateau of Yeruli, found by the Geolo-

gical Survey to contain high-grade bauxites, was tested by means
of a series of prospecting pits by Messrs. C. H. B. Forbes & Co.

of Bombay. The result of their work was to show tliat the high-

grade ores arc too irregularly distributed to be worth working. The
other exception is the area near Eatni, Jubbulpore district, the

The Katnl banxIteB.
principal locality being Tikari. The

occurrence of aluminous laterite in -this

locality was first noted by Mr. F. R. Mallet in 1883.* Early in

1905, after the Geological Survey had drawn attention to the iden-

tity of aluminous laterites with bauxite, Mr. P. G. Dutt of Jub-

bulpore secured an exploring license over this area, and later

1 Bee. Gfeo2. Burv. Jnd., XXXV, p. 29 ; XXXVI. p. 220.

2 Bfft Grri. Rurv. Ind., XVI, p. 113.

p 0
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prospecting licenses were taken out' by Mr. Dutt and a S}iidicate

formed by him, called the Bombay Mining and Prospecting Syndicate,

with Messrs. C. Macdonald & Co., of Bombay, as Managing Agents.

The objects of this syndicate are varied, including the manufacture

of hydrated alumina, alum, and aluminium ; of cement .and lime

;

and of pottery, firebricks, ^tc. : materials for all these purposes being

found within the bauxite concessions. The bauxite deposits have

been prospected by means of a large number of pits and large quan-

tities of ore proved, it is said; 32 tons of bauxite are reported

as having been won in thitf area in 1908. Ten bulk samples

submitted for analyses to Messrs. Maret Delatire and Maris of Paris

yielded results ranging between the following limits :

—

AI2O3
F^Os
Ti02

Si02

Loss on heating

Not determined

.V>-10 to 62 05

2-20 to 7*80

6*85 to 10*88

0*44 to 2*00

to 29‘IS

0*05 to 0-37

A 16-ton wagon-load submitted to Dr. Roy of the Bengal

Chemical and Pharmaceutical Works, Calcutta, has been favourably

reported on for the manufacture of alum and hydrated alumina, and

some pure alum manufactured. It is proposed to float a limited

company to carry out the projects of the syndicate. It is to be

hoped that the company, when formed, will confine itself to the

manufacture of alumina at first and not attempt to extract the

metal too early in its career.

On the subject of Indian bauxites, the following references may
be consulted :

—

(1) T. H. Holland, OedL Mag,, Dec. IV, Vol. X, pp. 69—69, (1903).

(2) T. H. Holland, Bee. OtoL Surv, Ind., XXXII, pp. 95, 141—144, (1905).

(3) J. M. Maclaren, Oeol. Mag., Dec. V, VoL HI, pp. 536—647, (1906).

(4) T. H. Holland, Bee. Oeol, Surv. Ind., XXXV, pp. 28—30, (1907).

(5) W. R. Donstan, Bee. OeoL Surv, Ind., XXXVII, pp. 213—220, (1906).

(6) L. L. Fermor, Mem, Oeol. Surv. Ind., XXXVII, pp. 374—380, (1909).

Also, .on gibbsite

(7) L. L. Fermor, Bee, OeoL Surv. Ind., XXXIVf pp. 167—171, (1906).
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Afflber.

The production of amber during the five years 1904 to 1908

ProdnctlM
^ shown’ in table 101. The average

annual production was 104 cwts. valued
at £6-2 per cwt. compared with 51 cwts. valued at £7-1 per cwt.

during ,the six years 1898 to 1903. The three years 1904 to 1906

show a considerable increase over the production of the previous

period : the falling off again in 1907 and 1908 has been attributed

to the superior attraction for the Kachins of the nibber plantations.

The right to collect a 5 per cent, ad valorem royalty on amber in

the Myitkyina and Upper Chindviin districts is farmed out with the

jadeite royalties (see page 120).

Table 101 .—Production of Amber in the Mtfiikyina District, Upper
Burma.

Year*
•

QuAniity. Value.

«i
£

1001 Wi ssn

120 945

216 709

1907 44 • 385

1908 49 364

Average 104 648

The Burmese diggings for amber are situated in the Hukong

valley in the Nangotaimaw hills near
ccnrrence.

Lalaung village in about lat. 26® 10'

and long. 96°. The substance is found in clays of probable Miocene

age, and fragments of amber have been similarly found in association

with beds of this age in other parts of Burma, for example, at

Mantha in the Shwebo district, and on the oil-field of Yenangyat

in the Pakokku district. Most of the material is brought from the

Hukong valley in Upper Burma to Mandalay, where beads for

rosaries, nadaungs (ear-cylinders), and other trinkets for personal

ornament are made from the transparent varieties.
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The amber of Burma differs in chemical and physical characters

Chaalcal ul physical pn- ^om previously known varieties, and

the name burmite ‘ has been consequently

suggested for it as a specific distinction.^ The weU-known amber

of Eastern Prussia contains from 3^ to 6 per cent, of succinic acid,

and is consequently known to the mineralogist as succinite, but

the Burmese amber contains no succinic acid, though the products of

its dry distillation include formic acid and pyrogallol. Its ultimate

chemical composition has been determined to be as follows :

—

Carbon 8()’0r>

Hydrogen . . . . . . ll'iKt

^
Oxygen . . . . • . . 8*43

Sulphur 0*02

100-00

The specific gravity of burmite varies between 1*030 and 1*095.

It is distinguished from many other amber-like resins by its superior

bftTdTifttw and greater toughness, which render it fit for carving and

turning. It possesses a peculiar fluorescence, like that which distin-

guishes the Sicilian variety simetite.

Apart from the occurrence of a large percentage of discoloured

and opaque pieces, many of the large fragments obtained are

damaged by cracks filled in with calcite ; but otherwise there appears

to be a large quantity of material which might be put on the

market with profit.

Antimooy.

A mining lease to work the well-known antimony-ores (stibnitc

with oxides) near the Shigri glacier in Lahaul was granted in 1904

to Colonel B. H. F. Bennick. The stibnitc lodes are situated at

an elevation of 13,500 feet, and arc associated with gneissose granite.

To reach the locality it is necessary to cross the Hamta Pass

(14,600 feet), work is possible for two or three months only every

year, and labour and supplies have to be brought from the nearest

village, 3| marches away. In spite of these difficulties, however,

Colonel Bennick succeed^ in 1905 in shipping over 400 maunds

(15 tons) of stibnite to England. Since then he has quarried a like

quantity and thinks his deposits extensive enough to yield 200 to

400 maunds of stibnite a year, so as to bring in a fair profit, even with

1 O. Helm, Her. Oui. Sun. Ind., XX^. |>- 180, (1802), and XXVI. p. 01. (1803).
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star regulus as low as £34 a );on. (It is now, October 1909, £28 to £30.)

The stibnite has yielded 6 dwts. of gold per toh. Galena and blende

are also found in the same locality, tli^ former being argentiferous.

The existence of an antimony deposit of considerable size in the

Mong Hsu State^ one of the Southern Shan States, is indicated by
the return amongst the mineral statistics for Bunna for 1908 of an

output, * under a mining lease held by Mr. W. R. Hillier of Lashio,

of 1,000 tons of antimony-ore, of which 11 tons were sent to

London for assay and valuation. No information is available con-

cerning this occurrence.

In 1905, stibnite with ccrvantite was found in the Northern Shan

States,^ whilst the lead slags at 4$hekran in .Thalawan, Baluchistan,

are aiitinionial.^ The tetrahedrite found in the Sleemanabad copper

lodes*' is also highly antimonial.

Arsenic.

The cjliief indigenous source of arsenic is the orpiment mines of

Chitral, where the mineral is exploited
ccsrreacc.

Mehtar of Chitral. The output of

these, however, has lati^erly fallen off considerably, being under 10

tons in 1905-06. The occurrence of orpiment near Munsiari in

Kumaon has long been known, small quantities of this mineral

and of realgar, the other sulphide, being sold in the bazaars of

Northern India
;
but it was not till 1906, w^heii Messrs. G. deP.

Cotter and J. ('Oggin Brown found scattered fragments of both

minerals lying on the moraine material of the Shankalpa glacier,

that any jirecise locality was ascertained. The ore was not found

in situ, but had j)robably come from the hill-face immediately above.*

Large lumps of leucopyrite, an arsenide of iron, have been found

in the })egmatite8 of the mica-mining field near ({awan in Halsaribagh

ilistrict,^' and other arsenides have been found associated with

pyritous lodes in various places, but no attempt has been made to

recover arsenic from these occurrences. The existence of two

or three s})ecies of arsenates has been noticed in the Kajlidongri

manganese mine, Jhabua State, tfentral India ;
and in the Sitapar

1 L. L. Formor, Rec. Suru. Ind., XXXIIL l».
234, (190B).

2 (L H. Tipper, ibid., XXXV, p. 51, (1907). ^

3L. L. Fermor, ihtd., XXXIII, p. 62, (1906).

* A. W. Lawder, Ree. Otci. Sure. Ind., IT, p. 88. (18t>0).

XXXVI, p. 12». (1008).

0 T. U. Uulland, Mem. Ueal. Sun'. M.. XXXIV, p- 51, (1U«2).
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manganese mine, Chhindwara district, Central Provinces but no
attempt has yet been ' made to use them commercially. Never-

theless, it is possible that it tnight pay to treat selected pieces of

arsenical ore from the latter locality.

Details with regard to the production and use of Indian arsenic

B art di art
available, but there has been

xp san p 8. ^ considerable trade in both Indian and
foreign arsenic, presumably in the form of white arsenic.

Table 102 shows the extent of this trade for the period under

review, but does not include the trade in orpiment, which is shown
separately. By comparison with page 98 of the previous review

it will be seen that whilst the annual imports of foreign arsenic

have remained fairly constant, there has been a considerable de*

crease in the small annual export of Indian arsenic.

Table 102.—Average Annual Exports and Imports of Arsenic for Hie years

1903-04 to 1907-08.

— Quantity. Value.

LVts.
Exports of Indian Arsenic—
To iStraitB Settloiiiout«i • • • • 1(>0

„ Other Countries . . • - • 15

TOTAL . 184

•

Imports of Foreign Arsenic—
From United Kingdom 208

„ Cermany .
o:ii

M Belgium 24(i

„ Cliina 1,082 .

„ Straits Seitloments 00
,

„ Other Countries 104

'

TOTAL 2,378 afui

Be-espori of Foreign Arsenic . • • • 61

IL. L.F0rmor, Afem. O ol. Surv. Ind., XXXVII, pp. 218-210; (1900).
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Chloege orplmcnt.

Oipiment, the yello'Cv sulphide of arsenic, is largely imported

into Burma from Western China for

use mainly as a pigment. During the

five years 1903-04 to 1907-08, the average annual imports across this

frontier amounted to 6,701 cwts., valued at £8,130, or 24 shillings per

cwt. (sec table 103), as compared with 9,551 cwts. valued at £11,470,

or 24J shillings per cwt., during the six years 1897-98 to 1902-03.

The mineral is used as a pigment in the manufacture of Indian

ornamental lac-wares and the Burmese lacquer-work, in which the

favourite greens of the Pagan workers are j)roduced by mixtures of

indigo and orpiinent, and the so-called gold-lacquer of Prome by

powdered orpinient and gun). It ft used also for the designs on the

Afridi wax-cloths.^ #

Table 103 .—Imports of Orpiment from Western China.

Yeah. Quantity. Value.
Value i>er

cwt.

Cwth, £ Shillings.

• • . r>a>7S (i.Oll 23-28

lUC4.i»3 . • • . 5.285 0,4S0 24-54

DHirMMi . • • . S,00'-i 24-02

lUU7-()8 .

•

7.7a4

9.93J

9.010

24-54

24-71

m

Aveiagp 0.701 8.130 2426

Asbestos.

Attempts to develop asbestos in India have not yet met with

much success. The de])osits that have attracted most notice occur

in Merwara, Itajputana ; in Garhwal in the United Provinces ; in

Bhandara in the (^entral Provinces; and in Ilassan, Mysore State.

An output in 1906 of 412 cwts. from Hassan is recorded, and,

in 1908, .of 18 tons of crude asbestos from the Tuinkhera Khurd

deposit in-Bhandara.

1 (L \Nutl, Tudiau Art at Delhi, 100:i, ])p. HU, 221, 222, 231.
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Small quantities of fibrous serpentine have been found in the

Singhbhum district, Chota Nagpur, and in South Mirzapur.

Barytes.

Barytes, or heavy-spar, has many applications in the arts, such

as giving weight to paper, adulterating white lead, and as a flux

in metallurgy (particularly for ferro-manganese). It seems to be

widely distributed throughout the Indian Empire, but, with one

exception, has not, as far as we know, been turned to account.

At Sleemanabad in the Jubbulpore district, one of the copper lodes

is rich in barytes.^ A w'agon-^oad (about 16 tons) of this was

despatched to Calcutta about the year 1904 for use in the works

of ^ke Shalimar Paint, Colour and Varnish Company, Ltd. The

quality was found to be poor, and a nominal value assigned to it

of Rs. 7 per ton.

Other occurrences concerning which information lias been obtained

during the quinquennium are :

—

(1) Narravada, Nellore district, Madras : barytes veins in

mica schist, into which they }>ass in ])laces.^ -

(2) Bawdwin Silver-lead Mines, Northern Shan States: in con-

siderable quantity at one spot.®

(3) Khelat and Las Bela States, Baluchistan: fairly abundant

in the Belemnite shales ; the most accessible locality is

Pabni C-hauki, about two days’ njarcli from Karachi."^

Barytes h^s also been found in the Middle Khirthar shales.

Another well-known locality is Alangayam, Salem district, Madras,

where certain gneisses are traversed by a plexus of (luartz-barytes

veins.®

Borax.

No undoubted occurrence of borax is known within British Indian

territory, and the material exported, which during the last five

years has averaged annually 4,959 cwts. of a value of £6,568 (table

104), is practically all- obtained from Tibet and Ladakh, being

imported across the frontier into the Punjab and United Provinces.

1 L. L. Fermor, Rtc. O cl. Sure. Ind., XXXIII, p. 02, (1906).

2 H. G. Jones, ibid., XXXVI, p. 233, (1008).

2T. D. LaTouclie, and J. C. Brown, ibid., XXXVII, p. 255, UOOO).
4 G. H. Tipper, ibid., XXXVIII, p. 214, (1909).

“
5 T. H. HoUand. ibid.. XXX, p. 230, (1897),
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The word lineal by which .it is known in the bazars is possibly

a corruption of the Tibetan name for borax, and is in common
use on the Punjab frontier, where one meets, in the Himalayan
passes, herds of goats and sheep coming down in the spring from Tibet,

each carrying two small bags of borax or salt to be bartered for

Indian and foreign stores.

Table 104. - ExinuLs of Borax ht/ Sea jrow India durimj the t/ears 190o~04

to 1907-08.

I Quantity.

Ykak.
*

i CwlH.
Metric
Tons.

Value.
Value per

cwt.

1

i

£ Sliilliiigs.

5.:m 211 T,Ull 20*29

4,4.54 22fi r)..5.58 24*95

I

4,140 210 .5.sor» 2,5*88

. . t . r>,ojs 260 7.087 27-:{9

1

.5.247 207 7,210 27'51

Avvukjv . 4.9f)9 2r,2 0/)GH 20 48

In addition to the l)orax sent by sea to foreign countries, small

quantities cross the frontier into Nej)al, Kashmir, Khelat and

Afghanistan. During the five years, 1003-04 to 1907-08, these trans-

frontier ex])CJirts of borax liave averaged 82 cwts. a year, with an

average total value of lls. 1,709 (£118) or Rs. 21-0 (29*-.) per cwt.

The export trade has very seriously declined. Twenty-five years

ago the borax sent out of India amounted to over 10,000 cwts. a

year, valued at £24,000. At that time the [U'incipal ])ari of the

material exported went to the United Kingdom (14,134 cwts. in

1883-84), but with the discovery of large deposits of calcium borate

in America the demand for borax from India ceased, and now the

only large customers are the Straits Settlements and C^hina tlu' latter

having taken 4,314 cwts., and the former 472 cwts., of the average

annual total of 4,959 cwts. exported.

The amount of borax imported into India across the frontier

has averaged (as shown in table 105) 19,940 cw4s. of the value of
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£16,336, as compared with an average annual &gare of 21,955 cwts.

valued at £17,369 for the period of the previous review ; whilst

the amount (presumably refined borax) imports by sea has
averaged (as shown in table 106^ 2,436 cwts., of the value of £1,572,

this being a very large increase over the average annual figure

—^257 cwts. worth £261—for the earlier period. Adding the

land and sea imports, it is seen that .there has been a very slight

decrease in the consumption of borax in India from 17,655 cwts.

per annum during the period 1897-98 to 1902-03 to 17,341 cwts.

per annum during the jieriod 1903-04 to 1907-08.

Table 105.

—

Iniqiorts of Borax by Land durhuj the gears 1903-04 to 1907-08.

Yeab.

1903-04

1004-03

1905-00

190e4»7

1907-08

Average

Quftntity. Value,
Value iier

owt.

£ Shillings.

2.1.101
;

19.SS7 ]r)’84

10.025 ! li,9J7 l.VliU

15.207 I2,9!1S

21,.''iOU
!

I7,m Hil7

18.8!K»
1 1

16,592 17-47

1 19,946
{

16,326 J6-37

Table 106.

—

Imports of Borax bg Sea during the years 1903-04 to 1907-08.

Yeab. Quantity. Value,
Value }ier

cwt.

Cwts. £ Sliilliiigs.

1903-04 . • •

•

848 642 12-78

1904-05 . . • • • • ],r>0(i 907 12-00

1905-00 . . - • • • 1,7<M) 1,019 11-00

190G-07 .

•
. • • • • • 2.708 1,852 13-24

1907-08 . . . • • • 6,332 3,542 13-28

§ Average 2,436 1,572

~
12-99
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Of the amounts brought ^across the frontier, and shown in table

105 to have an annual average of 19,946 cwts., 711 cwts., or 3'6

per cent., came from Ladakh, whilst 19,235 cwts., or 96*4 per cent.,

came from Chinese Tibet.

Of the amounts imported by sea, and shown in table 106 to

have an annual average of 2,436 cwts., 2,190 cwts., or 89-9 per cent.,

came from the United Kingdpm, 209 cwts., or 8-6 per cent., came
from Germany, and the remainder from other countries.

• The borax obtained in the Puga valley of Ladakh, Kashmir, is

deposited from hot springs associated with sulphur deposits, which

probably represent the final jAase of declining volcanic action. The
material collected in Tibet is obtained from salt lakes, which have

possibly obtained their borax in a similar way from hypogene sources.

Jn other parts of the world, as ui California, Argentina, Bolivia,

and Chile, deposits of calcium borate, colemanite, are worked for

their boracic acid, besides the borax of salt lakes and marsh deposits.

In Italy borax is obtained from volcanic fumarolcs.

Building Materials.

If the extent of the use of building materials could be expressed

by any recognised standard, it would form one of the best guides

to the industrial development of a country. The attempt made to

obtain returns of building stones, road-metal, and clays used in

India was abandoned when it was shown, in 1899, that the returns

could not possibly rank in value much above mere guesses.

In the absence of statistics, it is difficult to express shortly* the

trade in a material so widespread as common building stone. There

are, however, a few features which are specially developed in, if not

peculiar to, India. In the southerli part of the Peninsula, various

igneous rocks—the charnockite series near Madras, and the gneissose

granites of North Arcot and Mysore—are largely used
; in the centre,

slates and limestones from the Cuddapah series, and basalt from

the Deccan trap-flows are quarried. In Central India, the Central

and United Provinces, the great Vindhyan system provides in-

comparable sandstones, and limestones, while in Bengal and the

Central Provinces the Gondwana sandstones are used on and near

the coalfields. In the Narbada valley the so-called coralline lime-

stone of the Bagh series forms an excellent building stone with a

certain claim to inclusion in the ornamental class. Among the
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younger rocks the nummulitic limestones in the north-west and in

Assam are largely quarried, while the foraminiferal Porbandar stone

in Kathiawar is extensively used in Bombay and Karachi.

The abundant development of concretionary carbonate of lime

in the great alluvial plains, and the extensive development of

laterite on the Peninsula and in Burma are dependent, in their

more pronounced forms, on conditions peculiar to tropical climates,

and these two substances, the so-called hankar and laterite, arc

about the most valuable assets in building material possessed by*
the country.

The three great physical divisions of India, being the result of

three distinct geological histories, show general contrasts in the

materials available for simple as well as ornamental building pur-

poses. In the great alluvial plains, buildings of importance are

usually made of brick, but the surrounding tracts furnish a supply

of stone, which is steadily increasing with improved facilities for

transport. The monotonous line of brick and stucco buildings in

C-alcutta is being relieved by the introduetion of Vindhyan sand-

stones from Mirzapur and the calcareous freestones and bull traps

brought from the western coast. But
^ * the use of Italian marbles, mainly for

floorings and, in a smaller way, the introduction of polished granite

columns and blocks from Aberdeen and Peterhead, have continued,

mainly because these materials, whicH are no better than, and

possibly on the whole inferior to, those of Indian origin, are

placed on the market at cheap rates and in a manner suitable to

the immediate requirements of the builder and architect.

During the present qidnquennium, the value of building and

engineering materials imported from foreign countries into India

has had an average value of £315,240, exclusive of stone

and marble, which have averaged £26,574 annually during the same

period- The substances included in the trade statistics under the

heading of building materials and entered into the above total

comprise asphalt, bricks and tiles, cement, chalk and lime, clay and

earthemware piping. ''The values of some of these are given in

the section on clays. The quantity of cement imported annually,

during the five years 1903-04 to 1907-08, has averaged 74,667 tons

valued at £167,368 ;
and the annual imports of chalk and

lime during the same period have averaged 1,722 tons valued

at £1,932.
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It is naturally surprising to find that a country which owes its

^ ^ . reputation for architectural monuments
as much to the fact that it possesses

an unlimited supply of ornamental building stone as to the genius

of its ])eople is dependent on foreign supplies to the extent

indicated by these import returns. It can haidly be an accident

that each dynasty which has .existed in India since the wonderful

iluddhist topes of Sanchi and Bharhut were erected has been

imarked by the erection of great monuments in stone, and there

can be little doubt that the abundance of suitable material has

been an important contributory c|iuse in the growth of India’s

reputation for architecture. '

Besides the architectural remains left by the Buddhists, there

are famous works in stone by the Hindus of the eighth to tenth cen-

turies, including the great Dravidian temples of Southern India,

mostly built of granites and other crystalline rocks, and the richly

ornamented buildings of Orissa and of (handa, built of Gondwana
sandstones. The Pathans and Moghals utilised both the Vindhyan
sandstones of Central India and the beds of marble in Rajputana

for building their magniheent mosques, palaces, and tombs in the

cities of Northern India. It is only necessary to mention here

Akbar's city of Fatehpur Sikri, where the red and mottled sand-

stone of the Bhanrer series was used, and the famous Taj, built

mainly of white Makrana marble, with elaborate inlaid work of

3"ellow marble and shelly limestone from Jaisalmer, onyx marble

from the Salt Range, black calcareous shales from the Vindhyans

of Chitor, malachite from Jaipur, carnelians and blood-stones from

the Deccan trap, and red jasper from the Gwalior (Bijawar) series.

The delicate and intricate carvings, for which some varieties of

the Indian sandstone are so well suited, are admirably shown in an
“ Illustrated Caj^alogue of Ornamental Carved Stone in Gwalior ”

published by the Department of Comm.erce and Industry, Gwalior,

in 1909. Amongst stones concerning which information has been

recently acquired, the flagstone quarried at Sikosa in the Bilaspur

district, Central Provinces, is worth mentioning. It is a fine-

grained flaggy impure limestone and is being extensively used for

roofing and fiooring in the Government buildings at Nagpur.

Although, in most cases, reliable statistics concerning the pro-

duction of building stones in India are not obtainable, yet it

is proposed to give here such figures as aif* available, excluding
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those relating to marble and slate, which are treated in separate

sections.*

Gneissose granites and gneisses are used as building stones

Qnmltessdeacbs.
for road-metal in many parts of

Peninsular India, particularly in the

Madras Presidency, for which, however, no returns are available.

Figures of production and value for .Burma and C^oorg are given in

table 107. The Burmese production of granite and gneiss increased

from 7,991 tons in 1904 to 27.781 tons in 1907, and then suddenly I

leaped up to 340,939 tons in 1908. This is due partly to the de-

velopm.ent of the gneissose graojite quarries in the Thaton district,

which began in the year 1907, and yielded 270,585 tons of granite

in 1908 ; and partly to an output of 51,410 tons in the Mandalay
district. The stone from Thaton was used extensively by the.

Burma Railways (-ompany and on the Town Lands Reclamation

Works in Rangoon. An examination of the quarries by the Geolo-

gical Survey has shown that the granite exists in large quantities,

and production on a still m.ore extended scale may be expected in

the immediate future.

Table 107.—Prodvetion of Granite and Gneiss during the years 1904

to 1908.

1<)04. 1905. 1906. lOU 7. loot*. AVERAGE.

Pao-
VIKCE.

1
Qiian-

' tity.

1
1

1
Value.

' Qiuiii'

tity.
Value

Quan-
tity.

Value.
Quan-
Uly.

Value.
Quan-

1 y .

tity.
y****"^

Quan-
tity.

1

Value,

.
Tons. Tong.

1

"
Tong. Touh. £ Tors. Tool.

Burma. 1 7,991 873 9,040 1,349 22,575
:

2,046 27,781 2,460 340,030! t9,I2i 83,840

Coorg . 20,173 4,034 27,788
1
5,430 ; 23,638 4,728 13.402 2,092 lOiBOuj 3,27

4i
20.280 4,035

Tstsl 2MM isn
11

w.n4
1

6,700
i

40,2U 7,373 41,243 3,l42 mm tttja 9,323

The available figures for the production of sandstone in India

jiuflilMi
shown in table 108. They refer

practically entirely to two provinces.

* 1 Fignve^f velatina to granite and gneisH, limestono. kankar^ laterite. etc., in

MvBoie for tbe years to 1906 are given in the reports of the Chief Inspector of

Mines, Mysore. They are not quoted on account of their admitted inaccuracy.
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Those shown for the United Provinces refer to the output of Upper
Vindhyan sandstone from the quarries at Chunar in the Mirzapur
district, which has averaged 96,247 tons a year, valued at £11,404.

In Burma, sandstone is quarried in many districts, amongst vrhich

may be mentioned Bassein, Henzada. Thaton, Minbu, Kyaukse,
Pakokku, Shwebo and Akyab. In Rajputana, sandstone is quarried

in Jaisalmer and near Bhadasar in Bikanir.

The Can^brian sandstone of the Salt Range, known as ‘magnesian
,sandstone’ is being largely quarried at .Tutuni and Bhaganwala for

canal works, but no statistics are available.

Table 108 .—Production of SandRtmy* during the years 1904 to 190^.

I'ju:,. 1007. 1908. Aiekigf.

Pro-

Quail*
lity

1

Vntur
Qua II-

tit\.
Viifu*'

Quail-
,

lit\

1

Quan-
tit>.

1

1
Fif/f/e.

1

Tun^ £ Toil** £ Tuiis. £

1

Tt n*. £ Tons
}

£ Ton**. £

Jiiirnii HU. J7U ]0,MS U«,U|S ‘1 7 7h.7S« ; 112 7.'..422j ,7,980 84.n.‘’i6 7, ,796

Ra;-
initiiua !1.\0 .

1

27U :2 247^ 29 1.37."» 08

I'nited
Pruviii-

7U 4S4 t:.9S7 nu,H:iu I 'J 727 nil, 74". I2M0,

\

1U{,.',U I2.i:,S WW*' 12,1,78

1

00,247 11,404

Total . ltt.21Z IS.OSo IM,7f8 21,,790. 194,997 * 7.9,.9.iA M2..S70 17,002 IS^IOT

1

1

112,578

j

19M8

The subject of building materials naturally includes limestone

used as a building stone, and the two

derived products- lime and cement

;

these are obtained, obviously, from the most conveniently situated

deposits of limestones, such as those of the Upper Vindhyan series

worked near Sutna in the Rewah State by the Sutna Lime and

Stone Co., Ltd. ;
those of the Lower Vindhyan series worked at

Katni in the Jubbulpore district by Messrs. Cook and Sons and

others ;
those worked in the Cuddapah series at Bisra and

Rourkela in Gangpur State by the Bisra Stone Lime Company; or

the various bands of crystalline limestones in Madras, Cenj^ral India,

find Rajputana, and the Nummulitic limestones of Assam. Such

Q
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figures as are available for the production of liniestone during the

Itsriod under review are given in table 10$). The production of the

Bisra Stone Lime Com pan}’ in Gangpur has averaged 39,211 tons

valued at £1,307. The production of the Sutna Idme and Stone

Company in Bewah may be gauged from the quantities despatched

from the works during the five years 1904 tf) 1908. The quantity

of limestone has averaged annually 46,826 tons valued at £3,31 7;
the unslaked lime has averaged 18,348 tons valued at £10,314

;

the slaked lime has averaged 1,412 tons valued at £640 ; and the

stone setts have averaged 198,482 pieces valued at £1,323. As is

Aown by these figures, much of the limestone is not converted to

lime ; it is instead railed a disthnce of 530 miles to the Barakar

Iron Works, where it is used as a flux in the blast furnaces.

The production shown for the Central Provinces refers entirely

to Eatni, where the limestone quarries come under the control of

the Indian Mines Act. The quantity raised has varied from 47,836

tons in 1906 to 99,885 tons in 19G8, the average for the quinquen-

nium being 70,034 tons worth £4,494, The average daily labour

employed is shown below separately for each year, the average

for the period being 2,411 persons. The nuniber of deaths has

been 12, giving an average death-rate of I'OO per 1,000.

Fersons.

1004 1,017

1005 2,003

1006 1,056

1007 2,003

1008 3,105

A considerable proportion of the deaths was due to an accident on

the 10th of February 1908, in which a large mass of earth and rock-

slipped down a bedding plane into a quarry and killed seven men.

A very small proportion of the limestone, shown as quarried in

Eastern ^ngal and Assam, comes from the Lakhimpur district and

Manipur, practically the whole of the output being from the Khasi

and Jaintia Hills, where the nummulitic limestone is being worked

by the Sylhet Lime Company, Ltd. The output from this

province has varied from 76,614 tons in 1906 to 124,222 tons in

1904, the average quantity being 94,800 tons worth £7,232.

As regards the other areas reported as producing limestone, that

in Baluchistan comes from the Las Bela State ;
the limestone of

Burma comes from many districts, the most important of which are
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Sagaing, Kyaukse, Thayetmyo, Thaton, Mandalay, Myingyan and

Meiktila
;

in Mysore, the most important districts are Mysore, Has-

san and Kolar, but the statistics from this province are very un-

reliable. The small production reported from the Punjab comes from

the Hoshiarpur district, whilst the output reported from Rajputana

comes chiefly from Sirohi State, and also from Dhalayan and Alwar.

One ot the most widespread and interesting sources of lime is

the material generally known by the

name of kankar. The commonest mode
of occurrence is in the great alluvial deposits, in which the

calcareous substances have segregated from the rest of the materials

and have grown into irregular lumps like flints in chalk, including

in the concretions a certain amount of the argillaceous substances,

which, when the kankar is burnt, is present in a proportion not far

removed from that necessary to produce a hydraulic lime.

Table 109 .—Production of Limestone during (he years 1904 to 1908.

1004. 1005. 4
1

1900.

1

1907. 1908. AyERAOl

Pbovikce.
Quan-
tity.

Value,
j

Quan-
tity.

Value.
1 Quan-
,

tity.

1

,
!

.Vidua.
Quan-
tity.

Value.
Quan-
t.ty.

Value.
Quan-
tity.

V nue

Ions.
1 t

£
1

1

Tons. £ Tons. ' ^
i

Tons. £ Tons. £ Tons.

1

*

Baluchistan
1

i
.

.

.

1

*
1

521 64 06 7 117
1

«
Bengal (a) 34,R42

1

1

1 j,m 33,500 U17\ 35,185 1,173 48,550 1,618 44,480 1,483 39,211
j

1,307

Burma 08..Ul| 11,854\ 42,007 5,548
;

47,289 4,288 28,152 3,995 66,076, 6,338 50,377 1
6,404

Central India (A) 49,001 .7,J4i 52,488 3,718 45,472' 3,221, 42,037 2,978 44,144 3,127 40,826
1

3,317

Do (0. 29,810 2,107 30,644 2,165 29,961' 2,117 37,174 2,627 45,758 3,234 34,671*1 2^50

Central Provin-
i-ia. (d)

49,847

j

92,170 4,514\
1

47,836 ! 2,580 60,432 3,937 99,885 8,922 70,034
\

4,494

Eastern Bi iigal

and Assam, (e)

124,222|i 9,895'

1

90,982

1

7,231
1

1

1
1

76,614,

I

B,W2 82,449 6,789 99,735 6,672 94,801 1

1

7,232

Punjab (Hoshiar-
pur).

1,000 87 i,ooo' 67 IpOOo'

i

' 87

i i

1,200 111 1,400 129 1,120 88

Rajputana 18,016 2.750 40.708 8,166

i

9,437

i

2,470 10,642 695 8.949 576 17,550 2,932

«T0TAL 375.577 33,S78,
1 1

J8J,479j 82,521^ 292,794 27. fM 311,157 22,804 419,493 30,48^ 354,707 28,226

(a) Output of BIbiu Stone Lime Company in Oangpur State, valued at As. 8 per ton at the quarrieft.

(b) Limeitone despatched by the Sutna Stone and Lime Company from Renrah.

(e) Umestone converted to hmc before despatcli by the Sutna Stone and Lime Company.

(0 Output of the Katni quarries under the Min« Act.

(s Derived almost entirely from the Ehasi and Jaintia Hills with very small quantities from lAkhimpur andManlpn
• Afterwards converted into an annual average of 19,760 tons of slaked and iinslakod lime, valued at £10,954.

(l2
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The carious superficial rock known as laterite is widely dis-

Lstdfte
tributed over the whole of the Penin-

sula of India and in Burma. It is

very widely used as road-metal and as a building stone for

culverts and buildings ; but, in most cases, no statistics are collected.

In table 110 are given the statistics for Burma and Coorg. The
annual Burmese output during the period averages 237,453 tons

worth £25,997, giving an average value of 2s. 2d. (Re. 1-10) per

ton. The output comes from some twenty districts, but by far

the most important are Hanthawaddy, the average annual output from

which is over 91,000 tons ; Prome (output in 1908 nearly 59,000

tons) ; Thaton ; the Ruby Minds (output in 1905 nearly 100,000

tons) ; and Meiktila.

Table 110.—Production of Laterite in Burma and Coorg during the

years 1904 to 190R.

1904. 1905. 1000. 1907. 1908.

Pao-
VIHCB. Quan-

.

tity.
]

Valw.
Quan- I

tity.
I

TVj^ifc.
Quan-
tity.

Vnhtt,
Quan-
tity.

Value.
Quan-
tity.

i
Value.

Tons. £ Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons

Burma. ' 194,822 20,7si 261,689 29M8 242,104 28.592 240.777 27,152 247.814' 25,773

Coorg
.

I

771 51 1,662, 277 1,2K} 86 1.029 65 2.'

TOTAL ' nS.m 20^32 2«3,UI, 29.965 243,449 26.678 24I,8N 27.226 247,839 25,775

The mineral returns cf Burma regularly give details of the pro-

duction of gravel in various districts;”
the total figures are

—

£

1004 . . 39,610 tons valued at 2,620

1005 . « m . 60,462 ft ft .. 2,734

1006 . . . 66,125 •f »t .. 3,624

1007 • • • . 49,673 ft ft .. 2.239

1008 . • . 92,444 tp „ 6,201

Amaqt 59,

m

3^
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The most important districts are Lower Chindwin, Tavoy, Henzada,

Minbu and Meiktila. The material is used for the repair of roads.

,

' Clays.
I

The important part i)layed by clay in the industrial develop-

. mcnt of a country is not generally

product. recognised, but can easily be illustrated

by reference to the mineral statistics of

two such industrially advanced* countries as the United King-

dom and the United States, for which sec tabic 2 on page 12.

From this it is seen that in 1907 clay ranked fourth in value

amongst the mineral products of each country. The output for

the United Kingdom in that year was 14,827,895 statute tons

valued at £1,850,287. The figures for the United States relate not

to the raw material, but to the products manufactured therefrom,

and the magnitude of the total value—£32,637,037—can be grasped

when it is pointed out that this is between four and five times the

value of the total Indian mineral output for the same year of all

minerals for which statistics are available.

K(» statistics approaching any degree of completeness are ob-

tainable to shovr the extent of the
Production in India.

undoubtedly great industrial value of the

clays in India. They include the common clays used all over

the country, for the manufacture of bricks, tiles and the cheaper

forms of pottery
;

finer varieties used for glazed pottery, which

in places has obtained a reputation for artistic merit
; fire-clays

raised in considerable quantities on some of the Gondwana coal-

fields ; and fuller s earth, which is niined in the Central Provinces

and in Rajputana.

8uch statistics as are available wall be given here. For Burma

fairly complete returns are available, stated separately for each dis-

trict, the most important districts being Myingyan and Hantha-

waddy. The output for the five years under review is summarised

in table 111, from which it will be seen that the average annual

output has been 1,275,668 tons valued at Rs. 10,42,959 or £69,530,
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giving an average value of 13 annas or pence per ton. These clays

are common brick and potter’s clays.

Table 111 .—Production of Clay in Burma for the. years 1904

to 1908.

— 1

1

Quantity. Value.

1904 • . . .

Tons.
1

432,708

£

22,351

1005 ...
1

1,075,008 73,862

1906
j

2,936,992 110,469

1907
j

827,439 50,394

1908

i

1

1,106,105 00,577

•
1

Averagi .
| 2,27SA68 69.530

\

For the Central Provinces the following statistics are available

of the production of fuller’s earth at Katni in the Jubbulpore dis-

trict, where it is found in the Lower Vindhyan series :

—

1904

Quantity.

Tons.

98

Value.

£

33

1905 • . . . . . • 170 67

1906 • . . . • . • 112 37

1907 . . . . . . . 112 27

1908 . • . , 84 28

A form of fuller’s earth known as muUani-matti is also worked in

the States of Bikanir and Jaisalmer in Bajputana. The amount
raised in 1904 was returned as 534 tons.

Pottery clays are worked in various parts of India, amongst

which may be mentioned Jubbulpore (from the Jubbulpore division

of the Gkindwanas)-
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In addition to the common clays used by the native potter in.

making common earthenware articles by means of the potter’s

wlieel, there arc in India many clays of finer quality used in large

])ottery works, such as those of Jubbulpore and Raniganj, where,

iiowever, the chief productions ai*e drain-pipes, roofing and flooring

tiles, fire-bricks, etc*. There can be little doubt that India possesses

also all 'tbe materials necessary for the manufacture of porcelain of

the highest quality, sucli materials being found in the Jubbulpore

district and the Rajmahal Hills.

The Cliina-clay and fire-clay deposits of the Rajmahal Hills

have recently been investigated by Mr. Murray Stuart,' who reports

most favourably on their suitabfiity for manufacturing porcelain

and fire-bricks of the highest quality.

The Calcutta Pottery Works has been using kaolin from Mangal

Hat in the latter area and has succeeded in producing cups, saucers,

jugs, and ornaments of common white porcelain. An attempt is

now being made by the Bombay Miniiig and Prospecting Syndicate

(see page 212), so we are told, to organise the manufacture of

porcelain at Katni. Tests made on a small scale have shown the

suitability of the local ma^terials for this purpose.

During the period under review, a series of 95 samples of Indian

^ .
clays was subjected to a critical exami-

Tcstlog of Indian cirys. ;. ^ t • i t i. j
nation at the Imperial Institute, and

a report on them has been subm.itted by Professor W. R. Dunstan.

The clays were carefully inspected, and a number of samples typical

of the various groups were selected and submitted to complete

chemical analysis. The remainder were subjected to working and

firing trials with a view to the observation of their plasticity, re-

fractoriness, and the nature of the product obtained on firing, which

are the properties on which the commercial and manufacturing value

of clays depend.

The series of clays are divided into two groups, (1) kaolins and

(2) terra-cotta clays, the latter group comprising by far the larger

number of the samples.

The kaolins examined are usually of inferior quality, and not in

a sufficiently good mechanical condition to be suitable for the manu-

facture of thin wares such as those produced by ‘ slip ’ casting,

though it is probable that by careful levigation some of them could

be rendered suitable for working by this process.

1 Rtc. Gebl. Surv. hid- XXXVlll. pp. I;i3-148, (IW»9).
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The terra-cotta clays are suitable for .the manufacture of stone-

ware, ornamental vases and tiles, and bricks of good quality. The

following analyses are given :

—

— 1

• -

2 3 4 5 0

Potash 0«1 0-21 Nil 0-24 0-24 0-07

Soda . . 0-41 0-25 NU ()-72 0-51 0-20

Limo . • 1-85 0-13 U - 2U Nif 0-40 0-30

Magnesith . • 1-32 # 0*54 1-03 0-48 3-00 Nil

Manganous oxide . 012 •• •• •• ••

Fon'ous oxide • 0«7 0-45 0-58

/ 0-61
4-02 2-38

Ferric oxide *
i

0 -(Ui 1-01 1-10 J '( 3 47
'

4-81

Alumina 32-75 24-82 21-00
!

20-28
1 21-22

Titanic oxide 0-51 .

.

0-35 0-01 trace

Silica . 40-31 04-00 00-05 8(»-|5 50-21 01-43

Carbon dioxide
i

2-02 .

.

0-02 .

.

2-05 0-72

Water 1
12-40

i

7-70 4-00 4-75 8-80 0-42

j!

on -03 09-77 90-70 09-89 00 - 8(»

Notes.—No. 1. Frepured wliite kaolin ; from N. Arcot. Madras.

No. 2. Hoft jiale grey kaolin ; fiom Hosliangabad, Central Provincos.

No. 3. Soft white kaolin with some jankish material ; from Bangalore, Mysore.

No. 4. White impure kaolin, eubjected to Icvigation before analysis ; from
Shillong, Khasi and Jaintia HOls.

No. 5. Prepared grey clay from Bagirgliai, Bengal ; a good example of a
terra-cotta clay.

No. 0. Dark brown clay with red and yellow uclu’c in large siieeks ; from
Hanthawrtddy, Burma.

Of the clays represented by the above analyses, No. 1 is reported

to be suitable for the manufacture of good quality earthenware or

porcelain; No. 2 for the same purpose after careful preparation;

No. 3 is highly refractory and suited for the manufacture of fire-

brick or earthenware ;
No. 4 would be suitable for fire-bricks or

to reduce shrinkage when mixed with kaolin ; Nos. 5 and 6 are

suited for the manufacture of terra-cotta ware.
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The imports of materials coming under this section,—namely,

Imports
earthenware and porcelain, earthenware

piping, bricks and tiles, and clay,—^are

shown in table 112, from which it will be seen that there has been

an increase, during the period under review, iron) £235,008 in 1903-

04 to £365,917 in 1907-08, with an average annual value of £297,606.

As the Average value of the exports and re-exports of clay and clay

products during the period has amounted only to £30,606, the total

Indian consumption of such ])roducts exceeds the internal produc-

tion by £267,000, indicating considerable scope for the development

in the country of industries making use of clay.

Table 112 .—Value oj Imporls into I'udia of Cla// and Clay Products

durintj the years 1903-04 to 1907-OS

^

Yeak.

1

Earlhen

-

ware, ami
.

]»oree-

laiiL.

1

Earthen-
|

ware
pi]iing.

Brieks

and
tiles.

Clay.

I

! total
;

annsal

1

imports.

i
.

i‘
^ £ 1 £ £ ' £

llinG-o-l .
i

J8(i,<>IK< 7,(i27
,

3-1.441 0.271 m,m
.

j

iori,4r»4 SaS-lS

1

4,8:14 248,736

• • • 224,ori2 5 14,tr4 00,238 •0,410
;

295,163

1110(1-07 . . . a 2ri9,088 ' 0.800 70.071 0,437
;

343,205

1007-08 281,470 (5,492 i

1

1

1

i
71.0(54

1

1

1

0.080 i 305,917

Avemgv 22«..52.V

!

S,<i4S

1

i
J97,00fi

Cobalt.

C^obaltite, a sulph-arsenide of cobalt, and daiiaite, a cobaltiferous

arsenopyrite, have been found as minute crystals in the slates of

the Aravalli series at Khetri^ and other places in Rajputana.

These ores have been used for the manufacture of various sulphates.

The minerals were formerly separated for the production of sehta^

which is used by the Indian jewellers for producing a cobalt-blue

i Rec. Geol. Suru. Ind.. XiV, pp. l»U-iUG, (1887).
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enamel. The sulphide of cobalt, linnieite (Co^S^), has been re-

cently identified in the Geological Survey Laboratory amongst some

ores of copper sent from Sikkim by Colonel Newcomen. Some
years ago specimens of a matte containing 11 per cent, to 14 per cent,

of cobalt, the rest being iron and sulphur, were received in the

Geological Survey Office, but no details as to the mode of occurrence

have ever been received.^ Small quantities of cobalt and nickel are

frequently detected in the Indian manganese-ores. The best sample

is the cobaltiferous wad of Olatura in the Kalahandi State, a

specimen of which yielded 0-82 per cent, of cobalt oxide (CoO).

Copper.

Copper was formerly smelted inconsiderable quantities in South-

ern India, in Kajputana, and at various places along the outer

Himalayas in which a persistent belt of killas-like rock is known
to be copper-bearing in numerous places, as in Kulu, Garhwal,

Nepal, Sikkim and Bhutan. In Chota Nagpur several attempts have

been made to work lodes reputed to be rich in the metal, but in

all such attempts the ore has been smelted for the metal alone, and

no effort has been made hitherto to utilise the accompanying sulphur

as a bye-product. At Baraganda in the Giridih sub-division of

Hazaiibagh, a low-grade ore-body of about 14 feet in thickness has

been prospected by shafts to a depth of 330 feet, and an unsuccess-

ful attempt was made some years ago to work the ore.

In the Singhbhum district of Bengal a copper-bearmg belt marked
out by old copper workings persists

^ ' for a distance of some 80 miles, stretch-

ing from Duarparam on the Bamini Biver in the Eera Estate, in an

easterly direction through the Khaisawan and Saraikala States into

Dhalbhum, where the strike of the belt curves round to south-east,

running through the Bajdoha and Matigara properties of the Raj-

doha Mining Company, Ltd., to Bhairagora at the extreme south-

east end •

The copper-ores occur as rather indefinite lodes interbedded with

the Dharwar phyllites and schists
; sometimes the ore is collected

into fairly well defined bands, but very frequently it occurs in the

form of grains disseminated through a considerable thickness of

schists so sparsely as to be unworkable
;
whereas, if the some amount

Jones, Bu, CM, 8utv, £nd., XXll, p. 172, (1889).
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of copper minerals had been concentrated into smaller thickness of

schists, workable deposits of ore would have been formed. When
concentrated into definite lodes, as at Matigara, the ore may be of

fairly high grade, and well worth working if it can be proved to

exist in sufficient quantity to render it worth while to erect the

plant necessary to handle large quantities of ore.

These copper-ores have been the subject of exploitation on

European lines by various companies during the past fifty years,

always with disastrous results, i!n some cases due to the poor charac-

ter of the deposit attacked, and in others to the unwise expenditure

of a limited capital on expensive^ plant before the deposit had been

proved. Such results caused business and mining men to avoid

the Singhbhum copper and consequently, in the absence of private

enterprise, the Geological Survey of India, during the years 1906 to

1908, carried out a series of diamond-drilling operations on the belt.

This directed attention to the problem
,

and the Cape Copper

Company, having secured an option from the Rajdoha Mining Com-
pany, has been carrying on development work in the Gladstone

Shaft at Matigara, supplemented by diamond-drill bore-holes along

the strike of the lode. *The results have been somewhat encourag-

ing; but, until a considerably larger amount of drilling and under-

ground development has been accomplished, it will not be possible

to speak with certainty of the prospects of this mine.

As seen at the outcrops the Singhbhum lodes seem to be very

poor indeed where they have not been rem.oved by the ancients.

Typically they consist of a small thickness of vein quartz, associated

with m.alachite, chrysocolla, and red oxides of iron containing a

small quantity of copper, possibly as red oxide, with sometimes

small encrustations of liebethenite. In depth, as seen in the diamond
drill cores and the levels of the Matigara mine, the ores consist

practically entirely of chalcopyrite. The other minerals noticed

above are evidently the outcrop alteration products of the yellow

sulphide. Judging from small specimens found on the dump-heaps
of the old workings there must be a zone of chalcocite not very

many feet below the surface, probably formed by secondary en-

richment at the expense of the portions of tbe deposits denuded

away, and of those now appearing as gossans of oxide ores. The
prim.ary chalcopyrite ores have probably been deposited in their

position as rather indefinite lodes following the bedding of the

schists, subsequent to the arrival of the schists in their present
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position. The schists with which the gopper lodes are associated

are chiefly varieties of muscovite and chlorite-quartz-schiste, with

quartzite layers. Apatite and tourmaline are also common minerals

in these schists.

The information obtained in the borings put down by the

Geological Survey is shown in table 113.^ These results show

that, generally speaking, the ores of Singhbhum are of low grade,

and on the whole just below what is likely to be payable, except

when working on very large quantities of ore. A thickness of

16'80 feet, averaging 2'65 per cent, copper found at Laukisra,

should, however, lead to the further testing of this occurrence by

private enterprise. The 3-inch layer of ore giving 12'81 i)er cent,

copper found at 736 feet in the Matigara hole is also of considerable

interest, because this band happens to be identical in its mineral

peculiarities with a persistent band of chalcopyrite, with blebs of

quartz, ranging from 6 inches to 2 feet in thickness and found in

the Matigara mine at a depth of 228 feet. It may so ha])pen that

at the depth of 736 feet the drill passed through a very thin por-

tion of this characteristic band of ore, which is typically very vari-

able in thickness. The encouraging feature is that this hole in-

dicates the persistence of this band of rich ore from the depth of

228 feet to that of 736 feet. The Geological Survey drills have

been lent to the Gape ("opper Company, which is now further

testing the Matigara lodes. This Company cn)i»loyed on the mine

a daily average of 260 ])ersons in 1907 and 222 in 1908.

•During the period under review considerable attention has been

devoted to the ])ro8pee.ting and opening
SiccinsoaDsda ,> . . , _

up of a series of copper lodes near

Sleemanabad in the Jubbulpore district. Central Piovinces. These

lodes run in a N.N.W. direction through dolomites of Dharwar

age and carry barytes, galena and pyrite, in addition to copper

minerals (chalcopyrite, tetrahedrite, malachite and azuritc). The

selected ores are often very rich in silver (up to nearly 200 o7s.

per ton) with a very variable amount of gold [nil to 15 dwts.).

There arc associated quartz-porphyry dykes carrying fluorite.®

The lodes were first opened up by Mr. P. C. Dutt of Jubbulpore,

who was subsequently joined by Messrs. Bum k Co. A considerable

amount of trenching and digging of pits, with a certain amount

1 lUc. Gfol. Surv. Ind., XXXVII. p. 29. (1908); XXXVIII, p. 37, (1909)
S L. L. Fermor, Rcc. Otol. Surv. Ind., XXXIII, p. 02, (1906).
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of underground work was carried out, aided by numerous diamond

-

drill holes to depths varying from 60 to 426 feet. The results obtained

have been very unsatisfactory, and work has ceased for the present.

Table II.3.

—

BestiUs of Diamond-drill Borimj on the SinglAhum

Coiyper Lodes.

No.

hole. '

1

Total
depth
of hole.

1

De])1b of lode

1

or eupriferons

i
/.one.

i

At'tual thickncHM of

lf»de assayed.
?o of

t‘o])i)er.

V
I*

1 Koilomdiliii .

(

I
3!®'- 4(14'

1

8 feel. . olO

2 !
Del.

1

: i.ofiH'

i

1 foot . •
1-82

(Ropidili) . 43(r 13r-2t)4'
293'

i

13 inehes 0-91

4 1.<andu)) (Nad up) 4dri' 197 - 198' 14 inches 3*33

r» Maligara 837' U93'. (i97'
I

3 feet 2 indies 2*00

1
1

997'- 701' 8"
j

3 feet 8 inches 1-29

1 733' 5'- 73ti' I'l

1

2 feet 1 inch . 1-01

1

1

739' r— 739' ;r 3 indies 12-81

,

739' y- 739’
1

1

2 feet . 0-142

;
Laukisra 3f)2' IIH)'- 198'

j

19 foot 10 inches . 2-95

; 169'- 171'
i

1 foot 10 inches 2-13

179'- 184' 4 feet 8 inches 1-37

The net results of the work are that 10 tons 189 lbs. of ore

containing 8‘36 per cent, of copper, 1 dwt. of gold per ton, and

35’176 ozs. of silver were sold in London in 1904 for a total of

£73-3-11, or £7-5-2 per ton ; whilst a quantity of ore, estimated

at 109 tone, ran^g from less than 1 per cent, to nearly 7 per

cent., and averaging r52 per cent, of copper, is lying on the surface

at the mines.
*
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With reference to copper in the Himalaya, attention may be

drawn to a note on a copper deposit
Himalaya!.

Komai, Darjeeling district,^ and

to one on the copper of Garhwal and Kumaon.*

Recent work has also proved the existence of valuable lodes in

Sikkim, where the copper is associated

with bismuth, antimony and tellurium,

one of the minerals discovered being the rare mineral tetradymite,

BigTCg. Another mineral recently identified by Mr. Blyth in

the Geolog'cal Survey Laboratory is linnaeite, a sulphide of cobalt.

Sikkim.

COjS^. i.

Prospecting licenses and milling leases have recently been

secured by Messrs. Bum & Go. in the copper-bearing areas in Sikkim

where prospecting operations were conducted during 1907 and 1908

by Messrs. C. Wilkinson and C. E. Simmonds.

The following notes are obtained from a report made in October

1908 by Mr. C. Wilkinson, showing the principal results obtained

up to that date —
At Bhotang, 44 miles from Siliguri on the road to Gangtok,

some old workings were examined and two parallel lodes of p}nr-

rhotite were opened up and found to contain var3dng quantities of

zinc blende, galena and chalcopyrite, but the lodes are considerably

faulted and disturbed, increasing the difficulty of prospecting opera-

tions which have not been developed sufficiently to prove the

probable value of the occurrence.

At Dikchu, about 7 miles to the north of Gangtok and within

a mile of the Gangtok-Lachen road, a distance of 75 miles from

Siliguri, a better defined copper-lode was found. It was found,

by opening up the outcrops for a length of 200 feet along the

bed of the Sehchu, that the lode had an average width of 3

feet bearing 6*14 per cent, of copper. By cutting the vein at

a greater depth with an adit it was found that for 80 feet on an

average width of 40 inches the lode contained an average content

of 6‘8 per cent, of copper.

In the Rhotak Golah,- a tributary of the Great Banjit river, 13

miles by pack road from Darjeeling, there are extensive old workings

which have been almost obliterated by landslips. Five samples of

1 H. H. Haydei^ Rec. Oed. Surv. Ind., XXXT, p. 1, (1904).

2 J. Cosgin Brown, Ree. Oed. Surv. Ind., XXXV, p. 35,«(1907).

9 Publiuied with the kind consent, through Mr. A. Vhiyte, of Messrs. Burn A Co,
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the lode, taken at irregul^ir intervals along a length of 500 feet,

give an average of 5‘6 per cent, of copper.

At Sirbong, about 1 mile north-east of the junction of the Bho-
tak and Khani Colahs, a lode of pyrrhotite containing chalcopyrite

was exposed yielding, for an average thickness of 2 feet 6 inches,

6’45 per cent, of copper, the sampling being continued for about

100 feet along the outcrop.

The Pachikhani mine, which is reputed among the natives to be

one of the richest of the mines in Sikkim, has been overwhelmed

by a landslip, and has not yet been sufficiently opened for further

examination (see Mr. Bose’s rem&rks on this mine).
® . •

Another deposit was found near Pachikhani on the road from

Rungpo to Pakyong, about 7 miles from the former locality. It

was found that the chalcopyrite, concentrated within a zone of

mica-schist about 4 feet wide, yielded on an average 4 per cent,

of copper, and it is proposed to test the occurrence more fully by

diamond drilling.

Within 200 yards of the bridge crossing the Rungpo on the road

from Rungpo to Rhenock, and about a mile to the north-east of

the second of the two Parchikhani mines, there was found a quartz-

ose vein following the schist-planes of the Baling series and con-

taining 3'97 per cent, of copper for an average thickness of 1 foot ; it is

considered that this ore can be readily concentrated by hand picking.

In the neighbourhood of Pakyong in the Pachi Colab valley, two

veins were found outcropping at right angles to the stream and at

a distance of 200 yards from each other. I'he average analysis of

the samples collected fiom one of these lodes gave the following

results :

—

Copper 3-:io

Iron 11*23

Lead 1010

Zinc 2-60

Sulphur 11 -GK

Silica 40*10

The other lode, consisting mainly of galena, varied in thickness

Trom 6 inches to 2 feet, and contained an average of 21 ‘12 per

cent, of lead with 5’9 per cent, of zinc.

The following ores of copper have been observed in Sikkim :

—

chalcopyrite, azurite, malachite, bornite, and the black oxide.
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Native copper is found in leaves and small dendrites under the

gossan of some of the lodes, for exainple, that near Bhotang.

It has also been found in the debris filling the old workings

cemented by ferruginous waters as in the Bhotang mine*

The principal rivers of Sikkim, the Tista and the Great Ranjit,

while carrying large volumes of water,

expStadon of Sikkim. useless as means of transport, hav-

ing many rapids in their courses and

being subject to sudden, violent floods. Roads for the most part

are few and far between, so communication between the opposite

points of their banks is often a question of making a detour of

10 or 12 miles. To work mineral deposits in this area requires

transport by coolies, mules or bullock carts, where the hill roads

are kept in a fair state of efllciency, as they generally are through-

out the State. The roads are liable to damage during the monsoon

by landslips, and consequently the suggestion to build a railway

from Siliguri to Rungpo is looked upon as a costly undertaking.

Aerial cable-ways can be utilised from mine to mine, or from

mine to main roads, for the purposes of exploitation. Coolie labour

for transport and surface work is fairly abundant. The local people

are not accustomed to underground work, but there are colonists

from Nepal, who have been by caste hereditary miners for many
generations.

There is at present an abundance of timber in Sikkim : in the

higher regions there occur oak, beech, walnut, pine, yew and chest-

nut ; in the lower regions sal and simul. All of these are suitable

for mining timber.

Running water is abundant, and, in places, might be utilised,

without much expense, for generating electric power, as, for instance,

in the rapids of the Tista near Rungpo, in the Dik Chu near the

junction of the Lachen and Lachimg rivers.

A prospecting license has been granted to Mr. P. N. Bose for

about 12 square miles of the copper--
* * bearing deposits of the Tista valley of

the Darjeeling district, where the ores occur, under conditions similar

to those in the adjoining State of Sikkim in the Baling greenstone-

schists, which are probably the equivalents of the Dharwars of
^

Peninsular India. Mr. Bose reports the occurrence of a large num-
ber of small lodes in this area, those to the east of the Tista being

the only ones which are rich enough to cover the cost of the dead-
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work necessary to exploit thin veins. In this part of the property

assays by Mr. A. N. Bose of fair samples from veins varying from

6 inches to 2 feet in thickness gave percentages of copper up to

13-35. As the ores are also highly siliceous, flux will be required

for the smelting operations. Limestone and iron-ore are obtainable

in the neighbourhood, and coking coal is obtainable between the

Lisu and Ramthi rivers in the same district.

A S
3mdicate has been formed to undertake preliminary smelting

operations with a 30-ton plant, commencing with the richer ores

on the eastern side of the Tista river, and to push on prospecting

operations by diamond-drillmg. [For previous references to the

copper-ores of this area see F. R. Mallet, Mem. Geol. 8urv. Ind.,

XI, (1874), Part 1 ;
Rec. Geol. Surv. Ind., XV, pp. 56-58, (1882)

;

P. N. Bose, Rec. Geol Surv. Ind., XXIII, p. 257, (1890) ; H. H.

Hayden, Rec. Geol Surv. Ind., XXXI, pp. 1-4, (1904).]

Copper-ore is also found in association with the lead-zinc ores

- ... .. «. . of Bawdwin, in the Northern Shan States,
Banna: Northern Shan States. ^ ^ -.l jbut not, it seems, m quantity, and the

Chinese do not appear to have made any use of it. They

smelted, however, a smejl amount of copper-ore in the vicinity of

Bawdwin. The copper minerals found at Bawdwin are chalco])yrite,

azurite and malachite.^

The occurrence of copper-ores (malachite and azurite) in asso-

Balachlatao
ciation with Eocene coal-measures at a

point between Ziarat and Johan in

Sarawan, Baluchistan, has been recorded by Mr. Vredenburg.® But

the ores were not seen in situ.

Balachlstao.

That there is plenty of scope for the development of copper

, . deposits in India to satisfy the Indian
Indian conanniptlon of copper i i r

and brass. demand is seen by the magnitude of

the imports of copper and brass. The
average annual values of these for the period under review are

shown in table 114, together with the exports of Indian copper and
brass wares (manufactured from imported metal, of course), and the

re-exports of foreign copper and brass. From these it is seen that

the average annual consumption has been £1,303,959 of copper and

£48,056 of brass.

1 T. B. LaTouche and J. Cogsin Broun. See. O ci. Surv. Jud., XXXVII, pp.
241. 24^. 249, 266, (1909). See also Xtr. Geol. Surv. Jnd., XXXlll, p. 342, (1906).

* Bee. Qiei. Surv. Ind., XXXVIII. p. 210, (1909).

B
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Table: 114 .—Average Annual Exports and Imports of Copper and Brass

for the five years 1903-04 to 1907-08.

— Copper. Brass.
•

£ £ £ £

Imports • • 1,374,378 .

.

75,450

Exports—
Of Indian merchandiHc

Of foreign merchandise.

01 Government stores *.
. ^

27.670
42,47Sm
.

1

j

i

'

0,K.30

;

20,501

3

Total Exports 70.419 70.419
1

27.394 27,394

Isdiao cminoptloD .... 1

•• i.3n.9S>
1

1

48,056

Coruadum.

The use of abrasives in manufacturing communities seems to be

on the increase, and new forms are being put on the market yearly.

Emery formerly served most requirements, until purer forms of

corundum were discovered in quantity. The cheaper forms of

garnet have long been used to adulterate emery, and members of

the spinel family, such as hercynite, have been used inadvertently

as such. During the last sixteen years carborundum, manufactured

by the cheap electrical power developed in America, has come into

use, the production of the United States having now reached nearly

3,000 tons a year. Artificial- corundum (alundum) is also being

manufactured from bauxite at Niagara, and crushed steel is being

used to an increasing extent.

Natural corundum has thus many competiliors in the market of

abrasive naterials, and as a large portion of the alumina in igneous

magmas is necessarily used up during the processes of consolidation

by the silica and bases present, it is theoretically unlikely that the

free oxide can exist anywhere in an abundance comparable to the

vast quantities of combined aluniina in the earth’s crust. In most

cases the corundum is scattered as isolated crystals through tlie

rocic, and only the most economical devices for its separation can

make mining remunerative.

In India, where the use of corundum by the old saihdgar

(armourer) and lapidary has been known for many generations, the
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requirem ents of the country have been met by a few comparatively
rich deposits, but it is doubtful if these are worth working for export

in the face of the con)petition referred to above in Europe and
America, or will even stand against the importation of cheap abrasives.

There is still, and for many generations has been, a certain trade

in Indian corundum, but the returns for production arc manifestly

incomplete. No workings exist of the kind that could be ordinarily

described as mining, but attempts have been made at times to

increase the scale of operations at Palakod and Paparapatti in the

Salem district, near Hunsiir in Mysore, and in South Rewah.
The occurrence near Pi})ra in^ Rewah «State is' at ])rcsent worked

Production
Indian trader of Mirzapur. The

production and royalty realised during

the five years 1904—1908 is shown below, the rate of royalty being

Rs. 3 ])er maund (ecpiivalent to Rs. 8J-f) per ton) in 1904 and 1905,

and Rs. 3-4 in 1907 and 1908. The rate is now Rs. 3-8 per maund.
No figures representing the value \uiyv been given.

Taule 115 .—Prndnrtifm of Corundum in Remth for the five years 1904 to

* 1908.

Yr.AVi.

•

1

P’rodiintJon. j

Royalty

1

roalised.

1904

Tons.

30-0

1

Rr.

2.9831

1905 .... 52-5 4.284

1900 m Nil

1907 20-7
;

2.459

1908 ' 30-3 3.200

Corundum is very widely distributed throughout the Mysore State,

and is said to oeeui in every district except Shimoga. The annual

production in Mysore has been estinjated as follows

—

£

100.3

1004

I90r>

1900

24*9 tons Viilnrd ut l.l.'S

.^Vi-4 .. „ 142

22?

;WR iri5

a i
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From 1907 onwards the Chief Inspectorr of Mines, Mysore, has

decided to discontinue publishing statistics relating to the minor

economic mineral products, owing to the impossibility of obtaining

them free from obvious inaccuracies with the machinery at his

command. Hence, the figures quoted above serve merely to indi-

cate roughly the extent of the corundum industry of Mysore.

In Hyderabad territory corundum to the value of £39 was raised

in 1905 and of £36 in 1907. Seven tons of corundum were raised

in Madras in 1904.

Much of^ the corundum,^ which is a regular item of trade in the

bazars of cities like Delhi, Agra, and Jaipur, where the Indian

lapidary still flourishes, is collected in a casual way by agriculturists

and cowherds, who dispose of it through the village hania to the

larger dealers of the great cities. Our information as to the

mode of occurrence and distribution of the mineral was summarised

in a special memoir published by the Geological Survey in 1898.

Our attention has recently been directed to the occurrence of

Khasi Hills
corundum {rmusMnrul) at three local-

ities in the Nongstoin State in the

North-West Khasi Hills. The localities are too difficult of access for

the exploitation of the mineral on a large scale, but it is worked

in small quantities and used all over the Khas> Hills for hones.^

Gem varieties of corundum are treated, of course, under ‘ Gem-
stones^ .

The chief producers of corundum and emery are Canada, Tureky,

and Greece, Canada supplying corundum
as HO coran am.

Turkey and Greece emery. The

Canadian corundum is found in Ontario in association with nepheline-

syenite like that near Kangayam in the Coimbatore district.^ By
the adoption of mechanical means for concentration it has become

possible to separate corundum from the felspar-rock in which it is

embedded, and to put a product on the market; not only for local

use, but for export to the United States and Europe.

The Canadian industry commenced in 1900, and the annual pro-

duction for the last five years has averaged 1,703 tons valued at

£31,323.

^ F. E. Jackson, Bm. 8urv. Ind.^ XXXVI, p. 323, (1908).

> T. H. Holland, * The Sivamalai series of Elaolite and Corundum-Syenites*

M nu O&a. Slim ind., XXX. pt. 3. 1901.
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- Qem-stones,

^he most valuable of the precious stones raised in India is un-

doubtedly the ruby, but this and the other stones obtained in the

country do not approach in value the unset stones and pearls im-

ported, which, during the period under review, had an average

annual .value of £715,974 (compared with £511,206 during the pre-

vious quinquennium).

Of the precious and semi-precious stones in India, the most im-

portant, amber, diamond, jadeite, ruby, sapphire, and spinel, have

been already referred to. Of the others, the only ones that are

of immediate concern are agate, rock crystal, beryl, garnet,

tourmaline and turquoise. All of these except the last have been

or are still being worked to some extent in India, and the

turquoise may be dismissed with the mere mention of the fact that

India, besides being a large importer for local use, is one of the

channels by which the material raised in Persia and adjoining areas

reaches the European and Eastern market. The other minerals

—

with some other Indian stones at present used very little or not at

all—deserve more particular mention.

There is still a considerable trade in agate and the related forms

of silica, known under the general name
‘ of hakik, and obtained from the

amygdaloidal flows of the Deccan Trap. The best known and

perhaps still the most important of the places at which agate

and carnelians are cut and prepared for the market is Cambay, the

chief city of the State of that name under the Kaira Political

Agency, Bombay Presidency. The agates come from various states

and districts on or near the edge of the trap, but mostly from the

State of Bajpipla. An account of the Kajpipla agate industry has

been given recently by Mr. P. N. Bose.^ The agates occur in

a conglomerate of probable Pliocene age, and have been worked

chiefly at Ratanpur and Damlai. The stones arc chipped at the

mines, and those approved of taken to Limodra, where they are

baked. The baked stones are sent to Cambay for cutting and

polishing. The Bajpipla hakik mines are leased for periods of five

years at a fixed annual rental or royalty. This was Bs. 3,000 a

year for the period 1902—1906. No precise data as to the value of

the stones sent to Cambay are available. A certain amount of

1 Aee. Ged. Surv. Ini., XXXVII, pp. 176-182, (1008).
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agate-cutting is also carried on at Jubbulpore in the Central Pro-

vinces, at Banda in the United Provinces, and at a few other places

within range of the Ueccan Trap.

Much of the agate retailed in Europe is sent from Cambay, and

large quantities are also exported to China.

Various forms of quartz—^rock-crystal, amethyst, etc.,—are used

by jewellers in various parts of India.

In the Tanjore district, Madras Presidency, fragments of rock-

Rock crystal
crystal are collected and cut for cheap

jewellery, being known as ‘ Valluiri

diamonds,’ whilst the bipyramidal ^juartz-crystals, found in the

gypsum of the, salt-marl near Ksflabagh, on the Indus, are to a

certain extent used for making neckWes
;

rock-crystal is similarly

used for cheap jewellery in Kashmir. Fine pieces of rock-crystal

are sometimes cut into cu])s. sword handles, and sacred objects,

such as lingams, in Northern India. •

Small amethysts, usually of uneven colour, are obtained at many
Dcccau Traj) geodes, c.</.,

in the bed of the Narbada near Jubbul-

pore, and used for jewellery and beads. Amethyst is common in the

Sutlej valley in Bashahr, Punjab.^ Kose-quartz is found at several

places ^ and could also be used in cheap jewellery.

Green apatite derived from pegmatites in Ajmer in Bajputaiia

is sometimes cut into gem-stones, and

a considerable quantity of apatite of a

rich sea-green has been found at Devada, Vizagapatam district,

Madras, probably from a pegmatitic variety of kodurite.*'^

Beryl in its pale-coloured varieties is of common occurrence in

the granite-pegmatites of India, but

the crystals are generally too much
fissured for use as geni-stones. Occasionally in the pegmatite veins

which are worked for mica in Behar and in Nellorc, large crystals

of beryl, many inches across, arc found to include clear fragments

which might be cut as aquamarines
;
but the only places in India

where attempts have been made t(» excavate pegmatite solely for its

aquamarines are at Padyiir (Fattalai) nea^ Kangayam, Coimbatore

district, and at different places in the Toda hills in Rajputana.

1 H. H. Hayden, Mem. Geol Svro. Ind., XXXVI. p. 102, (1904).
2 L. L. Fermor, Mem. Oed. Sure. Ind., XXXVII, y. 212, (1909).
3 Op. dL, p. 200.

'

Beryl.
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Stones of considerable value were obtained from the mine which was

worked at Padyur in the early ])art of the nineteenth century : a

pit some 30-40 feet in depth is still in existence, but no one seems

to have taken an interest in the place since J. M. Heath held a

lease in 1818. The whole area is im])regnated with igneous

intrusions, and deserves more attention than it has so far received.

At Sagar near Sarwar in the Kishangarh State, Rajputana, aqua*

marines occur in mica-bearing pegmatites.

Platy crystals of this nuneral have been found in the corundum-

bearing fels])ar-veins near Kangayam in

the C?oimbatore district, associated with

ne])hcliiie-syenites ; but the crystlls are too highly flawed to be suit-

able for gems. Yellow crystals, transparent and of good quality,

are said to occur with luica and acjuamarine in pegmatite veins at

Govindsagar, Kishangarh State, Rajputana.

• The only garnets worked to any considerable extent in India

occur in the n)ica-schists^ of Rajmahal

•in Jaipur State, at Stiahpura in Udaipur

State, in the Sarwar district of Kishangarh State, and in the dis-

trict of Ajmer-Merwara, ^all these localities being within a relatively

small distance of each other. Returns are not available to show

the condition of the industry in the Jaipur State, but the statistics

obtained indicate the existence of a considerable industry in the

other areas. The following returns have been received for the

Shahpura output for the years 1904 to 1907 :

—

CwU.

llHIt .
• 152

]n<»5 :t84

m(\ 4e»

mi 74

The values returned seem unreliable, exce]>t that for 190D, which

IS the price realised, mz., Rs. 45,548 or £3,037. i

Production figures for Kishangarh are available for two years

only :

—

Otfl.

1907 16

1908 294

The annual revenue derived by the Kishangarh State from the

industry is stated to average Rs. 20,000 (£1,333). The Kisliangarh

garnets are said to be the finest in India.
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More complete statistics are availableL for Ajmer-Merwara and

are given below :
—

£

1904 .. . . 139 owts. valued at 1,350

1905 . • . 160 „ .. 216

1906 166 „ .. .. 742

1907 .. . 15 „ .. Ill

1908 ... 32 •• .. .. 108

The vaiiouB values returned indicate the following average values

of garnet per cwt. :

—

Shahpura . Es. 03 or £6'2 per cwt.

Kifibangarh .«• Rs. 100 or £6‘7 „

Ajmer-Merwara . Bb. 76 or £5*1 „

The garnets being worked in India belong to the almandite

variety,, and have a purple colour. Stones of large size are obtained

and their cutting for the market forms an important ^industry * in

Jaipur and Delhi.

Gem garnets are also found in other parts of India, as in the

Tinnevelli district, Madras,^ and used locally. Attention may also

be drawn to the fact that the manganese garnet, spessartite, so

characteristic of the gonditic rocks of the Central Provmces, is in

America sometimes used as a gem. The Indian variety varies

from a beautiful bright orange to red-brown, but has not yet been

found sufficiently free from flaws to be of use as a gem ?

Cordierite or iolite, a mineral exhibiting striking pleochroism, is

found in the gem gravels of Ceylon and

cut as a gem under the name of lynx-

sapphire and water-sapphire. A polished and roughly engraved

piece of iolite found in some excavations at Budh Gaya, and showing

strong pleochroism, deep violet to nearly colourless, has long been in the

Indian Museum, but no locality for the mineral was known.’ It

has now been found at two localities, namely, in complex rocks

composed of sillimanite, h3^ersthene and biotite, in the Vizagapatam

Hill-tracts,^ and in the Eadavur Zemindari, Trichinopoly district,

Madras, where Mr. Bose reports its occurrence in abundance near

Udaiyapatti and Kiranur, associated with labradorite and mica-

schist. There are ancient pits, dug apparently for this mineral.

^ L. L. Fermor, Bee. Oeci. 8urv. Ind., XXXIII* p. 234, (1906).
2 L. L. Fermor, Mem. Qed. 8urv, Ini., XXXVII, p. 604, (1609).
3 V. Ball, Pfoe. Ae. 8oc. Beng., 1881, p. 89.
« 1'. L. Walker, Bee. Qed. 8nrv. Ini., XXXVl, p. 13, (1908).
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Eyanite is found at many localities in the Archssan formations

of India and is occasionally used as a

gem -stone on account of the fine blue

colour it sometimes displa3rs.^ An authenticated locality for gem
kyanite is Narnaul, Patiala State. The jewellers at Patiala call it

hrujs and say that it sells at Rs. 3 to Rs. 5 per tola, equivalent to

lOj. to l6s. 8d. per ounce.^ Eyanite is also plentiful in Eanaur

and Bashahr in the Punjab Himalayas,^ where it has often been

mistaken for sapphire.

Rhodonite, a manganese-pyroxene, is used abroad (e.gr., in the

Rhodonite
Urals) as a gem and cut into all kinds

of ornamental objects. It is found at

many localities in India associated with manganese-ore deposits
;
and

although none of it has yet been used foj ornamental purposes,

suitable material for the manufacture of small objects could be

obtained at several 'of the mines

Tounnallne.

The beautiful red tourmaline, known as rubellite, is worked on

a small scale in the Ruby Mines Dis-

, trict of Upper Burma. The production

for the four years 1904 to 1907 is shown below; figures for 1908,

could not be obtained :

—

1904 29 lbs. valued at 2()6

1?)05 101 *» >» 1,501

19(»6 193 „ » f f 1,001

1907 20 „ »> f f 293

An interesting report was published in 1908 by Mr. E. C. S. George,

Deputy Commissioner of the district,^’ on the workings for tourma-

line round the small Palaung hamlet of Sanka about a mile east

of Maingnin, where operations were carried on by the Chinese,

according to local tradition, some 150 or 200 years ago. Mr. George'

states that after the Chinese deserted the area, the Eachins

re-opened the mines about forty years ago, but the industry was

again interrupted until about 1885, wjien more systematic opera-

tions were commenced under Pu Seinda, who contracted to conduct

1 M. Bauer and L. J. Spencer, ‘ Precious Stones,’ p. 415, (1904).

2 p. N. Pose, Bee. Geol. Surv. Ind., XXXlll, p. 59, (1906).
8 H. H. Hayden, Mem. Oed. Surv. Ind. XXXVI, p. 102, (1904).
4 L. L. Fermor, Mem. Ged. Surv. Ind., XXXVIl, pp. 144, COl, (1909).

8 Bee. Ged. Surv. Ind., XXXVI, pp. 233-238.
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all mining operations until 18{)5. The. Mong-mit (Monieit) stone-

tract was afterwards notified by Government and regular licenses

were taken up in During the years 1903 to 1905 the amounts
recovered from ‘tourmaline licenses,’ the rate being Rs. 2 per worker

per month, have been Rs. 2,000 (£133) to Rs. 3,000 (£200) each

year ; since then they must have fallen off.

The tourmaline is found in soft, decomposed granite-veins, which,

being generally covered by a thick deposit of jungle-clad soil, are

foynd rather by accident than through the guidance of any super-

ficial indications. Isolated crystals are found occasionally lying in

the red soil, and men with small iaean9 sometimes find it profitable,

when they have leisute, to search through the soil-cap by digging

shallow pits. Twirdons or vertical shafts, about 4 or 5 feet square,

are also put down on the chance of striking a tourmaline-bearing

vein, or kyaw, and the owners of these twirdons are permitted to

extend their workings underground to a radius of five fathoms from

the centre of each shaft. Some of the workings extend td depths

of about 100 feet, which appears to be about the limit of the

miners’ engineering skill. The tourmaline found is sorted into

three classes : (1) ahtet yay, the best light-pink rubellite, of which
' there are two kinds, hteik ti, showing well-developed basal planes,

and he yan, crystals terminated by rhombohedral faces, or with only

a small development of the basal plane ; (2) akka, of a darker

colour with the lower part of the crystals brown or black in colour;

(3) sinzi or arnyi, all fragmentary crystals of any colour which arc

imperfect, or of a small size, less than about an inch. The sinzi

is given without charge to the buyer of the lots of tlie two better

kinds. The best kind, ahtet ydy^ may bring as much as Rs. 1,200

to Rs. 1,500 a viss (3-65 lbs.). The myaw system, or exposure of

the veins on the hill-side by hydraulic action, has also been attempted

at two localities with’ uncq^taili results : this work is limited to

the rains and is handicapped by the cost of leading the water-

channels for long distances. All locally made purchases are effected

by brokers, usually Shans or Shan Burmans. They in turn sell

at Mandalay to purchasers ior the Chinese market.

In 1908 there was an output of 1 vis8 40ticalsor 5*1 lbs. worth

£36 from the Mong-mit State ; whilst in the Northern

Shan States 32 stones weighing 159*7 ratis or 94*5 carat,^ valued

1 At 1 rati » 1} grains troy » '592 carat.
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at £289, were found in a conglomerate in the valley of the Nampai,
north-west of Monglong in Hsipaw State.

A beautiful green tourmaline with- a crystalline limestone matrix

is worked in a small way at Namon near the Salween river in the

Southern Shan States. Green and blue varieties occur in the

pegmatites of some parts of the mica-mining area of Hazaribagh

district, but the stones are not woith the cost of extraction.

Green tourmalines aie also found at the Sapphire Mines area of

Zanskar in Kashmir.

The mineral zircon is known in various parts of India, and

21̂ ^^
whfcre it occurs in the nepheline-syenite

series near Kangayam in the Coimbatore

district it is ])icked up iji small quantities and passed into the

market as corundum
;
but it is nowhere found sufficiently trans-

])arent and flawless to be used as a gem.

GlasS"Makiag Materials.

The common, inquire sands of the rivers ^ind the efflorescent alkali

salts, so ccnniuon in many parts (;f India, are used, in various places

for the manufacture of the inferior varieties of glass used for bangles.

The chief difficulty in the way of manufacturing the better

grades of glass in India is the absence of known deposits of quartz-

sand of the requisite ^)urity and of suitable texture. In a few

places, however, attempts are being made to introduce* European

methods and to make a better class of article. The factory at

Rajpur near Dchra Dun, known as the Himalaya Glass Works,

started work in .19().'l, and was on the road to success, but the

Company was wound u]) in 1907 owing to mismanagement. In

11H)9 the factory was purchased by four Indian gentlemen, and is

now working again. The sand used is obtained by crushing a

local friable sandstone, limestone is obtained in the hills near the

works, soda is imported and coal brought from Bengal.

The sands found at various localities in the Rajmahal Hills

and reported to be suitable for glass-making, have been investigated

recently by Mr.' Murray Stuart.^ ^He concludes that the sand met

with in this area is generally unsuitable for the manufacture of any

but the commonest kinds of bottles. The sands considered occur

as (1) recent liver-aands, and (2) Damuda (Gk>ndwana) sandstone.

1 Bee. Oeol. Sam Ind., XZXVII, pp. lM-198, (1908).
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To what extent a glass-making industry would find a market in

India may be judged by the fact that during the past ten years

the annual imports of glass and glassware have gradually risen in

value from £440,000 to over £900,000 in 1907, with a fall to a little

over £800,000 in 1908. The chief items in this total are bangles,

beads and false pearls, common bottles and lampware.

Gypsum.

Gypsum occurs in considerable abundance in various parts of

India, occurring both in the fibirous form and as clear selenite

crystals. In Baluchistan, the Tertiary clays and shales of all

ages, whenever they are but slightly disturbed, contain numerous

crysta]| of g3rpsum scattered throughout their mass in Sind it

occurs in beds sometimes 3 to 4 feet thick near the top of the

Gaj beds of the Khirthar range ; in Cutch. it occurs in abundance

in the rocks below the Nuinmulitic limestones ; in the Salt Range
it occurs in large masses with the salt marl, lying below Cam-
brian beds.

A very interesting and, judging by the returns, impo1*tant

occurrence is N.W.W. of 'Nagore in Jodhpur, Rajputana,' where a

bed, 5 feet thick or more, occurs in silt probably formed in an old

salt-lake. The* output during the five years 1904 to 1908 is

returned as follows, the average annual figures being 4,837 tons

valued at £161 (at a uniform rate of 8 annas per ton) :

—

£

1904 . . • • • . 3,875 tons valued at 129

1905 . . . . . 4,800 »» ft ft 160

1906 . . . . . . 3,600 »» ft ft 120

1907 . . . . . . 5,650 9* ft »f 188

1908 , , , . • . 6,260 ft ,, to 209

Selenite crystals of similar origin to that of Nagore have been

recently found in the kankar near the base of the silt in the

Sarobhar lake, and are also obtained at Pachbadra during the

manufacture of salt from brine.^

New occurrences of gypsum have been discovered in the Vindhyan

aeries at Satna in Rewah State ^ (probably of no economic value);

1 E. Vredenbiirg, Hec. Oetd. 8wrv. Ind., XXXVIII, p. 209, (1909).

* L. ij. Fmnor, Rte. CM. Sun. Ini., XXXII. p. 231, (1905).

> L. L. Itemor, Bu. CM. Bun. /mi.. XXXni, p. 233. (1006).

0
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in the Kangra Chhu in Bhutan,^ in association with dolomites;

and in the Hamirpur district, United Provinces,* in limited quan-

tities in the older alluvium. Gypsunf is also found in Spiti and

Kanaur, in the Punjab Himalayas. Between the Lipak and Yulang

rivers in Kanaur the gypsum occurs in immense masses and thick

beds replacing Carboniferous limestone ; it is used locally for white-

wash, but' the inaccessibility of the deposits would render abortive

any attempt to mine the mineral for transmission to the Indian

markets.*

Lead, Silver .and Zinc.

Galena, the sulphide of lead', occurs in a large number of places

in India and Burma, and is often argentiferous. The oxide and

carbonate of lead are also commonly found in parts of Cliottf Nag-

pur and the Santal Parganas of Bengal. Formerly the mineral was

worked on a small scale
;
but the industry gave way before the

cheaply imported metal. But with the increasing demand for

lead attention is being directed to the Indian and Burmese occur-

rences. As far as is at present known ores of zinc are not at all

common in the Indian Empire; they have been -found associated

with the antimony-ores of Shigri in Lahaul, with the silver-lead

ores of Bawdwin in the Northern Shan States, and with the

copper-ores of Sikkim. No successful attempts to extract the metal

have yet been made by Europeans, but up till about a century ago

zinc was extracted from carbonate pf zinc (smithsonite) at Jawar

or Zawar in Udepur State, Kajputana.

In 1904 and 1905 Messrs. Mackinnon, Mackenzie & Co. of

. „ Calcutta opened up a deposit of galena

and quartz m mica-schist at Beldi in

the Birbhum Estate in the Manbhum district, Bengal. The deposit

turned out to be a surface pocket, and gave out at a small depth.

All the ore visible was extracted and railed to Howrah, and smelted

in a small furnace that had been erected for the purpose at Shali-

mar near Calcutta. The total amount of ore smelted was :

—

(a) 120 tons of galena containing about 50 per cent, of

silver-lead.

1 G. E. FUgrim, Rec. O'd, 8urv, Ini,, XXXIV, p. 28, (1906).

2 T. D. LaToucho, Rec. Oeol, 8urv, lnd„ XXXVII, pp. 281 >2a'), (19U0).

9 H. H. Hayden, Mem,, Qeol, 8urv, Ini,, XXXVl, p. 101, (1904),
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(b) 147 tons of rubble and quaita containing about 25 per

cent, of silver-lead.

The total yield from this was 92 tons 16 cwts. 1 qr. 7 lbs. of

silver-lead, which was sold in London, the yield from it being :

—

86 04 grains of gold.

4,71615 ozs. of silver.

91 tons 9 ewt. 1 qr. 13 lbs. of lead.

The proceeds of the sale just met the total expenses of the mining*

smelting, etc. Bight other localities—Janijhore, Kiishboni, Lata-

parah, Lewshai, Parada, Grhagra, Hannah, and Dekia—in the same

district were also thoroughly prospected. All the occurrences were

in mica-sghist, and proved to be barren in depth, and no true

continuous lode was found

In Sikkim lead is found in the form of galena at Pachi f'olah,

!•
enters into the composition of

Bengal. m.
certain characteristic mixed sulphide

lodes, as at Bhotang, Pachi (-olah, and some other places
; whilst

zinc is found associated with some of the copper-ores in the form

of calamine, and is nearly always associated wilii pyrrhotite and

pyrite lodes in the form of blende.^

The portion of the Indian Empire in which there seems to be the

Bnrna- Biwdwln
^eatest chance of finding payable metal-

liferous veins is the mountainous eastern

part of Upper Burma. The existence of the ancient silver-lead mines of

Bawdwin-gyi in Tawngpeng, one of the lesser Northern Shan States, has

long been vaguely known. They were worked by (Chinese from Yunnan
for a very long period until abouY fifty years ago, when they were

deserted. Traces of the Chinese activity are everywhere apparent,

notably in the numerous galleries driven into the hill-side for the extrac-

tion of the ore, and in the enormous heaps of zinc-lead slag that were

thrown away after smelting out a })ortion of the lead with the

bulk of the silver. A concession over this area was taken up by
the Great Eastern Mining Company, Ltd., in about 1902, the old

workings were partially re-opened, and a light railway commenced
to connect the mines with Manhpwi station a few miles above

1 We are indebted to Sir 1). M. Hamilton for this information.
2 From the report by C. Wiikinson

—

nee p. 2SS,
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Hsijiaw on the Shan Statea branch of the Burma Bailways, a difl-

tance of some 40 miles through mountainous country. The pro-

perty was eventually sold to the Burma Mines, Railway and Smelt-

ing Company, Ltd., now the Burma Mines, Ltd., and the rad-

way has been recently completed. The present project is to smelt

the slags for the recovery of the lead, and smelters have been
erected fof the purpose at Mandalay^ whither the ore can now be
railed.

rp till the end of 1908, practically the whole of the capital

and energy of this Company was devoted to the completion of the

railway mentioned above, so fliat no smelting was carried out.

During the year 1909,^ however, 11,850 tons of lead slag lying

on the surface at the niines, and 485 tons of ore obtained from

open-cut w'orkings, were transported to the Mandalay smelters and
treated for a return of 5,030 tons of lead and 27,.500 ozs. of silver.

The wliole of this metal was shipped to London for refinement and

sale, where it- realised the sum of £68,100. At present only two

small furnaces are in operation with a total smelting capacity of

from 80 to 100 tons of ore or slag per day, but a larger furnace is

in course of erection, whicii will bring up the total capacity of the

plant to about 200 tons per day.

The amount of slag available is estimated at from 110,000 to

125,000 tons. Average sam})les of the slag indicato-

rs to 49 ]ier cent, of lead.

17 to 18 per cent, of zinc.

J ] to 2 J ozB. of Hilver ])er ton of lead, vtith traces of gold.

'rhe original ore probably carried upwards of 80 ozs. of silver.

The (^linese worked only those portions of the deposits lying

above water level : it is ])roposed later on to explore, and, if it be

worth while, to mine, those portions lying below water level, and

a site is being selected for sinking a fair-sized prospecting shaft in

order to test in depth the ground under the rich surface dej)osits.

A ])aper dealing with the geology and mineralogy of these de-

posits iifBawdwm by Messrs. T. D. LaTouche and J. Coggin Brown

has been recently published.^ The ores occur in a zone of intense

disturbance, caused by one or more great overthrust faults -travers-
^

ing the rocks, which are felspathic grits and rhyolitic tuffs, probably

1 Information kindly supplied by the Resident Manager of tlie Rurina Mines,

Ltd.
2 f. QefU., Surr, Ind., XXXVTT, pp. 2:i.V2e2, (1909),
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of Cambrian age. They consist for the most part of argentiferous

galena and zinc-blende, with a small quantity of copper pyrites in

minute granules. The other minerals found are anglesite, cerussite,

barytes, pyrite, malachite, azurite and smithsonite (zinc carbonate).

The deposition of the ores has been accomplished by the metasoma-

tic replacement of the felspar and other rock-forming minerals

present.

Argentiferous galena is worked by Shans in two States in the

Myelat division of the Southern Shan States. These are Mawson

(Bawzaing) and the Kyauktat sub-State of Yaunghwe. The com-

bined output in 1908 was 63J tops Valued at £79.

In the foothills of Mount Pima, Yamethin* district, 16 miles north-

east of Pyawbwe, a lode of argentiferous

galena, from 3 to 30 feet thick, has been

traced for a distance of about a mile and a quarter along the strike, the
‘ country ’ being limestone

;
there are also indications of copper, both car-

bonate and sulphide, on the property. The Mount Pima Mining Com-
pany, Ltd., with a capital of Rs. 20,00,000, of which Rs. 11,00,000 has

been issued, was formed in 1908 to work this property, and has been

granted a concession of 10 square miles on prospecting license. A
dressing plant for the treatment of 100 tons of ore per day is

being erected at Pyawbwe on the Burma Railway. The mines at

Mount Pima are connected with this concentrating plant by a

private railway of 2' 6"" gauge, 16 miles long. The concentrates

are for the present to be shipped to Europe, but it is possible that

the Burma Mines, Ltd., will smelt for the Company at their

Mandalay smelting works.^

Some of the metalliferous lodes at Sleemanabad in the Jubbul-

pore district. Central ’ Provinces, carry
C<.tnlPnMrtac<.;Ske»u»b.<.

Both this and the tetrahedrite,

especially the latter, are sometimes very rich in silver (up to 200

ozs.), but as already noted the development of these lodes has been

stopped for the present (see page 237).

In the Punjab, galena has been found in a small quartz vein

PutabudBatacbbtaa
“ Triassic limestones in the

• hills between Po and Dankhar in

Spiti
;
the small isolated cubes are extracted by the local shikaris

1 Information kindly supplied by Messrs. J. A. Begbie & Go., of Rangoon, the
Managing Agents.
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for the manufacture of. bullets, ^ whilst both galena and blende,
the former argentiferous, occur at the stibnite locality, Shigri in
Lahaul. The old lead mines of Shekran, near Khozdar in Jhalawan,
Baluchistan, have been re-visited, and the mines, which are no longer'
worked, found to occur in liassic limestones. The chief ore is

cerussite
; silver has not been detected.®

I

The extent of the market in India for lead is indicated by the

Consumption of tead.
^S^res. Duiing the five years

1903-04 to 1907-08 the imports of

lead have averaged £136,7^ annually, with an average annual

export to the value of £3,987,« leaving a net internal consumption

of lead to the value of £132,794 a year. These imports consist

. largely of sheet lead for tea chests ; of a smaller proportion of

lead sheets, pipes and tubes, and of pig lead ; and of a still smaller

proportion of ore.

Although India is not a producer of silver, except for the small

^ ^ quantity that is now being smelted in

the 8han States, it is the largest con-

sumer in the world, and is commonly referred to as the “sink** for

silver ; the extent of the Indian consumption is indicated by
the following figures : the imports of silver treasure in the form
of coinage and bullion, both as private and Government mer-

chandise, during the. five years 1904 to 1908, have averaged

£13,509,790 annually, whilst the exports during the same period

have been of the average annual value of £1,748,414. This

leaves a net annual Indian importation of silver to the value

of £11,821,370, corresponding to 94,090,738 ozs. of silver coin and
bullion, equivalent to 85 to 87 millions of ounces of fine silver,

according to the fineness of the silver
;
and of this total a large

proportion is to be regarded as consumption, being hoarded by the

Inmans in the form of jewellery, bullion and coin.

There is a considerable consumption of zinc in India, imported

in the form of the metal, brass, and
onsamp oo o z nc.

German-silver. During the five years

1903-04 to 1907-08 the imports of zinc in the metallic form, un-

wrought and wrought, have averaged £132,034 per annum, and the

exports £4()5, leaving an annual Indian consumption of £131,569.

1 H. H. Hayden, Mem. Oeal. ^ Suin'. Tnd.. XXXVI. p. 102, (1904).

> G. H. Tipper, Bee. Gid. Suiv. Jnd., XXXVIII, p. 216, (1909).
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Diiring the aame period the imports pf brass have averaged

£75,450 annually, and the. exports and re-exports £27,394,

leaving a net annual consumption of the value of £48,056.

German-silver is an alloy of copper, nickel, and zinc of varying

composition (it may be taken as consisting typically of 60 per

cent, of copper, and 20 per cent, of each of nickel' and zinc).

The imports of this alloy during the same period have averaged in

value £127,447 annually.

Marble.^
•

India has long been famous for its marbles, chiefly on account

of the fine buildings, such as the Taj Mahal, built from this mate-

rial by the Moghals. On account of their chemical purity, the
*

Indian marbles retain their white surface colour after, as shown Ky

the Moghal buildings, an exposure to the weather for over 300 years.

The best known occurrences of white
Occorreoce.

marble are at Makrana in Jodhpur, at

Eharwa in Ajmer, and at Tonkra in Kishangaih, the last-named

being dolomitic marble. It is to the coarseness of their grain

that these marbles owe in part their resistance to the weather

;

it is their purity that enables them to maintain their white

surface, and it is their translucence that gives them their delicate

softness, which could never be obtained from a fine-grained marble

more suitable for statuary than for architectural purposes. Similar

white marble occurs in unlimited quantities forming the hills

of Eyaukse, Sagyin, and Mandalay on the banks of the Irrawaddy.

A coarse white marble is found in Mergui ; whilst a saccharoidal

dolomitic marble is exposed in large quantities at the far-famed

Marble Bocks, forming a beautiful gorge traversed by the Narbada

river near Jubbulpore.

Homogeneous yellow marble, and also yellow and- grey shell

marble, is found at Jaisalmer in Rajputana. Serpentinous lime-

stones, showing green and yellow tints, are found in Ajmer and

other places along the Aravalli belt
;
but the most striking example of

this class occurs at Motipura in the Baroda State in the form of a

handsome mottled green marble. Very variegated serpentinous lime-

stones occur also in parts of the Cuddapah and Eamul formations

1 See T. H. Holland, Journal of the Queen Vicioria Indian Memorial Fund,
No. II. March 1904, pp. 18-26.
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in the Madras Presidency, • and at several localities in the Nagpur
and Chhindwara districts in the Central Provinces.

Pink marbles occur in abundance in the Aravalli belt of Raj-
putana, and in the Narsinghpur district of the Central Provinces.

Mottled and streaked grey marbles occur in Jodhpur ; dark-
grey marbles are obtainable in Eishangarh and Jodhpur, while

black marble has been found at Bhainslana in Jaipur.

A mottled concretionary dolomitic marble occurs in the Vindhyan
series in the Gwalior State, whilst onyx marbles are found at Nur-
pur in the Shahpur district, find near Jhuli in the Baluchistan

desert.

In spite, however, of the existence of such large supplies of

, _ marbles of every variety in different
^ liBpons. f.i - 1

parts of the Indian Empire, there is

a large import of marble from abroad, chiefly from Italy, This is due

partly to the great distances that separate the Indian marble de-

posits from such cities as Calcutta and Bombay, and partly to the

systematic organisation of quarrying operations in Europe, so that

the cost of foreign marbU' has been reduced. The foreign imports

of stone and marble during the five years 1904 to 1908 have aver-

aged 12,587 tons a year, valued at £26,574.^ On account of the

freight advantages attaching to the supply of European marbles, it

would probably not pay to lay out much capital on Indian marble

quarries ;
but with an order sufficiently large to warrant systematic

quarrying operations, marble ought to be procurable at a cost that

would repay employment in Kajputana, and possibly in Burma.

The Rajputana quarries are both protected and hampered by their

distance from the sea-board, but in Burma there are hills of marble

standing on the banks of the Irrawaddy, and therefore well suited

for water transport.

Marble is, however, quarried on a small scale at Makrana in

Production
Jodhpur, the average annual production

during the period under review being

1,718 tons valued at £1,483 (see table 110). There is also a

small annual production of marble in the Mandalay district for

images and pillars. No figures of production are available, but the

outturn was valued at £681 in 1905 and £547 in 190G.

^ Tho returiiB available do not indicate

nmrble.

what proportion of this total is

S2
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It is well known that, in 1901,Ijord' Curzon initiated a scheme

.F. ^ u ^ u the erection of a great national

Indian memorial to Her Majesty the

late Queen Victoria, and that, as the result of subscriptions from all

parts of India, a sum was collected sufficient for the erection

on the Maidan in Calcutta of a large building to be known as

the Victoria Memorial Hall. As it was proposed that this should

be a marble memorial, the question naturally arose as to whether

Indian or foreign marble should be employed.

Table 116.—Production of Marble in Jodhyur^ Rajpuiana, durhig the

years 1904 to 190S.

Year. I Quantity. Value.

Tom. £

1904 1,0S4 1,102

1905 1,726 1,840

1906 1,500 1,665

1907 2,571 1,494

1908 1.758 1,316

Average . 1,718 I 1,483

Obviously, a much greater outlay would have been required in

order to utilise the mai'bles of Bajputana, handicapped by heavy

freight charges, than the marbles imported by sea from Italy or

Greece. Nevertheless, an enquiry was undertaken by the Geologi-

cal Survey into the relative merits of marbles from various parts

of the Indian Empire and from Italy and Greece. The results of

these tests, which are summarised in table 117, were to demonstrate

the superiority of the Indian marbles over those from abroad ; and
in consequence of the generosity of the Jodhpur Darbar, it has

been found possible to use the marbles from Makrana in Jodhpur.

The Jodhpur Darbar will charge 8 annas per maund on the marble

quarried for the Victoria Memorial Hall, but out of this sum they

will refund 6 annas in cash per maund, as an additional subscrip-

tion towards the Memorial, leaving 2 annas per maund as the
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actual royalty to be paid. - The East Indian, the Bombay-Barcda
and Central India, and the Jodhpur-Bikaner Railway Companies
have been similarly generous, and have undertaken to carry the

marble required for the Hall free of charge. The quantity of

marble required is estimated by the contractors at nearly 200,000

cubic feet.

For the purpose of experiments referred to above, a piece of

each marble to be tested was cut into

loiSi
test-piece of rectangular shape

mejisuring 2*^ x i'' x the weight

of the test-pieces lying usually between 30 and 40 grammes. All

the edges and corners were well rounded, so as to prevent loss

of weight by mechanical abrasion ; in all, 27 test-pieces were

prepared, and the specific gravity, porosity, and weight of

each piece carefully determined. These test-pieces were placed

on the roof of the Geological Survey Office in a special contrivance

designed to give free access of the weather to the specimens,

and yet sufficiently heavy to resist disturbance by the cyclonic

storms that sometimes visit Calcutta. The test-pieces were first

placed on the roof in * batches at various dates between the

28th of July and the 18th of August 1905, and, except for

a few breaks of about one day each when they were removed
for weighing, were left on the roof until the 27th of April 1909,

a total period of three years and nine months. The number of

rainy days during the period August 1st, 1905, to April 27th, 1909,

inclusive, was 299, with a total rainfall of 219-18 inches. This

indicates the severity of the test to which the marbles were

subjected.

On removal from the roof, each test-piece was carefully

w-ashed in distilled water, dried and weighed under the same
conditions as before, and the loss by weathering ascertained. In

table 117 the results are summarised. From this it will be seen

that the range of percentage loss on 16 . Indian marbles was 0-131

to 2-224 and the mean percentage loss 0-170. The range of

percentage loss on 9 foreign marbles was 0-169—0-345, and the

mean percentage loss 0-228. Thus, the Indian marbles exhibit

a marked superiority when compared with the foreign marbles.

Classified separately from the Indian marbles are two specimens

of dolomitic marble from Tonkra in Kishangarh. The percentage

loss on these is very much smaller, due, no doubt, to the
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relatively small solubility of dolomite as compared* with calcite.

These tests justify the conclusion that the Indian marbles, parti-

cularly those of Makrana, Sagyin, and Tonkra, would resist the

corrosive action of the climate of Calcutta better than the foreign

marbles.

In determining the specific gravity and porosity of each of these

samples at the beginning of these experunents, an interesting dis-

covery was made, viz-, that, during a 24-hours’ soaking in water,

each of the specimens suffered a distinct loss in weight by solution

in the water. «

Table 117 .—Suimmry of the Results of Weathering and Porosity

Tests of Indian, Italian, and Grecian Marbles.

Number
of

FEBCE5TAGE LOSS
BY WEATHEBIKG.

Pebcbntaoe loss
BY SOLUTION.

rOBOSlTY. (a)

tPBU
pieces. Bangc. Avenge, Baiige.

1

Average. Bangc. Average.

Makrana, Bajputana . iO •137—USO : *m •004—-020 •on 018—-048 •030

Sagyin, Burma . . i 3 •131—'187 1 •iJ4 •006 010—-030 •023

Mergnl, Burma 3 •138— •2So

1

•()14_-023 •019 •039—'OOl •060

Avcrsgc of ludian irblci|

1

M •IS—-224 •170 -M8—*623 •012 •618 --662 •035

'

1

Tonkra, Bajputana
|

(dolomitic)

1

2 •067—•088 •077 003—-021 •012 -030—*034 •032

Carrara, Italy . 5 •16»—•sao •211 •015 •070—*177 •107

Pentelikon, Greece 2 •170—*254 •212 •015 •073—-076 •075

SkyroB, Greece ,
' 1 •345 •34S •021 •021 •078 •072

Sicily

1

1 •222 •222 013 •012 •074 •075

AvKSge ofIMgo rntfUisB 613-621 •015 t73--177 •S02

(a) Amount of water taken up daring 24 houTB* BoakingiCzpresBed as a percentage of tlie original

T elgM of the test-piece.

The losses thus sustained by the specimens are summarised in

table 117, and again the Indian marbles show a superiority (in this

case but small) over the foreign marbles, the average percentage
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loss by solution in 24 hours being 0-012 in the case of 16 Indian

marbles, and 0*015 in the case of the 9 foreign marbles. In the

same table are summarised the figures showing the {K>rosityof the

specimens tested, the porosity being the amount of water taken up
during a 24-hours’ soaking in distilled water, expressed as a per-

centage of the original weight of the test-piece. As regards this

property, the superiority of the Indian marbles is most marked, the

highest value obtained for the porosity of the Indian marbles being

less than the lowest value obtained for the porosity of any of the

foreign marbles. The 16 Indian marbles showed an average figure

for the porosity of 0 0346, whilst the average of 9 foreign marbles

was 0*0928.

The smaller porosity of the Indian marbles is doubtless due to

their coarser grain, permitting a less free access of water to the

interior of the specimens than is the case with the Italian, Grecian

and Sicilian marbles. The smaller permeability to water is doubt-

less also the reason of the smaller losses by solution and by weather-

ing of the Indian marbles as compared with the foreign marbles.

Although we have compared the average Indian marbles with

the average foreign marUes, overlooking the fact that, in each case^

the pieces were derived from several localities, yet, if the most

typical localities in each case be taken, say, Makrana for Inaia

and Carrara for the foreign ir.arbles, and the figures for these two

localities compared, it is seen that a similar superiority is shown

for the Makrana marble over the Carrara marble.

Miaeral Paints.

Up to the present the manufacture of mineral paints appears to

be very small in proportion to the demand and the natural

resources in minerals apparently suitable. In the Jubbulpore dis-

trict Messrs. Olpherts & Co. of Katni are utilising the soft hematites

of Jauli and are drawing supplies of yellow ochre from the Panna

State, while siniilar works (Messrs. Turner, Morrison & Co.) near

Calcutta are dependent largely on imported material. The Jauli ochre

pit is held by Messrs. Olpherts & Co. on an annual rental of

Rs. 800. The following production has been reported :

—

Tons.

1906

1907

1908

400

300
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OchreB, red, yellow, and other colours, are commonly used by

natives in many parts of the country, in a crude or simply levi-

gated form under the generic name geru. A common source of

supply is laterite in the Peninsula and Burma, but well-defined

ochres occur in deposits of various geological ages down to the

Archaean hematites. In the Trichinopoly district yellow ochre is

obtained from the Cretaceous rocks, and in Burma large deposits

are known among the Tertiary beds of the Myingyan district. It is

also probable that various grades of ochre, umber and sienna could

be set aside from the ' country ’ when working the Vizagapatam

manganese-ore deposits. A black slate near Kishangarh has been

successfully tried on the Rajputana-Malwa Railway. Barytes, used

as a substitute or adulterant for ‘ white lead,’ is obtainable in

quantity near Alangayam in the Salem district and at Sleemanabad

in the Jubbulpore district. Small amounts of barytes from the

latter locality have been used by Messrs. Turner, Morrison A Co.

of Calcutta (see page 218).

For remarks on the imports into Bunua, and application in the

arts there, of orpiment, see page 217.

Mineral Waters.

One curious feature in connection with Indian minerals is the

neglect of our numerous hot and mineral springs. To what extent

the value of these is purely fanciful is a matter of small concern

for the time being
;

for whether they have the medicinal properties

claimed for them or not, there is no doubt that well-advertised

mineral waters have an economic value, and numerous varieties

from Europe and Japan are scattered over India, and brought to

the continual notice of the travelling public in all the railway

refreshment rooms. Natives of India have for many ages recognised

a value in mineral waters and in the hot springs, which are

often charged with more than usual quantities of mineral matter.

In many cases these, like most unusual natural phenomena, have

become sacred to the Hindus, and have consequently become

places of resort for pilgrims bom great distances. Of instances

of this sort may be mentioned the hot springs at Manikarn

in Eulu, where the pilgrims cook their rice in the hot springs

emerging in the shingle beds close to the ice-cold stream of

the Parbati river. The hot water is also led into the neighbouring
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temple and rest-house for baths, being supposed to be of value

for rheumatism. At Lasundra in the Eaira district, and at Vajra-

bai in the Thana district, Bombay Presidency, springs of sulphurous

water, having a temperature of 115° F., are also resorted to by
Hindu pilgrims. Generally it may be said that hot springs, often

sulphurous, are common throughout the Tertiary areas of Sind and

Baluchistan on one side, and of Assam and Burma on the other side

of India, the distribution being similar (and perhaps dependent on

similar causes) to the distribution of petroleum, with its constant

associates of salt and gypsum. Other springs occur along the foot-

hills of the Himalaya, in thS JCharakhpur hills, etc., sufficiently

well distributed to permit of easy transport. The provincial gazet-

teers contain sufficient references to these springs to guide private

enterprise, but more might be done in the way of analysis of the

waters, which would be as interesting from a scientific as possibly

from an economic point of view. The mineral water of Sitakhund

in the Kharakhpur hills is the only one which has been turned to

account.

Nickel.

Ores of nickel (nickelifcrous pyrrhotite) have been found amongst

the copper-ores of Khetri and other places in Rajputana. Nickel

has also been detected in small quantities in chalcopyrite and

p}rrrhotite found associated with the gold-quartz reefs of Kolar,

and in pyrite said to be from the Henzada district of Burma.

Complex sulphide ores, consisting of pyrrhotite, pyrite, chalcopyrite

and molybdenite, have been received from the Tobala taluk in

South Travancore. Both nickel and cobalt are present in quantities

beyond mere traces, but nothing is yet known as to the extent

of the deposits, nor have any proper average samples been assayed.

A surface sample of ore showed 1'20 per cent, of copper, 0*64 per

cent, of nickel, and 0 08 per cent, of cobalt, with 12 grains per

ton of gold and 2 dwts. 12 grs. per ton of silver. Further investi-

gations may show that the deposits are richer than is indicated

by this analysis.

There is a considerable consum.ption of nickel in India in the form

of German-silver, the annual imports of which during the five years

1903-04 to 1907-08 have averaged 1,103 tons worth £127,447

(see page 13). Further, on the 1st August, 1907, the issue to the

public was commenced of the new 1-anna nickel coinage, consisting
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of ail alloy of 25 parts of nickel with 75 of copper, leading to a

further consumption of nickel, statistics for which are not available.

The imports of nickel received at the Bombay Mint during the two

years 1907-08 and 1908-09 have totalled 7*02 tons (1,909 maunds
1,953 tolas) valued at £13,156.

Phosphates.

One regrettable feature in connection with the Indian mineral re-

sources is the absence, in a country where agiiculturc is such a

predominant industry,- of any phdbphatic deposits of value, and a

further circumstance to be regretted is the export of phosphates

in the form of bones, due primarily to the fact that the country

being without the means for the manufacture of cheap sulphuric

acid, superphosphate is not made and the small quantity used is

imported from Europe. During the past five 3’-ears the materials

imported under the head of manures have varied in value from

£4,430 in 1903-04 to £2,462 in 1907-08, whilst the exports of

animal bones have averaged 82,20! tons a year valued it £318,369

(see table 118).

Table 118.- -Exports of Manures from India duriny the years 1903-04

to 1907-08.

Year.

Total Manures. Animal Bones.

Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value.

Tons. £ Tons. £

1903-04 • • 80,925 294,858 74.788 277,141

1904-05 • • • 78,068 291,856 68,203 250,097

1005-06 • • • 131,656 473,136 87,552 331,919

1006-07 • • •
‘ 164,075 076,093 93,760 309,683

1907-08 • • • 149,857 616,802 86,700 363,002

Average • 120,916 470,729 82,201 318,369
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The laige increase in the figures of total exports of manures for

the years 1U05-06 to 1907-08 is due to the inclusion of figures

for fish manure and oil-cake manure.

Among the phospbatic deposits of India, the xjrincipal, and

perhaps the only ojic worth considering, is the deposit of phosphatic

nodules of the septarian kind, occurring in the Cretaceous beds

of the 'Perambalur taluk, Tiicbiiioj)oly district, Madras Presidency.

Dr. H. Warth estimated in 1893 that to a depth of 200 feet the

beds contained nodules to the amount of 8 million tons, but the

phosphates aie distributed irregularly through clay, varying, in the

different excavations made, Wbtween 27 and 47 lbs. per 100 cubic

feet, and in the shallow workings 70 lbs. per 1(K) cubic feet. Analy-

ses of these nodules show them to contain from 56 to 59 per cent,

of phosphate of lime with about 16 per cent, of carbojiate. 4Vo
attempts made to dispose of these phosphates in a finely powdered

condition for use as a fertilizer on coffee plantations in Southern

India were, however, reported to be unprofitable, and mining leases

have conseyuently not been applied for. A third attempt is to be

made to })rofit by these deposits, as there is in Ceylon, according

to the present concessiojpaire, Mr. A. Ghosc, a considerable demand

for the crushed nodules.

Small quantities of apatite aie turned out and thrown away

with the waste in the Hazaiibagh and Nellore mica-mining areas,

and a f^w other occurrences of unknown, and presumably small,

value occur at different places—^iiear Mussoorie. in Eastern Berar,

and in the Eocene shales above the coal near the Dandot colliery

in the Punjab Salt Range. Apatite in small granules cguld also be

washed out of the decomposed koduritic rocks found in many of

the Vizagapatam manganese mines, and might be obtainable thus in

some quantity.^ The rocks of Jothvad Hill in Narukot State,

Bombay, are very rich in apatite, but liardly worth treating.®

Rare Minerals.

Until the issue of the previous Review (1904) the minerals of the

so-called rare metals had received practically no attention in India,

although some were known to exist. During the quinquennial

period now under review considerable attention has been directed

1 L. L. Formor, Mem. Qed. 8urv. Jnd., XXXVll, p. 251, (1909).

t Ibid,t p. 648.
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to such minerals by prospectors, with the resultant discovery of

several minerals not known previously to occur in India. One of

these, wolfram, has become sufficiently important to be noticed

in a separate section (see page 279). The others are noticed below.

Molybdenite, the sulphide of molybdenum, has been found in

„ ,
small plates in the crystalline rocks

and m quartz, in various parts of Chota

Nagpur, and also in an elaeolite-sodalite-cancrinite pegmatite in

Bajputana at Mandaoria, near Rishangarh. Molybdenite also occurs

disseminated through the Travancore pyrrhotites noticed under the

heading of nickel (see page 265), ^and might possibly be worth

separating from the ores, should these ever be worked for copper

and nickel.

In Burma, molybdenite has been found by Mr. Page in quartz

near the 19th milestone on the road from Tavoy to Myitta. Wul-

fenite, the sulphide of lead, has been brought from the Karenni

State in Burme, but nothing is known of its mode of occurrence.

During the last few years considerable attention has been devoted

Moaadte
prospectors to the search for monazite

in various parts of India, and at last,

in 1908 or early in 1909, the mineral has been found. Mr. C. W.
Schomburg of Waltair representing the London Cosmopolitan Mining

Company, Ltd., reports the discovers of four large deposits of this

mineral, comprising in all 12 square miles of the beach sands of

Travancore coast, from Cape Comorin to about 100 miles north.

The concentration has been effected by the action of the waves,

from detritus derived, in all probability, from the rocks of the

chamockite series forming the hills separating Travancore and

Tinnevelly. The quality of the sand is said to improve with depth,

and excavations have shown tbe continuance of the mineral to a

depth of 25 feet. An analysis of a small sample of some of the

natural concentrates showed nearly 12 per cent, of thoria. The

only other mineral in some of the samples received in the Geological

Survey Office, besides monazite, is ilmcnitc and a small quantity

of zircon. If the facts are as reported there is no doubt that a

discovery of great value has been made, and we may expect the

development during the next few years of another important

mineral industry in India. This discovery illustrates further the

similarity between the crystalline areas of Brazil and India and

the economic minerals found therein
;
the principal minerals found
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in economically valuable quantities in the two countiies are

diamonds, gold, mica, manganese-ore, and monazite. Further

deposits of monazite sand are said to have been found to the

eastward from Capo Comorin in the Tinnevelly district of Madras,

by Mr. H. A. Peaison
; and near Waltair in the Yizagapatam dis-

trict, by Mr. Schomburg, the degree of concentration in the latter

case being much less than in the Travancore sands.

From some auriferous concentrates obtained by Mr. Hayden
from (-haksan on the Tsanpo in Tibet, Dr. .1. M. Maclaren obtained

a very small quantity of black cubical c^
3
^stals of minute dimen-

sions, which he suggested ^ere pitchblende or uraninite. These

same concentrates were subsequently examined at the Imperial

Institute. The residue after removing the magnetite was found to

foim only 2'3 per cent, of the total, and on analysis yielded very

small quantities of phosphoric oxide and oxides of cerium, thorium,

and uranium, indicating 0-15 per cent, of monazite, and a trace

of a thorium-uranium mineral.

Colufflbltc flod tantalite.

Platinum and iridosmine have been found in the auriferous

^ ^ ^ gravels of the rivers draining the slopes

ot the Patkoi ranges, both on the Assam

and the Burma s^des.

Columbite (niobate of iron and manganese) and tantalite (tan-

talateof iron and manganese) have been

found at several localities in the mica-

bearing pegmatites of India. There is, of course, a perfect gradation

from columbite to tantalite owing to a gradual replacement of

niobium (or columbium) by tantalum, with a corresponding increase

in specific gravity, and at any locality where one of these

minerals has been found one may reasonably look for the other.

Tantalite is of much greater value than columbite on account of the

demand for tantalum for manufacturing the metallic filaments in the

Tantal incandescent lamp ; and, consequently, the value of samples

of columbite and tantalite depends on the percentage of tantalum

present, usually expressed as the oxide Ta^O^. These minerals have

been found in the districts of Gaya (at Singar), Hazaribagh (near

Kodarma), and Monghyr (at Pananoa Hill) in Bengal
;
in the dis-

tricts of Madura, Nellore (at Chaganum), and Trichinopoly (near

Vaiyampatti) in Madras
; and at Masti in the Bangalore district, Mysore.^

X L. L. Fwmor, Mem. Oeol. Surv. Ind., XXXVII, p. 204, (1909).
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At Pananoa Hill near Jhajha (Nawadili) Railway Station, East

Indian Railway, both columbite and tantalite are found, two speci-

mens of the latter received in the Geological Survey Office having

the very high specific gravities of 6-75 and &92. A 2-ton sample

of the tantalite has been shipped to England by the concession-

holder, Mr. F. H. Achard ; assays have shown 37 per cent, and 52

per cent, of Ta^Og on different samples.

Some years ago Mr. C. Middleton of Trichinopoly discovered,

when excavating for mica in the Semmallai Hills near Vaiyampatti

in the Trichinopoly district, a mineral which he had assayed in

London in 1908, with the discovery thfct it was tantalite containing

66 per cent, of Ta^Og. A specimen received in the Geological

Survey Office is much nearer columbite than tantalite. The occur-

rence is now being investigated by a local syndicate.

Ilmenite, or titaniferous iron-ore, occurs as small isolated crystals

ntsolofli
various parts of the charnockite series

and pyroxene-granulites of Peninsular

India, but no large deposit of the ore has been recorded. It is found

in abundance in the monazite beach sands of Travancore (see

above). About 3 miles south of Kishangarh in Rajputana large

crystals of ilmenite, 2—3 inches in diameter, are found associated with

clear calcite crystals forming a broad vein in the granitoid gneiss.

This ore was at one time smelted in the local native furnaces.

Rutile, one of the natural forms of titanic oxide, is widely dis-

tributed throughout many of the crystalline schists. It has been

found in pieces of some size during exploratory work for mica

in the neighbourhood of Ghatasher in the Narnaul district of

Patiala State, Punjab.^ Mr. Bose also reports the occurrence of

this mineral in the vicinity of Kadavur in the Trichinopoly dis-

trict of Madras Rutile is used for imparting an ivory-like colour

to porcelain, and for the enamel of artificial teeth.

The occurrence of the uranium -ore, pitchblende, or uraninite,

with the other uranium minerals tor-
^^Unolum (pitchblende aod saman-

bernite and uranium -ochre, at the Singar

. mica mine in the Gaya district, Bengal,

and also of considerable quantities of triplite, a phosphate of iron and

manganese, has been known for some years. Further specimens from

this locality, brought to the Geological Survey Office in 1908 by

1 p. N. Bose, Hee. Otol. 8urv. Ind., XXXIIl,
i*. 60, (1006).
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Mr. H. A. Pearson, were found by Mr. Tipper to show in addition

columbite and zircon in considerable quantities, the latter in well-

formed crystals. As there are considerable quantities of these rare

minerals at Singar, the occurrence should be worth exploiting for

ores of uranium, zirconium, and possibly tantalum, and other rare

elements, and perhaps as a source of phos])hates.

A small quantity of uraninite sand, said to be from the valley

of the Kistna, has been received from Mr. C. W. Schomburg.

The very rare mineral samarskite (identified by Mr. T. R. Blyth)

has recently been found in a mica-bearing pegmatite near Gridalur

village, Nellore district, Madrarf^ The pegmatite is being worked for

mica, but about 600 lbs. of samarskite have been collected in order to

obtain an opinion regarding its value.^ Samarskite is a very complex

niobatc and tantalate, chiefly of uranium, the yttrium earths,

and iron.

Of minerals containing the yttrium earths in considerable quan-

tity, samarskite (see above) and gado-
* * *'

linite have been found. The latter,

which is a silicate of the yttrium earths, beryllimn, and iron, occurs

in a tourmaline-pegmatite, in association with cassiterite, in the

Palanpur State, Bombay Presidency.^

Zircon, or zirconium dioxide, is found in ncpheline-syenites near

Kangayan) in the Coimbatore district,

Madras, and with the triplite of Singar

in Gaya (sec above, page 270).

Zirconloo.

Slate.

Slate-quarrying gives a means of livelihood to numbers of workers

along the outer Himalayas, where the foliated rocks, though often

not true clay-slates, possess an even and perfect fissility, which

enables them to be split for slabs and even fine roofing slates at

Eanyara. In the Kangra district, work is being carried on in a

systematic manner by the Kangra Valley Slate Company, Ltd., which

during the five years ending the 31st December 1909 has declared

dividends averaging 17 per cent, per annum with the addition of

considerable sums to the reserve funds. The same Company works

quarries in clay-slates amongst the Aravalli series near Rewari in

1 a. H. Tipper. Rrr. Svrv. Jnd.. XXXVIIT. p. r42, (1910).

? T. H. Holland, Rec. Geo!. 8urv. Jnd., XXXT, p. 43. (1003)
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the Gurgaon district south of Delhi. Another company working

in the Eangra district is the Bhargava Slate Company.

In the Kharakhpur Hills. Monghyr district, Bengal, a private

company, Messrs. C. T. Ambler & Co., is working a slightly meta-

morphosed phyllite, probably of Dharwarian age, which, though

not giving the thinnest varieties of roofing slate, produces fine

slabs for which a more extended use is continually being found

for flooring, roofing, ceilings, and for small dishes and curry plat-

ters for native use. Some of the quarries held by this firm date

back to ancient times, and probably yielded the very fine piece of

slate from which the throne of the l^Tawabs Nazim of Bengal, now
shown in the Indian Museum, was^ashioned.

Slate is also being worked in various parts of the so-called

transition series of rocks of the Peninsula
;

such figures as are

available to show the extent of the trade are given below (table 119)

with the figures of production of the two companies already

mentioned. The figures returned by the Nizam’s Government,

Hyderabad, show the annual production of a substance returned as

slabstone*’, varying in value from about £400 to £800 per annum
but whether this “ slabstone ” is slate or not is not known.

Table 119—Production of Slate durinr/ the years 1904 to 1908,

1904.

1

1905. 1906.
1

1907. 1908. Avebaoe.

Province.

Quantity.

1

Quantity.

Value,

Quantity.

Value.

Quantity.

1

i 1
i

Quantity.
%
s

U

Quantity.

Value,

Bengal—

1

Tons. £ Tons.

1

£ Tons. £ Tons.

i

r/
1

1

Tons.
1

£ Tons. £

Monghyr (a) 213 2,46J 216
,
Sj484 2,049

!
2,€23 2,280 ' 2,207 1,047 1,509 1,102 2,257

Hyderabad .

Punjab—

;

(e)

1

378 (.) ... (.) ! 472
j

(r)

i

1
€12 (a) 7€8 r421

Gurgaon {b)

.

1 073
I

€73* 2.313 2,313* 2.173 3,S84
,
2,684 1,€41 6,374 ! €,503 2,843 2,923

1

1

4M8 ••
!

2,'»08 . . 4,417 .

.

1

5,G18 4,903 4,371

Rajputana so 14 25 12 186 18
]

1,011 39 • ;
.. 813 '(d)2i

United Pro-
vinces.

4,720 5G2

1

4.300
;

'

1

;
594 6,363 747

|

6,479

1 i

790 6,057
‘

629 6,684 6G4

'a.'4H
j

6.295 11.861
}

.

.

T6.8I7 ,

)

•

1

14,air Ti,'757

•

(a) Output by Mpasn. C. T. Ambler A Co. (h) Output by the Kangra Valley Slate Co.
(jp^Weighto not aTailable ; lale values given. (d) Four yean’ average, (e) Weights not available t
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Sodium Compounds.

Besides sodium chloride, other salts of soda, notably the sulphate

(khari) and carbonate (sajji), accumulate in the soil of areas

where the climate is dry, giving rise to the alkaline efflorescence

known as reh, which renders large areas quite sterile. Both the

sulphate and carbonate are also prominent amongst the sodic com-
pounds in the brine of the# Rajputana Salt Lakes. Carbonate of

soda occurs in quantity in the water of the Lonar Lake referred to

below. *

There was formerly a considerable j>roduction of both salts for

consmnption in India, but the native,

material is now being displaced by

the cheap supplies of chemically manufactured material obtained

from Europe, The total imports of soda salts have increased

from about £70,000 in 1905 to £126,717 in 1908, and the

increase in the imports is no doubt due in i)ar< to the gradual

reduction in the cost of soda salts in centres of chemical industry.

The imports of sodium bicarbonate during the period averaged

72,772 cwts., valued at £28,331. The imports* of caustic soda have

increased from 46,316 cwts., valued at £25,949, for the last nine

months of 1905 to 92,379 cwts., valued at-£55,468, for 1908.

For infonnation concerning the alkali compounds used and

manufactured in India, reference may be made to the Afjriculturnl

Ladder, No. 5 of 1902, j)ublished by the Reporter on Economic

Products, Calcutta. Ollier numbers of the Ledger give informal ion

about Tell.

The juoposal to ulilise the accuiiuilations of soda salts in the

Lonar Lake (19° 59' 76° 33') in the
Lonar Lake.

l]uldana district, Berar, has been fre-

quently raised, but the place is too inaccessible at inosent for any-

thing like development on a large coinmercial scale. The lake lies

in a depression in the Deccan Trap, and its origin, though not

satisfactorily explained, is regarded as probably similar to that of

' the so-called ‘ explosion craters ’ of the kind described by

R. D. Oldham in the Lower Chindwin district.^ The depression is

nearly circular, about a mile in diameter and 300—400 feet deep

;

at the bottom there is*a shallow lake of saline water, which is

variable in density and quantity according to the season of the

1 Rcc. Qeol. Surv. Ind., XXXIV. p. 137 (199C.).
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year. The most prominent salts in solution are the carbonate and

chloride of sodium, the former being in excess and often found

separated on account of supersaturation.^

Considerable quantities of soda salts were recovered from this

lake in the old days for use in the manufacture of soap and glass
;

but, since the principal markets for soda are now served by the

cheaper and purer products of the European chemical manufac-

turer, there is little demand for the in/gure salts from Lonar. If

the lake were more accessible to the railway systems, and the

operations of recovering and purifying .the salts were organised in

a systematic manner, Lonar might again share the greatly increas-

ing market for soda salts.

Steatite.

'

One of the most widely distributed minerals in India is steatite,

either in the form of a coarse potstone—so called on account of

its general use in making pots, dishes, etc.—or in the more com-

pact form suitable for carvings, and in its best form, suitable for

the manufacture of gas-burners. There is a trade of undetermined

value in nearly every province, but it is in most cases impossible

to form even a rough estimate of its value. An exhaustive ac-

count of the Indian occurrences of steatite was published by Mr.

F. R. Mallet in the Records^ Geohgietd Survey of India, Vol. XXII,

part 2 (1889) ; and a note by Mi*. H. H. Hayden in Vol. XXIX
(page 71) of the same publication adds further details with regard

to the deposits in Minbu district, Burma.

Such figures as are available for the output of Indian steatite

are summarised in table 120. The values assigned to the mineral

vary between very wide limits, and although this is no doubt

partly due to differences in the value of the product according to

the use to which it is put, yet some of the figures are probably

but rough estimates, e.?., in the case of Mysore.

The steatite deposits on the north side of the Marble Rocks in

the Jubbulpore district, which were formerly worked by native

methods with a s]i\all annual production, have now been taken up

on mining lease by Messrs. P. 0. Dutt and Burn &, Co. ; whilst

deposits at Gowari and Lalpur on the south side of the Narbada

have been secured by the Bombay Mining and Prospecting S3mdicate.

1 See also the now Biildana District Gasetteert
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The output from this area in the year 1908 is retui'ned at the

considerable figure of 764 tuns.

The Burmese production comes from the Minbu, Pakokku Hill

Tracts and Thayetmyo districts, find is used for pencils; hence
its high value. The decreasing production is said to be due
partly to the gradual replacement of the steatite pencil by pen
and paper, and partly to the exhaustion of the deposits.

In 1908 Mr. A. Ghose obtained a prospecting license over the

steatite de])08its at Mudd^varam and Miisila Oheruvu near Betam-
cherla ^in the Karnul district, and during 1909 prospected the

deposits at the latter place • on a large scale. San) pies sent to

Europe and America ha\'e be?n favourably reported on and in

one case valued at as high a rate as £10 a ton. It is proposed to

export the mineral in the powdered condition, after preparation on
the spot.

Quan-
tity.

Value*
Quan-
tity.

Value.
Quan-
tity.

Tons. £*
Tons. £ Tons.

Bunua

.

IQ S77 12 341 10

Central Provinces . .

.

.

.

.

.

Hyderabad . (a) 6 (a) 9 («)

Mysore 308 140 1,800 246 308

TOTAL 327 723 l.«l B96 408

(a) Quantity figures xiot return-^
{b) Collection of figures discontinued on account of their untrustworthy character.

Sulphur, Sulphuric Acid aod Soluble Sulphates.

Small quantities of sulphur are obtainable on the dying volcano

^
of Barren Island, and on some of the

volcanoes in Western Baluchistan, whilst

it *has been reported in connection with the petroliferous Tertiary

rocks in the Baluchistan-Fersii^n belt, as well as in the Arakan

system 'dn the east. There are, however, no deposits of free

sulphur known to be worth working.
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P}nrite is known in various- parts of India, and in one place,

near Kalabagli on the Indus, it is sufficiently abundant in the

shales, which have been worked for alum (see page .209) to give rise

to frequent cases of spontaneous combustion. An occurrence

of this sort is one that, suitably placed, might be of value as a

source of sulphur. Otherwise, the only chance of sulphur to compete
with the imported article is bound up in the problem of developing

tlic metalliferous sulphides for both metal and sulphur.

In view of the value of the imports of sulplun and .sulpliurjc

acid, and in consideration of the lact

that a chtfap supply of the acid would
be the key to many industries nf)w etther non-existent or in a

feeble condition, the manufacture of sulphuric acid on a large scale

and cheaidy would bo the starting point of an economic revival.

During the five years, 1903-04 to 1907-08, the "import of sulphur

have averaged 63,433 cwls a year, valued at £20,516, as compared
with an annual average of 34,136 cwts., valued at £12,612, for the

period of the previous Eeviow. The average annual import of

sulphuric acid was 62,969 cwts., valued at £44,110, as compared
with 46,374cvrts, valued at £32,273, for the period of the previous

Review. Of these imports, there has been an average annual re-

export of 94 cwts., largely to Persia. In addition to sulphuric acid

there are several chemicals imported that could be produced more
cheaply in India if the acid were made in the country in large

quantities at a sufficiently low price. The average annual value of

imported bleaching materials alone; during the four years 1905-00

to 1908-09, previous to which there was no separate enumeration in

the trade statistics, has been £22,858, starting with £14,722 in

1905-00 and increasing rapidly to £30,388 in 1908-09.

. On the Giridih coalfield, byc-produel recovery coke-ovens, with

an annual production capacity of 40,000 tons of coke, have recently

been erected and set into operation (in 1909).^ The ammonia is, of

course, converted into ammonium sulphate, thereby creating an
additional demand for sulphuric acid

; and should this experiment

prove successful, as seems almost certain, several others of the coal

companies will probably be stimulated to erect similar plant and
prevent the great waste of bye-products now taking place in the

manufacture of coke in Ilengal, thus increasing the demand for

1 T. H. Ward, i?er. iS'wv. /n(?., XXXI, pj). 92->100, (1904). T. H. Holland
ihid.t pp- lee— 102 ; Trans. Inst. Gccl. Inst. Ind., IT, p. 47, (1907).
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sulphuric acid. With th(i discovery of highly aluminous bauxites,

it should now be possible to manufacture impure aluminic sulphate

and alumino-ferric cake for use in the dye-works of the country.

There arc now several sulphuric acid factories at work in the Xilgiris

(the Government Cordite Factory), near Madras (Messrs. Parry & Co.),

near Calcutta (Messrs. Waldic & Co. and the ’Bengal Chemical and
Pharmactutical Co.), and in Cawnpore (Messrs. Waldie & Co.).

Tire a2)proximate amount of sulphuric acid of all strengths

manufactured 1)y Messrs. Waldie & Co. during the i)eriod under

review was about GOO to 700 t^ns per annum. The acid is produced

by the ordinary ‘ chamber ’ pibcess froju sulphur imported from

Sicily. It is concentrated to specific gravities of 1-840, l-80(b

1-710, and 1 700.

Sul])Uuiic acid has bi-cn maiuifactmod by the Bengal Chemical

and Pharmaceutical Works, Ltd., since 1907, the raw materials

used being Sicilian sulphur and Indian saltpetre. The present daily

capacity of these works is about 2,500 lbs. of acid of the specific

gravity of 1*7-I0, but the works arc beijig extended to allow of

the daily juodiiction of vt,000 lbs. of acid. A small portion of the

acid is used in the manufacture of nitric and hydrochloric acids

;

successful t^xpeiiments have been carued on at these works for the

manufacture of aluux and ferro-alum from Katni bauxite and of

bleaching powder from pyroliisite from the Central Provin<Jcs.

lu the year 1908, a company cjititled thcj Burma Chemical

Industries, Ltd., with an issued capital of Rs. 2,50,000, was floated

for the ])urpose of ereefing sulphuric acid plant hi or near Rangoon.

The plant, consisting of four leaden chambers with Glover and Gay-

Lussuc towciB, is designed for a daily ])roduction of 10 tons of acid

of 1-84 specific gravity, from Japrjieso and Sicilian sulphur. Ihe acid

will be concentrated in a Kessler plant- It is to be put up in

cast-lroii drums. 'Jhere is a considerable consumption of sulphuric

acid in* Burma for the refining of petroleum products. This acid

has hitherto been imjiorted from Europe, and Indian producers of

sulphuric acid have not been able to supply the Bmmese demand

on account of the difiiculty of providing lead or other suitable

cases for the transport of the acid by sea from Calcutta or Madras.

For many years pyritous deiiosits in India have been turned to

Sulphates of Iron and copper.
account for the manufacture of soluble

sulphates of iron and copper. The
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case of alum has been referred to already {supra, page 208), and

with the alum, which was formerly obtained in quantity from

the flecoinposed pyritous shales at Ehetri and Singhana in Bajput-

ana, copperas and blue vitriol were also obtained. No statistics

are, however, available with regard to the liistory of these industries,

which have had to give.way to the importation of cheap chemicals

from Europe.

Being practically the end of the Eeview this is a convenient

place to point the lesson taught by iT general survey of progress

(c/. page 10). Sulphuric acid is the to most chemical and to many
metallurgical industries ; it is essefltial for the manufacture of super-

phosphates, the purification of mineral oils and the production of

ammonium sulphate, various acids, and a host of minor products

;

it is a necessary link in the chain of operations* involved in the

manufacture of the alkalies, with which are bound up the industries

of making soap, glass, paper, oils, dyes and colouring matters
;
and

as a bye-product, it permits the remunerative smelting of <3res which

it would be impossible otherwise to develop. During the last hun-

dred years the cost of a ton of sulphuric acid in England has been

reduced* from over £30 to under £2, and it is in consequence of the

attendant revolution in the European chemical industries, aided by

increased facilities for transport, that in India the manufacture of

alum, copperas, blue vitriol, and the alkalies have been all but

erterminated ;
that the export trade in nitre has been reduced instead

of developed ; that copper and several other metals are no longer

smelted ;
that the country is robbed every year of over 80,000 tons

of phosphatic fertilisers
; and that it is compelled to pay over 20

million sterling for products obtained in Europe from minerals

identical with those lying idle in India.

Although sulphuric acid and the alkalies are essential to so many
other industries, the conditions for their profitable manufacture will

'balance the " protective ’ effect of transpoit charges only when there

is a market in the country for the bye-products which are now
essential parts of the cycle of operations in a chemical industry.

These conditions, as shown
v
by the import statistics, are rapidly

ripening, but the enterprising capitalist should remember, also, that

the present requirements of India represent but a fraction of the

consumption that will follow any material reduction in prices by

local production.
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Tungsten.

Wolfram, a tungstate of iron and manganese, has been found in

Occorrence
several places in the Indian Empire.

In Burma,
^

placer deposits of tinstone

are found in many of the streams and rivers draining down from
the range of granite hills and mountains that separate Lower

g
^ Burma from Siam, from the Pakchan

Ver, bounding the Mergui district on
the south, through the whole ol the Tenasserim Division to a point

at least as far north as the. State of Karenni. Many of these

placer deposits contain wrilfram
; but until recently this mineral had

not been found in situ in Burma. During the last two or three

years, however, Mr. J. J. A. Page has found wolfram in situ in

quartz veins and in pegmatite (in both cases associated with cassi-

terite) near Maliwun and Bokpyin in Mergui
; and also at various

localities in the Tavoy district. Associated with some large speci-

mens of wolframite, froyn the Sanchi stream in this latter district,

is a small quantity of
, tungstite or tungstic ochre, the yellow

oxide of tungsten. Dr. A. W. Gr. Bleeck reports the existence of

a well-defined lode carrying large quantities of wolfram on the road

fromThazi to Taunggyi on the border of the Yamethin district and
the Southern Shan States ; and also at Neyanngya in the Yengan
State, Southern Shan States. A trial sample of wolfram, veighing

14 cwts., was shipped from Port Victoria in Mergui in the year

190S.

In iTndia, wolfram has been found in the Hazaribagh district,

Nagpur
Bengal, in the Nagpur district. Central

•Provinces, and in the TrichinopDly dis-

trict, Madras. In Nagpur, the mineral occurs near Agarga<m in a
series of quartz veins intercalated in tourmaline- and mica-schists

in the Dharwar system of rocks
;
prospecting operations are being

carried out by Mr. J. Eellerschon of the Carnegie Steel Company
to test the value of the deposits.^ Small quantities ol scheelite

have been found .associated with the wolfram.

1 See J. J. A. Page, J?ec. Qcoh 8urv. Ind., Vol. XXXVIT, pp. 39—41, (1908)

;

XXXVi I, pp. 57—ri9 (1909) : L. Fefmor, Mem. Ge6l.MSurv.Tlnd„ XXXVTT,
p. 209, (1909).

X L. L. Fermor, Ree» Oedt. Surv. XXXVI, pp. 301 to 311, (1908).
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Mr. P. N. Bose reports the find of a specimen of wolfram near

Trichlflo ol
Kadavur in the Trichinopoly district,

and of another near a pegmatite dyke
on the eastern flanks of Unirarkarad. The former has been found
to contain 31-72 per cent, of tungsten and 3-15 per cent, of tin.

Judging from the above it seems probable that India will be-

TT ^ 1 wolfram in the
future. At present there is not likely

to be any internal demand for this ig^meral, and therefore the
mineral will be exported in the ra^ condition, if necessary after

preli'minary concentration. Tungsten-*ores are valued according to the

percentage of tungstic arid (WO.), the piarkot price at the beginning
of 1909 being 26 to 27 shillings, and, at the beginning of 1910, 42
to 44 shillings per unit. The chief demand for tungsten is for the

manufacture of tungsten-steels, which possess self-hardening pro-

perties, and are used chiefly for high-speed machine-tools, heavy
guns, and armour-plate. In the metallic form, tungsten is used as

a filament in the new tungsten incandescent lamps ; whilst tungstate

of soda has long been used as a mordant, and for rendering vege-

table tissues, such as linen and cotton, non-infiammablo.
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factors which have led to its production ; 4!nd it is at this stage that
we find that one line of speculation has generally been followed.

A few i^emarks are here requisite on the principal factors which
can be supposed to have operated. The primary factor in inducing
a provincial development of marine life, t.e., the life of a restricted

area, be it great or small, is generally regarded as consisting of

masses of land intei^osed and distributed so as to exclude nlore

or less completely the life of neighbouring areas. * Whether such
land-masses are supposed to have risen above the water or to have
existed pierely as submarine barriers, their importance in determining
the limits of marine zoological provinces is unquestionable ; and by
means of the lithological characters and stratigraphical relations of the
sedimentary beds their position and extent is frequently ascertain-

able. But such means of determining the nature of the barriers which
existed between zoo-geographical provinces are not always thus
available, and it is too often the case that purely hypothetical

land-masses are introduced in order to shut in and separate the
different faunas. But it must be remembered that negative

features of the earth’s i^srust, such as deep depressions, troughs and
valleys sunk below the general level of the ocean-bottom, act

the part of barriers for certain forms of marine life quite as

effectively as positive features represented by land-nxasses or

mountain-chains rising out of the water ox forming submarine
plateaus or ridges on the sea-floor. In so far as such features affect

animid life in the sea, we know that the movements and migrations of-

such faunas as thqse which are mostly preserved in the fossiliferous rocks

are chiefly efiected laterally along shore-lines, and that the extension of

a fauna is closely connected with the continuity or discontinuity of

the littoral province. A break in the coast, an interval of steeply

shelving shore, or an interruption in the continental shelf proves

a great ox- insuperable obstacle to the spread and intercommunication

of shallow Hrater faunas, though in time some members may be able

to jerpssthe barrier.
.

' It may be pointed out that the length of time necessary for any
inch barrier to produce a marked effect on a previously homo-
geneous fauna must be great; and we cannot lightly pass over the

difBculties connected with the tectonic origin, rate of formation and
Bubasquent history of any such submarine features. Sufficient

'iii^|Mmance has not always .been attached to these .ai^'ecta of the

' question.

b8
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Xt is sometimes forgotten that there are other factors less mate-

rial and less tangible bat more readily capable of disturbance and
re-Sittaiagement which influence the distribution of marine or-

ganisms to a profound extent. Changes in their intensity, their posi-

tion or their line of action do not necessarUy require geologico) pro-

cesses of the same class os those concerned with the production of

negative or positive orastal barriers ; and indeed k is conceivatble that

such changes may take place without leaving any mark 'on the

character of the sedimentation, and that in the absence of fossils

they may pass by without leaving any record. But on marine life

they must produce a deep impression.

Such factors are temperature, light, salinity, ocean-currents, food-

supply, depth of water, etc. (5, 6). It cannot be doubted that

these exerdsed an important influence in the past, and their opera-

- tion must not be neglected, pstrticularly in so far as they must have

helped to define the limits of zoo-geographical provinces. It .may

not alwap be easy or even posnble to determine which of these

factors ^ve been at work, or to disentangle thdr individual effects

on the fauna from the combined result. But where land-barriera are

hypothetical or improbable, we may suspect the action of one or more

of these factors. This is particularly the case when we recognise that

the benthonic and *pela(po elements of the fauna are subject to

different laws, and do not respond in the same way to the same

forces. The pelapc element, for example, may find little or no

obstacle offer^ to its free and wide diffunon by a partially submerged

ridge, but may be highly ausceptible to temperature, currents, or

climatic zones, whereas benthonic faunas cf absolutely differmit

types may live on the opposite rides of surix a ridge. A fauna, therefore,

coTnpowtri mainly of plai^tonic or nektonic members will tend to have,

ceteris paribus, a much wider horizontal extension than one composed of

benthonic organisms. Such considerations must not be put aside in

dealing with fosril faunas, and Writher (7, 8) und others have

emphasised thrir importance and pointed out tiiat the marine con-

ditions of life ate reflected in the constitution and character of the local

to a much greater extent than is fiequently admitted. We
cannot -doubt tiiat less material hustors than solid land-masses, on

submarine rock-barriers have often determiqed the nature of the organic

assemblages which we find fossil in PalooiBoio and later sediments.

But the direct ^nenoe of djmate on marine fife has been undoubtedly
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over-estknated^V^Dd . has had leas to do ‘with the distribution of

marine invertebrates than was formerly supposed.

It may indeed be questioned whether the definite effects of

intanspble forces, such as those mentioned, are likely to be detected,

and mdch less determined accurately, in dealing with extinct organ-

isms and fosi^ faunas > yet there is no justification for denying

or overlooking theif possible influence, or for inserting a' hypo-

thetical isthmus or peninsula or other land-mass to account for

the differences between adjacent faunas when isolation by dis-

similarity of physical conditions in the same basin offers a possible

solution. Strong collateral evidence of a stratigraphical and lithological

nature should be required before accepting geographical restorations

based on faunistic peculiarities.

Amongst the more important factors in determining the charac-

ter and diffusion of a marine fauna temperature perhaps ranks first;

the intimate connection be|ween its distribution and the course,

depth, etc., of ocean-currents is well established, and it must be

emitted that they are likely to have produced effects in the

past analogous to those in the present (9). Though the principles

and methods of palseogeography are dealt with at length by

Arldt (10); yet the bearing of recent hydrographic work on

marine biology seems to be insufficiently observed, and too much
importance is attached to the position of land-masses in determining

the distributiofki of marine organisms.

From the above considerations it appears wise to exercise

great caution in attempting to draw the outlines and boundaries

of continents and oceanic areas by means of palaeontological data

ahtee when other evidence of the geography of the period is

wanting.

Cambrian.
4

The old idea of the wozld-wide diffasion of an uniform fauna

in Cambrian times finds few supporters at die present day, though

we BtiB come yoross traces of this belief in unexpected places. When
it was' held 1^t the Cambrian fauna was composed of the earliest

forms <tt life whioh appeared on the earth and that no organic life

existed before it, the theory of cosmopolitanism had much in its

favour. But as soon as dt was recognised that highly differentiated

zodogioal groups and spedalised types were contained in it, it was
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evident on any theory of’ evolution that the beginnings of life must
be sought for in far more ancient deposits, and that a certain

amount of geographical differentiation of faunas and local adapta-

tions of their members must have taken place before the Cambrian

beds were depotited. A cosmopolitan uniformity could not have

been preserved even in the most freely communicating seas, and
the evidence for geographical evolution in '^Pre-Cambrian times

is sufficient to show that the supposed original world-wide fauna

(if such is proved to have ever existed) must have been divided up
into separate communities which would tend to evolve more or less

distinct characteristics of their own. Definite evidence pointing to

the accuracy of such d priori consderations has been steadily accu-

mulating for years past, and it may now be regarded as a well-

established fact that life-provinces existed in Cambrian seas. Pro-

gressive development, both geographical and organic, produced

further differentiation and greater divei^ty as time went on, though

occasionally provincial faunas were swamped. The difficulties which

beset any attempt to mark out the boundaries of the provinces

were long regarded as insuperable, owing to the scantiness of the

evidence and want of information about the geology of large tracts

of the earth’s surface. Even now, the sketch-maps which

have been published by various authors are generally considered

as highly speculative. Freeh (11), who has drawn up one of the

most satisfactory outlines of life-provinces in Cambrian times, has

not failed to point out the imperfection of our knowledge. 'But

since the publication of his maps and conclusions, a conuderable

amount of fresh knowledge has been gathered from new quarters,

and the evidence from Europe has been revised and enlarged.

Though still sadly lacking in completeness, the new information

throws much light on some parts of the problem, and it is therefore

advantageous to review the generally accepted ideas of Cambrian

and. later Paleozoic life-provinces, particularly so far as Asia is

eoncemed, since some of the most important discoveries have

been made in this continent.

Freeh recognised in Lower Cambrian times the existence of (A)

a North Atlantic Sea which embraced the whole of Northern Europe

and extended westwards to America, spreading down the whole

Atlantic coast from Labrador to Alabama ; to the east of Europe

it was perhaps connected by the Arctic Ocean with the Siberian

and Chinese Seas, and southwards it sent out an arm to Sardinia
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and possibly to Spain
;
{B) a second marine province which included

the basin of the Rocky Mountains and Pacific coastal area, and

was separated from the North Atlantic Sea by a land-barrier run-

ning in a general southerly direction from a northern land-mass ; a con-

nection of the two marine provinces, however, probably existed across the

Southern United States and Central America
;
(C) a third province

called the Punjab province, which covered the Salt Range of India and

adjacent region, and in his map is made to reach to Australia
;
(Z)) a

Siberian and a Chinese Sea, which are shown as forming part of

the great Pacific province, but whether they were separated partly

from it or from each other is uncertain. Finally the existence of a

sea {E) over South Australia was indicated on his map, but its

connections were left doubtful.

In Middle Cambrian times a transgression of the North Atlantic

Sea is known to have taken place towards the south of Europe,

Bohemia and Central France being now covered by the sea. But

on the other hand the sea retreated from its western shores, with-

drawing from the Atlantic coast provinces of America. The

Southern and Central European gulf, which was formed as above

stated, had only an indirect and partial connection with the main

northern sea, so that it developed the features of a sub-province.

The Pacific and Rocky Mountain province at this time definitely

extended its limits, spreading out to the opposite shores of the

present Pacific Ocean and beyond them, and thus absorbing the

Siberian and Chinese Seas. Accordingly, elements of the Western

American Middle Cambrian fauna are found in China and Siberia.

At the same time certain distinctive features of this province, as

contrasted with the North Atlantic province, are strongly no^ce-

able, such as the absence of the genus Paradoxides and the

appearance of the oldest Asaphids, Ogygiopsis, Dolichometopus and

Asaphiscus

;

but Freeh is incorrect in stating that Microdisevs is

absent from this region, for it is now well known on both sides .of

the Pacific at this period. Freeh makes no mention of a Punjab

province or South Australian Sea in Middle Cambrian times, no

evidence of the occurrence in those parts of deposits of this age

having been then obtained.

In Upper Cambrian times Freeh shows that the North Atlantic

was contracted in area, the sea retreating from Central Europe. On
the other hand marine conditions spread over Central North America

eastwards from the Rocky Mountains, the Algonkian coirtinent
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bong snbmeiged, but no connection with the North Atiantic

Sea was thus produced, for the Arctic land-mass projected

southwards down Eastern America interposidg a barrier between
the American and Atiantic faunas. The enluTg^ Pacific now
covered also almost the whole southern half of North and
westwards it embraced Northern China, while to the south it may
have reached Argentina, South Australia and* Tasmania. The genus
DiedHocephahu was characteristic of this huge Tnariup province,

while the European province was marked by the genus Olenus
which was apparently entirely absent from the Pacific

; a number
of peculiar genera of trilobites were also restricted to the Euro-
pean province.

Such in brief were Freeh’s conclusions, and though certain modi-
fications are necessary, the principal outlines hold good still. We
may* now examine the views of other geologists, and criticise the

various conclusions in the light of recent work.

There is general agreement that the similarity of the &uniui on
both sides of the Atlantic points to the existence of a North Atlantic

province in Lower and Middle Cambrian times, and that the

Atlantic coast-line of North America and the northern part of

Europe were covered by a common sea allowing of free intercom-

munication between its different parts. The separation of this pro-

vince from a Pacific province by a mass of land running down
from north to south and dividii^ the present North American conti-

nent into an eastern and western half is' also generally conceded.

Eayser (12), Haug (13) and Walther (14) are in agreement on these

points with Freeh, but they do, not enter into a discussion of the

cl^ges in Middle and Upper Cambrian times as to the extent of

these marine basins, nor does Kayser hold with Freeh or Haug
that the Kberian faunas belong to the North Atiantic province,

but includes them in the Pacific one. The recognition of two sub-

provinces in the European area in Middle Cambrian times is noticed

by Haug, who points but as distinctive featnies the limitation of

the genus Sao to the Bohemian and of Mioroducue to the northern

region. Fcech’s “Punjab province” of the Lower Cambrian times

is mentioned by Eayser and Walther as embracing India and

Australia, but Lorens (15) is more cautious and remarks that the

Salt Bangs buna gives no sure indication of its affinities. It may
here be stated that Walcott (16) has expressed the view that there

is no*evidence that the Salt Bangs beds should be pateontologically
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referred to the Lower Cambriaa and he' would place them in

the Middle Cambrian. Holland (17), however, remarks that *‘we

may safely assume that these beds are equivalent to the Lower

Cambrian of the European scale.’’ Haug insists on a direct com-

munication having existed between Scandinavia and Siberia by way
of the Arctic Sea, as indeed Freeh suggested ; for the former

believes with Toll (18) lhat there are important affinities between the

faunas of these two regions. The Northern Chinese area (Shantung)

is also believed by Haug to have been connected on the one hand

with Siberia and Scandinavia, and on the other hand with Western

North America, that is, the Pacific province, for in all of them

occurs the genus Dorypyge (Olenoides). Haug would, therefore, link

up the North Atlantic with the Pacific by way of Siberia and

China, but whether only in Lower or also Middle and Upper

Cambrian times such a connection is postulated is not made^ clear.

Lorenz (15) gives further reasons why a connection between the

Scandinavian and Shantung seas existed in Middle Cambrian times ;

for he lays stress on tht common occurrence of the genera Ano~

mocare and Soknopleura as well as Doryjn/ge, and also instances

the gasteropod genus Raphistonia. It is curious to attach much

importance to the latter as it is nearly cosmopolitan and has a con-

siderable vertical range. The individuality of the Pacific province

is furthfer reduced if we agree with his contention that the typically

Western American genus Bathyuriscus is identical with the Swedish

Dolichometopus or at any rate only subgenerically distinct. Lorenz

goes so far as to doubt the effectiveness of the barrier between

the eastern and western seas of North America in Middle Cambrian

times. By attaching littFe importance to local differences, he is

led to suggest that a general equatorial connection existed betmen

the seas of the Middle Cambrian period. Arldt has expressed practically

the same view (IO9 p. 442). We are unable to assent to such a

sweeping generalisation, for it appears unsupported by the evidence

now available if fairly weighed and minutely examined.
^
Even when

dealing with presumably pelagic elements in the fauna there seem insuffi-

cient grounds for such a conclusion. It is of course impossible to

deny that some genera which were thought to be restricted to a

particular area are now proved to have had a wider distribution

or to have been independent of provincial linuts, and we cannot

be surprised that the extension of research should reveal such

facts ^ conversely, however, it is true that detailed investigation
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reveals new peculiar forms (e.g., as seen by recent work on the

Cambrian of China) and that many supposed identical species are

merely representative (4) or ‘ vicarious,’ a^ Brogger has termed

them. The increase in -the number of known cosmopolitan or

widely distributed forms of generic or subgeneric rank has been

apparently balanced by an increase in the number of known locally

peculiar or restricted forms. It is found, ft>o, that as a rule the

more widely distributed a certain type of organisms is the more

persistent or long lived it is ; and such organisms possessing great hori-

zontal diffusion or vertical range are not those chosen by zoo-

geographers for the definition of life-provinces, for they are regarded

as unsuitable or even misleading. Detailed stratigraphical and palaeon-

tological work, such as Walcott’s (19) on the Cambrian of North

America, has more firmly established the existence of distinct marine

basii^ and provinces instead of merging them into one common
ocean with free intercommunication between all its parts ; and it

may be with confidence asserted that as additional evidence is

gathered the existence of more or less distinct and separate faunas

is being confirmed in all parts of the world and for the succes-

sive geological periods.

It is particularly with the Pacific provmct, its limits and

characteristics, its connections and relations, that we are now con-

cerned, for the recent discoveries of richly fossiliferous Cambrian beds

in China by the Bailey Willis expedition (20) 21) and in the Hima-

layas by the Geological Survey of India (22) throw much new light

on the whole question. The existence of the Punjab or Indo-Austra-

lian province instituted by some of the above-mentioned writers is

also intimately affected by it. In the first place, the Spiti collec-

tions from the Himalayas, which the author has been recently

investigating and of which the full description is now published (72),*

possess the remarkable feature of exhibiting a stronger affinity with

the Middle Cambrian fauna of the Pacific slope of Western America

than with that of any pther area. Dr. Walcott, who has examined

the materSd, confirms this conclusion. The whole facies of the

fauna is similar, and this is especially brought out amongst the

trilobites which form the largest element ; for not only are certain

1 The Cambrian Foaails of Spiti, Falteont. Ind., Ser. XV, Vol. V, Mem. No. 4,

pp. 1—70, pb. 1—^VI. A brief summary of my oonolusioiu has been published in

the Annual Report of the Geological Survey of India for 1907 Choi, Surv.
India, VoL XXXVII, 1908, pt. 3, pp. 26-28).
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genera {OryctocepJialus and Zacanthoides) present which had been pre-

viously unknown outside the Western States and British Columbia,

but a large number of the species of the other genera are repre-

sented by closely allied forms or ‘‘vicarious” species, as for

instance in the case of Agnostus, Mtcrodiscus, and Ptychoparia, The
same similarity is noticeable amongst the few brachiopods and the

members of other groupif. We must not, however, fail to observe

that there are many genera wanting in the Spiti fauna which are

highly characteristic of the beds . on the other side of the Pacific

Ocean, such as Ogygiopsis, Asapbiscus and Dolichometopus, and that

the presence of, Bathyuriscus and Dicclhcephalus in Spiti rests on

a somewhat insecure foundation. The absence of the typical

European genus Paradoxides is, however, as marked in Spiti as in

Western America and all parts of the Pacific province.

The composition of the fauna of the Spiti Cambrian beds is as

follows ;

—

Agnostus 1 sp.. Microdiscus 2 sp., Redlichia 1 sp., Zacanthoides

1 sp., Oryctoccphdlus 1 sp., Ptychoparia (and its subgenera)

14 sp., Agrauhs 3 sp., Anonu>c4ire 1 sp., ScharUungial sp.,

and three doubtful forms referred to OlenuSy Bathyu-

riscus, and Dicellocephalus.

With the exception of Redlichia which is not found associated

with any of the other trilobites and occurs in a different locality

and probably on a lower stratigraphical horizon, all the above

trilobites are found in one section in the Parahio valley,

exposing a conformable series of beds. There are also two species

of HyolUhes

;

and am'ongst the brachiopods Nisusia, Lingulella,

lAngulepis, Acrotreta, Acrothele and perhaps Obolella are represented.

A species of Eocystites and one of Coscinocyathus complete the

list.

Of the three doubtful genera of trilobites, the occurrence of

Olenus (if verified) would be surprising, for in America the genus'

. Dicelhcephalus replaces the European Olenus in the Upper Cam-

brian, and the form referred by Waagen to Olenus (0. indicus)

in the Salt Range can hardly be considered well established, since the

fragment on which it was based was scarcely sufiicient for a

•generic determination (16, p. 255). The Spiti species referred to

Bathyuriscus with some hesitation has been provisionally placed in

this genus af Dr. Walcott’s suggestion, while it must be admitted
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that* the form doubtfully placed in DiceUocephaltu may only be some

abnormal member of the protean genus Ptgchoparia, a genus which

must ultimately be revised and subdivided. All these three doubtful

forms occur together and only in the highest zone in the Spiti section,

and as they are not associated with the others and do not affect

our general conclusions we may eliminate them in our survey of

the fauna.
*

Of the other trilobitic genera, Agnostus is cosmopolitan ; Micro-

discus is spread ' throughout North Europe, America, Siberia (18)

and China (23, pp. 7, 24). Redlichia is an important genus, for it

appears to be confined to Eastern Asia ; the same species is found

in Spiti as in the Salt Range, and it may be here again remarked

that Walcott (16) is inclined to refer the Salt Range beds contain-

ing it to the Middle rather than to the Lower Cambrian. Redlichia

is represented by several species in the Lower and Middle Cambrian

of China (23) and is said to range up to the summit of the Middle Cam-

brian in that country, while some of the species are undoubtedly

very closely allied to the Indian R. Noetlingi. No example of

this genus has yet been recorded from Siberia or any other part

of the world. Since the morphological.relations of Redlichia are

undoubtedly with Olendlus rather than > with any trilobites of the

Middle Cambrian fauna, the bed in which it occurs in Spiti as

the only trilobite in the fauna may possibly be referred to the

Lower Cambrian. The predominance of this trilobite in the Man
To formation in China has led Walcott (23, p. 4) to place these

beds in the Lower Cambrian, so that our attitude to this question

of its age is not without indirect support. Unfortunately, though the

species of Redlichia in Spiti is the same as that in the Salt Range,

no other members of the fauna found associated in the latter region

have yet been discovered. It may here be mentioned that Freeh

adopted Waagen and Redlich’s conclusions without comment in

referring the Salt Range beds to the Lower Cambrian, and he based

his “Punjab province’’ on their peculiar fauna. But it caimot be

forgotten that there is no .unquestionable evidence of their Lower

Cambrian age.

Passing on now to other genera among the Spiti trilobites, we

may first note that ZacanUmides and Oryctocephahts are typically

Middle Cambrian forms of Western America. Freeh (11, p. 51) con-

sidered Oienoides as identical with ZacanAoides, aqd Woodward

(24) did not separate them generically, but Lorenz (15t p. 87)
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seems to be right in maintaining their independence. It does not
appear that Zacanthoides sens. etr. has been, therefore, truly found
on any previous occasion outside the American continent. Orycto-

cephalus has also never been previously recorded in any part of the

world but Bricish Columbia and the Western States ; its occurrence,

consequently, in Spiti is of great interest, particularly as one of the

species seems identical with O. Reynoldsi, Reed, from Mount
Stephen, B.C. The genus Ptychoparia (which is made to include a

somewhat miscellaneous collection of species) is represented in Spiti

by a larger number of species than any other genus ; many of them
are very closely allied to the Western American species, and there

are some Chinese species recently described by Walcott which have
marked affinities. There is only a remote suggestion of relationship

with Scandinavian forma in the case of the great majority of

the Spiti members of this genus. The species of Agrautbs and
Afiomocarc, so far as* they are known, show likewise American
affinities, and if Bcuthyuriscus and Diceltocepludiia are rightly to

be included in the list, the resemblance is further intensified. It

may be here remarked that Lorenz (15^ p. 87) has recorded a

species of Bathyuriscus from Shantmig, and that his Amphoton
Steinmanni (15, p. 89) is to be regarded as a near relative to

Bath. Howelliy Walcott, from Nevada. But Walcott (23, 25) does

not record any species of BaiJiyuriscus in his lists of the Bailey

Willis collections from China, though several forms are referred to

the genus Dolichometopus which Lorenz considers almost or quite

identical. Species of DiceUocephaluSy ' ho^weveT, are recorded (with

a query) by Walcott from Upper Cambrian beds in Shantung.

With regard to the brachiopods, the best preserved one, belonging

to the genus Acrotreta, is most closely allied to a Middle Cambrian
species from Utah.

Of the other fossils the occurrence of the genus Eocystites in

Spiti and both Eastern and Western America is noteworthy ; and
the genus Coscmocyathus is known from Sardinia, Siberia and China.

It would be premature to discuss in detail the affinities of the

individual members of the Spiti fauna with those of the Chinese

Cambrian till Dr. Walcott's complete memoir on the paleontology

of the Bailey Willis collections is published, but through his kind*

ness the present writer has had the privilege of seeing advance

copies of the plates which will be used to illustrate it. A
most striking similarity is seen in the species of EMichia and

•tfarpara Publls

Aecn. bio
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indeed in *the occurrenee of the genus itself, as above mentioned. On
the other hand, it cannot be definitely stated that any of the Chinese

and Spiti species of Ptychoparia are identical, nor do those of the

other genera common to the two regions show any very marked
resemblances. In fact, the differences between the Chinese and Spiti

faunas are considerable ; for, after excluding those genera occurring

only in the beds referred by Walcott to t^e Lower or Upper Cam-
brian, we find the following trilobites unknown in Spiti :

—

Dorypyge^

DorypygeUa, Olenoides^ Damesdla, Dolichometopus, Drepanura^ Ckuan-

gia^ ArioneUus, Menocephalus, Pterocephedus, Ptychaspis^ * Black-

welderia. If we refer any of the Spiti beds to the Upper Cambrian,

there are a few more to be added {Pagodia and Illoenurus), while the

peculiar genera described by Monke (26) <^nd others (27) from

Shantung (Stephanocare, Teinistion, Liostracina) are all absent.

Indeed the whole composition of the Chinese fauna appears to be

different, though to what extent this is due to special local condi-

tions of life or to slight difference in age rather than to its separation as

a distinct zoological province it is impossible at present to decide.

At any rate we have to note a lai^e development of peculiar generic

types in China unknown elsewhere, and apart from Redlichia

and possibly Shantungia, none of the specially Asiatic genera are

common to the two areas. Such widely-spread genera as Ptycho-

paria, Agraulos, Anomocare, Agmstus and Microdiscus occur in both

faunas, but in so far as they are known the Chinese examples of

these genera have chiefly Scandinavian affinities, while the Spiti forms

are more allied to American species.

From the above examination of the elements and composition

of the Spiti Cambrian fauna it is seen that it is more like that of

Western America than that of China.

Bailey Willis (2I 9 plate 4) shows the Chinese Sea of the Sinian

(=Cambro-Ordovician) period sweeping round the south side of a

large central Tibetan island as a narrow strait shut in to the south

by the margin of Oondwana-land. This strait he calls ‘ Southern

Tethys,’ and it joins up eastwards with the main Tethys. To the

north of this Tibetan island the northern Tethys extends. But

his conclusions which are based on geological rather than palsoonto-

logical data are disputed by Hayden and Burrard (28, p. 261).

With regard to the connection of the Siberian Ssa with that of

China on the one hand and with the Pacific on the other, we must

note that Toll has described the Nevadan trilobite Bathyuriscus
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Howdli, Walcott, from the Middle Canibria]i of Siberia and has
stated that the Siberian species of Microdiscus are allied to some found
in Western America. The genus Dorypyge, which has been detected by
Kayser (29) and Walcott in China, is also recorded by him from
the Siberian Lower Cambrian, and if it is identical with Olenoides

which is la typical Western American genus, is an additional proof

of a connection with the Pacific province. But Doryjyyge has re-

cently been found by Gronwall (30) in the Paradoxides beds of

Bornholm, so that its geographical distribution must have been very

wide. The presence of ArchoBocyaihinae in the Siberian Lower
Cambrian is considered an European feature, on which Toll lays

stress, but as this group of organisms also occurs in Australia its

distribution appears to have been cosmopolitan.

From the above evidence we can trace a connection of the

Chinese-Siberian Sea with the Pacific Ocean on the one hand and
on the other with the Atlantic province, as Toll pointed out and
Freeh accepted. Northern Asia •thus seems to have been covered by
a sea of communication between the Eastern and Western Hemi-
spheres in Middle Cambrian times ; and links between the faunas of

Norway, Bornholm, Siberia, China and Western North America
were established by this means. Toll was not sure whether the

Sino-Siberijin Sea was connected with the European North Atlantic

province southwards by way of the Salt Range or north-

wards by way of Northern Russia. But the absence of any close

similarity between Siberian, Chinese, Spiti and Salt ftange faunas

seems to preclude the former, while the latter theory is supported,

as Gronwall points out, by the occurrence of Dory'pyge in Born-

holm and of' Paradoxides beds of Scandinavian type in Poland.

Our ignorance of the existence of any Cambrian beds in Persia,

Asia Minor or North East A&ica prevents any definition of the

boundaries of the Pacific province in this region to the west of

India, but we may reasonably hold that a barrier of some

nature effectually checked the free intermigration of the typical

European and Asiatic faunas in this direction during Cambrian

times ; no Mediterranean or ancestral Tethys is proved by palseon-

tological evidence to have then been established, and the dissimi-

larity between the nearest European fauna and that of Spiti and

the Salt Range is therefore strongly marked. Eastwards of Spiti

we may conjecture that a more direct and uninterrupted communi-

cation existed with the Western American sub-province than with
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that of the Chiaese Sea to the north. Whether the Siberian Sea

had a freer connection with the Pacific than with the Atlantic is

difficult to say, as there seems to have been in it an intermixture

of faunas ; but the comparative isolation of the Chinese basin from

not only the Siberian Sea but also the Pacific and Himalayan

regions must have been fairly complete, in order to account for

the extraordinary development of peculiar generic types and their

restriction to it.

In Southern Yunnan a species of Mesonacis has been discovered

in beds which are referred to the Lower Cambrian. -This genus,

while/ Absent from 'Northern China, is a typical Lower Cambrian
typS *'of the Pacific province in America ; so that it seems to sup-

port' the theory here put forward of a somewhat direct and close

ooxmection between the Himalayan region and Western America.
' As regards Australia, we may note that the genus Olendlus has

bem found in North, South and West Australia in Lower Cam-
brian beds, while Microdiscus^ Ptychofaria and Dolichometopus occur

also in South Australia. None of these are exclusively or typically

Pacific forms, but are almost world-wide in their distribution, so

that the theory of an Indian connection is not supported by their

occurrence. Indeed the absence of Olenellus from the Punjab and

Spiti is directly opposed to it. The only peculiarly Indian form

of Cambrian age is the genus Lakhmina which has been recorded

from Victoria., But the Cambrian fauna of Australia, so far as it has

been described, is so fragmentaiy and scanty, and the material so poor,

that no zoo-geographical conclusions of much value can be drawn from

it ; and consequently it is best to desist from speculation about

the relations of the seas in which it lived. No Middle Cambrian

has so far been recognised at all* in Australia.

Beturning to Asia, we still notice in Upper Cambrian times

the comparative isolation of the northern Chinese region, but

members of the Dicdlocephaltis fauna of America seem to

have spread into it. No undoubted example of the genus

Otenua or of any of the associated genera of trilobites of the

European Olenua sta^e hfis yet been detected in Asia, so that probably

the pre-existing connection with the North Atlantic province was

mucV lo^hioed or even severed. The history of the Indian r^on
in Upper Cambrian times is unknown or at any rate uncertain,

but a conglomerate lies unconformably on the fossiliferous Middle

9<mfarian of the Himalaya and forms the base of the Ordovician
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beds (22)- That the Dicdlocephalus fauna extended fas south-

wards is, however, suggested by the occurrence of this genus in

Tasmania (31). In China (21, p. 50) the interruption in the process

of sedimentatidb took place later.

Finally, we may quote some appropriate remarks on the Cambrian

history of the Himalaya which are made in Messrs. Burrard and

Hayden’s recent wori? on the geography and geology of that region

(28) ; The presence of rocks of the Haimanta System^ in Kumaun,
Garhwal, Spiti and Kashmir proves that these areas at least were

submerged, whilst during the latter part of the Haimanta period

the sea extended also to the Salt Bange of the Punjab where the

Cambrian rocks contain a species of trilobite identical with one

from the uppermost Haimantas of Spiti. Westwards the same sea

probably extended at least as far as the Hindu Kush and Afghan-

istan, but it was not connected with the Cambrian Sea of Europe,

for the fauna of the fo.ssiliferous rocks of this age in the Himalaya

has nothing in common with that of the European Cambrian. On
the other hand, there are decided affinities between the Cambrian

fossils of the Himalayaii on the one hand and those of China and

Nofth America on the other, and this has been regarded as evidence

of a sea-connection between the Himalaya and America- during late

Haimanta (Middle Cambrian) times.”

Ordovician.

A brief resume of the commonly accepted conclusions put for-

ward by Freeh (11, pp- 88—98) may be advantageously given before

discussing the effects of recent discoveries on these views. Freeh

recognised four diitinct marine provinces in lower and middle

Ordovician times :

—

(A) The Bohemian-Mediterranean, embracing Bohemia, Thuringia,

the Eastern Alps, Southern France, Spain and Portugal.

(B) The Baltic, embracing Scandinavia and the Bussian and

German Baltic Provinces, with an extension inland into

Bussia to Minsk and including Poland and probably

reaching northwards to Greenland . Siberia, Eastern China and

the Himalaya were also probably included in this province.

1 This here understood partly correBponds with the Cambrim. The
name was employed in this qenae by Sir T. Holland in 1907 in his original scheme

of clasBifioation of Indian fannations (17)r

P
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(C) The North Atlantic, embracing the British Isles (with the

exception of northern Scotland), Belgium and northern

France. In the west or middle of France a connection

existed with the Bohemian Province.

(D) The Pacific-North American, including the eastern part and

whole centre of the continent, and perhaps the northern

Pacific and the North American Pdlar regions.

It was felt uncertain to what province the immense Ordovician

district in the middle of Siberia should be assigned.

The independence shown by the graptolites of these provincial

boundaries was noted by Freeh, but vras considered explicable by

their pelagic mode of life.

Kayser (12^ p. 102) did not enter into such detailed subdivisions,

but recognised one Periarctic development as the normal type

throughout the world, and regarded it as embracing not only northern

Europe and North America but also the Arctic regions, Asia and

South America. The Bohemian or Mediterranean facies was re-

garded as purely local. Practically, Kayser did not attach much value

to Freeh’s distinctions. Hang (13, pp. 660—662) recognised the exist-

ence of only three zoological marine provinces in Ordovician times

:

(1) the North European, (2) the Bohemian, and (3) the American.

Walther (14, p. 236) has adopted Freeh’s classification, but has

added a fifth province embracing an East Asiatic ocean.

The basis of all these schemes is the distribution of the trilohites,

and Freeh gave lists of genera illustrating the differences between

the respective provincial faunas. But these lists require some

modification as the result of recent work. Thus, amongst the

Baltic genera which Freeh believed to be absent from the British

Isles were NUeus, Telejihus^ Triarthrus, Nieszkowskia, Dindymene,

Parabolindla, and Symphysurus, all of which, with the possible

exception of the last, have now been found. Brogger (32) has,

moreover, pointed out that the genera of the Euloma-Niobe fauna

which characterises the Ceratopyge limestone at the base of the

Ordovician had a much wider distribution than was previously sus-

pected and that the fauna extended from Sweden to Hof and Lan-

guedoc in the south and to Shropshire and Wales in the west
; the

Bpecies, moreover, are often vicarious, if not identical. To Brogger’a list

we have now to add Orometopus datifrons Angelin, (33). Tdmquist,

however, does not admit the unifoimity of this fauna over such a

wide area, but recognises 3 distinct facies with dissimilar faunas,
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and he denies that any of the species are identical. It must^
however, be admitted that at the commencement of Ordovician times

there was a large marine area overspread by a practically identical

type of neritic fauna, which, though possessing small local differ-

ences, affords clear evidence that no barriers of impoitance existed

within the bounds of one huge common life-province. The strong

distinction between the Baltic and North Atlantic provinces was
temporarily effaced, and the recent discovery of the intimate faunis-

tic relations which existed between south and western Ireland and

the Scandinavian area at even a somewhat later date is a warning

how considerably detailed investigations may necessitate a modifi-

cation of our opinions even in the case of well-known countries.

The discovery in Galway (34) of a small but representative assemblage

of fossils which in the Baltic regions would be considered to mark
the Orthoceras limestone, some of the species even being identical,

is a case in point. The later appearance in England of members
of the Baltic fauna has often been asserted, but it may now prove

to be the case that they came from the west, i.e., from Ireland, as

much as directly from Scandinavia.

The remarkable affinities of the fauna of the lower portion of the

Ordovician system in the Scotch and North American and Baltic areas

have long been recognised, and with regard to the trilobites recent

work on those of the Girvan area (35) has confiimed these views,

while the occurrence of such genera as Maclurea, Endocerits and Poram-

bonites as well as the close affinities of many of the species of other

genera is well established. The genera Bathyurus hnd Bathyurellus

arc usually regarded as exclusively North American, but (apart from

their supposed occurrence in China and Argentina) we can now
definitely state that they occur in the lower beds of the

Ordovician in the west of Ireland (34)* Indeed this latter

region seems to have been the meeting place of the several pro-

vinces where they interchanged and m.ingled their inhabitants. The

Scandinavian genera Telephus^ NUeus and Apatocephalus (36)

likewise are found in Ireland, the two former ranging also into America

;

but Tdephus does not appear in Scotland (Girvan) till somewhat

later, t.e., in the Whitehouse Beds(m.iddle Bala) (35, p. 441. Freeh's

* The final results of my examination of the material collected by Professor

S. H. Reynolds and Mr. C. T. Gardiner in the Lough Mask district are being
published this year in the Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society of London,
VoL LXVl, 1910, pis. XXL XXII, pages 271—270.

c2
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statement (11, p. 90). therefore, that Ndeue, Tdephtu and

Triarthrus were present in America but absent from the British

Isles, has to be corrected. We can, however, only reduce, by three,

the number of European genera missing in America which he mentioned

;

for Chasmops,- Cybde and Conolichae have now to be reckoned as

members also of the American fauna (37). Amongst the cepha-

lopods LituUes and Ancittroceras still appehr to be unrecorded

from America, while Ooniocm-cu, Huronia and Euryelomites are

unknown in Europe. The differences between the two life-provinces

are thus of no small degree, and when we examine the various

zoological groups in detui their importance is further emphasised.

With regard to the apparent differences which were held to mark
off the Scandinavian from the British fauna and which we have

seen are much diminished by recent work in Ireland and Scotland,

Haug (13, p. 661) rightly thinks that they may have been largely

due to differences of facies, and that no land-barrier need be sup-

posed to have existed in order to account for them ; a deep

submarine trough would have interposed just as impassable an

obstacle to neritic faunas as any solid mass of land. The distinct

characters of the Welsh and Scandinavian Arenig faunas seem to

have been largely due to a considerable difference in surrounding

physical conditions, as suggested by the lithological characters of the

rocks themselves. It must not be forgotten that deposits laid down
at the same time in the same basin and in adjacent areas may
contain totally distinct assemblages of organisms,—in fact, heteropic

faunas; and this is particularly the case with benthonic life which is

most subject to the influence of the local conditions and cannot readily

change its habitat. ' Moreover, when migration takes place, the

fauna rarely, if ever, is transplanted in its entirety, some members
dropping out and others becoming modified in the process.

As the Ordovician period advanced, it is generally acknowledged

that the earlier differences existing between these two provinces

progressively diminished, so that in Upper Ordovician times the

distinction is nearly obliterated, as, for instance, we see in the re-

markable similarity of 'the faunas of the Keisley, Kildare and

Leptcena Limestones (38). Even in Scotland (35) there are strong

traces of this widespread fauns.

The provincial differences in northern Europe thus appear to have

been of comparatively small importance in Ordovician times ; but there

^ere special peculiarities in the Bohemian or south European region
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which marked it off, and Freeh’s detailed comparison of the two pro-

vinces needs little comment, and his conclusions have been genej^Iy

accepted (10, p. 417). The differences between Bohemia and Scand-

inavia were much more pronounced than between the latter country

and the Btitish Ues. A few more Bohemian forms have now to be

added to those previously known in England and Scotland, among
which we may mention the genus Bohemilla (35, p. 53) and some
identical or nearly identical species of Cyclopyge which occur in the

Girvan district (but on a higher stratigraphical horizon than in

Bohemia). The peculiar crustacean, described by Barrande as Anati-

fopsiSj has also been identified in the same district (39).

With regard to America, Haug’s (13) general statement that the

Atlantic coastal region belongs incontestably to the north European

province, while the region comprising New York and the Central

States possesses certain palaeontological characters which indicate a

connection between its sea and the Pacific basin, is in agreemejit

with the detailed work of Messrs. Ulrich and Schuchert on Palaeozoic

seas and barriers in eastern North America (40). The great

interior continental sea to which the name Mississippian has been

applied '‘continued with some interruptions and more frequent modi-

fications of its outline, through all Palaeozoic time,” and was kept

shut off from the Atlantic by the Appalachian folds, but invasions

by the north Atlantic took place at times here and there. Further

details need not here be given.

As above ngientioned, there does not appear to have been a strong

distinction of provincial faunas in Europe in late* Ordovician times, the

Scandinavian, British and even the Bohemian areas having many species

in common and many others very closely allied ; the barriers between

these faunal regions seem to have been broken down, thus allowing

of a freer intercommunication of marine organisms, and uniform

conditions appear to have been widespread. But certain differences

are still noticeable on a close study of the fossils, though these may
be largely due to varying local conditions of existence. Freeh (11,

p. 98) has given a list of a large number of identical or representative

species, and several more can now be added from comparative work on

the Eeisley (38), Kildare (55) and Leptesna Limestones. The " Periarc-

tic fauna”, as Freeh has termed it, reached Siberia on the east, and

the barrier between the eastern and central parts of America was

at the same time largely destroyed (40). But the resemblance
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between the North European and American faunas is not so strong as

might have been expected.

The Ordovician in Asia, with which we are specially concerned,

has until recently been known only by meagre and isolated ob-

servations, and the fossils collected have been too few or poor to

furnish sufficient data for satisfactory zoo-geegraphical conclusions.

Freeh was unable to say more than that there was a general re-

semblance between the fossils obtained and those of the Baltic

province. Lorenz has recently (15) collected most of the scattered

references to the literature on the subject, and we may specially

draw attention to the representatives of the Scandinavian Ortho-

ceras limestone in Central China (with Endoceras duplex, Orihisina cf

.

sqmmata, Asaphus and Raphistowa) described by Freeh
(41 ), and

to Martelli^s list from Shansi (42 ) recording Porambnnites, while

Weller’s descriptions
(48) (20, p. 45, etc.) of a Baltic type of fauna,

from Szechuan, containing Ampyx, Asaphus, Megalaspis,

etc., and even some European species, further support Freeh’s con-

clusions. A trace of an American element is however afforded by

the presence of a species of Bathyurus, and Crick (44 ) has recorded

the peculiarly American genus Gonioceras from Shantung. We shall

revert to this later in describing the Himalayan Ordovician iauna.

The extension of the north European fauna still further south

in Asia has been recently illustrated by the description of the Or-

dovician fossils of the Northern Shan States, Burma
(45 ), the whole

palaeontological facies of these beds being of a well marked kind

and showing pronounced European affinities without any definite

American elements, - though most of the species are peculiar.

Valuable additional evidence has recently (46 ) been obtained by the

discovery of a further series of fossils fiom other horizons and

localities in that region. All of them bear an unmistakeable

European stamp. The full description of this new material is not

completed, but the fauna comprises (1) numerous examples of a

species of Phacops belonging to the typically Baltic subgenus Ptery-

gometopus and allied to Pt, Panderi Shmidt, of the Echinosphserite

Stage C 1 ; (2) one or more species of Asaphus^ referable to the

BubgenuB Ptychopyge; (3) species of Ampyx, Harpes, Orihisina,

Porambonites, etc. The fauna from the Naunkangyi Beds, which

the beds yielding these fossils are said to overlie, has a slightly

different composition and scarcely any species seem common, but both

sets of fossils exhibit the same north European affinities. No
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typical Upper Ordovician fossils have yet been detected, and the

beds secni to be rather low in the Ordovician System. Schuchert (47)
in a review of the author’s work on the Lower Palseozoic of the

Northern Shan States, detects American aflBnities amongst the

brachiopods from the Naungkangyi Beds, but expresses the opinion

that the beds “ seem to agree fairly well with the Baltic formations

marked C by Schmidt (Echinosphaerite, Kuckers and Itfer zones),

and though less clearly, but still with considerable evidence, with

the American interior Galena and Trenton formations.” The single

IJohemian element shown by the presence of a species of the

cystidean Ariiiton/st'is is interesting, and at present diflScult to cx-

j)lain. as the other cvstideans are of north European types.

The imperfect fossils recently described by M. Mansuy (48) from

Tonkin from the “ Schistes de Nam-Ho a Calymene ” and the

Schistcs a O/Z/i/i- budleiyhensis suggest the presence of Ordovician

beds in that region
;
the species of Calymene (C. Douvillei) appears to

be allied to the Burmese (\ hirmanica Reed, and the Himalayan
(\ nivalis Salter, and the affinities of the brachiopods seem to be Euro-

pean, though the specific identification of some may bo questioned.

'Passing from Bunna to the (Central Himalayas, the Ordovician

ot this region has been (•(mi])aratively unknown, and Salter’s work
on the fossils from Niti (49) was inconclusive, principally owing to

the scanty and poor material with which he had to deal. The
fossils from Spiti, (Jarhwal, Kumaun and Bashahr which are now
being described by the author prove the existence of a much richer

and nuire. varied fauna, and in the case of Spiti they have been collected

from a series of successive 8tratigra])hical horizons. The most
remarkable fact which has at present engorged is that the palaeonto-

logical affinities are not with northern Europe or Burma but

rather with that of the Mississippian Sea ” of North America.

Hayden indeed some years ago (22) recognised the presence of

American forms, and several of the species appear to be almost or

quite identical. The composition of the fauna is also different

to that of Burma, brachiopods predominating and belonging to a

variety of genera. The alliance of many of the species to Trenton

forms is extraordinarily close, as will be shown in the case of mem-
bers of the genera Orthis, Triplecia^ Strophmma, Rafinesquina^

Rhjfnchotrema, Parastrophia and Hindella. Amongst the lamelli-

branchs and gasteropods there are similar afiinities, and amongst
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the few cephalopods a species comparable to Gonioeeras ancepshoB

been recognised. The ostracods and trilobites have mostly Ameri-

can relations where their remains are sufficiently perfect to allow

of comparison, and several of the corals are extraordinarily closely

allied. In all there are quite two-thirds of the fossils which are

specifically determinable possessing American representative species ; a

few may even be identical ; while European elements are conspicuoua by

their absence, and cosmopolitan forms are rare.

The Himalayan species are mostly peculiar, and at least one peculiar

genus occurs, so that the individuality of the fauna is marked. These

faunistic characters suggest the presence of unsuspected barriers and

lines of communication, but it is not dear by what route the immigra-

tion of American types can have proceeded nor how it crossed the strong

European wave which seems to have flooded Eastern Asia. The
occurrence of elements of the Trenton fauna in Argentina (50)

points to the southern extension or migration of portions of this

assemblage of organisms. But in Bolivia Lake (51) describes the

Ordovician fauna as possessing European affinities. Kayser (52) has

on the other hand stated that the Lower Ordovician of Argentina has a

mixture of Canadian and north European characters. The exten-

sion southwards of northern elements is thus proved, and even

further south, in Australia they have been recognised. Though we

are not able at present to judge precisely of the affinities of the

Australian Ordovician neritic faunas (53, 54) (for they are not very

pronounced), yet the relations of the species seem to be with north

European forms, bat some American species have been recorded in

Tasmania. The pelagic fauna of graptolites has the usual cosmo-

politan character. Freeh (11, map 2) makes a great tongue of his

Indo-African Continent stretch to about 180°E. long., completely

shutting ofi the whole southern portion of Australia (then covered

by sea) from the Siberian and Chmese Seas, though leaving it open

to the Pacific-American Sea on the east. The sea which spread

over this part of the southern hemisphere he terms the South

Australian Sea. Arldt (10, map 14) makes this sea (the “Southern

Sea’’) continuous with that covering South America, but completely

shut off from the North Atlantic and Baltic banns by the unbroken

iftTiii mass of “South Atlantis” and “ Oondwana land.”

If distance and difficulty of access were the chief elements in

determining distribution of faunas we tiiould expect this Southern
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Sea to possess predominant Facific-American elements rather than

European. But this is precisely what it apparently does not. The
problem must be left to the future to be solved, and however we may
speculate as to the origin of the American clement in the Himalayas,

it must be allowed that the separation of the Burmese and Himalayan

faunas must have been fairly complete. The great expansion of the

Baltic province muslT have been southwards through part of China

to Burma, but the precise size of this arm and its boundaries are

uncertain. Freeh has shown (11, map 2) a huge Siberian and

Chinese Sea forming part of the immense Pacific-American Sea in

Lower Ordovician times and connected across Northern and Central

Russia with the Baltic basin proper. How much this great marine

area was subdivided by islands, peninsulas or submarine ridges

rising from the ocean-floor but not forming land, is hypothetical,

at least as far as Asia is concerned ; and we are unable to form

any conception to what extent ocean-currents and other factors

may have led to the curious distribution of life which we now
find preserved in the rocks of that area. Arldt (10, map 14)

draws rather more definite outlines to the land-masses and oceans

than Freeh dared to do, but our knowledge is too scanty at present

to attempt any probable restoration of the geography.

Of the existence of Upper Ordovician beds no clear evidence has

yet been obtained from Burma or the Himalaya, but in China

Kayeer (29) has described some fossils which suggest their presence.

Bailey Willis (21, p. 51, plate 4) believes that the Central

Tibetan Island separating the uortheni and southern branches of the

Tethys persisted from pre-Cambrian to Caiboniferous times, but at

the end of the Sinian period and soon after the Middle Oidovician

(Trenton) fauna had appeared the close of general marine conditions

in China took place and a period ensued when little or no sediment

was deposited. He notices the interesting parallel which this forms

with North America where physical changes of the same kind oc-

curred at this time and were marked by the general lowering of the

sea-level.

In the Himalayan region (Willis^ Southern Tethys) no interval of

erosion or break in the continuity of marine deposits took place,

according to Hayden (28), and the change in the character of the

sediment as evidenced by the Muth Quartzite (22, p. 27) occurred

after the inception of the Silurian period.
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Silurian.

The great tTaiisgression of the sea which began in late Or-

dovician times continued and increased in the Silurian i>eriod, and
Freeh has pointed out how that the same faunistic characters are

found throughout northern Europe. Siberia, China and North
America. One common Silurian Ocean seems to have spread round

the northern hemisphere. In Siberia Toll (56 ) and Lindstrom (57 )

have laid stress on the north European type of the fauna, and even some
of the species seem - to be identical, while in China Kayser

(29 ) and

Lindstrom have described several European K})eeirs of brachiojiods

and corals, though many of the latter are peculiar. Haug (13, p.

653) has remarked that the affinities of the Gothland ian of the

Himalaya are plainly wdth those of the north of Euroj)e, and in the

Central Himalaya the scanty and badly preserved fauna which the

present author has examined points the same way ; son\e European

species probably occur, including the almost coBmo])olitan Pentamerus

ohUmgus of the Llandovery beds, but some American types seem

also to be represented. It was at the time of the deposition of

the Wenlock and corresponding beds that the greatest extension of

the Periarctic Sea took place, according to Freeh ; and in Burma
it has been recently shown (45 ) that the Gothland ian fauna of the

Northern Shan States has likewise a north European character. With
the exception of one species of Mimvlus occurring in the Namhsim
Sandstones, the fossils of the Panghsapye and Namhsim Beds have

Periarctic affinities, and no Bohemian types are jiresent. In Tonkin

Mansuy (48} pp. 3, 4, 21—33) has described beds with a mixcnl

Ordovician and Silurian fauna as ** Schistes a Ordiis lenpertilio

et Spirifer crispus ”, but the fossils seem too poor to attach much
importance to the specific identifications. Certain calcareous slates

near Yen-Lac containing corals which are referred to Wenlock species

may, however, be Gothlandian in age.

It is indisputable that in Europe the peculiarities of the

northern and southern ‘provinces were largely effaced in Silurian

times, as Freeh and Haug (13, p. 662) have pointed out. This is

especially noticeable in the case of the brachiopods and gasteropods,

but the lamellibranchs and particularly the cephaloi)ods are more

local in their distribution. It is worth noticing that even in these

early times the genera and species of cejihalopods have a restricted
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horizontal range, for such is now recognised to be the case in

Mesozoic times (58), contrary to former theories about this group.

The interior epicontinental sea of North America in Silurian

times seems to have communicated with the north of Europe by
way of the Arctic regions, though still shut off from the Pacific (59).

In South America the relations of the Silurian fauna were with

those of North Amerlba, and it contains many allied or representa-

tive species (60).

With regard to Australia, the mixture ot Periarctic and Bohemian

forms is the distinctive mark of the Silurian fauna of this region

(11, p. Ill ; 31j pp. 316, 318—321), while in New Zealand there is

an intenuixture of European and North Am.erican species with the

local elements (61). On the continent of Asia the Bohemian ele-

ment a])pears in the uppermost Silurian [or Lower Devonian (47)]

(Zebingyi Beds) of Burma, and the fauna is here completely Medi-

terranean, the north European forms being apparently completely

absent. The whole lithological development as well as palaeonto-

logical character of these beds is strikingly Bohemian, as the present

author has pointed out (4$, pp. 152—154).

The cause of this remarkable influx into Burma and of the exclusion

of the normal north European successors of the pre-existing fauna is

problematical, and speculation on the subject at ])resent is vain.

Knt the immigrants seem to have had a short existence and to have

obtained little foothold, for they effected little extension into ad-

jenning regions, so far as our knowledge permits us to judge. A
precisely analogous case, occurring at about the same period, is

found in the “Helderbergian invasion ” of the “ Cumberland basin”

in North America by which was brought- in a European fauna by

way of the Hercynian chain believed to have connected North

America with central Europe (Bohemia, Hartz, etc.)” (40, p. (i49).

Finally, the marvellous cosmopolitan distribution of pelagic

members of the Silurian fauna which has been so frequently noticed

by various writers, has recently been further illustrated by the dis-

covery of a rich graptolitic fauna in shales of Llandovery and

Lower Wenlock age in the Northern Shan States of Burma, com-

prising many European species of Monoyraptus, etc.

Devoniao.

There is a general agreement that at the close of the Silurian or

commencement of the Devonian period there was a general letreat
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of the sea ; the great Periarctic Ocean shrank (11, pp. 232—240) to

much smaller limits both in northern Europe and in America ; only

in the Mediterranean region did pure marine deposits continue with-

out interruption to be laid down. Unless we refer Mansuy’s
** Schistes a Spirifer tonhinensis ’’ in French Indo-China (48, pp.
5, 34—4S)) and the Zebingyi Beds of Burma to the Lower Devonian,
[as Schuchert does (47) in spite of their gfaptolites,''* comparing
their fauna with that of the Bohemian limestone of Konieprus],

there is no evidence of Lower Devonian in southern Asia at present

discovered. The age of these Zebingyi Beds, if decided apart

from the graptolites, must be regarded as Lower Devonian, for the

rest of the palsBontological evidence points that way. At any rate the

peculiar Hercynian facies of the fauna is indisputable, and the east-

ern extension of an incipient Tethys ” is apparent. In the case

of the Tonkinese beds Mansuy says that their fauna presents close

affinities with that of the Oriskany of North America ; a species

of Calymene is recorded which, though a Silurian genus, may per-

haps be regarded as only a survival.

The various movements at the close of the Silurian divided up
the marine areas into several more or less distinct basins, as Freeh
has shown in his map (11, map 111). But it is unnecessary to

describe or discuss in this place the detailed distribution of

sea and land which he marks out, except so far as it concerns the

continent of Asia. The localisation of the Khenish and Hercynian

facies respectively in the western European and Mediterranean basins

is believed to have depended simply on difEerences of bathymetrical

and other physical conditions, as Haug has pointed out (13, p. 727),

and does not necessarily support the theory of distinct European
provinces. However this may be, we find Freeh representing the

Mediterranean basin as a broad strait connecting the west European
basin with the great Altai-Uralian basin which extended over a

great part of western Siberia and communicated eastwards with

the Pacific Ocean across Central Asia. The rich Lower Devonian
fauna of the Urals and Altai possesses a predominant Bohemian
element intermixed with' a few west European forms. The Zebin-

gyi Beds of Burma, if referred to Lower Devonian, would extend

this Bohemian fauna further south. No Lower Devonian fauna has

been so far recognised in the Himalayas. The connection of the

* Ruedemann (Mem. No. 7, New York State MuBeiim, 1904) baa deaoribed four bpeoiea

of graptolites from the Devonian of New York.
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Euiasiatic sea with that of North America may probably have been

by way of the St. Lawrence-C«nnecticut depression, according to

Schuchert (62 ), but there was a more or less complete barrier

down the Atlantic. The details of the faunal distribution anti

movements in North and South America are fully discussed by
Freeh ( 11 )

and Schuchert (40 ) (62 ); the American life-province,

however, possessed «n the whole, especially in the middle and
southern portions, distinctive palaeontological features separating it

from the Eurasiatic (12) p. 154) (63 ), in spite of the resemblance

of the faunas of the Lower Ooblenzian of the Rhine and of

the American Oriskanian. The persistence of the Lower Devo-

nian facies in North America till the end of Hamilton time

while the Middle Devonian faunas of Eurasia were spreading

over that region is now a recognised fact. The interesting con-

nection of the American Sea in Lower Devonian times with South

Africa by way of South America and the Falkland Islands has

been discussed elsewhere by the author (64 )> and it is unnecessary

to repeat it here. There is no trace of this fauna in the Himalaya

or Burma.

The Middle Devonian was ushered in by a great marine trans-

gression, but there was still the distinction between the great Eurasia-

tic province and the North and South American province (63 ).

In Asia the Middle Devonian fauna has been collected from a

multitude of places ; the one which has yielded the richest results

is Padaukpinin Burma. Lorenz (15,
p. 116) and the author (65 )

have given references to most of the recorded occurrences, and the

evidence from all of them points the same way. Mansuy
(48, p- 6) has

recently recorded the fauna from Tonkui. The whole type of fauna is

European (29 , pp. 97—101) (65,
pp. 138—157) and many of the

same species occur, so that the closest affinities are traceable through-

out the Ural region, China and Southern Eastern Asia. The
“ Tethys ” which comprised this life-province covered an enormous

area in Asia, reaching from Northern China to Burma and spread-

ing over most of the interior, as Suess (66 ), Freeh and others (65 )

have pointed out, and there must have been free intercommunication

between its different parts. It is, however, interesting to find

that when special zoological groups are studied with a view to

determining their geographical distribution certain subdivisions of

the ares become possible, though only applying to the organisms in

question. Lebedew (67 )
has shown this in connection with the
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corals, and distinguished three sub-provinces—the West European,

the Central Russian and the Ural-Altai,—each with special characteris-

tics. It seems that other zoological groui)s lend themselves to this

treatment and may yield suggestive results. The faunal provinces

of America in Middle Devonian times have been discussed by Schu-

chert (68), and in the western American or “ Dakota Sea” which was

cut ofE from the inland or Mississippian Sea«” he points out that

the faunal faciei is that of the Eurasiatic province. Lebedew has

noted the occurrence of American elements in the coral faunas of

his Ural-Altai province, and Stuckenberg (69) and Kayser have

recorded some American brachiopods in Eastern Asia, while the

present author has shown the strength of the trans Pacific element

amongst the genera and species of the Bryozoa in the Middle

Devonian of Burma (65, p. 156).

In the case of the Central Himalayas the poorness of the mate-

rial of Middle Devonian age j^revents an altogether satisfactory analy-

sis of its faunistic characters, but Euro]^ean species of brachiopods

(e. g., Orthothetes umhraculum) prove the extension of the same life-

province to this region (83) (88, p. 251).

Katzer (70) has attempted a somewhat detailed restoration of

the geography of this period, and has inserted in his map a great

Indo-Australian continent extending from the south side of the

Himalayas towards the south-east across C'Cntral Australia. The
“ Southern Ocean ” which lay to the south of it was connected with

the great Pacific Ocean by means of the "Brazilian connecting Sea”

across South America, and with the South Mediterranean Sea by

an " Indian connecting Sea ” on the west side of the present Indian

peninsula. But these seas and straits and land-masses are largely

hypothetical, and it seems to the writer wiser at the present time

to forbear suggesting the nature of the barriers which separated

these life-provinces, or the channels of communication by which the

faunas intermixed.

With regard to Australia, a few facts only are available. In

western AustraUa we find European Middle Devonian species, but

in Queensland a few American ones are intermixed with many

Rhenish forms. Even a peculiar Chinese species of brachiopod

{Spirifer Chechid*) has been recognised in the Middle Devonian of

Tasmania.

* Freeh (11, p. 248) considers this species to be merely a variety of the Rhenish

8p, 8pecio9u8.
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The distinction of tiie various zoo.geograj)hical elements in the

Middle Devonian faunas from various parts of the Eurasiatic pro-

vince and a comparison of their relative strength may lead to

valuable results, but in most cases outside the European area the

scantiness of the material and imperfection of the fossils preclude

accurate tvork on these lines.

The peculiar fauna of the Wetwin Reds of Burma (65 > pp. 157

—

183) is marked by the occurrence of many species allied to or

identical with those occurring in the Hamilton Grouj) of North

America, and especially with members of the Naples fauna of

Frasnian (li])per Devonian) age (71). But the jwecise age of the*

Wetwin Beds is still uncertain. At any rate we must note that

the facies of the fauna is unlike that of any in Europe and that

tlie relations of the majority of the s])ccies are also not with

Euro])ean forms. The l^j)i)er Devonian faunas which have been

described from Eastern Asia (65, p]>. 146—154) are completely differ-

ent from that of Wetwin, the sjiecies being distinct and the pro-

])ortions of the different zoological grou])s being dissimilar.

It was at the jieriod rej)resented by the lower portion of the

Upper Devonian that the greatest extension of the sea took place,

according to Freeh (11, ]). 256). and at this time the distinctions

between the various marine zoological })rovinces were mostly obliter-

ated. But before the close of the l^per Devonian a negative

movement had begun in some ))laces, as the characters of the rocks

and their fossil contents show, while in other places the complete

absence of sedimentary dejiosits proves that the sea had retreated

from many areas which it had previously covered.

As Hayden and Burrard have pointed out (28, p. 251), there is

no evidence of any break in the continuity of marine deposits in

thr Himalaya from the beginning of the Muth (Ordovician and Silu-

rian) period to the middle of the Carbomferous. " During the De-

vonian })criod the sea covered all the northern portion of the Hima-

la^^an area and extended eastwards into Burma, south-eastern Tibet

and China. Westwards it appears to have extended through Kash-

mir, over what is now the Hindu Kush, into Afghanistan and

northwards to the Pamir and the Tian Shan ;
its record is not very

clear in the greater part of the Tibetan zone of the Himalaya,

where fossils of Devonian age are scarce, having been found only

at rare intervals.” With the changes in the position and outline of

the southern coast of the Tethys the Dravidian era of Indian geological
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liistoiy comes to an end, and a series of important alterations in

the distribution of sea and land began to take place in many parts
of the world.
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Lakes of the Salt Range in the Punjab. By T. D.

LaTouche, B.A., F.G.S., Offlciaiing*Tiircctor, Geological

Survey of India (with Plates i to 14).

CONSIDERING the interest that attaches to the occurrence and

mode of ‘ origin of lakes in general, and more particularly

Prelimiiuiry remarki.
small number that are known to

exist in the arid districts of the Indian

peninsula, it may seem surprising that so little attention has

hitherto been paid to those .that are situated in the Salt Range

of the Punjab
;

for it must be confessed that, although they are by

no means inaccessible, and have frequently been visited by geologists

and others, the only information that we possess concerning them

is somewhat meagre, and is confined to general remarks regarding

their position, their size, and the salinity of their waters. And yet

it may be said that these lakes have on examination proved to

possess more interest, from a geological point of view, than most

of the ]akes that occur in desert surroundings are likely to afford, for

such lakes are usually situated among accumulations of sand or silt

of such thickness and extent as to conceal the solid rocks under-

lying the depression and effectually mask the relations between

the rock-structure and the mode of origin of the basin, whereas in

the Salt Range the accumulation of silt and blown sand in the

immediate neighbourhood of the lakes is seldom so great as to

conceal the structural features of the rocks among which they lie.

Of all the causes to which the origin of lake basins has been

attributed, that due to the development of differential movements

in the crust of the earth is the most difficult to demonstrate by

direct evidence, because the comparatively slight deformation of

the surface which is necessary for the formation of a rock barrier

cannot as a rule be detected among rocks lying at high angles, as

is usually the case where the lakes are situated in hilly districts.

Any instance, therefore, in which it can be shown that the forma-

tion of the barrier is directly due to deformation of the surface, is

worth recording.
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There are four pemiaiient lakes, or Kahars ” as they are termed

PoBitioooftheialceg.
“ vernacular, in the Salt Range,

besides several depressions which be-

come flooded with water whenever the rainfall is more abundant

thaji usual in that arid country. The average annual rainfall of

the plateau of the Salt Range is about 15 inches, most of which

falls in the summer tnonths, when the temperature and the amount
of evaporation aie excessive. The permanent lakes are the Son-

Sakesar, also known as the Samundar, or “ Lake ” par excellence^

situated on the large plateau kj^own as the Son, at the foot of

Sakesar hill, the culminating point of the range ; the Kabaki Kahar,

lying in a depression to the north of the same plateau ; the Jalar

Kahar, a small lake situated among rugged hills to the south-east

of the Son-Sakesar ; and, lastly, the Kalar Kahar, or “ Salt Lake,”

which lies at the foot of the northern slope of the range, on the

edge of the elevated tract of ground that stretches away to the

north towards Rawalpindi, known as the “ Potwar.”

The first geologists to visit these lakes were Dr. Andrew

Fleming and Mr. W. Theobald, whose
Previous notices.

account of the geology of the Salt Range

was published in the Journal of the Asiatic Society hf Bengal^

Vols. XXII (1853), pp. 229-279, 333-3(58, 444-452; XXIII (1854),

pp. (551-077.^ A short account of them is also given in Mr. Wynne’s

Memoir on the Geology of the Salt Range [Mem., Geol. Surv. Ind.y

Vol. XIV, pp. 46, 62), and may be quoted here :

—

The hollows of the Son-Sakesar and Kabaki lakes on the

western plateau of the range are open shallow depressions without

visible outfall. The basin of the latter is small, but that of the

former includes an area of about (50 square miles and occupies a

singular position close to the highest elevations.

“ The four salt lakes of the range form quite exceptional fea-

tures to the general drainage. Three of them are on the western

or Son plateau ; two of these, the Kabaki and Son-Sakesar, or

Samundar, lakes, in depressions of its northern part
;

and the

other, the Jalar or Jalur lake, in the rugged country to the south.

These three lakes vary in size with the amount of rainfall
;
they

have no outlets, and are all salt or saline, though far removed from

1 Hind. Samundar » the ocean.
2 Referenoes to the lakes will be found at p. 230 of Vol. XXll and p. 053 of

Vol. XXllI.
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and at a higher elevation than the salt-bearing strata. The largest

of them is the Samundar lake, about 3 miles long and 1

wide. The fourth, the lake of Kalar Kahar, having a diameter of

about a mile and only a depth of 3 or 4 feet, is situated close

under the north side of the range. It has no outlet either except

when flooded ; a neighbouring nala^ then affords a passage for the

surplus water, and sometimes its white saline bed*is all but dry.

There may be various reasons for the saltness of thrse lakes,

which differs in intensity, and would seem not to be derived from

chloride of sodium only ; ordinary; precipitation from water, unable

to escape except by evaporation, may have caused it. In the case

of Kalar Kahar, brine springs at one place have an influence
; and

with regard to the Son, the saltness may be due to the former

existence of overlying sandstones and clays charged with saline

ingredients (p. 46).

“ The salt lake basins of the Son valky present some peculiarity

as to their excavation ; the largest, the Samundar lake, at an alti-

tude of 2,526 feet and with a ratchment area of about 60 square

miles, covers 6 square miles of surface, and varies in depth

and area ^with the accession of rain-water, but is usually shallow.

It has no visible outlet, and the difference between the altitude of

the lake and that of the lowest part of the edge of its basin may
be less than 100 feet. The greater part of the basin is formed of

limestone and is rocky, but in an easterly direction there are large

deposits of coarse detrital materials that may conceal some spot

where the water could have escaped, before the passage was blocked

up by their accumulation. No sufficient reason for calling in the

aid of ice to assist in explaining the excavation exists, and though

there may have been formerly subterranean passages through which

rlissolved portions of the limestone could be carried off, the saltness

of the water indicates evaxK>ration as the main cause to limit the

area of the lake.

“ Ihe Kabaki lake at 2,481 feet of elevation is in an even

deeper, though much smaller, depression of the Son ; like the

Samundar, it has no outlet either. It is 276 feet lower than the

nearer summit elevations, and from 114 to 196 feet lower than

the least elevated part of the margin of its basin ; this also appears

to be more completely a rock basin than the other, and both, if

1 Hind. Nala or NuUah » a matercouzBe.
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filled, would discharge into one of the heads of the Narsingphoar

ravine. Another and smaller lake is that of Jalar to jbhe south-

ward, also without an outlet. All are situated in limestone tracts,

and though probably connected with “ swallow holes ” or the dam-
ming up of former water passages, the size and form of some of the

basins render local subsidence not at all an improbable cause for

their existence. •

“ Under existing circumstances, and with nothing to carry away

accumulating water except evaporation, these lakes must be

gradually silting up.”

The possibility of local subsidence, as one of the causes that

may have contributed to the formation of the lake basins, is hinted

at here, but Mr. Wynne gives no evidence in support of this

supposition.

The principal or Son plateau of the Salt Range, on which the

most important lakes are situated.
The Son plateau.

extends
.
from Pail on the east , where the

range is traversed by** a well defined fault, to the base of Sakesar

hill on the west, a distance of about 26 miles. In breadth it varies

from 2 miles near Jaba to 5 miles near Naushahra, the largest village

on the plateau. On the north side it is bounded by the peculiar

tract of broken ground which extends along the whole of the

northern slopes of the range, and is kno\vii by the native name of

“ Khuddera.” To the south it is bounded in part by the soutBhrn

scarp of the range and the deep canon of Narsingphoar, and further west

by a fringe of very hilly country intervening between it and the

plains, occupied by outlj-ing patches of the Nummulitic limestone

and by greatly disturbed and dislocated pre-Tertiary rocks. As

Mr. Wynne says (Zoc. cit., p. 201) :
“ The table land possesses this

peculiarity, that while the northern half presents the greatest same-

ness and simplicity of geological structure (if the formation of

the lake basins be excepted), the southern side, particularly beneath

the escarpment, is one of the most complicated tracts in the whole

range, owing to the heterogeneous disposition of the groups by

reason of dislocation, landslips, contortions, and erosion.”
•

For the most part the Son plateau is a broad expanse of Num-

Ocoktsy.
molitic limestone, whose bare white

stony surface, reflecting the intense

glare of a tropical sun, and devoid of vegetation except in those
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places where wind-blown “ loess has collected in hollows, emphasises

the arid character of the scenery. In this part of the range the

limestone attains an average thickness of about 500 feet, forming

the vertical clifiEs which are so conspicuous a feature along the crest

of the southern scarp as seen from the plains. Between Fail and
Naushahra the limestone is encroaclied upon by the thick accumula-

tions of sandstones and clays of later Tertiary age continuous with

those which extend along the northern slopes of the range, deeply eroded

by a labyrinth of narrow ravines, and reproducing, wherever the

conditions are favourable, the features of the “ Khuddera.” Numerous
detached outliers of the sandstones are also scattered over, the

surface, beyond the main northern escarpment, and testify to the

former extension of these beds over the whole plateau.

Between Pail and Jaba the limestones and overlying sandstones

are practically horizontal, but to the
Tke Kabakl syacltae.

north of the Narsingphoar ravine the

surface quickly rises in a long, swelling wave-like curve extend-

ing from east to west {see Pb 1). Eastwards this wave flattens

out, and becomes merged in the horizontal plateau towards

Jaba and Pail; but at a pointy about 4 miles south-west from

Jaba the limestones roll over to the north, and are .again bent

up, forming a long narrow synclinal basin, stretching along the

northern edge of the plateau to the foot of Sakesar hill, a

dis^nce of 18 miles in a direct line. The eastern extremity of

this depression is seen to the right of the view shown in PI. 2,

which also shows one of the temporary lakes, the Ehotaka Eahar,

formed by water that collects in a hollow on the floor of the

valley after heavy rains. The permanent lake of Eabaki lies

a little further to the left, and the whole valley will be referred

to hereafter in this paper as the Eabaki syncline.”

Since the Eabaki syncline must have been at one time buried

under an accumulation of Tertiary

Dcsadatloa of tke Tertiary sand- sandstones, in common with the re-

mainder of the plateau, and the whole

of these have been removed by denudation, it is necessary to

consider in what way the sandstones can have been swept out,

since there is now no apparent outlet from the valley. There are

three ways in which this may have been effected ; (1) the sand-

stones may have been washed down through fissures in the lime-

stone below
; (2) they may have been gradually reduced to dust by
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sub-aerial agencies and blown out by the winds
;
and (3) there may

have existed some outlet, open until quite recent times, but now
concealed, through which their removal has been accomplished.

Now, although the first two causes, especially the action of the

wind,* cannot be entirely exclude^, it is diflScult to see how they

could account for the removal of such an enormous mass of rock,

without leaving any remnants behind ; and, as it happens, we are

not compelled to accept either of them as suiiicient to have effected

the whole of the removal, since traces of the former existence of an

outlet from the valley are still discernible.

Not far from the western end of the syncline, and exactly oppo-

site to the north-eastern shore of the
Former outlet.

Son-Sakesar lake, there is a broad

gap in the limestone which forms the southern wall of the valley,

and this gap is filled with an accumulation of silt, similar to

that which is found at a considerable height above the present

level of the water in the Son-Sakq^ar lake, an account of which

will be deferred until am dealing with that lake. The deposits

in the gap are not horizontal, but are tilted up at various

angles, in some cases fairly high, with a general dip to the north-

west (sec Pl. 3). It is therefore evident that since they were

laid down, that is to say, in quite recent times, considerable

earth inovcments have taken place along a line running north-

eastwards througli the gap. In fact there is no doubt whatever

that a fault exists along the north-western shore of the Son-

Sakesar lake, and that movement has taken place along this fault

quite recently.

Since the silt deposits now found filling the gap arc disturbed, it

is evident that the gap itself was in existence before the fault

reached its present stage of development, and in that case the drain-

age of the Kabaki S3mcline’ may have escaped through it, traversed

the Son plateau, which was probably at a quite different level then,

as compared with that of the floor of the Kabaki valley, than it

is now, and flowed away either to the south or south-east, perhaps

along the Narsingphoar ravine. The chief point to be noted is

that the present configuration of the ground does not, owing to

these recent earth movements, afford a guide to the conditions that

existed when the sandstones that filled the Kakabi syncline were

being removed.
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Lake of the Kabaki Syncline.

Under favourable conditions of climate and rainfall, and sup-

posing that the limestones on either side of the valley were water-

tight, the Kabaki syncline would be filled with water to a maxi-

mum depth of over 100 feet, forming a single long, narrow lake.

As it is, however, the rainfall is so deficient, and evaporation so

excessive, that the water is confined to certain hollows lying below

the general level of the fioor of the valley. These are separated

from each ot'her by accumulations of silt, much of which is prob-

ably wind-blown “ loess,” and the hollows are merely due to irre-

gularities in the deposition of this material. They are situated, as

a matter of fact, in the lee of the higher portions of the ridge on

the south side of the valley, the direction of the prevailing wind.

The chief of these hollows is that of the Kabaki Kahar, occupied

•n. I/' L 1.9 v' 1.
by a sheet of water a mile long by

The Kabaki Kahar. ; . , f
three-quarters of a mile broad in

ordinary seasons, but extending considerably beyond these limits

after a good rainy season, as in January 1909, when the photo-

graph (PI. 4) was taken, and the area submerged was about 5()0

acres. The fioor of the lake is quite level in the centre, with a

maximum depth of 11 ft. 6 in. (January 6th, 1909) over a large

area. On three sides, to the east, west, and south, the water shoals

very gradually, but in the middle of the north bank a depth of

11 ft. was found at 50 yards from the shore, and the maximum
depth only a little further out (PI. 13, fig. 3). The greater depth on

this side may be due to the steep inclination of the limestone which

forms the shore here, or perhaps to a comparative defect in the

quantity of dust blown into the hollow, in proceeding from south

to north. The normal depth of the lake is indicated by the road

which passes along the southern shore, and which at that time

was 3 ft. under water. The small clump of trees seen standing in

the water near the centre of the view marks the site of a well at

the edge of the permanent lake, and shows the extent of ground

that has been submerged by fiooding.

The altitude of the lake above sea-level is 2,481 feet, the average

elevation of the plateau to the south being about 2,600 feet.

The Khotaka Kahar is situated at about 2 miles to the east of

. Kabaki village, near the eastern end
The Khotaka Kahar.

syncline
.
(PI. 5). At ordinary

times it is a flat reedy meadow surrounded by fields, but in
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January 1909 it was covered by a sheet of water nearly a mile

long and half a mile broad, or about 320 acres, with a maximum
depth of 4 feet, shoaling on all sides, but more gradually towards

the ends than in a direction transverse to the valley. The road

which runs along the north shore was 2 ft. under water (January

6th, 1909).

The Eocha Eahar is a small temporary lake lying at the western

The Kocha Kahar.
syncline, at the foot of the

slopes leading up to Sakesar hill. The
view (PI. 6) shows how the sides of the syncline close in on either

hand beyond the lake, and coalesce to form the northern flanks of

the mountain. The lake is exactly similar to that of Ehotaka, a

nearly circular sheet of water, dried up at ordinary times, and very

shallow.

According to the Gazetteer of the Shahpur District (Revised

Edn. 1897, by J. Wilson, I.C.S., p. 9) the area of the Kabaki

Kahar, at the settlement of 18G3, was 260 acres ; it fell to 146

acres in 1890^; but in '•1892, a year of exceptional rainfall, it rose

to as much as 676 acres. The Ehotaka Eahar covered an area

of 404 acres in 1892, while that of the Kocha Kahar in the same year

was about 100 acres. •

The Soa-Sakesar Lake.

The Samundar, or Son-Sakesar Eahar (PI. 3), is the largest

Am of the lake
Range, having a normal

length of about 3 miles and a breadth

of a little over a mile. In ordinary seasons it covers an area of

about 2,000 a<;res, but in the dry season of 1890 the area fell to

1,128 acres. In 1892, after the heaviest rainfall within living

memory, it extended over 2,550 acres, and submerged a large area

^of cultivated land round its margin. The drainage area of the

basin is about 50 square miles, or 16 times the area of the lake.

This almost exactly corresponds with the average ratio of the

drainage areas of nine of the principal lakes of the English Lake
District to their water surface,^ and is very near that of eight of the

1 H. R. Mill, Batliymetriual Hurvey of the EngliHh lakes, (Jeogr. Jourii., Vol. VI
(1895), p. 162. Bossenthwaite Water is omitted from the calculation, as the ratio
111 the case of that lake is abnormally high, the drainage area lo ng 44'2 times
that of the lake.
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lochs of Scotland.^ Most of the water-courses that drain the hills

surrounding the plateau disappear before reaching the lake, and are

dry at ordinary times, but after rain has fallen the water they bring

down oozes out from underground near the shores of the lake,

rendering them more or less swampy. The lake lies at an altitude

of 2,526 feet above sea-level, or 45 feet above the Kabaki Eahar,

at the foot of the eastern scopes of Sakesaf hill, which rises to

an elevation of 2,484 feet above it, or 5,010 feet above the level

of the sea.

The depth ' of the lake varies •with the seasons, and is subject

to considerable fluctuations. . I was in-
Depth of the lake. r j ^ -x •

formed that in very dry years it is

possible to cross the basin on horseback in a direct line from

Uchali to Chitta, a village on the western bank about a mile from

the southern end, which implies that the level of the vrater would

be at least 9 or 10 feet lower than it w'as on the 12th January

1909, when I took soundings along this line.

The contours of the lake bottom, as determined by soundings,

1. i u appear to confirm the sif^iposition that
COOiOlir of tho MKC DOttOOs -1 • . • .1 • “ j X

the existence of the basin is due to a

fault parallel to and at no great distance from the north-western

shore. On the other sides the water is quite shallow, and the

banks very low ; but on this side low hills of Nummulitic limestone

rise directly from the shore, and on this side the water deepens

comparatively rapidly, until the maximum depth is reached along

a line paraUel with the shore and about 400 yards from it. This

area of greatest depth forms a broad trough, the bottom of which

is practically level, extending north-eastwards for about a mile and
a half from opposite Chitta village to a smaU rocky island close

to the shore nearly due south of Ugali village. Soundings ranging

up to 45 ft. 6 in. were obtained along this trough (see section,

FI. 13, figs. 1 and 2). Except on the north-west side the fioor of

the lake slopes up very gradually on all sides from this depression,*

and is in fact a continuation of the very gentle slope of the general

S -Sak fa H
surface of the Son plateau towards the

** '
* base of Sakesar hill. The more abrupt

descent on the north-west side and the limestone hills rising

from the water’s edge represent a fault scarp, trending from W. S. W.

1 Sir J. Murray and F. P. Pullar, Bathymetrical survey of the fresh-water loohs

of Scotland, Scottish Geogr. Mag., Vol. XYl (1900), p. 213.

SM-Sakesar fault.
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to E. N. E., and striking directly towards the gap in the

southern wall of the Eabaki syncline described above. Along this

line the limestones are considerably disturbed, dipping towards the

lake at an angle of 45° between Chitta and Ugali, and being much
contorted on the hill to the west of the gap, seen on the right

hand side of PI. 3. Between Ugali and this hill there is another

gap in the southerly wall of the Kabaki syncUne, partly filled

with silt, through which there may have formerly been an escape

for the drainage from the north-east flank of Sakesar hill into the

lake basin.

A former extension of the lake in a north-westerly direction is

indicated by the existence of beds of
Former extension of lake. n :u i i n j j ^

fine silt, already alluded to, rising on
the lower slopes of Sakesar lull to a height of 250 feet above

the present water level. Similar beds of silt also occur on the

shore of the lake near the village of Ugali, some of them containing

crystals of selenite in large quantities, and are tilted to the

N. N. W. at an angle, of about 10° (PI. 7). The beds of silt on the

slopes above Chitta also dip in the san)e direction at angles up
to 20°, and among them there is a very conspicuous band of fine

white marl full of the shells of a small Planorhis and other fresh-

water gasteropods in a very poor state of preservation, but quite

recent in appearance. The tilting of all these beds seems to show
that the latest movement along the lake fault was in an upward
direction on the north-west side of the fault, and that the present

configuration of the lake basin is due to this movement {sec section,

PL 12, fig. 1).

The Kalar Kahar.

The Kalar Kahar is situated at the foot of the northern slope

Are. and depth of iake.
' District, on the main road from Find

Dadan-Khan to Tallagang, and at the edge of the “ Potwar,
”

or tract of elevated ground extending northwards from the range

towards Rawalpindi. It is nearly circular in shape, about a mile

in diameter, and is very shallow, the depth.nowhere exceeding 3 ft.

6 in. (January 27th, 1909). There is no outlet at ordinary times,

but when the 1 ke is flooded there is an overflow into the Dhrab

river, which runs within a short distance of the shore on the
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north-east side. The bottom of the lake is remarkably flat over

the greater part of the area, but the maximum depth occurs much
nearer the southern shore than to the north and east, in which

directions the water shoals very gradually. The height above sea-

level is 2,171 feet, and that of the plateau to the south about

2,500 feet.

The most striking feature in the geology ol the lake basin is the

Oilgta ol bke baslii.
locality along

the northern slopes of the Salt Range

at which there is a gap in the “ Ehuddera,” or fringe of Tertiary

sandstones forming the northern declivity of the range elsewhere,

though they are present on either side of the basin, as is seen

in the photograph (PI. 8) ;
^ and that the steep scarp on the

south side of the lake is composed of Nummulitic limestone. A
wedge-shaped mass of the sandstones and underlying rocks has

apparently been let down by a fault, or system of faults, of

which one certainly runs from east to west along the southern

shore of the lake, and another probably at right angles to this,

between the western shore and the cliffs on that side {see section,

PI. 12, fig. 2).

The line of the E.-W. fault is marked by a number of springs,

most of which are of fresh water, but
Ootcrop «f Mlt marl.

spring issues

at the south-west corner of the lake, just below the District

bungalow (see PI. 8, where the position of the spring is marked by

the white patches at the foot of the ‘slope in the foreground), from

the base of a conical knoll (on* the right of the view) composed of

the red salt marl, the peculiar rock that underlies all the forma-

tions of the Salt Range, either squeezed up from below through the

fault, or perhaps washed up by the water of the springs and re-

deposited. The possibility that the marl has been brought into its

present position by the latter means is indicated by the fact that

the knoll is strewn with large blocks of travertine, which has cer-

tainly been deposited by the springs.

The bas'" of the Ealar Eahar appears, therefore, to have origin*

ated in the same manner as that of the Son-Sakesar, that is to

say, by local movement along a fault ; but the present features of

1 This view was taken from practically the same position os the one given by

Mr. Wynne in his Memoir. {Mem. Oed. 8urv, Jndst Vol. XIV, PL IV, p. 47.)

Outcrop of salt marl.
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the lake are probably due to more superficial causes, namely, the

drift of dust blown by the wind across the plateau, and settling

as “ loess ” in the lee of the scarp. Since the rise of the hill to

the south of the lake is fairly abrupt, and the prevailing winds

come, from that direction, there are probably eddies of wind which

prevent the rapid accumulation of dust immediately below the

scarp, causing the bulk of the deposition to take place* further out

on the plain and pond back the water.

The Jalar Kahar.

The little lake of Jalar Kahar, the existence of which was

„ ... apparently unknown to Europeans until
Position of lake. .y . i ^ t-i • i

it was visiteci by Dr. Fleming and
Mr. Theobald in 1852 (Journ, As. Soc. Beng., Vol. XXII, p. 237),

differs from all those that have been described in this paper,

both in the geological features of its surroundings and in its

mode of origin. It lies in a deep valley parallel with the southern

edge of the Son plateau, about 5 miles to the south-east of the

Son-Sakesar lake, and is separated by about 6 miles of very

rugged ground from the district rest-house at Katwahi, on the

main road from Shahpur to Sakesar hill. The valley in which it

lies is excavated along the axis of an anticline of Carboniferous

limestones, the edges of which form scarps on either hand,

trending due east and west (PI. 9). Towards the west the

sides of the anticline approach each other, and solid rock extends

across the floor of the valley at a higher level than the lake, and

it does not seem possible that an outlet to the valley ever existed

in that direction
; but eastwards the valley is filled by thick

accumulations of “loess,” and the drainage may at one time

have escaped in that direction into the small river that flows by
Katwahi to the southern plains. Mr. Wynne states^ that an east

and west fault passes along the foot of the northern limestone

cliffs, exposing some of the underlying speckled and reddish sand-

stones here and there. This fault is more clearly marked further

west (he. cit.9 p. 224).

The lake has an oval shape, measuring about 1,000 yards in

AmanddcRttaflake. by 500 in breadth, and is not

subject to as great fluctuations in

area with the rainfall as the other lakes of the range, on account
'

1 Mtm. Oeol. Surv. Jnd., Vol. XI\‘, p. 223.
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of the comparative steepness of its shores, which are practically

rockbound except on the eastern side. The maximum depth was

found to be 10 ft. 6 in. (January 17th, 1909), and the floor very

level, rising rather abruptly on the north side, where the cli& rise

directly from the water’s edge, and a depth of 10 feet was found

at about 50 yards from the bank ; and more gently towards either

end. Its height above sea-level is about 2^300 feet, that of the

crest of the scarp on the north side being a little over 3,000 feet.

As I have already mentioned, the valley to the east of the lake

is partly filled with an accumulation

of “looM” (flo 10, 11). On the

southern side the upper surface of this deposit runs up to the

crest of the scarp, and the sections exposed by erosion show that

it is distinctly stratified, with a gentle inclination to the north

(PI. 11). This apparent tilt of the beds is perhaps not due to

movements in the rock floor of the valley, but tb the condi-

tions under which the beds were deposited, by the prevailing

winds from the south. The thickness of these beds gradually

.liTnininliPJi in an easterly direction, and the existence of the lake

in its present form may be due to the unequal distribution of the

“ loess,” as in the case of the lakes of the Kabaki syncline.

The southern wall of the Jalar valley is broken through, at a

point about two miles east of the lake,
• Pmeotootlctfroa valley.

|jy. narrow gorge, through which the

drainage from the north side of the valley, after traversing the

“ loess ” deposits, escapes southwards into the Kabaki stream. The

loess ” has been deeply eroded by the head-waters of this stream

and fashioned into a labyrinth of cUffs and pinnacles, or “ Ehuddera,”

the peculiar aspect of which is shown in the views. The original

drainage of the vaUey does not, however, seem to have escaped by

this gorge, the opening of which must be qf later date than

the accumulation of the “loess,” and is due to the cutting

of the head-waters of the stream in modem times, an action

which is still proceeding.

General Remarks.

The total amount of salts contained in the water of these lakes

si the
varies, of course, with the seasons, the

SalUiysl e cs.
solution becoming more concentrated as

the water evaporates in the dry weather. Samples taken frog)
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each of the larger lakes in January 1909 gave the following results

in the Geological Survey Laboratory:

—

Lake.

Son-Sakesar

Kabaki

Khotaka

Kalar Kaliar

JaJar

Percentage of

total Balts.

1-23

-86

•03

•33

•20

The only previous determination of the salts in any of the lakes

that I am aware of is one mentioned by Dr. Fleming {Journ. As.

Soc, Bentj., Vol. XXII, p. 250), who says that 500 grains of the

water of the Samundar with a specific gravity of r02 yielded

14-97 grains of saline matter, or 2-99 per cent. The condition of

the lake at the time the sample was taken is not stated, but it

was evidently at a season when the brine was much more con-

centrated than in January 1909. The very low degree of salinity

of the water of the Khotaka Kahar is, of course, due to the fact

that this consists entirely of rain-water that has fallen only a few

months previously.

The samples obtained were not sufiiciently large to enable a

complete quantitative analysis of the salts to be made, but a par-

tial analysis by Mr. Blyth shows that in all cases there is a greater

proportion of chlorides present than of sulphates. According to

Dr. Fleming, the salts of the Samundar consist of sulphate of soda

and chlorides of sodium and magnesium, with a trace of chloride of

lime.

There do not appear to be fish of any kind in any of the lakes.

Method of taldoc >o«idta(8.
probably because of the Solent fluctua-

tions in the degree of salinity of their

waters, but they are visited by large numbers of wild fowl during

the cold weather. Since there are no fish, the natives of the district

have no need of boats, and there are none on any of the lakes

except the Kalar Kahar, where the district officials keep one for

sporting purpose \ In making soundings I used an Acme canvas

folding boat of American make, which is very convenient and

portable, but can only be used for such work in the calmest weather,

for it is so light that the slightest breath of wind causes it to

drift. Fortunately the mornings in the Salt Range, during the
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latter part of the cold weather, are almost invariably calm,

though a breeze usually springs up towards noon. The plan

adopted in making the soundings was to row for a certain number

of strokes in a given direction, the average distance rowed being

determined beforehand by measurement along the shore of the lake,

and then, after stopping the boat, to take the soundings as quickly

as possible, a slight correction in position being made afterwards

for drift, if necessary. As 1 was alone it was not possible to cor-

rect my position by observations of fixed points on the shores,

but the depths proved to be so uniform over considerable areas

that extreme accuracy in this respect did not seem to be required.

Summary.

The present configuration of the lakes of the Salt Range is in

all cases due to the irregular accumulation of deposits of wind-

blown “loess,” but the hollows in which these deposits have

accumulated have been caused by earth movements, except perhaps

in the case of the Jalar lake. The depression in which the Kabaki

lakes lie takes the form of a long narrow syncline in Nummulitic

limestone, while those of the Son-Sakesar and Ealar Kahar have

been caused by faults along one side of the basins in which they

lie. Tilted beds of recent silt in the neighbourhood of the Son-

Sakesar show that these faults have reached their present develop-

ment in quite recent times. The Jalar lake lies in a valley ex-

cavated along the axis of an anticline, the original outlet of which

has been dammed up by deposits of “ loess,” but in this case also

the depression of the floor of the valley in which the lake lies may
have been partly caused by faulting.

All the lakes are very shallow and flat-bottomed, but some con-

nection between the shape of their floors and the earth movements

that have caused the depressions can be traced. There are no

signs in any of them of “swallow-holes,” or indications that the

hollows are in any way due to underground erosion or solution of

the limestone. They are subject to considerable fluctuations in

depth and area corresponding with the rainfall of the region, but,

excepting the Ealar Eahar, none of them are ever filled sufficiently

to overflow, and the loss of water they sustain is entirely due to

evaporatitta.
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LIST OF PLATES.

PLATE 1.—The Chamil plateau, showing monoolinal flexure in nummulitio lime-

stone.

PLATE a.—^The Kabaki synclino (eastern end), with Khotaka Kahar.

PLATE 3.~Tho Son-Sakesar Kahar (Samundar) and Sakeaar Hill.

PLATE 4 *—The Kabaki Kahar from the east.

PLATE 5*—Eastern end of Kabaki synchne, with Khotaka Kahar.

PLATE 6.—Western end of Kabaki syncline, with Kocha Kahar.

plate 7*—Tilted beds of silt, with incrustations of salt, near head of Son-Sakesa
Kahar.

PLATE 8.—The Kalar Kahar, from the District Bungalow.

PLATE 9*—The Jalar Kahar, from the south-west.

PLATE lO- - Eroded ' Loess *, ‘ Khuddora % in the Jalar Valley.

PLATE 1 1 .—The same, showing inclined position of beds.

PLATE la.—Figure 1. Sketch section across the Son-Sakosnr Lake-basin.

,, Figure 2 . Sketch sesetion across the Kalar Kahar Lake basin.

PLATE 13.—Figure 1. Longitudinal section of Son-Sakesar Lake, about COO yards
from north-\iest shore.

„ Figure 2 . Cross section of Son-Sakesar Lake.

„ Figure 3. Cross section of Kabaki Kahur.

PLATE 14-^ Sketch-map of the Son Plateau, Suit Range.
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A Preliminary Survey of certain Glaciers in the

Himalaya. By Officers of the Geological
Survey of India {contintted from Records,

Volume XXXV, Part 4).

D.—Notes, on Certain Glaciers in Sikkim. By T. H.

D. LaTouche, B.A., F.G.S., Officiating Director,

Geolo^al Survey of India (with Plates 15 to 27).

The work of demarcating certain of the glaciers of the Himalaya for

the purpose of determining their secular oscillations, undertaken by

the Geological Survey of India in 190() at the instance of Mr. D. W.
Freshfield on behalf of the Commission Internationale des Glaciers, has

been completed for the present by the observation of two of the glaciers

descending from the Einchinjunga group in Sikkim ; so that we now
have a series of observations and plane-table plans of 14 glaciers,

extending from the far North-West in Kashmir,^ through Lahaul*

and Eumaon,^ to the furthest point eastwards that can be reached

under present political conditions.

I.—THE ALUKTHANO GLACIER.

The Alukthang glacier (lat. 27° 35': long. 88° 14') is situated

at the head of the Praig Chu, a tribu-

tary of the Rathong, one of the prin-

cipal af9uents of the Great Rangit, which joins the Teesta below

Darjiling. The glacier is distinctly visible in clear weather from

Darjiling, whence it may be reached in about a week by the road

leading through Chakung and Rinchinpung to Pemionchi. As far

as the last named place there is a good bridle road, but beyond

this the journey should be performed on foot, though ponies might

be taken one ^y’s march further. Between Yoksum and Jongri

the path is rough and precipitous, but not dangerous, and beyond

Jongri it is open and easy, though not very well defined. Coolies

1 Rerords. Gtoh Sur, Ind,, Vol. XXXV, Pt. 3, p. 127.

2 Ihii tbH Pt.4.p.l39.

I Ibid ibidf Pt.4.p.l48,
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should be engaged at Darjiling for the whole trip, Sherpai Bhotias

being the most reliable, and provisions for them must be carried

beyond Pemionchi, though a limited amount of supplies may some-

times be obtained at Yoksum.

As seen from Darjiling, the glacier appears to descend directly

^
from the southern face of Kinchin-

junga, and even when a closer view

is obtained this appearance is still noticeable {see PI. 15), but as a

matter of fact the gathering ground of the glacier is separated

from Kinchinjunga itself by the deej) valley of the Talung Chu,

and the principal branch of the Alukthang glacier issues from a

valley leading up to the eastern spurs of Kabru. The complicated

relations of these glaciers are clearly shown in the excellent

map constructed by Prof. E. J. Garwood, and published in the

Geographical Journal for July 1902/ a portion of which is reproduced

here, by the kind peimission of the author («cc PI. 27).

A good deal of confusion has arisen regarding the nomenclature

„ . ^
of this group of glaciers, nearly every

Nonenclatiirc. i i ,

published account giving a different

name to them. Mr. P. N. Bose, in his ‘ Journal of a trip to the

Glaciers of the Kabru, Pandim, etc.’ (Records
^ GeoL Sur. Ind.^

Vol. XXIV, Pt. 1, p. 55), gives the name of Eochirangkang and

East Eochirangkang to the two principal branches, but as the main

branch comes from the direction of Eabru, that is, from the west,

I was unable to identify his description with the topography on

the spot. Mr. Freshfield calls the whole group the Eabru glaciers,

and distinguishes one that comes down to the Guicha La from the

eastern spur of Eabru as the Guicha Glacier (Round Kanchen-

juntja, p. 226), but on Professor Garwood's map the name of Eabru

Glacier is given to a small branch descending from Kabru itself to

the glacier at the head of the Rathong, separated from the Praig

Chu by a high ridge, and the name Alukthang is used for the

glacier under description. I therefore propose to employ the latter

name in this paper.

From Mr. Bose’s very detailed description of the topography,

vfould appear that, at the time of
Foraicr exteat ol sbcicr.

1 Vol. XX. p. 13e. A copy of this map is also included in Mr. 1>. W. Froshiield's

book ' Bound Kanchonjunga’ (London, Edward Arnold, 1903).
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north-west side of Pandim, south of the Guicha La, joined the

Alukthang glacier, which, he says, is formed by the union of three

large glaciers,—one coming from Pandim, one proceeding from

between Kochirangkang and a peak east of it, and the third from

between the last named peak and another (also unnamed) to the

north-east of it....’' (he. and in the oldest account of the

glacier extant, that by Major J. S. Sherwill (tAmrn. As. Soc. Beny.,

Vol. XXXI, p. 471), who visited it in November 1861, the de-

scription runs as follows :— ‘
‘ Having ascended the immense mass of

debris forming the moraine, probably to an elevation of 15,000 feet,

we found ourselves, to our great surprise, standing on the top of a

stupendous glacier. This huge mass of ice and debris descending

from the Pundeem mountain extends nearly across the valley, where

it is met by, and abuts upon another glacier, equally vast in its

dimensions, and formed at the base of the snow-clad mountains on

the other, or western side of the valley, the two together forming

a complete barrier across the valley and choking it up to the

height of a thousand feet or more.” And as he makes no mention

of having to descend from the moraine and cross a ravine, in

order to reach the ice, as would be necessary now, it is possible

that, 50 years ago, the Pandim glaciers did join those to the west,

and that, at the time of Mr. Bose's visit in September 1889, the

connection ' had not entirely disappeared. If this is the case, the

glaciers of Pandim must have retreated quite half a mile since Major

Sherwill visited the locality. At the present time, as Mr. Fresh

-

field has pointed cat, travellers can reach the ridge between the

Praig Cfau and the Talung valley without once setting foot on ice

{he. cit., p. 225).

On comparing the view of Kinchinjunga from Alukthang given

in Mr. Freshfield’s work (p. 222) with PI. 15, it would appear that

very little or no change has taken place in the aspect of the snout

of the glacier within the last ten years. Mr. Bose speaks of the

Praig C!hu as issuing from the glacier to the left of the moraine

on the east side,- so that at the time of his visit (September 17th,

1889) the ice probably extended down to this point : but when I

saw it (June 1st, 1909) no water was issuing from the snout, but

the whole of the discharge came from the side of the glacier some

distance further up, beyond the moraine lake called A by Mr. Bose.

If his observation is to be relied on, it would seem that there has

been a considerable retreat since he visited it.
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The snout of the glacier, as it appears at present (PI. 16), is

^ . entirely concealed bv an accumulation
Demarcation. - . ,, “

i r
of moraine matter, and it is therefore

diflicult to determine the exact point to which the ice extends

;

the ice cave, which is found at the end of most glaciers, being

absent here. The first ice cliff met with in proceeding up the

glacier, at the base Df which an ice cave would probably be

found if the debris were cleared away from its face, was therefore

chosen as representing the lowest limit of the ice, and a plane-table

plan (PI. 25) was prepared showing the position of this cliff relative

to four fixed points, marked respectively A, B, C, D, on the plan.

Of these points A is an outcrop of schistose gneiss on the left bank
of the Praig Ohu directly in front of the snout of the glacier, and is

marked w’ith (5 holes cut in the rock in the form of a triangle

painted red, and with a large arrow and the letters G. S. 1.

11)01) in red paint on the rock beside it. The photograph (PI. 16)

w^as taken from this point, and showrs, in addition to the ice cliff,

the position of the marks C and D. B, a large boulder of gneiss

lying at the foot of the old moraine to the right of A, was chosen

merely for the purpose of measuring a base-line, and as the ice

cliff is not visible from it, no photograph ivas taken. It is marked

by holes arranged in a square and painted as before. C and

D are on cither side of the valley, a line joining them passing

somewhat below the toe of the moraine. C is a block of gneiss

embedded in the slope of the hill to the (true) right of the glacier,

and is marked with holes in the form of a cross surrounded

by a circle painted red, PI. 17 giving a view^ of the ice cliff

as seen from this jioint : while D is marked by a cairn on the

ridge of the old moraine above B, the letters being

painted on a large slab of rock beside it. The ice cliff as seen

from this point is shown in PI. 18. Future views taken from this

mark should show any change in the position of the cliff relative to

the end of the well defined spur seen in the background.

The distances and bearings from these marks to the ice cliff

and to each other are given below, and are also shown on the plan :

—

AtoB .

AtoC .

BtoT .

CtoJ) .

C to icc cliff

]> to ioe cliff

Disiaiicc yds. Conii»ass IxMi-iug.

nm N. 22^ 40' E.

427 \. W.
AV. 20^ \.

285 K. IO‘’40'N.

.575 N. S^’W.

010 N. 30° \\\
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The whole of the Alukthang glacier, so far as it is visible from

Moninei
moraines below Pandim, on the

way to the Guicha La, is buried under

an accumulation of moraine matter, no ice being visible except

where it has sheared away in the form of cliffs (PI. 19). In this

respect it differs from all the glaciers of the North-West Himalaya

with which I am acquainted, from Kumaon tb Kashmir, where I

have invariably found a stretch of comparatively moraine-free

ice above the terminal portion of the glacier, although the glacier

still further up may be almost entirely covered with median or

lateral moraines ; the reason being that the debris is precipitated

into crevasses before it has travelled very far. This difference in

habit may, I think, be attributed to several causes : first, the ex-

cessively precipitous character of the bills surrounding the head of

the glacier, so much so that the snow does nr)t collect as a neve

and form a true ice stream ; secondl}*, as a corollary of the first

proposition, the snow, precipitated from the surrounding cliffs in

the form of avalanches, is already charged with debris, and thus

the glacier, from the very beginning, is choked to its fullest eupacity

with moraine stuff ; and thirdly, that the enormous precipitation of

moisture in the form of rain in 8ikkim, as compared with the

N.-W. Himalaya, melts the surface of the glacier much more

rapidly. The Alukthang glacier is in fact more of the nature of

an ice-bound land-slide than an ice stream.

The numerous old moraines surrounding the Alukthang glacier

indicate how greatly this group of glaciers has shrunk in recent

years. PI. 19 shows most distinctly how the glacier, which must

once have been at least on a level with the crest of the embank-

ment-like moraine on its (true) right has shrunk below that level

;

and the great moraines coming down from Pandim (PI. 15) afford

evidence that the whole of the valley above Alukthang was once

filled with ice. How far this ancient glacier extended down the

valley is not apparent, since there is no vestige of any old terminal

moraine further down, but the U shape of the valley is maintained

as far as the grazing ground of Thangme, about a mile below the

existing glacier, and it probably extended at least so far as

this.

The stratified appearance of the ice in the cliffs is rendered very

clear by reason of the immense amount of dirt that it contains

(PL 20).
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II.—THE QUICHA GLACIER.

The Guicha glacier also descends from the ridge joining

Kabru with Pandim, but in a south-easterly direction, towards the

Guiclia La, a pass of 1 b,430 feet leading across to the Talung valley,

and is separated from the Alukthang glacier by a broad grass-

covered valley strewn jvith boulders and surrounded by old moraines

(PI. 21). The whole glacier forms a single ice-fall, and is so

cut up b}^ crevasses that no moraine matter is carried on its sur-

face. The tongue of the glacier rests upon a huge embankment
of moraine stuff, partly laid down by itself and partly by an old

glacier descending from the north-west slopes of Pandim. There is

thus no solid rock close enough to the end of the glacier to enable

permanent marks to be inscribed, and it is therefore not suitable

for the purposes of the present enquiry, but for the sake of com-

parison with future photographs a mark, consisting of a triangle

with the letters G. S. 1. J909 inside it, was painted on a rock

situated 87 feet south-west from the point from which the view

(PI. 21) was taken. This point is on the end of an old moraine

about half a mile from the end of the glacier, the lens of the

camera pointing N. ]J® W. A photograph kindly supplied to me
by Mr. T. J. Hoffmann, taken in June 1892 from a point some-

what lower down the valley, but looking in the same direction, shows

that the a})pearance of the glacier has altered very little, if at all,

since that time.

III.—THE ZEMU GLACIER.

The Zemu glacier (lat. 27° 45' : long. 88° 2->') is the largest in

iSikkim, and is the only easily acces-

sible one that descends directly from

Kinchinjunga. It lies on the north-east side of that mountain, at

the head of the Zemu river, a tributary of the Lachen, which

latter river, on its junction with the Lachung about 15 miles lower

down, becomes the Teesta. The glacier is about 10 miles in length

and in addition to the east side of the Kinchinjunga ridge, drains

the northern slopes of Simvu and Siniolchum. The general features

of the Zemu valley have been described by Sir J. Hooker (Hirm-

layan JournalSy 1854, Chaps. XIX, XX), who spent the month of

June 1849 in the valley, and made repeated efforts to ascend

to the glacier, but was unable to penetrate the dense thickets of

rhododendron beyond his camping ground. It was not until 1891
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that the glacier was visited by Europeans, when Mr. Claude White,

Political Officer in Sikkim, and Mr. T. J. Hoffmann, the well-known

photographer of Calcutta, succeeded in reaching it by way of the

Yumtso La, a pass of 15,800 feet leading across the southern wall

of the valley from the Teesta (Proc. Roy. Geoyr. Sof\, N. S. Vol.

XIV, p. ()];i).

The glacier was visited in 1899 by Mr. D.*W. Frcshfield’s ex-

pedition, and is described in Chapter VI of his book Round Kan-

chenpimja. The road by which his party travellt‘d from Darjiling

through Gangtok has been greatly improved within the last 10

years, and the mouth of the Zemu valley may be reached in

eight ordinary marches for laden coolies from Darjiling. The

path up the Zemu valley is, however, little better than it w^as

then, and I found the bridge over Uie Lhonak, where Sir .1. Hooker

camped, in a very rotten condition
;
while the new bridge over the

Zemu, mentioned by Mr. Freshfield at p. 100, was quite broken

down. In June, however, there are usually snow-bridges to be found

below the glacier, and I crossed by one of them. The distance

from Lachen, where there is a good travellers’ bungalow, to the

glacier is not more than 16 miles, and it could be reached easily

in a couple of days, or even in one if the path were improved.

The snout of the glacier appears to be in much the same posi-

tion now as it wras at the time of Mr.
Aspect ef the glacier.

Freshfield ’s visit. The ice is deflected

by an old moraine on the southern side of the valley, so that it

impinges directly against the steep hill side on the north. In the

narrow space between the toe of the moraine and the hill side

there is a line of ice cliffs facing east, from the base of which

the drainage of the glacier issues through several ice caves, the

largest of which is placed near the southern end of the line of cliffs

(PI. 22). Another considerable stream comes down the southern side

of the glacier in the space between its lateral moraine and the hill

side, and joins the main stream below the glacier (see plan, PI. 26).

Marks were placed on rocks near the snout of the glacier at

three points, marked A, B, and C on

the plan (PI. 26). Of these A is placed

on the top of a large flat mass of granite on the right bank of

the main stream about 150 yards above its confluence with the

side stream mentioned above. Three holes were cut in the rock at

the apices of a triangle and painted red, with the letters G. S.
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1. 1909 at the side. B is on a large rock at the base of the

old moraine, 177 yards from A, and marked with four holes at the

comers of a square painted in the same manner : and C is

on a small cliff of live rock on the left bank of the stream oppo-

site B, marked by five holes in the form of a cross surrounded

by a large circle painted red, which is clearly visible from the path

leading up to the glacier on the opposite side of the valley, and

lettered as before. Photographs of the ice cliffs and cave were taken

from A (PL 22) and C (PL 23), but none from B, as the principal

cave was not visible from this point.

The following are the bearings and distances of the marks from

each other and from the principal ice cave :

—

Distance. CoiiijKiKs l)earin

yds.

A to B . 177 W. l()“4(rN.

A lo C . 2iH) N. 47“40'W.

B to ice cave . 407 \V. N.

C to ice cjive . :wr> W. D)^X.

The slip (a;, PL 22) at the end of the old moraine and the con-

tinuous line of screes above C on the opposite bank made it im-

practicable to select points nearer to the snout of the glacier, to

which marks likely to remain permanent could be affixed.

Mr. T. J. Hoffmann has kindly supplied me with a photograph

of the snout of the glacier (PL 24) from which it would appear

that there has been a considerable retreat since the time of his

visit, in July 1891. The view is taken from a point somewhat

higher up than A on the plan, between that and B, so that the

slip X (the lettering denotes corresponding points in each view) is

more foreshortened than in PL 22. But it will be seen that

whereas in Mr. Hoffmann's view the terminal line of ice cliffs

comes well below the rocks showing through the screes at y, it has

now moved back, as PI, 22 shows, almost as far as the rocks marked z.

During the two days that 1 remained at the glacier (June 22nd

Mmlnci
23rd, 1909), the upper part of the

valley w^as buried in clouds and fog,

and being without guides, none of my coolies having visited the

place before, 1 did not care to venture towards the head of the

glacier. Mr. Freshfield and Mr. Hoffman have, however, given

accounts of the upper part of it, and Mr. Hoffmann has shown me
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the photographs taken by him in 1891. From these accounts and
views it appears that the whole of the glacier, as far as the foot

of the precipices below Kinchinjunga, is almost as completely covered

by moraine matter as that of Alukthang,^ and that very little

clear ice is to be found on its surface, though the views show that

the tributary glaciers, w*hich come down from Simvu, Siniolchum,

and the Green Lake Glacier which descends frbm the peaks to the

north of Kinchinjunga itself, are much more free from debris. Both

observers mention the trenches along either side of the glacier,

between its lateral moraines and the hill-side, the origin of which

does not seem to be clearly understood. Mr. R. D. Salisbury (Journ.

Geolf Vol. IV, p. 800) thinks that in Greenland lateral moraines

of this type may be caused by the upturning of layers of ice at

the edges of the glacier, bringing the debris to the surface, but I

have not noticed anything of the kind in any of the Himalayan

glaciers that I am acquainted with, and I do not understand how,

unless the moraines are already in position, the upturning of the

layers of ice could take place. The usual explanation is that the

trenches are kept open by running w'ater flowing from the hill-sides^

but I think that some more potent cause than the insignificant

streams that traverse them is required to account for the facts.

Indeed very often there is no trace of any watercourse in those

trenches.

This cause, I think, may be found in the avalanches of snow

precipitated from the steep sides of the valleys, and the trenches

may perhaps have originated in the following manner. During the

period of shrinking to its present size, the glacier would melt more

rapidly along the sides, on account of the radiation of heat from

the hill sides, than in the centre : at the same time, avalanches

falling from the mountain sides would remain unmelted at first for

the greater part of the year, and would shoot the debris falling

down their slopes well out onto the glacier, thus forming a ridge

parallel with its edges. As the shrinkage of the glacier proceeded,

the trench thus formed would be filled each year with snow, which

it is true would melt more quickly than the glacier ice, but would

persist long enough, at any rate until a considerable amelioration

of the climate had taken place, to prevent talus material from fill-

^ See the view of * Kanchonjunga from Green Lake Plain’ at p. 108 of * Round Kan*
chenjunga.*
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Present elevation of glaciers.

ing up the interval between the glacier and the hiU side. At
the same time the moraine thus formed would tend to keep the

glacier confined to the centre of the valley. Finally, when the cli-

mate became so mild that all the snow falling from the slopes was

melted during the summer, we would have a broad open trench

between the glacier and the side of the valley, as we see it at

present.
*

Both the Alukthang and the Zemu glaciers descend to about

the same altitude above sea-level,

namely, 13,000 feet. Comparing this

with the altitude of the glaciers of the North-West Himalaya,

we find that there is a regular decrease in the average altitude to

which they descend as we proceed towards the south-east. As Sir

T. Holland points out {Records^ Geol Sur. Ind-y Vol. XXXV, pt. 3,

p. 125), the glaciers of Hunza and the Karakoram range come down
to levels of 7,000 or 8,000 feet, while in Lahaul and Kumaon they

melt before descending below the level of about 11,000 feet. This

gradual elevation of the glacier line may be due in part to the

decrease in latitude, which is roughly 36^ in the first named region,

32° in Lahaul, 30° in Kumaon, and 28° in Sikkim ; but it is also

partly caused, 1 think, by the increased precipitation of moisture

as rain as we proceed in the same direction. There are no statis-

tics of rainfall available for places in the immediate neighbourhood

of the glaciers, but the amount is probably proportional to that

which falls at stations along the edge of the Himalaya ; though it

will depend to some extent on the distance of the glaciated ranges

from the plains, and the number of intervening ridges, which are

both much greater in the North-West than in Sikkim. The normal

rainfall at the stations in question is given below :

—

Xormal Anminl
Station. Hniiifull

iiK'hea.

MuiTPe (for Kashmir) . .

Simla (for Liiliaul) .... • G3o«

Naini Tal (for Kumaon) . . 91 iK)

Darjeeling (for Sikkim) . . 12f;«

There is no ancient terminal moraine in the valley of the Zemu below

, . ^ the present glacier, but it probably
FonncreztoiBioo of glaciers.

a j x x- j j iextended at one time a good deal

further down than it does now. Professor Garwood thought that
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he could detect traces of former moraines as far down as Lachen,

below the mouth of the Zemu, at an elevation of about 8,000

feet (‘Round Karudtenjunga,* p. 287), but the conspicuous ridge

that crosses the valley ‘about a mile below the Monastery’ and at

first sight certainly looks like a moraine, appeared to me to con-

sist mainly of solid rock, and the boulder drift between this and

the village to be merely fans of talus shot but from the ravines

on the western side of the valley. The strongly V-shape of the

lower part of the Zemu valley also, and of the Lachen valley above

the confluence of the streams, does not support the idea that the

glacier ever came down so far.

LIST OF PLATES.

PLATE 15. Kinchinjunga, from Alukthang.

PLATE 16.—Alukthang glacier, from A.

PLATE 17.—Ice clifi on Alukthang Racier, from C.

PLATE 18.—The same, from D.

PLATE 19.—Alukthang glacier, from Chemthang.

PLATE ao.—Stratification of ice, Alukthang glacier.

PLATE 21.—Guicha glacier.

PLATE 22.—Ice-cave, Zemu glacier, from A.

PLATE 23.—The same, from C.

PLATE 24.—lor-oave, Zemu glacier, in July 1891 .

PLATE 25. - Plan of Alukthang glacier.

PLATE 26.—Plan of Zemu glacier.

PLATE 27.—Sketch-map of the glaciers of Kinchinjunga {after E, J. Oarwooif.
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Notices of new Mammalian Genera and Species from
THE TERTIARIES OF INDIA. BY GUY E. PILGRIM,

D.Sc., F.G.S., ^Assistant Superintendent, Geological

Survey of India.

AS a result of the very thorough exploration of the Tertiary ossifer-

ous deposits of India in which the Geological Survey of India

are now engaged, a large amount of fresh material has already

been collected. This has made it necessary to establish several

new genera and species of mammals. Full descriptions and figures

of most of those up to the present determined arc in the press, but as

their publication will be son\cwhat delayed it has seemed advisable

to publish the present brief preliminary notice in order to avoid

the possible duplication of descriptions or names by other workers

on vertebrate palaeontology. A revised classification of these beds

and a complete list of the Tertiary man\malian fauna of India with

the locality and stratigraphical horizon of each species is also in

the ])ress and will shortly be ready for issue.

Sivapithecus indiciis n. gen. n. sp.

A specimen of the last lower molar of an anthropoid ape from

the Lower Siwaliks of Alipur is of precisely the same dimensions

as the corresponding tooth of Gorilla savagei and has the same shape

and arrangement of cusps. The cusps are however lower and the

deep valley separating the protoconid and hypoconid in Gorilla is

absent. There is no trace of the external cingulum of Gorilla. The
surface is rather wrinkled, but not more so than is often found in

Gorilla and much less so than in Simia.

Dryopithecus puajabicus n. sp.

Maxillae and mandibles of this species occur in the Lower Siwaliks of

Chenji. It is very near to D. rhenanus^ but differs by the mesoconid

being more in a line with the protoconid and metaconid-
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Semnopithecus asnoti n. sp.

This species, from the Middle Siwaliks of Asnot, is known by some

lower teeth. It is recognised as a SemnopiUiecus and not a Maeacus

by the greater tendency of the posterior cusps to form a trenchant

crest. It is of the sam.e size as S. entellus and smaller than the

Upper Siwalik S. palaeindicus. It differs front S. entettus and the

other species of Semnopithecus by the presence of .a broad anterior

cingulum, which projects slightly on the external wall of the tooth.

Dissopsalis caniifex n. gen. n. sp.

This is a Creodont from the Lower Siwaliks of Chenji, of which

the nearest affinities seem to lie with Aperodon. In the upper

dentition Pm, has been lost; the iivier cusp of Pm* is stronger

and more isolated than in Apterodon and M* lias developed a long

posterior blade something like of Hyaena or Oxyaena. No

specimen of the mandible has the molars behind Mj preserved

so that their presence is only presumptive. Mj resembles the cor-

responding tooth of Hy<J^a, possessing two equal blades and a

small simple talon without any trace of an inner cusp. Except

for the absence of the cingular ridges it is not so unlike Mj of

Pterodon. The premolar series is as in Hyaena. Length of M, to

Pmj is 7.3 mm.

Dissopsalis ruber n. sp.

This species occurs in the same beds as the preceding one,

and is inferior to it in size, but differs in no very essential points

of structure.

Amphicyou lydekkeii n. sp.

This species is founded on Mj from the Middle Siwaliks of Padhri,

which differs from M, of A. palaeindicus Lyd. from Kushalgarh by its

greater size and squareness.

Palhyaeua in^ n. sp.

This species is established on a maxilla, found at Asnot, which

is somewhat inferior in size to Palhyaena hipparionum Gerv., and

Ivas rather broader molars. It is almost certain that the maqdible,
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doBcribed by Lydekker under the name of Hyaena sival&nsis Bose,

also belongs to this 8];)ecies. In it the last premolar is more nearly

equal in size to the camassial than is the case in P, aff, hippario-

num described by Schlosser from China. The fragmentary tooth,

descrif.'ed and figured by Lydekker as the lower carnassial of

Hyaenodon, is, as Schlosser has pointed out, an upper carnassial.

It is probably a species of Palhjaena, to which I shall provisionally

refer it.

Palbyaena proava n. sp.

This is a very much smaller s})ecies than the preceding, with

relatively narrower teeth. It comes from the Lower Siwaliks of

Chenji.

Pseudaelurus chenjiensis sp.

A maxilla from the Lower Siwaliks of ('henji is closely allied

to Pseudaelurus (juadrideniatUs, It indicates a species, which was

inferior in size to the European form, and in which there is a

complete absence of any diastema. The carnassial tooth is also

proportionately larger, since it is of the same absolute length as the

corresponding tooth in P. quadridentatus, although Pm| is smaller

than in that species.

Cadurcotherium indicum n. sp.

In the list of the Upper Nari fauna of the Bugti Hills given

by the present wTiter appears the name Amynodon sp. A more

thorough development of the specimen reveals clearly that it

belongs to the European Oligocenc genus The species

differs from C. cayluxi (1) by its greater size, (2) the shortness of

Mj as compared with M, and Mj^, (3) the mctaloph more nearly

in a straight line with the ectoloph.

Aceratherium bugtiense n. sp.

From the Upper Nari of the Bugti Hills; allied to A, perimense^

but larger and more primitive in character, possessing no crochet

and a hardly appreciable postfossette.

Aceratherium lydekkeri n. sp.

A skull from the Lower Siwaliks of Dhariala. though closely

allied to the skull dug out at Niki by Theobald and described by
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Lydekker under the name A. yerimmse, belongs to a distinct species.

It is smaller and more dolichocephalic. The teeth show precisely

the same variation from the Middle Siwalik species which Lydeklmr

has remarked in those from Perim Island. It is therefore necessary

to refer the Dhariala skull to Falconer’s species if. pm'mense and to

establish a fresh specific name for the Middle Siwalik skull and

teeth described by Lydekker.

Diceratheiium naiicom n. nom.

This new name is proposed for the maxilla described by Lydekker
as Acerath&rium hlanfordivax. minus. The premolars oi Aceratherium

blanfordi var. majus (probably a Teleoceras), which have now been

found in the Upper Nari series of the Bugti Hills, are quite different

in character from those of Aceratherium hlanfordi var. minus and
lielong to a much m'ore brachycephalic animal. They possess no

cingulum.

Diceratherittin shahbazl n. sp:

This species from the Naris of the Bugti Hills, is rather larger and

has more elongated teeth than D. naricum. The premolars have a

pectinate crotchet and are in a backward state of development. It

is somewhat closely allied to D. douviUei Osborn.

Teleoceras fatehjaogensis n. sp.

This species, also an Upper Nari form, is founded on a palate

obtained near Fatehjang. It resembles T. Uanfordi closely, but

the ectoloph of the premolars, and to a less extent of the molars,

has the remains both of the metaconal as well as of the pataconal

fold.

Hipparioo perimeiise n. nom.

This specific name is intended to receive the Perim Island

skull described by Lydekker. Very perfect skulls of H. jntnjednense

Lyd. and B. (hedbaJdi Lyd. obtained from the Middle Siw^ks of

Dhok Pathan have shown that these two spdeies are quite dfetinufc.

B. punjednense has a much larger higher skull and the facial cavity

fa deeper and farther from the teeth.
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Hippodactylus chisholmi n. sp.

A skull of this species was found in the Middle Siwaliks at Dhok
Pathan. It is smaller than either of the other species of Hipparion.

Pm^ is present. The enamel folds of the fossettes are less complex.

The protocone is larger and united with the protoconule in a very

advanced state of vt^ar. There is a large facial cavity, somewhat
nearer the orbit than in the other Indian species. It was probably

niODodactyl. It differs from H. antelopintis, so far as this species is

known, by the larger M, and the much squarer-crowned teeth.

Moeritherium (?) d. sp.

A small primitive Proboscidean molar found among the material

from the Bugti Hills appears to differ but little from Andrews’ genus

from the Fayum in Egypt. It is therefore provisionally referred to

Maritherium.

PhyKotillon naricus n. gen.

This name is to replace Macrotherium narieum, a CThalicotheroid

from the Nari series of the Bugti Hills. The new genus differs

from the other m.embers of the family by the greater elongation

of its molars, but chiefly by the fact that in the upper premolars

the large inner cusp is united to the ectoloph by a double instead

of a single crest.

Schizotberium (?) sp.

A poorly preserved maxilla, also from the Naris of the Bugti

Hills is provisionally placed here. It only slightly exceeds Schizotherium

modicum in size and Pm^ has exactly the same shape as in that

species.

Tetraconodoo minor n. sp.

Amongst Noetling’s and Grimes* collections from Yenangyaung

in Burma are some lower premolars, which in structure are exactly

like those of Telraconodon magnua Lyd. frim the Middle Sinaliks of

the Puiigab. Since they are very inferior in size it seems convenient

to make of them a fresh species. Maxille, probably belonging

to the same species, are also contained in the collection.

f2
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Hippobyus lydekkeri n. sp.

I propose to apply this name to the smaller species of Hippoihyiu

mentioned by Lydekker and confined to the Middle Siwaliks.

Brachyodus africanus, Andrews.

I am now of the opinion that B. bugtiensis is to be regarded as

a synonym of the Egyptian species. The upper molars of the latter

are unfortunately unknown, but the mandibles of the two forms

appear to differ so little as not to warrant a specific separation.

Merycops lon^dentatus n. gen.

This species, referred to as Brachyodus longidentatus, has been

made the type of a new genus by virtue of its longer, more hyp-

Bodont teeth and its Merycopotamine lower dention.

Hyoboops naricus n. sp.

This name is to supersede Choerotn&ryx grandis for the two small

Nari teeth, as it seems to me that their affinities are rather Brach-

yodine than Choeromerycine.

Telmatodoa (?) n. sp.

A small and fragmentary upper molar from Sind provisionally

referred by Lydekker to AgriocJmrus has a structure so similar

to that of Telnudodon bugtiensis as to suggest that it belongs to

the same or a closely allied genus. A lower molar found by Mr.

Cunningham Craig in the upper beds of the Pegu series of Burma
may belong to the same species.

Dorcabune antbracotbenddes n. gen. n. sp.

This interesting species from the Lower Siwaliks of Chenji shows

the most extraordinary mingling of Traguloid and Anthracotheroid

characters. Its upper molars may be described as like those of a

DorcaOierium, only of an extreme bunodont and brachydont type.

Parastyle and mewstyle are prominent and isolated. Theproto-

conal crescent is mcomplete posteriorly with two marked folds
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much as in Tehnatodon and Hemimeryx. There is a prominent cingu-

lum and a strong rugose sculpture. Mg is 26 mm. broad and- 22’6

mm. long. The same type of structure is displayed in the lower

teeth, which, - however, differ less, qualitatively, from Dorcatherinm

than tlie upper ones. The characteristic posterior fold in the pro-

toconid is present. On the whole, the genus may be appropriately

placed in the TraguUdae. Lower molars of the species occur in Sind.

Progiraffa sivalensis Lyd.

A detailed examination of the Girafiidae of India, the results

of which are already in the press, has convinced m.e that the upper

n\o]ar from. Burki described by Lydekker under the nam.e of Pro-

'palaeomeryx sivalensis has Giraffoid affinities. Identically sim.ilar

molars have been found in the Lower Siwaliks of (*henji in associa-

tion with mandibles belonging to the genus Proyiraffa.

Giraffa punjabiensis n. sp.

After careful consideration I am. inclined to regard the Middle

Siwalik sjx^cies from the Punjab as distinct from, the tapper Siwalik

species from the Siwalik hills.

Giraffokeryx punjabiensis n. gen. n. sp.

This is a small genus of Giraffoid, from the Lower Siwaliks

of the Salt Range, allied to Helladotherium. but with more prim.itive

characters

Helladotherium grande Lyd.

It has been necessary to alter the generic designation of this

species. A skull obtained from the Middle Siwaliks of Dhok Pathan

renders its generic separation frona the Pikermi genus impossible.

Indratherium majori n. gen. n. sp.

This new nan\e is proposed for the reception of the Giraffoid

hornless skull from the Markanda valley, now in the British Museum.

Dr. Forsyth Major showed its distinctness from HeUadotherium. It

differs from Hydasjdtherium by the greater proportionate breadth

of the teeth, by the enormous size of the premolars, and by the
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presence of frontal horn swellings, which lead one to suppose that

if it 'be a hornless female, then the male would have frontal horns

instead of the parietal ones of Hydaspitherium megacephalum.

Hydasiritheriuni magnum n. sp.

Tl)is Middle Siwalik species from Asnot is much larger than

H. mfigaeepihtdvm and is distinguished from ‘it by its relatively

stouter and shallower mandible.

Hydaspitherium birmaoicum n. sp.

A single upper molar, found near Singu in Upper Burma, differs

little from H. megacephalum except by its much smaller size. The
front horn of the 2nd crescent is not so long and the enamel folds

penetrate the crown less' deeply.

Boselaphus lydekkeri n. sp.

I propose this specific name for the Middle Riwalik teeth from
the Punjab described and figured by Lydekkcr. I have carefully

compared them both with B. namadicus, B. tragocamelus and teeth from

the Upper Siwaliks of Kangra, and find that they are sharply dis-

tinguished from all of these by their greater brachydonty and by
the weaker costae on the external lobes. B. natnadicus is a larger

species, and noay be distinct from the Upper Siwalik form, but as

the Kangra teeth show no important differences of structure from

the Narbada ones, I cannot, in the absence of further material, dif-

ferentiate the two.

Tngocerus punjabicus n. sp.

A fine skull, excavated from the Middle Siwaliks at Dhok Pathan,

shows the distinctive characters of this genus. The great longitudinal

diameter of its horn cores allies it to T. atnaUheus Gaudry, from

which, however, it is distinguished by the presence of a deep lachry-

mal fossa. It is smaller than T. rugosifrons Schloss., but the pre-

molars are relatively longer. This is even more the case when we
compare it with T. epectabilis Schlosser. In T. gregarius the pre-

molar series is long as compared with the molar series, although

the premolars are short relatively to their breadth, while Pm*
is of a very complex structure. T. sylvaticos and T. Icokeni

are larger, less known species from China, of which the generic

positiem is far from certain.
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Tragocerus perimensis Lyd.

The horn cores and calvarium from Perim Island, described

by Lydekker as Copro ‘peritnensia, must, I thmk, be referred to

the geiius Tragocerw to which they approximate closely in character.

Tragocerine teeth occur in the probably contemporaneous beds of Ghenji

in the Salt Range.
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